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SECT I ON I

THE CURRENT BALANCE

The direct numerica l comparison of the forces engag ing
in conflict or availabl e in the event of war is almost
un iversal. It is a factor always carefully reckoned
with by the various military authorities; it Is dis-
cussed ad nauseam in the Press. Yet such direct
counting of forces is In itself a tacit acceptance of
the applicab ility of mathematica l principles , but con-
fined to a special case. To accept without reserve the
mere “counting of pieces” as of value, and to deny the
more extended application of mathematica l theory , Is  as
illog ica l and unintelligent as to accept broadly and
Ind iscriminately the balance and the weighing—machine
as instruments of precision , but to decline to permit
in the latter case any allowance for the known inequa l-
ity of l everage.

Frederick William Lanchester
Aircraft in Warfare, 1916
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CHAPTER 1

OVERV I EW

Mr. Cha i rman and Members of the Committee :

Thank you for this opportun i ty to testify in support of the defense
budget for FY 1980. To put that budget In perspective, let me briefly
review our origina l request for FY 1979 and the supplemental request for
FY 1979 that we are presenting along with our request for FY 1980.

In our origina l submiss i on for FY 1 979, a year ago, we requested
Total Obligational Authority (TOA ) of $125.9 billion and planned outlays
of $115.1 billion (exclud i ng $100 million for civil defense). These two
totals reflected the President ’s determination to begin the process of
countering the long—term Soviet military buildup and fulfill his pledge
to NATO to increase U.S. defense spending by three percent a year In
real terms.

As a result of subsequent actions by both the leg islative and
executive branches, the FY 1979 defense program so far enacted, for all
practica l purposes, can now be considered as requiring $123.7 billion In
TOA and entailing $111. 3 bi llion in outlays. These totals allow for pay
ra i ses of $1.8 billion and other fact-of-life incre..ses of about $400
m illion .

Because it is essential that we continue with our long-range defense
program, and (in the process) Increase outlays by about three percent a
year in re~l terms, we are now submitting a readiness and modernization
supplemental for FY 1979. It amounts to $2.2 billion in TOA and will
generate $595 million in outlays. If approved , it will bring the FY
1979 defense budget authority back essentially to its originally planned
level. Equally important, it will permit us to:

-- expand our initiatives as regards strategic nuclear forces.
In part icular , we will accelerate our efforts on a new land-
based missile and Its mobile basing .

-- provide for the FY 1979 U.S. share of NATO AWACS and add to
our capabilities for reinforcing NATO;

-- add several needed surface combatants to our navy shipbuilding
program;

-- improve further the overall read i ness of our forces.

2 
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I t is agaInst this background that the President has proposed a
defense budget for FY 1980 involving $135.5 billion in TOA, $135 billion
In Budget Authority, and $122.7 billion In outlays (exclud ing $100
million for civil defense, which will now be a part of tI~e FederalEmergency Management Agency). These totals will permit another signi-
ficar ’ !.‘crement of real growth in our defense program after the effects
of inflation have been taken Into account.

The planned outlays In the FY 1980 budget are estimated to result
in  a 3.1 percent real increase over the total spending now estimated for
FY 1979 (incl uding all suppleinentals). The TOA, wh ich reflects the long—
term effect of the budget, is 1.7 percent more (after correcting for the
effects of Inflation) than the FY 1979 TOA (including that enacted by
the Congress and the supp lesnentals we are requesting). Outlays for FY
1980 will constitute about 4.9 percent of expected gross nationa l pro-
duct (SIIP) for FY 1980, 23 percent of planned federal spending , and 15
percent of estimated public spend i ng -- federal , state, and local .

The Long—Range Defense Projection shows an average real increase
in outlays of three percent, and in TOA of around 2.5 percent a year
through FY 1984. At that t ime, defense TOA Is projected to have reached
$178 billion in then-year dollars, and $151 bill ion measured in FY 1980
prices. With normal economIc growth over the next five years, def ense
outlays wi l l  be about 4.7 percent of GNP by FY 1984. By contrast,
defense outlays were 12 percent of GNP in FY 1954, and 8.2 percent in
FY 1964. I should stress, however , that our defense forecas ts are
simply the result of projections based on: the future implication s of
current defense programs and plans; estimates of future inflation ; and
future patterns of obligationa l authority—outlay ratios. They are
nei ther predictions of the future nor irrevocable commi tments to the
projections.

Our requests for FY 1980 are somewhat lower than we had projected
a year ago, and our Long-Range Defense Projection runs slightly below
the path forecast in the FY 1979 budget. Nonetheless, the body of my
annua l report and this summary will persuade you, I trust, that our
recoimnendations for FY 1980 are on the right track.

I. THE INTERNATIONAL SITUATION AND DEFENSE

As you wel l know, there Is no such thing as a fixed defense require-
ment. It is even very rare that we must reach a particular and precise
defense 9oal at a speclf led date In the future. Whether we are referring
to FY 1980 or FY 1984, we are not planning capabilities that will either
surely succeed or surely fall in their tasks. We are planning capa-
bilIties that have a greater or lesser probability of doing what we may
later decide to ask of them. We are also considering the effects , on
the marg in, of incr eases or decreases in our allocation of resources to
defense.

3
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Cer tainly no other cla im can compete successfully for resources
with what we really need for defense. Yet where the margi nal returns
from increased resources are relatively small , and those resources
could make a greater contribution elsewhere (or where not expending them
at all in the federal sector could have a good effect overall on our
economic situation) , the case for restra i nt in defense spend ing can be
powerful , and even persuasive. For some programs, such a si tuation
exists today. Nonetheless, a number of factors in the in terna tiona l
si tuation make the case for a strong defense compelling . In these
c i rcumstances , it seems justified in FY 1980 to continue the real
increase in defense outlays.

Na tional securi ty has always been comprise d of a number of factors
and has always required a number of strengths, non—mili tary as wel l as
military. The Un i ted States, fortuna tely, is by most measures the
strongest nation in the world. No other country -- certainly not the
Soviet Union —— can compete with us in economic power, political stability
and cohesion, technological capability, national w i ll, or appeal as to
way of lif e and Internationa l policies. It Is abundantly clear, however,
that we cannot maintain and Increase those strengths If we allow ourselves
to become excess ively dependent on energy sources from one part of the
worl d -- and a vola tile par t at that -— or if we fall vic tims to recur-
rent bouts of inflation and recession. Military strength cannot help to
cure these kinds of diseases. At the same time , w ide swings in the size
of our defense program, or i nefficient execution of that program, could
increase our economic vulnerabilit les without producing countervailing
benefits in the mili tary balance.

Fortunately, we have paced our defense programs with prudence.
Whi le we face a number of international problems, we are in a posItion
to cope with them free of panic , crash programs , and wasted resources.

A. The Soviet Union

Among our internationa l problems, the Soviet Union undoubtedly
looms as the largest adversary player. In most segments of the compe-
tition , the Soviets do not have a comparative advantage over the United
States. Onl y in military matters has their system been able to rival
ours. But the fact that they have put so much of their effort into the
production of military power is most troubling. Their failure to compete
successfully in other arenas can increase the Incentive for the Soviets
to use their military power to increase their influence and to gain
political advantage, whether by direct application of military force,
through Intimidation , through proxies, or through arms transfers.

Such a motivation is one possible explanation for the Soviet
m ilitary buildup. Another is bureaucratic inertia , or rather -— in a
less benign formulation -— the strength of the milIt ary~ Industr Ia 1
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establishment in the Soviet political structure end resource allocation
process. A third may be Sovie t fear , however misplaced It might be, of
their neighbors -- especially NATO and the People’s RepublIc of China.

Undoubtedly all of these, and perhaps others, are impor tant
motives. My own concern and belief is that, to whatever extent Soviet
capabilities in the l980s might be engendered by the motives that seem

• less alarming to us, these capab i l i t i es cou ld then be used —- or their
use threatened in dangerous and des tabi l i z i n g ways —— unless the Uni ted
States and Its allies either reach agreements with the Soviets that
limi t the Soviet buildup to safer levels, or adequately offset that
buildup with our own defense programs, or both.

Al though Soviet intentions cannot be surely assessed, there
can be no doubt about the steady increase in the Soviet defense effort
each year for more than 15 years. As the Soviet gross national product
has grown, so has the defense effort. Its annua l rate of increase has
averaged more than three percent measured by what it would cost the
Un i ted States to duplicate that effort in our economy, and between four
and five percent measured in rubles. By how much the present effort now
exceeds our own is less certain. It could be by as much as 45 percent,
or as li ttle as 25 percent.

It should be noted that this is a very crude comparison. What
reall y count in military terms are the forces that are deployed and what
each side needs to achieve its objectives. Moreover, the substantial
contributions of allies must be added to the balance. It must also be
remembered that our naval power projection and sea lane protection costs
have little counterpart in Soviet military spend i ng , just as the Soviet
strategic air defense costs have little in ours. Even so, rela t ive
defense spending , annual or cumulat ive, is the best single crude measure
of rela t ive m i l i tary capab i l it ies , if efficiencies are not too different.
And In military matters, Soviet and U.S. efficiencies are not as far
apart as in the civilian sector.

As is to be expected, the Soviet armed forces have improved
substantially with these steadily increasing outlays. Since 1964, when
Leonid Brezhnev succeeded N i k i ta Khrushchev as l eader of the Sovie t
Union, the Soviet defense establishment has expanded by about a million
men. More than 1 ,000 ICBM launchers and more than 900 modern submarine-
launched ballistic missile (SLBM) tubes have been added to the Soviet
strategic nuclear forces. And the modernization of these forces con-
t inues at a steady pace. What we describe as the Soviet peripheral
attack forces ar e also bein g upgraded wi th the dep l oyment of the mob i l e ,
MIRVed SS—20 intermediate—range ballistic missile (IRaN) and the BACKFIRE
bomber. Ground and tactical air forces have been increased and provided
with modern equipment. The Soviet ground forces have grown by about 25
divisions; more than 1 ,000 fighter aircraft have been added to Soviet

5 
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Frontal Aviation. Moreover, the qual i ty of their  equ ipment i s  much
closer to ours than It was 10 years ago; In some cases It is even better
than our own. Many of the elements of a serious open-ocean navy are
also In p l ace, inc l ud i ng two light aircraft carriers with long-range
anti—ship missiles, VTOL a i rcraf t, and helicopters. What could be a
nuclear—powered cru i ser displacing well over 20,000 tons is now fitting
out in the Baltic. The Soviets have also demonstrated an operationa l ,
evolvin g, but still limited anti-satellite capability.

As these Soviet forces have evolved, Soviet milita ry doctrine --
especiall y for the general purpose forces, where these factors have the
clearest application -- has continued to emphasize the virtues of cover,
deception, and surprise. Heavy concentrations of force combined with
dense firepower, shock, and rap id offensi ve movement, are emphasIzed.
Equally sobering, the Group of Soviet Forces in Germany (GSFG) -- 20
divisions In all -- is acquiring a much higher degree of combat readi-
ness and tactical mobility than In the past. Capability appears to be
catching up with doctrine.

As far as we can judge, these developments have been sub-
stantially insensitive to changes in the magnitude of U.S. and allied
programs for more than a decade. As our defense budgets have risen, the
Soviets have Increased their defense budget. As our defense budgets
have gone down, their defense budgets have increased again. As U.S.
forces in Western Europe declined during the latter part of the 1960s,
Soviet deployments in Eastern Europe expanded. As U.S. theater nuclear
forces stabilized , Soviet peripheral attack and theater nuclear forces
increased. As the U.S. navy went down In numbers , the Soviet navy went
up.

Soviet military programs, of course, are the result of many
factors , and at least some of their buildup can be attrIbuted to con-
siderations other than the direct Soviet-Amer ican competition. It Is
worth not ing, moreover , that the growth In their defense effort has
correlated quite closely with the overall growth in the Soviet economy,
while the U.S. military effort has steadily shrunk as a fraction of our
economy. Be that as it may , nowhere is there any histor i cal evidence
that if we are restrained , the Sovi ets will reciprocate -- except where
specific and verifiable arms control agreements are negotiated.

The Soviets, i n sum, have made steady and Impressive military
strides during the last 15 years. We cannot afford to underestimate
them. NeIther can we afford to exaggerate where they stand in relation
to the Un i ted States and Its allies. Despite the reduced baseline
defense budgets of the early l 970s -- budgets that, In real terms , fell
15 percent below where they were before the intensification of the warIn Vietnam -— we have not stopped improving our own defense capabilities

.6
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And despite their increased efforts, the Soviets have not achieved
anythIng that resembles overwhelming military power. We have had our
problems , but so have the Soviets.

Looking back at the trends In Soviet defense spend Ing —- not
just sInce 1964, but sinc e the death of Stal i n -- we can see a number of
years when the U.S. defense effort was larger than the Soviet effort.
During those years, Khrushchev was apparen t l y engaged i n a Russ ian
version of what we then ca l l e d the New Look , wi th a good dea l of emphasis
on nuclear capabilities and their efficiency (some of it pure bluff , as
we found out later), and with reductions in supposedly obsolete ground
forces and theIr equIpment. A substantial portion of subsequent Soviet
investments must surely have gone toward recovering from those years; by
now, they almost certainly have recovered. In recent years, the invest-
ment portion of the Soviet defense effort has normally been substantially
more than that of the UnI ted States; counti ng the effor ts of our a l l i es ,
the ratio has been closer.

It is also worth remembering that the Soviets have had to
develop their defense capabilities out of a civil economy much less
efficient than ours. It has been noted with considerable -- and not
unjustified -- dismay that Soviet expend i tures In military research and
development may be 75 percent larger than ours (measured in U.S. prices).
And this when we are supposed to be -- and are -- depend i ng on our
technology to overcome their numbers. But while concern is certainl y in
order -- and this Is an area where we must increase our i nvestment --
the figures do not quite tell the whole story. The Soviet civil sector
does not produce much technology that can be transferred to the defense
sector. Ours does (though to a lesser extent than used to be the case).
For that reason alone, the Sov i ets have to i nves t more resources in th i s
area than we do to achieve a comparable military result. Some of our
results they cannot duplicate at all.

The Soviets have an equally unenviable problem in deciding how
to allocate the forces they acquire. They surely cannot give all their
all ies in the ~Jars aw Pac t very hi gh marks for l oya l ty, though the Soviet
forces in Eas tern Euro pe a imed at NATO ar e so lar ge that an ins i gn i f i-
cant fraction of them need be allocated to overseeing those allies .
They find it necessary, in addition , to station as much as 25 percent of
their ground and tactical air power on their border with the People’s
Republic of China (PRC) .

The Sov iets mus t a lso strugg l e to overcome acu te cons tra i nts
of geography and climate. Admittedly, we have long l ines of commun i-
cat ion to our f r i ends and a l l i es in Euro pe, the Middle East, and Asia ,
and must worry much more than the Soviets about sea control. But the
Soviets have analogous concerns. Their forces in the Far East dangle at
the end of a long and tenuous logistica l system. Their conventional7
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naval forces, to exerc i se any i nfluenc e on even ts, must trave l si gni-
fica nt d is tances from their ports, and they must transit narrow waters
which could be disputed by opposing forces. The Soviets have more naval
shi ps than we do (If our allies are omitted). But that capability,
whatever its effectiveness, is d ivi ded in to four separa te flee ts, wi th
two of them based in the Baltic and Black Seas where we and our allies
could bottle them up. Even to acquire some elbow—room for their fleets
based on Murmansk and Vladivostok, the Sovi ets would have to control the
Barents Sea and the Sea of Japan.

In sum, the growth In the Soviet military effort is potentially
very dangerous to us. Though not as effective as it may appear at first
glance, i t is not somethin g we can ignore or wave away, especia ll y since
the upward trend in Soviet defense spending shows every sign of continu i ng.
It is an effort that we must keep in perspective, not to imitate it , but
to prevent it from becoming a major Soviet advantage.

We seek, and expect, to cooperate with the Soviets on the
resolut ion of a number of issues in the future, as we have managed to do
in the past. But we also have to recognize that the Soviets persist In
seeing their relationship with us as one of competitive coexistence,
wi th the emphasis on competition where military matters are concerned.
Such an outlook leaves us with no choice but to keep up our guard.

B. Goals

I t remains the case that our wellbeing as a nation and our
character as a people depend on peace, justice, and order as wel l as
military strength. To survive , to prosper, to preserve our trad i tions ,
we need political as well as military allies , trad ing partners, access
to raw materials and supplies of energy; we need freedom of the seas and
International airspace as well as space, and a pluralis tic env i ronment
conducive to nationa l and individual freedom. Striving for military
predom i nance and st imul at ing arms races are not how we satIsfy these
needs or uphold our position In the world. We must make every effort to
settle the disputes and r~ nove the tensions that could lead to conflict
and wider international disorder. We should lose no opportuni ty to
increase International stability and reduce mili tary competition through
equitable and verifiable arms control agreements.

C. SALT

Progress is being made on both counts. We are nearing the
completion of a SALT 11 agreement that will contrIbute to th. securi ty
of the Un i ted States and Its allies . In fact, no agreement falling that
test should or would be signed by the Un i ted States. We want arms
control , but must insist on arms control agreements that specify equiv-
alent overall military capabilities , strategic and general 
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An adequate and properly balanced defense budget is a neces-
sary way to maintain our security, but arms control agreements are an
additional and complementary way of dealing with Soviet military efforts.
Admitted ly, the interests of the Soviet Union and the Un i ted States
diverge in a number of respects. The Soviets appreciate, however, that
as long as we rema in strong -- as we will -- dir ect conflic t wi th the
Un i ted States and its friends could quickly lead to disaster.

Both sides understand that restraint is especiall y important
where nuclear forces are concerned. Nuclea r weapons represent the only
external threat to the surv i va l of the Un i ted States and the Soviet
Union. Nuclear weapons could destroy in a matter of hours what each
nation has built over the course of centuries. Both the United States
and the Soviet Union already dep loy nuc lear forces full y capable of
destruction of this magn i tude. It Is unlike ly, moreover, that the
situation will change as a result of further buildups by either side,
despite the lure of exotic technologies and damage—limiting strategies
that entail massive programs of active and passive defense -- provided
always that timely and effective responses (which exist) are undertaken
by the other side.

We and our adversaries need to constrain the competition.
This is not to say that agreements to limit strategic or other armaments
can solve all problems, remove all grounds for fear and suspicion, or
bring all military competition to a complete halt. But carefully drawn
SALT agreements -- backed by sound verification measures -- can accom-
plish a great deal. They can make the ach i evement of destabilizing
future advantage even more difficult than is already the case, while
allowing current vulnerabilit ies to be removed. They can make the force
structures of the future more predictable , and reduce the need to design
against a wide range of uncertainty in strategic force planning . They
can contribute to a healthier politica l env i ronment -- an environment
less freighted with suspicion and more conducive to further restraint.

The SALT agreement that is nearing completion will permit us
to maintain the nuc l ear balance at lower l evels with fewer launchers
than the Soviets could deploy without any agreement. Avoiding the
necessity to match such growth in Soviet forces will leave US. (and
Soviet) resources free for other needs and avoid the political costs of
unrestrained competition.

The agreement will not depend on trusting the Russians.
It will be adequately verifiable by our nationa l technical means, inclu d-
ing photo-reconnaissance satellites.

The agreement will provide for prompt negotiations to open the
road to further reductions and limits In the future. SALT will also
create a basis for us to improve relations with the USSR generally, If
the Soviets are prepared to cooperate.

9
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SALT will not solve all our problems. Even wIth SALT, we will
need to -- and we will be permitted to -- expand our strategIc nuclear
efforts. But SALT will mean greater stabilIty and predictability In the
strategic challenges we face.

I do not see any i mmedIate prospect of ending the mili tary
competition between the Soviet Union and the Un i ted States. Nonetheless,
I believe we can maintain the modest momentum of arms control . SALT II
wIll contribute to the momentum.

D. International Developments

We also have non—military programs that provide a basis for
optimism about the internationa l situation. President Carter ’s energy
and anti-inflation programs should make a major U.S. contribution to
increased InternatIonal monetary and economic stability , reduced pro-
tectionist pressures, and the further liberalization of internatIonal
trade and investment. The Camp David accords and the subsequent nego-
tIations between Egypt and Israel still hold out the prospect of movi ng
the entIre Middle East toward more stable and permanent peace. The
Panama Cana l treat ies -- whose approva l by Congress was a major act of
statesmanship -- have removed a longstand Ing grievance and a source of
future disruption in Latin America wIthout any sacrifice of basIc U.S.
interests. The normal Izatlon of relations between the PRC and the
United States increases the stability of East Asia -- and i ndeed of
other areas as well. The removal of the Turkish arms embargo improves
the chances of greater cooperation for deterrence and peace on the
sensi tive southern flank of NATO. In Europe, the reaffirmation of
democracy and the Increased determination of our allies to strengthen
their defenses mean that the opportunities for outside troublemaklng and
intervention will decline. Even in Africa , where conflic ts cont i nue —-
of ten aggravated by the Soviet Union and Cuba -- we may yet see the
emergence of settlements that encourage majority rule and full democracy
in Namib la and Rhodesia.

We should not be deluded Into excessive optimism b~ recentevents. Other developments -- in Iran, the Horn of Afr ica, and
Afghanistan, to take a disparate set of examples -— should remind us
that instabIl ity, uncertainty, and shifts in the balance are widespread .
But internationall y, these are times for hope, not for despair , times
of opportuni ty as well as challenge.

I i. THE MILITARY BALANCE

I believe we can maintaIn the balance of military power with
defense budgets of the order we are now requesting and projecting. It
should be understood, however, that no informed judgment on this matter
can rest on simp le, static comparisons , whether that judgment calls for
a more or less rapid rise (or even a decrease) In U.S. efforts.

10
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I am, of course, aware that we estimate the Soviets as hav ing more
than 45,000 tanks, while the Uni ted States has only 10,000. But while
we recognize the Soviet armor threat, that raw comparison does not
convince me of Soviet military superiority In Central Europe, or make
It adv i sable for the United States to buy another 35,000 tanks. Our
allies happen to have tanks as well ; and anti-tank launchers -- of
which we and our allies have already acquired more than 17,000 (and
more than 40,000 anti-tank missiles) -- are also relevant to stopping
tanks. It Is most unlikely, in any event, that the Soviets could bring
all those tanks to bear against the Un i ted States and its allies.
Simply counting up tanks , or ships, or a i rcraf t, or missiles is not a
sufficient basis for determining the relative effectiveness of two
opposing forces. Successful defense and deterrence, which are what we
seek , depend on a great deal more than the results of these static
comparisons.

If U.S. forces are relevant to some specific contingencies and can
defeat a specific enemy, presumably they contribute to credible deter-
rence, no matter what static comparisons migh t show about particular
force elements. Accordingly, we must examine a variety of hypothetical
conflicts , understand how our capabilities would perform in a range of
circumstances, and determ i ne what factors are crucial to their perform-
ance. Our strategic forces, for example, are smaller in number and
lighter in throw—weight than their Soviet counterparts. However, if
they are so deployed that an enemy cannot eliminate many of them in a
first strike , if they have the reliabilities , accuracies , and nuc l ear
warheads and yields necessary to destroy the targets we have assigned
to them, and if the command and communications system to assure their
delivery on target Is maintained , they may be quite sufficient for our
purposes, and the military balance quite stable, even if the ind i scrimi-
nate static comparIsons ind i cate certain asymmetries favorable to the
USSR.

There are, admittedly, particular occasions when avoidance of
asymmetries comes close to be i ng an end in itself. In general , equality
of legal ri9hts is the basis of SALT and MBFR. But equal numbers and a
satisfactory military balance are not necessarily the same thing. Equa l
aggregates in U.S. and Soviet strategic offensive forces, and common
ceilings on the forces of NATO and the Warsaw Pact in Central Europe,
have merit -- but for another reason. Since the Soviets have insisted
on equality as the basis for arms control agreements, we must insist on
equal aggregates and common ceilIngs as the princ ipal ways of measuring
and symbolizing that equality.

But to be driven in our force plann i ng by pe~ceptions of the mil i-
tary balance based on static ind i cators, and to seek (or grant) equality
in every measure across the board, is to ensure the misuse of U.S. and
all ied resources. We are not interested in symmetry with the Soviet
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UnIon, at least not from the standpoint of defense. Nor are we
in terested in having the capability to defeat the Soviets on a sand-
table in a void. We are completely committed, however ,~ to engineeringtheir defeat wherever they attempt to challenge our interests.

A. Strategic Concepts

The range of possible challenges is obviously very large. The
Uni ted States has a wide variety of interests that are reflected in , -but
not totally def ined by, our treaty commitments. Since these interests
and commitments are located around the world, there Is some small pro-
bability that a number of more or less simultaneous attacks could be
launched on areas we consider vital. But the military capabilities of
the Soviet Union and its satellites are far from unlimited . The Soviets
cannot be powerful everywhere at once, any more than we can. Neverthe-
less , we need to have a basic strategic concept that recognizes our
interests and our resource constraints , and defines the magn i tude of
the capabilities we shoull have available. Otherwise, we could find
ourselves planning to set up defenses all around the globe.

It has become a truism of modern defense policy that we must
maintain military capabilities at three basic levels: strategic nuclear,
theater nuclea r, and non-nuclear. The degree of dependence we should
place on each is much less obvious. This administration , l i k e I ts fou r
predecessors, has decided that while it cannot and will not neglect our
nuclear forces, it will keep the barrier to nuclear warfare -- primarily
In the form of our non-nuclear capabilities -- at a high level. The
Soviets and their associates, if considering an attack on the Un i ted
States, i ts forces and in teres ts , or it s all ies and fr i ends, must
recognize the possibility that we would make a nuclear response. But
we reject nuclear escalation as the sole policy on which to base the
planning or use of our forces. We will continue to avoid relying on
nuclea r weapons un less their employment is clearly in our interest --
and in the interest of our allies -- or Is forced on us by the nuclear
actions of others. In sum, we and our allies must have adequate con-
ventiona l forces. That should be understood by everyone, and it should
be understood as the continu i ng policy of the Un i ted States.

1. Strategic Forces

In desi gnin g our strategi c nucle ar forces , what we need
for deterrence and stability cannot be dictated by any simple comparison
wi th the forces of the Sovi et Union , even though we must take those
forces in to account in our planning. Our needs -— whatever the needs
of the Soviets -- are met if our retaliatory forces can sat i s fy  the
following conditions: surv ive In adequate numbers and types after a
well-executed surprise attack on them by the Soviets; penetrate Soviet
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defenses and destroy a comprehensive set of targets in the USSR wi th
whatever timIng , and degree of deliberation and control , proves desi r-
able; If necessary, Inflic t high levels of damage on Soviet society --
particularly those elements the Soviet l eadership values -— regardless
of the measures the Soviets mIght take to limit the damage; and retain a
reserve capability in the wake of a controlled exchange.

2. Theater Nuclea r Forces

In design ing our theater nuclear forces , we must provide
a credible deterrent to theater nuc l ear and overwhelming conventional
attack. As part of the NATO TRIAD , these forces must be capable of
carry ing out serious military tasks within NATO ’s strategy of flexIble
response if deterrence falls , with the aim of controlling escalation.
They must be diversified , so that they can pose the risk of a nuclear
response to any l evel of Warsaw Pact aggression; and they must be
sufficiently surv i vable so that they do not invite a Soviet preemptive
attack.

3. General Purpose Forces

In designing our general purpose forces, we now recognize
that a major two-theater attack on our allies and forces has become
Increasingly implausible as a result of the deepening Sino—Sovlet split
and the improvement in our relations with the PRC. What must therefore
concern us first and foremost is the heavy concentration of Soviet
forces In Eastern Europe and the western military districts of the USSR.
Those forces represent a direct and growing threat to the securi ty of
Western Europe, on both the central front and the flanks. They also
define the magn i tude of the largest and most serious non-nuc lear con-
tingency that could confront us in the foreseeable future.

To stress Europe is not to rule out a major contingency
elsewhere. Nor is it to preclude a smaller attack by Soviet or other
forces In such sensItive areas as the Middle East and the Persian Gulf ,
or the Korean peninsula. For planning purposes, however, I t seems
appropriate to base the sIze of our general purpose combat forces on
the assumption of having to halt more or less simultaneously one major
attack (with Europe as the most plausible and demanding locale for Its
occurrence), and one lesser attack elsewhere.

4. The Role of Alli es

I should stress that our strategic concept is not qu i te
as demand ing as the previous sentences may make it appear. We p lan our
stratsg Ic forces on the assumpti on tha t the Uni ted States by i tsel f  w i l l
have the continuIng responsibility for deterring Soviet nuclear attacks.
Wherever appropr i a te, however , we plan our general purpose forces on the
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assumption that , in most contingencies , they w i l l  be fi ghting alongside
allied forces rather than going I t alone. For example, we count on our
NATO allies to prov ide substantiall y larger ground and air forces for
initial defense of the NATO area than we contribute ourselves.

The collective defense will require a much greater dove-
tailing of allied defense programs and closer compatibility among allied
forces than has been the case to date. I ndeed, it is for this reason
that I have made alliance cooperation one of the keystones of our defense
policy , and have laid such stress on rationalization , standard i zation ,
and interoperability.

5. Other CapabIlIties

Equall y important, we rely on more than our active-duty
forces to shore up our continenta l air defenses and the non—nuclear
deterrent. Should a conventiona l conflict be of significant scope and
duration, we would turn to our National Gua rd and Reserve forces , and to
our mobi l izat ion base (including a draft) ,  for the expansion and rein-
forcement of our ini t ial  combat capabil i t ies . We should not assume that
our more costly (and more ready) active-duty forces would carry all the
burden of fighting to the end of these hypothetica l conflicts without
the addition of other resources . At the same time , we should recogn i ze
that , at present, our reserve forces (with the exception of the air
reserve units) are substantiall y less well-manned than they need to be
in order to fulf i l l  these responsibil it ies . Not only are Army reserve
units under strength; we are encountering increasingly serious and
disturbing shortfalls in the manpower replacement pool known as the
Individua l Ready Reserve.

If we are to be effective and efficient in fulfi l l ing our
strategic concept for the general purpose forces, we must have suffi-
cient capabilities to permit the following : the forward deployment of
forces in key areas overseas such as Western Europe and Northeast Asia ,
along with the retention of a powerful central reserve in the continental
United States (CONUS ) ; the rapid movement of substantial forces to
threatened theaters by a i r l i f t  and sealift ; the maintenance of forward
defenses for at least as long as an enemy could sustain his attack; the
buttressing of these defenses wi th reinforcements and sustaining supplies ;
and uninterrupted access by air and sea to the theaters of conflict.

If our strategic nuc l ear and genera l purpose forces can
satisfy all these varied conditions , they should be sufficien t to counter
an enemy ’s capabil it ies , not on some abstract plane , but where and how
it counts from the standpoint of U.S. security . It follows that whether,
In fact, U.S. and allIed forces have that kind of capability is the
issue that must concern us —- not whether the Soviet navy has more
coastal patrol boats than ours , whether our navy weighs more than theirs ,
or whether we have more anti-tank weapons and helicopters than they.
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B. Tests of Effectiveness

We have developed a number of tests as the basis for resolving
this issue of capability. The first of them ana l yzes the perfo~ iance of
the strategic nuclear forces by means of a hypothetical exchange following
a Soviet surprise attack. This , admittedly is a special case, and it
may only approximate potential reality. But because it is severe, it
results in a conservative assessment of our strategic forces and their
effectiveness.

The results of this test strongly suggest that even a surprise
Soviet attack would have no prospect of disarming us -- any more than we
could expect to disarm the Soviets if we struck f irst. Not onl y would
our surviving forces be very large; they could now readily penetrate
Soviet defenses and destroy thousands of military and non—military
targets either immediately or -- if we choose -- over an extended period
of time. The specific results would , of course, depend on what kind of
a response we deemed appropriate and how we decided to allocate our
warheads. But this general outcome would not be in doubt.

It Is quite conceivable , at some point in the early to mid—
l 980s, that the Soviets —— wi th a f irst strike -- could eliminate the
bulk of our ICBM si los and st i l l  retain a large number of warheads in
reserve. However, they would have to consider the possibility of our
hav i ng launched the MINUTEMAN force before their iCBMs arrived , even
though we have not made “launch under the attack” a matter of policy for
a very good reason: such a decision would be a very grave and difficult
one to make, even if our sensors gave clear and unequivocal Ind l cations
of such an attack.

Even without MINUTEMAN , our surviving second-strike capability
would remain large —— In the thousands of warheads. Not only could we
still destroy a wide range of targets; we could also cause catastrophic
damage to the Soviet urban—industrial base. It is difficult , in the
circumstances , to see how the Soviets could expect to gain any meaning-
ful advantage from starting such a mortal exchange.

I make these points in order to correct any notion that
MINUTEMAN vulnerability by Itself Is catastrophic. However , the capa-
bility of the Soviets to threaten the prompt destruction of a major
port ion of our retaliatory force , while that segment of their own force
is not subject to such a threat, will be a serious matter in military
terms and , if it were to continue for an extended period , woul d be a
major politica l problem. I therefore believe we must act to correct it
as we modern ize our strategic forces.
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The most demand i ng test for our genera l purpose forces would
come from an attack In Europe by the Warsaw Pact. In principle , such an
attack could beg in as a bol t f rom the blue by some or a l l  of the Pac t
deployed forces. The more serious lIkelihood Is that any attack without
prior mobilization would be preceded by a perIod of international
tens ion, some degree of Pact preparation, and at least a few days of
warnin g for NATO. Obviously, the greater the preparation, the lar ger
and better organ ized the attack would be. But NATO would also bene-
fit -- from increased warn i ng and the arriva l of U.S. and allied rein-
forcements.

There is , I real i ze, a widespread opinion that the Warsaw Pact
could rapidly overcome NATO ’s def enses regardl ess of when or how the
attack started. That opinion overlooks a number of facts. NATO has
already bought and paid for most of the basic capabilities necessary to
conduct a successful forward defense. It is also true, however , that
the Pact has expanded and si gnificantly upgraded its forces in Eastern
Europe during the past decade. NATO has responded to these improvements
with a number of short-term programs that have been substantially imp le-
mented , and with the Long-Term Defense Program (LTDP) which identifie s
many specific actions required to enhance NATO ’s collective defense
capability into the 1990’s and beyond.

The result of these actions by the two sides is an amb iguous
situation . Even today, the Soviets cannot be confident of a rapid
conventiona l victory in Europe. But NATO, despi te its basic strengths,
cannot have as much confidence in its non-nuclear deterrent as I con-
sider prudent.

Despite this current uncertainty, the planned increases in the
U.S. contrIbution to NATO should, along with contemplated allied increases,
be sufficient to deter Soviet attack despite the increase in Soviet
capabilities . Moreover, we can make that contrlbutlon wIthout weakeni ng
the combat force structure needed to deal with a simultaneous but lesser
contingency. I am equally conf ident that our naval forces are still
quite capable of maintaining the sea lines of communicatIon to Europe,
protecting other essential routes, and supporting allied forces -—
whether In the Western Pacific or on the flanks of NATO. What is more,
our naval forces will be gaining In capability during the next five
years. We are in the process of resolvIng a number of diff icult issues
about the exact future direction the Navy should take In Its shipbuIld-
ing program and in exploiting its capabilities. None of those Issues, I
should add , have brought into question the importance of the Navy, or
the desirability of having it perform its traditiona l missions within
the guIdelines of nationa l strategy.
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III. VULNERABILIT IES AND NEEDS

I do not want to give the impression, in offering these br ief
assessments, that we are complacent about U.S. and allied capabilities .
We should not be, and we are not. We have a number of vulnerabi lltles --
some obvious, and others not so obvious -- that we need to repair. I
see no grounds for bel ievi ng that today -- and I emphasize today -- we
have fallen into an unacceptable military posture. Even so, I must
stress that the gap between U.S. and Soviet defense expenditures cannot
continue to expand without a dangerous tilt in the relevant balances of
power and a weakening of the overall U.S. deterrent. The Un i ted States
is certainly more i ngenIous and efficient than the Soviet Un ion. It is
not so much more Ingenious and efficient that It can, without Increased
budgets, make up for increasing disparit ies between the two defense
efforts.

We can already foresee some of the difficulties that will arise for
us during the next five years or so, unless we take timely counter-
measures. Our strategic nuclear forces already are armed with more than
9,000 warheads, and that number will increase with the addition of
TRIDENT ballistic missiles and air-launched cruise missiles . Neverthe-
less , our strategic submarines and bombers are ag i ng; the ICBM leg of
the TRIAD is becomi ng vulnerable; and our coninand-control system is not
as capable as It should be of handling a controlled nuclea r response.
More warheads, throw—weight, or megatonnage will not by themselves
improve our strategic posture, regardless of what they do to the static
comparisons between the Un i ted States and the Soviet Union. Repairing
the TRIAD -- and Improving our coninand , control and communicat ions capa-
bilities —— will.

The diversity, redundancy, and flexibility embod i ed in the TRIAD
have been crucial to our continued confidence In the U.S. strategic
deterrent. Even though we have known for some time that the surviv-
ability of the 1CBM force would erode, we have not been driven Into
panicky and costly crash programs , largely because the other two legs
of the TRIAD have been and remain in good working order. But that does
not mean we should abandon the features contai ned in the ICBM force or
make i ts survival a function of launch—on—warning . If we are to remain
fully conf ident in the future, when a different leg of the TRIAD mlght
become vulnerable , we must restore the ability of our ICBMs to ride out
an attack, if that should prove necessary. Accord i ngly, we intend to
proceed with full-scale development of a new ICBM, have exp lored a
number of ICBM basing opt ions, and have ensured that the SALT II agree-
ment will leave open the alternatIve of deploying a mobile ICBM after
the expiration of the interim protocol period, which is well before the
program could reach deployment status in any event.

We have accepted the need to keep our strategic forces combat-ready
and on a high aler t, even though the probability of their ever being
used is very low. We have been less willing (or at any rate less
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successful) in giving these forces the capabilities and controls neces-
sary to operate them with deliberation and discrimination . In many
ways, such reluc tance Is understandable. it Is difficult to visualize
any nuclear exchange that could be kept from escalating to all-out
attacks on cities . Even so, we would be mistaken to leave a potential
enemy with the knçiwledge that the President, If faced wi th an attack
that avoided cities , would have only the options of an all-ou t response
or no response at all. The temptation to exploit this loophole in our
deterrent would be minute, but It could be real In desperate circum-
stances. However probable rapid escalation might be, we should retain
the capabIlity to respond to a limited nuclear attack in a controlled
and del Iberate way -— even though we might not be given credit for it in
the standard static comparisons.

We and our NATO a llies are presently examinIng our theater nuclear
posture in the overall review inaugurated by the 1977 NATO Summit. We
have major programs underway for the possible modernization of both
battlefield and longer-range tactica l nuclear forces, includ ing the new
8-inch and 1 55mm nuclear artillery rounds, the new and more flexible
LANCE warhead, the dual—capable F-l6, the PERSHING II missIle , and
various cruise missiles. These programs will enable us to make whatever
modern ization we and our allies eventually concl ude might be required.

When It comes to the general purpose forces, we take for granted
the need for control , deliberation , and discrimination. But we seem to
shy away from combat—read iness, high alerts, and rapid response, even
though our position and responsibilities in the world have changed
dramatically, and non-nuclear conflict tends to recur.

Because defense budgets are always limited to some level, and
because we still act as though we believe we wIll have the time to
mob i l ize, long-lead weapons and equipment often receive the highest
spend i ng priorities. Combat readi ness, al ertness, and mobility for the
general purpose forces sometImes fall much lower on the list. As a con-
sequence, many of our weapons are out of commission for lack of spare
parts. Even though we may not yet have learned to operate some of our
weapons to their full poteptial , we make plans to replace them. We log
fewer flying hours and steaming days than a fully professIonal force
requ i res.

AdmItted l y these are defici enc ies that, for the most part, we can
make up more rapidly than shortages of modern equipment. And the
Services are unders tandably concerned that if they give up force struc-
ture they may well , as a result of subsequent economies by the Secretary
of Defense or the Congress , later be lef t wi th smaller and less modern
forces that are jus t as unready and unsustainable as before. But in
assessi ng the balance between read iness and force size, it Is no longer
cl ear that we would be allowed enough time to repair even our most
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glaring defects in readiness. With amp le warning , we and our all i es in
Centra l Europe should be able to achieve sufficient combat read iness to
halt an attack by the Warsaw Pact. Looking ahead, though, there is a
growing probability that the Pact could deploy for some kinds of attacks
in less time than it would take NATO to ready its forces and move them
into their defensive positions.

The lesson should be clear. New tanks, however powerfu l, are only
as effective as the crews that man and maintain them. Battalions , how-
ever densely packed with firepower, are only as lethal as the ammunit ion
they have to shoot. Divisions , however modern in equipment , are of
l i t t le use if they have to wait for lift at their home bases while an
attack progresses overseas.

We need and can have modern weapons and equipment. We need and can
have them in sufficient quantity for our purposes. But unless we fund
and pay more attention to training, materiel read iness , adequate stocks
of combat consumables , and mobi l i ty, we could end up with the shadow
rather than the substance of a full defense capability.

A strategy of readiness w i l l  not make the defense posture any
cheaper. We will still have the i nvestment and operating expenses
required by the force structure as it exists today. We will have new
programs to fund as well. Replacement of the MINUTEMAN force, though it
exci tes the most attention , Is only one (and not necessarily the most
expensive) of the programs ahead of us in this category. We will have
to give greater attention to materiel and personnel read i ness in our
general purpose forces.

As a result of the NATO Summits in May, 1977 and 1978, we have
endorsed both a goal of three percent real annual increase in the
defense outlays of the NATO countries, and an ambitious Long-Term
Defense Program for the All iance. We are already taking steps to pre-
position more equipment and stocks so as to reduce the deployment times
of our reinforcements to NATO. We are also improving our long-range
airlift and otherwise seeking to increase our worldwide mobility. To
continue with these programs, we will need additional resources.

With the budget we propose and the expenditures we project, I
believe that we can do whatever is truly necessary . Security , it Is
true, depends on more than our defense posture. Nonetheless, a strong
defense posture remains crucial to our security . Our overall deterrent
is not as weak as the pessimists would have us belIeve. It is not as
strong as I would like it to be. To give it the necessary strength --
and our fellow ci t izens the necessar y confidence i n their safety --
balanced forces are what we need: nuclear and non-nuclear; ready as
well as modern. To achieve the necessary ba lance , we must have a
defense budget larger than last year’s in real terms. The national
security cannot be assured wIthout it.
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CHAPTER 2

THE DEFENSE BUDGET

The Presi dent has proposed , and I fully support , a defense budget
for FY 1980 wh i ch enta Ils $135.5 b llil on in total obligational authority
(TOA), $135 billion in budget authority (BA), and $122.7 billion in
outlays . These totals are compared in Table 2-1 with the actual totals
for FY 1978 and the estImated totals for FY 1979 (includ I ng a separate
supplemental for TV 1979) .

Table 2-I

Department of Defense - Mili tary Funct ions
($ Billions)

Current Dollars TV 1978 TV 1979 TV 1980

Total Obligationa l Authority (TOA) 116.5 125.7 135.5
Budget AuthorIty (BA) 115.3 125.2 135.0
Outlays 103.0 111 .9 122.7

Constant FY 1980 Dollars

Total Obligationa l Authori ty (b A) 131.8 133.2 135.5
Budget Authority (BA) 130.5 132.7 135.0
Outlays 117.4 119.1 122.7

The current Long-Range Projection shown in Table 2-2 is an estimate
of future defense requ i rements; It is not a commitment to those totals,
which must be reviewed each year. The current projection forecasts an
average annual rea l increase In TOA (estimated in A ’ 1980 prices) of 2.5
percent, and in outlays of three percent. Pay and price increases, it
should be noted, conform to the guidelines established In the President’s
anti—inflation program.

_ _ _  
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Table 2—2

Fisca l Years (Billions of Dollars)
1978 l979_ 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Total Obligational
AuthorIty

Current Dollars 116.5 125.7 135.5 145.7 155.7 166.8 177.7
FY 1980 Prices 131.8 133.2 135.5 138.4 141.5 145.9 150.5

Out lays

Current Dollars 103.0 111.9 122.7 133.7 144.9 155.5 165.7
FY 1980 Prices 117.4 119.1 122.7 126.4 130.5 134.4 138.4

Inflation Assumptions

For Outlays (In
percent) 7.1 8.0 7.0 6.0 4.8 3.7 2.8

Defense outlays for FY 1980 will constitute approximately 4.9
percent of estimated gross nationa l product (GNP). They will make up
about 23 percent of tota l federa l spending for A 1980, and around 15
percent of total public spend i ng (federal , state, and local). These
percentages are shown for selected fisca l years in Table 2-3.

Table 2-3

Defense Outlays as a Percent of
F i scal Year GIIP Federal Outlays Public Outlays

1964 8.2 41.8 27.9
1968 9.3 43.3 29.5
1977 5.2 23.7 15.7
1978 5.0 22.8 15.1
1979 4.9 22.7 14.8
1980 4.9 23.1 14.9
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The defense budget for FY 1980 wIl l  permit the United States to
maintain active—duty forces that include:

—— 2,122 strategic delivery vehicles , consisting of 54 TITAN I I
I CBMs , 1,000 MINUTEMAN iCBMs , 656 SLBMs , 347 B—52s , and 66
TB— li lAs ;

—- 34 KC- l35 tanker squadrons (with 521 aircraft) ;

-- seven continental air defense squadrons (includ ing one training
squadron) with an inventory of 141 aircraft ;

-— 16 Army divisions , five separate Army brigades , and three
Marine Corps divisions;

-- approx imately 460 major nava l combatant , amphibious , and
auxi l iary vessels;

-- 26 Air Force tactica l fighter wings (with 2,599 aircraft) , 12
Navy carrier air groups (with 1,111 aircraft) , and three
Marine Corps air wings (with 476 aircraft) ;

-- 53 anti-submarine warfare squadrons (with 635 aircraft) ; and

-- 17 squadrons of strategic aIr l i ft , with 75 C-5A and 311 C-14l
aircraft , and 14 squadrons of tactica l ai r l i f t , with 267 C— l30
aircraft.

National Guard and Reserve forces w i l l  consist primarily of:

-— 10 contInental air defense squadrons (with 180 aircraft) and
16 KC— l35 tanker squadrons (w ith 128 aircraft) ;

-- eight Army Nationa l Guard divisions , 19 separate Reserve
Component Army brigades , and one Marine Corps division ;

—- 44 nava i combatant , amphibious , and auxil iary vessels;

-- 39 Air  Force fighter squadrons (wIth 889 aIrcraft) ; 10 Navy
fighter squadrons (with 139 aircraft) , 13 Navy anti-submarine
warfare squadrons (with 138 aircraft) , and one Marine Corps
air wing (with 110 aircraft) ; and

-- 29 C— l30 tactica l a i r l i ft  squadrons (with 294 aircraft).

We estimate that the operation and maintenance of these forces w i l l
require about two mIllion active-duty mil i tary, 785 thousand selected
reserve mil itary , and approx imately 986 thousand civilian personnel. Of
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these totals , roughly 472 thousand active-duty mili tary and 115 thousand
civili an personnel will be stationed overseas. The deployment of U.S.
mili tary personnel in foreign areas (ashore and afloat) since TV 1964 is
shown in Chart 2—1 .

Chart 2-1
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About 60 percent of the defense budget -- exclud ing ret i red pay,
which Is now nearly 10 percent of total defense costs -- will go to the
operation and maintenance of the current forces. These costs are shown
for TV 1979 and TV 1980 in Table 2-4.
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Table 2-4

Total Obligational Authority (Billions of Dollar s)

Budget Title TV 1979 TV 1980

Mil itary Personnel 28.7 30.3
Operation and Maintenance 38.1 40.9
Family Housing and Homeowners Ass i stance
Program 1.7 1.6

TOTAL 68.5 72.8

The remaining 40 percent of the budget (again, excluding reti red
pay) is allocated to the near-term and longer-range modern i zation of our
combat capabiliti es . It is , in effec t, our investment in the future.
These costs are shown for both TV 1979 and TV 1980 in Table 2-5.

Table 2-5

Total Obligationa l Authority (Billions of Dollars)

Budget Title TV 1979 TV 1980

Procurement 31.5 35.4
Research, Development, Test, and Eva l uation 12.8 13.6
Military Construction 2.6 2.2

TOTAL 46.9 51.2

As these tables indicate , the investment accounts rise from 40.6
to 41.3 percent of the total budget (with reti red pay excluded). This
increase Is Important if we are to equlp and modernize our forces in
response to the great expansion of Soviet efforts In those areas.

The trends in the alloca tion of our baselin e defense budget (defined
here as IDA with the incrementa l costs of the war In Southeast Asia
exclu ded) are shown in Chart 2-2. Operating expenses during these years
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have remained relatively stable , In real terms. The reason is not that
we have kept the fund ing up, but that we have brought our personnel
requIrements down. Military personnel In the baseline force have dropped
by about 700,000 men. And only very recently have we begun to Invest at
close to the level that prevailed in the early l960s. We are now living
off those earlier investments.

Chart 2—2
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At the same time that we are submItting the TV 1980 defense budget,
we are requesting a supplementa l appropriation of $4.4 billion for TV
1979. ThIs supplemental consIsts of:

Pay increases $1.8 billion
Other fact—of—life Increases 0.. billion
Program adjustments and addition s 2.2 billI on

for a total of $4.ti billion
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During its last session , the Congress effectivel y reduced the
defense budget to $ 121. 3 billion for TV 1979. This supplemental wi l l
br ing the total defense appropriation for FY 1979 to $125.7 billion, or
just $300 million short of the amount originally requested by the
President a year ago.

The supplementa l of $1. 8 bi l l ion for pay increases reflects the
decision to increase mil i tary and classi f ied cIvi l ian pay by 5.5 percent ,
effective October 1 , 1978, and the expected Wage Board actions on blue-
collar pay during the course of TV 1979. The other fact-of-life increases,
amounting to $400 mill ion , include the additiae~al costs of overseas
subsistence and construction projects brought on by the decline in the
value of the dollar relative to other major currencies.

The final $2.2 billion of the supplemental w i l l  permit us to con-
tinue the planned expansion of U.S. capabilities in several areas.

-- On the order of $430 million Is requested for improvements in
the strategic nuclear forces. Of this tota l , $190 million
will continue the development of the M-X missile , and another
$75 million will go to a further exploration and preliminary
development of M-X basi ng options.

-- We are also asking for about $1 billion to fund a wide variety
of programs, includ i ng more than $35 million for implementation
of provisions of the Panama Canal Treaty. However, the bulk
of these funds will go to heightened read i ness and an improved
NATO posture. Around $99 million is essential for removal of
the defects we found in our mobilization plans and programs as
a result of last year ’s Exercise NIFTY NUGGET. Another $85
million is needed to fund the FY 1979 U.S. share of the NATO
AWACS program whi ch is so i mportant to the collective defense
of Europe.

-- Finall y, we are requesting about $675 million for nava l
shipbuilding. Of that total , about $110 million will go to
the settlement of claims by the Newport News Shipbuilding and
Drydock Company. Another $363 million is allocated to a
DD—993 (a more capable version of the DD-963—class destroyer),
and $194 million is for one additiona l FFG-7, the frigate that
will become a workhorse of our escort force in the coming
decades.

I realize that, as always, there will be less than universal agree-
ment with these budget totals , their allocation , and the forces we are
progranining for FY 1980 and the years ahead. Most of the Issues will
arise , I suspect , not because of differences about the importance of
nationa l defense, but because of disagreements over the key factors that
affect our judgment about specific defense needs. Some may simply feel
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that, in a period when total federal resources are declining as a
percent of GNP, other national needs should receive a higher priority
than defense. Some may consider the International environment so
dangerou s that many domestIc needs, however meri torlou,s, should take
second place to defense. Sti l l  others may hold to the view that we are
neither conservative enough nor sensitive enough to perceptions (however
ill-founded) In the plann ing of our forces. And there will certainly be
those who regard aspects of the worldwide balance of military power as
too precarious for comfort.

It would be idle to pretend that a report such as this -- or a
defense program —- could reconcile all these differences. But It can
and does attempt to deal with the main factors to which our defense
budget and forces must be sensitive. And it does seek to assess the
adequacy of our capabilities In light of our national objectives and the
problems ahead of us. Even if agreement about the proposed budget does
not follow, understand i ng of our own assumptions may increase. if so,
we can count on an enrichment of the defense debate.

I. PREPARATION OF THE BUDGET

Although the fact is not widely appreciated , the defense budget is
shaped by the way in which it Is prepared. At one extreme, the budget
total can be reached by building from the ground up. This approach
requires a detailed specification of needs, and an aggregation of those
needs into a posture that we would then attempt to acqu i re at the least
possible cost, but without regard to what the total might be in relation
to federal revenues. At the other extreme, some percentage of the
federal budget can simply be allocated to defense, and we could then
attempt to create the most effective possible posture out of those
resources.

For a variety of reasons, we must resort to some combination of
these approaches. One of the realities facing us is that , in pract ice,
we can never arrive at a fixed determination of needs -- a requ I re-
ment -- on wh ich everyone could agree, or on which everyone could agree
independently of a host of other considerations. For the most part,
that Is because we are not talking about a capability that will either
surely succeed or surely fall at its assigned task. Usually, we are
considering forces with a certain probability of success, although we
may not be all that confident about the probability. For some tasks --
the deterrence of nuclear war, for example -- we rightly insist that the
probability of success be very high. For others it can be lower.

ProbabilIty of success In a given assignment is not the only fac tor
we must consider. We must also recognize that a certain posture has
some probability of success -- not In performing every conceivable
task -- but in doing a specific set of jobs. There is no sovereign
posture sui table for all times and places; we must decide what we want
ours to do.
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It is essentia l, in these circumstances , to consider a range of
postures, along with their costs, the tasks they are designed for, and
the estimates of their probability of success in performing these tasks.
in this process, the judgments of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the
Military Departments are indispensable ingredients.

it is equally essenti al to receive budget guidance reflect ing the
Pres ident’s judgment on the nature of the posture he considers appro-
priate. Resources are finite. Not all of them can go to defense, even
in wartime. In peacetime, especially difficult choices have to be made
among competing demands and objectives , as the Congress fully recognizes
in its own budgetary procedures .

Budgetary guidance, in short, is a fact of life. We have found,
moreover, that we ga in more effec tiveness overall by maximizing a
posture and its probability of success within a budget constra in t than
we do by tearing apart a “requiremen t1’ in order to squeeze it into what
ultimately must be a resource limitation .

That being the case, we should not be arguing about some hypo-
thet i cal military “requirement” reached i ndependently of any estimate of
costs or probability of success. Nor should we be debating whether the
TV 1980 defense budget and Long-Range Defense Projection are identical
and consistent with what we projected a year ago. What must concern us
is whether the budget guidance and the projections we have reached this
year are justif ied in light of current and future problems -— non-
military and military -- as we now see them.

II. THE DEMANDS OF SECURITY

How we respond to these issues is bound to depend in part on what
we see as threats to the nation ’s security. We who are concerned with
military forces may tend sometimes to regard security as a function
exclusi vely of external military threats to the Un i ted States, and of
our abilty to counterbalance or remove them. In defining these external
threats, It should be added, we have almost always recognized that
foreign capabilities should be only one factor in determining what
constituted a danger. We have, for the most part , taken into account
the intentions of other powers and the forces of potential allies in
design i ng our own capabilities .

Now, in addition , we understand very well that life , liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness requ i re much more than freedom from external
military threats. We are not secure as a nation -- In fact, we cannot
even be secure militarily -- if our economy is under repeated attack
from inflation, recession , and shortages of energy or essential raw
materials. We are not secure as a nation if we are increasingly an
Island of democracy surrounded by authoritarian states and cut off from
external markets and cultural exchanges. And surely, we are not secure
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as a nation if we lose confIdence In our ability to cooperate among
oursel ves in the solution of our foreign and domestic problems. Non-
military threats are no less real because they may be less palpable , and
their claims for resources are no less legitimate because they may be
less immediately lethal.

To recognize these other claims is not to disparage the importance
of mil itary security . The Constitution makes providing for the common
defense the first duty of government , and quite properly so. Without a
sufficient defense, we are unlikely to maintain the other conditions
necessary to the enhancement of our values. That is well understood; it
is not one of the issues we should have to resolve. What we do have to
decide, however , Is the size and urgency of our defense needs: the -

extent to wh ich we must sacrifice other nationa l objectives in order to
meet those needs , and the speed with which we must remedy any current
or anticipated defense weaknesses.

At one extreme , we could postulate -- and some have -- a set of
internatIonal conditions so charged with danger and so lIkely to event-
uate In a major war that our only recourse would be a desperate one.
We might then decide we needed to commit 20 percent or more of the
nationa l income to our defense establishment -- over $2.00 billion a
year. At the other extreme, we might argue -- and some have -- that
no real military threat existed , that all the trends pointed in the
direction of Internationa l peace and stabi l i ty,  and that we could reduce
our defense expend i tures substantiall y. Fi gures of as little as three
percent of the national income -- about $60 billion a year -- have been
suggested.

Most of us , I believe , would reject either extreme. Our rejection
would probably be based in part on the recognition that International
conditions are neither so ominous nor so ben ign that drastic action in
either direction is warranted. We would also be aware that a defense
posture and effort disproportionate to the situation could be counter-
productive. By being too large, they could become a self-fulfilling
prophecy in producing some of the dangerous conditions (an arms race ,
for example) that we had falsely ant ic i pated. By being too small , they
could encourage precisely the aggressive behav ior we had so benignly
overlooked.

in fact, we already have rejected the extremes. Critics have
suggested more than doubling or more than halving the defense budget, at
the extremes. But most suggestions fall Into a more l imited range. in
these circumstances, the issues facing us are moderately narrow in
scope. Bas i call y, we must consider whether conditions have changed
sufficiently to warrant an adjustment, on the margin , in the resources
we alloca te to defense.
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CHAPTER 3

THE I NTERNAT IONAL SITUATION AND DEFENSE POL I CY

Section 812 of the FY 1976 Department of Defense ApproprIation
Authorization Act directs the Secretary of Defense, af ter consul tat ion
with the Secretary of State, to “prepare and submit to the Committee
on Armed Services of the Senate and House of Representatives a written
annual report on the foreign policy and military force structur e of
the Un i ted States for the next fisca l year, how such policy and force
structure relate to each other , and the justification for each.”

The requirement is well taken. It is essential to recognize not
onl y how closel y related our defense posture is to internatIona l con-
ditions , but also how sensitive those conditions are to a wide variety
of factors.

This chapter responds specifically to Section 812 of the Department
of Defense Appropriation Authorization Act of 1976, but the entire TV
1980 Defense Report is intended to comply with its provisions. The
Secretary of State has ind i cated that he considers the report to be
responsive to these provisions.

I. U.S. I NTERESTS

International conditions are vital to us because the Un i ted States
has become irreversfb i y Involved in world issues and polit !cs. That
i nvolvement has been precipitated by a number of forces. The technology
of nuclear weapons and long-range delIvery systems has made the United
States vulnerable in an unprecedented way, and has forced us to concern
ourselves with events abroad to an unprecedented degree. Modern com-
munications have strengthened this i nvolvement by bringing the rest of
the world to our doorstep in great detail and with remarkable speed.
Our economy has come to depend heavily on imports of energy supplies and
raw materials , and nine percent of our GNP now results from the sale of
U.S. goods and services abroad. We must i nev i tably be interested in
these sources of supply and markets if we are to maintain and imp rove
our standard of living and keep up our economIc strength -- on wh i ch our
military power depends.

The forces of history have been at work as well. They have made us
the l eaders of the West and given us the burdens of organizing its
security . Those burdens have led to the establishment of a number of
alliances and the creation of a collective system of defense designed to
prevent the concentration of overbearing power aga inst the United States
and Its friends. Nowhere are those commitments stronger than to the
great industrial democracies.
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Because of our current interests as well as our historica l commit-
ments, we are bound to have a strategIc stake in such distant places as
the Sea of Japan, the Strait of Malacca, the Persian Gulf , the Dardanelles ,
the Baltic , and the Barents Sea. Even our most basic principles have
contributed to this Involvement. Our defense of democracy and human
rIghts Is not new; it revives a tradition that goes back to the founding
of the Republic. And that defense of Individua l liberties cannot be
strIctly confined to the United States. Though we do not assert that
our own Ideals must be adhered to by other nations -- we do not always
live up to them ourselves -- we believe It would be very difficult to
assure the institutions of the UnIted States In a world env i ronment
marked principall y by authoritarian rule and an absence of law.

Not only are we i nextricably Involved In world affai rs; that
Involvement Is growing. We have already passed the poInt of no return;
we cannot turn back. Nor, for the foreseeable future, can we expect any
nation or combi nation of nations to act as understudy or substitute for
the Uni ted States in its worldwide role. That role Is a fact with which
we must live for a long time to come.

U.S. involvement and leadership, with the i nev i table exposure to
internat ional rivalries that follow from them, mean that we have a large
stake In the peaceful settlement of disputes and world stability.
Involvement and l eadership also mean th~. passivity , and the pretense
that distant conf l icts do not concern us, cannot be a realistic policy
for us. We are not the world ’s policeman, and could not play the part
If we wanted It. We are not, and should not be engaged, in every
foreign dispute -- however much the parties may wish to involve us. The
world has not become that interdependent. Nor have other powers, equally
Interested in a stable world order of i ndependent states, lost the capa-
city to play a constructive role in many of these disputes. But where
our Interests are at stake -- as they are in so many parts of the
world -- It is to our advantage to act early and positively.

II. INTERNATIONAL CONDITI ONS

An active and creatIve foreign policy is more than desi rable for the
Uni ted States on abstract grounds. Such a policy, despite its admitted
risks, Is essential. Deep and continuing domestic division s, such as we
have seen most recently in Iran, can tempt outsIders to intervene for
their own purposes. internationa l economic problems have grown to such
a magni tude that they pose a threat to international trade and ln.r~~P-
ment. A number of ancient disputes, most notably in southern Europe and
the Middle East, have explosive poss blil tles . The collapse of 19th-
century emp i res in the wake of Wor ld War It has left large post—colonial
problems In Africa and Asia. The continued strength of nationalism has
contributed to divisions between the Soviet Union and the People’s
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Republic of China (PRC), between the Soviet Union and its restive Ea~tEuropean buffers , and , upon occasion, even with in NATO itself.

Many of the same forces that have led to these troubles have also
brought about the international sabotage and terror that contribute
further to domestic and International instabilIty. Wher. differences
have continued unresolved, nat ions have turned to the International
market for the acquisi tion of modern convent ional arms, and some may
even be tempted by the lure of nuclear weapons.

A. The Soviet Union

Whether the Soviet Union would ac t more cons tructi vely In a
less turbulent world is , of course, impossible to say. We can only note
that in existing circumstances, the Soviet Union remains a major force
for instability -- not the only one but the biggest one.

Views differ on exactly why the Soviets persist In this role.
However, the facts of their contribution to instability are hardly a
secret. Domestically, they haye perpetuated a political system of such
authoritarian i sm, secrecy, and interna l repression that they inev i tably
trail a cloud of suspicion and doubt about their intentions and moti ves
wherever they go. Internationally, the Soviets have continued to
encourage groups seeking to undermine established governments, sponsor
so-called wars of nationa l liberation , seek permanent footholds with
their clients , and frequently oppose the constructive settlement of
Internationa l disputes.

Most disturbing of all , the Soviets have undertaken a long-
term military buildup that still continues after more than 15 years.
What lIes beh i nd this buildup is a subject for debate. There can be no
doubt, however , about the fact of the buildup itself.

We have attempted to measure the scale of the Soviet effort In
a number of different ways: by estimating what would have been the costs
if we had made a comparable effort in the U.S. economy; by calculating
what the posture and programs must have cost In the Soviet economy; and
by comparing phys i cal outputs wherever possible with what the Un i ted
States has produced. Each method has Its own drawbacks. But all of
them underline certain ind i sputable trends. Among the most significant
of those trends should be counted:

-- The steady growth of the Soviet defense effort. Over a
period of more than 15 years, the growth rate has pro-
bably averaged in the vicinity of three percent a year in
dollars , and between four and five percent a year In
rubles. in other words, this growth has been at about
the same rate as the growth in the overall Soviet economy.
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-- The general magnitude of the effort. We estimate that,
on the average, it has accounted for somewhere between 11
and 13 percent of GNP. Other ana lysts put the level of
effort at 15 percent or higher.

-- The size of the effort relative to that of the Un i ted
States. We believe that when the two programs are measured
in U.S. prices , the Soviet effort came to equa l ours by
about 1971 , and now exceeds it by something like 25 to 45
percent (with ret i rement costs excluded on both sIdes),
depending on whether the ruble or the dollar measure is
used. The general character of these trends is shown in
Chart 3— I .

Chart 3—i

COMPARISON OF US DEFENSE OUTLAYS AND
ESTIMATED DOLLAR COST OF SOVIET DEFENSE PROGRAMS
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These trends In the level of resources allocated to defense
are consistent with what we know about the growth and improvement in
Soviet military capabilities . Mil itary manpower, as shown in Chart 3—2 ,
has risen from about 3.1 million in 1964 to roughly 4.4 million In
1978 -- not counting armed border guards and interna l security police.
Strategic nuclear delivery vehicles (ICBM5 , SLBMs , and heavy bombers)
have risen from approximately 450 in 1964 to 2 500 in 1978. While their
peripheral attack forces have not increased si gnificantly in numbers,
older Soviet systems are being augmented or replaced by the much more
sophisticated SS-20 mobile , MIRVed I RBM and the BACKFIRE bomber. The
ground forces have been expanded from 11.8 dIvisions in 1964 to over 170
divisions in 1978, and Fronta l Aviation (the Soviet tactica l air forces)
has gone from about 3,500 to 4,500 fIrst-line combat aircraft. Both the
ground and the tactica l air forces have been extensively moderni zed.

Chart 3—2
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The Soviets alread y have an open-ocean navy. During the past
decade, it has seen more qualitative Improvement than quantitative
growth. With the appearance of two li ght aircraft carriers (a thIrd Is
under construction) and a large ocean—going amphibious ship with sur-
face-effect landing craft, and with the fitting-out of what could be
a large , nuc l ear-powered cruiser , we may now be witnessing the begin-
nings of a true naval power projection capability. In sum, the Soviets
have finally arrived in most respects as a modern military power with a
limited g lobal reach.

The seriousness wIth which the Soviets have undertaken -- and
give every sign of continu i ng -- this effort is as impressive as its
magnitude. One reflection of that seriousness Is the emphasis In Soviet
military doctrine on the achievement of balanced war-fighting cape-
bi li ties in both nuclear and non-nuclear forces. Another reflection of
seriousness has been the steadiness of purpose evident in the buildup .
The Soviets expanded their effort as our own grew In the l960s. But
the i rs continued to expand as ours began to decline.

Their programs seem to have been equall y insensitive to the
possibil ity that we might react and inte.~sIfy the competItion . Although
it is clear in retrospect that we had the superior technology, the
Soviets did not hestitate to try for a number of technolog i cal firsts.
They were the first to deploy MRBPIs and I RBMs, the first to deploy ICBMs
and ABMs, and the fIrst to demonstrate modern anti-satellite (ASAT)
systems. Though we have not yet responded with an ASAT of our own, the
Soviets continue to work on and test new versions. Other of their
initiatives , such as the Fractiona l Orbital Bombardment System (FOBS)
and the MIRVed )RBM, have not seemed worthy of a response. Obviously,
we cannot afford to underestimate the Sovi et ded Ication to the achieve-
ment of expand i ng military power, or overestimate the effectiveness of
unilatera l restraint on our part as a way of controlling or reversing
the military competition .

it is essential , at the same time , that we not exaggerate what
the Soviet buildup has meant for the worldwide balance of milita ry power
and its stability. While the Soviets have accomplished a great dea l ,
their accomplIshment must be seen in perspective.

For a number of Khrushchev ’s years, not only did the Soviets
spend less than the Un ited States; Khrushchev himself seems to have
Insisted on his own kind of New Look, with a heavy emphasis on the
deterrent value of nuclea r capabil i t ies , a reductIon in ground forces ,
and a genera l deemphasis of conventiona l capabilities . A significan t
percentage of what we now count as a past buildup in ground and tactica l
air forces must have gone to a restoration and modern i zation of the
capabilities cut back during those still earlier years.
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Even where Sov iet s trateg ic nuclear forces are concerned,
today’s capabIl it ies are so impressive In part because they arose from
such a low base. Whether the Soviet efforts in this realm have been
worth the cost remains problematic. We ourselves did not find our
numerical nuc l ear superiority particularl y useful or usable when we
had it. In fact, those were the years of the Berlin blockade and wall ,
of the North Korean adventure, successive repressions of Czechs, East
Germans , Hungarians , and Poles , and the Cuban miss i le  foray. The
Soviets, of course, are different. Should they somehow obtain a per-
ceived nuclear superiority , they might mistakenly try to use it for
politica l advantage. But it seems doubtful that they would be any more
comforted by nuclear equiva lence than we were by nuclear superior i ty In
the past. Despite their vast nuclear superiority to the PRC, the
Soviets have deemed it necessary to station as much as a quarter of
their ground and tactical air forces in the vlclnlty of China .

These differences in force deployments, and in the contri-
butions of allies , are part of what make U.S. and Soviet military capa-
bilities so hard to compare. Some of the Soviet forces dep loyed along
the border wIth the PRC could , in a matter of months, be redep loyed to
Eastern Europe. And we cannot be certain that the Soviets would reduce
their defense establishment even in the event of restored friendship
with the PRC. It remains the case, nonetheless , that they must carry a
burden with their Far Eastern deployments -- a burden amounting to
between 11 and 20 percent of their total defense effort -- that we no
longer find it necessary to i ncur on anything like a comparable scale.

The Un I ted States, for its part, has long a i r and sea lines of
co.mnunication to its allies in Europe, the Middle East, and the Far
Eas t, and we must pay heavily for their use and protection. But the
Soviets have severe geographic problems of their own. Their forces in
the Far East subsist at the end of a l engthy and vu l nerable railroad
l i ne , and even supplies and reinforcements to their forces in East
Germany must pass through territory that, in many circumstances, could
prove less than hospitable.

Soviet nava l forces must cope with particularly awkward oper-
ating conditions. Attempts to defend against our nuc lear forces are
expensive, but do not guarantee much In the way of return. It may cost
them less to attack our lines of coimnunication than it costs us to
defend them, but even that is not certain. They have long and harrowing
distances to go in order to reach those LOC ’s; they have to Invest in
the defense of the Ba rents Sea and the Sea of Japan; and they have found
it necesary to divide theIr forces into four separate fleets with poorly
l ocated home bases. As the Secretary of the Navy points out, “The
Soviet Baltic Fleet can be bottled up in the event of hostilities by
mini ng the Dan i sh Straits. The Soviet Black Sea i~leet can be bottled up
by mining the Turkish Straits. The Soviet Med i terranean Squadron would
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l ead an excI ting, but brief , existence in the event of war, and would
have no way of getting out of the Med i terranean, the exi ts to which can
easily be mined or blocked by submarines . . .. Larg. portions of the
Soviet Fleet a re based at Vladivo stok on the Sea of Japan and can be
bottled up by similarly clos i ng the straits leading out into the Pacific.
The onl y flee t having a semblance of access to the open oceans is the
Northern Fleet, and even that fleet has to travel all the way around
Norway and fight its way throug h the Green l and , ice land , Uni ted Kingdom
gap into the At lant Ic Ocean . . •“

To these geog raphic encumb rances , the Soviets must add a host
of other difficu lties . They have allies of sor ts, to be sure , and we
count the forces of those allies in the Warsaw Pact order of battle.
But they are allies unlike our own. it would seem plausible that some
portion of the Soviet theater capability has at least an additional
mission: the need to watch Soviet friends.

The Ineff iciency of the Soviet economy is another burden the
Kremlin must bear. It has been noted with some dismay tha t the Soviet
i nvestment in military research and development may be 75 percent larger
than ours. This is a matter of legitimate concern. But several other
facts are also worth noting. Our technology, on balance, continues to
surpass the i rs by a considerable margin. Our allies make a substantial
investment in military R&D, in contrast to the allies of the Soviet
Union. The Sovi ets, for their part, must deal wi th a civi l  sector that
does not produce technology of use to the military sector to nearly the
same extent as ours does. For that reason alone, the Soviets probably
have to Invest more defense resources than we do to achieve a comparable
mili tary result.

There is a significant probability that the current Soviet economic
prob l ems will be aggravated in the years ahead. A downturn in the
growth of the working-age population in the Sovi et Union has already
occurred ; it will probabl y continue until the mid-l980s. The average
annual rate of increase in ClIP has slowed from 5.5 percent between 1966
and 1970 to less than four percent in the last seven years. The growth
in industrial production appears to have become sluggish , and the
expansion In energy production -- particularly of oil -- has decreased.

As far as we can tell , the slowdown in economic growth has
been sharper than the Soviet leadership had anticipated. What It means,
i nev i tably, Is that a smaller volume of goods and serv ices is being
added each year to be d ivided among consumpt ion, Investment, and defense.
Nonetheless, all of the evidence available to us on Sov iet defense pro-
grams under way and planned suggests that the long—term trend in allo-
cat ion of resources to defense Is like ly to continue into the l980s.
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B. Cooperation with the Soviet Union

Because of that expec tat ion, and because of what has already
occurred, we have good grounds for concern about Soviet intentions as
well as Soviet capabilities. It is troub l esome that the Soviets place
so much emphasis on the competItive side of their relationship with the
Un i ted States. With so many problems, but with so much military power,
a desperate leadership could cause unparalleled internationa l turmoil.
Soviet difficulties , in short, will not necessarily redound to our
benef it. Those difficulties , as well as Soviet military accomplish-
ments, make it essential that we maintain our defenses.

At the same time, It is well to recall that the basis for a
more cooperative relationship continues to exist. In President Carter ’s
words: “We remember that the Un i ted States and the Soviet Un ion were
allies in the Second World War . . .. In the agony of that massive
conflict , 20 million Soviet lives were lost. Millions more who live in
the Soviet Union still recall the horror and the hunger of that time.”
As the President went on to say, “I am conv i nced that the people of the
Soviet Union want peace. i can ’t believe that they could possibly want
war •“

The Soviets appear not to have cultivated much of a taste
either for great unilatera l restraint in their defense decisions , or for
reciproc i ty to U.S. and allied restraint. They have proved willing ,
however , to en~age constructively in a range of negotiations to con-
strain the military competition on the basis of detailed and verifiable
arms control agreements. Undoubtedly they do so principally or at least
largely to constrain the Un i ted States. Our motive with respect to them
is similar. Where mutual constraint is in the interest of both, agree-
ment should be possible.

1. SALT

Paramount among those negotiations has been SALT -- the
strateg ic arms l imitation talks between the United States and the Soviet
Union. The ABM treaty of 1972, a major ach i evement of arms control ,
remains in force. Although the five-year interim Agreement on offensive
strateg ic nuclear weapons expired in October, 1977, both the Soviet and
the U.S. governments have announced their intention to take no actions
Inconsistent with the terms of the Agreement as negotiations continue
on a replacement -- SALT II. We are now close to such an agreement.

The SALT II agreement will consist of three parts: a
basic Agreement which would be in force through 1985; a Protocol of
about three years’ duration; and a Joint Statement of Princi ples to
guide future negotiations.
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The SALT I i agreement, as it now stands, wil l  prov ide
for:

-- an equal aggregate l imit on the number of strategic
nuclear delivery vehicles -- 1CBM launchers, SLBM
l aunchers, heavy bombers , and long-range air-to-
surface ballistic missiles (ASBMs). This ceiling, .
i n i t i a l l y , will be set at 2,400 vehic les , as agreed
at Vladivostok in 1974. It will subsequently be
lowered to 2,250.

-- an equal aggregate limit of 1 ,320 on the total
number of MIRVed ball i sti c mi ss i le launchers and
aircraft equipped with long-range cruise missiles.

-- a limit of 1,200 on the total number of M1RVed
ballistic missile launchers.

—- a limit of 820 on MIRVed ICBM launchers.

-- in effect, a ban on increasing the number of fixed
heavy ICBM launchers.

-- a ban on the construction of additional fIxed ICBM
launchers.

-- limits on the introduction of new ICBMs.

—— an agreement to exchange data on the numbers of
strategic weapons systems in constra i ned categories.

-- advance notification of certain ICBM test launches.

The agreement will also Inc l ude provisions to enhance
verif ication , such as: bans on in terference wi th na t ional techn i ca l
means of verification and on deliberate measures of concealment that
impede verification by nationa l technica l means. The agreement will
also estab lish counting rules to facil it a te verificat ion of the M1 RV and
bomber limits; and a provision outlining the duties of the Stand ing
Consultative Coiranission (scc) in connection with the SALT II agreement.
The agreement w i ll incl ude a ban on circumvention of it s provIsions .
However, SALT ii will not interfere with continued nuclear or conven-
tiona l cooperation with our allies.

We have taken the position that the Soviet BACKFIRE
bomber can be excluded from the aggregate defined by the SALT Ii agree-
ment only prov ided that the SovIets undertake coemitments to inhtblt
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BACKF I RE’s effective use in an Intercontinental role, and to impose
limits on its production rate. Soviet compliance with these coninitments
w ill be essential to the obligations assumed under the SALT agreement.

The Protocol will allow development and flight-testing
of air-launched , ground-launched and sea-launched cruise missiles to
unlimited range, but will ban for Its duration the deployment of ground
and sea launched cruise missiles capable of a range In excess of 600
kilometers. There will be no maximum on the range permitted for deployed
ALCMs. The Protocol will ban flight-testing and deployment, but not
development, of m issiles for ground-mobile and air-mobile 1CBM launchers.
We have proposed that the Protocol expi re In 1981 , and , in any case,
befor. the Initial operating capabilities of our affected cruise missile
programs or the Initial flight tests of U.S. mobile iCBMs.

The Un i ted States will not dep loy a mobile I CBM system
that would prevent adequate verification of the number of launchers
deployed. We will insist that any Soviet system meet the same verif i-
cation standards. It is our government ’s view that those parts of the
joint draft text of the SALT II agreement already agreed to allow deploy-
ment of mobile ICBM systems of the types we are considering . The draft
agreement explicitly permits dep loyment of mobile ICBM launchers during
its term , but after the expiration of the Protocol period , wh ich woul d
end well before mobile ICBM systems could be ready for deployment.

The limitations in the Protocol In no way set a precedent
for the way in wh ich SALT III will deal with any of these systems. The
rest of the agreement w i l l  survive as a self-conta ined corinitment after
Protocol expiration. Any future limits on the systems covered in the
Protocol (other than those already conta i ned in the basic agreement) will
require U.S. agreement and Congressiona l approval.

In the Joint Statement of Principles to guide SALT iii ,
the two sides have agreed to seek further reductions in the ceilings of
SALT II, further qualitative limitations on strateg ic systems, strength-
ened verification , and resolution of the issues temporarily covered by
the Protocol. Each side , in addition, may ra ise any issue related to
the further limitation of strategic arms.

It would be a mistake to believe that a SALT II agreement
along these lines , by itself , wil l  solve all our defense prob lems or end
the strategic nuclear competition. It will not. It would also be a
mistake to pretend that such a SALT agreement will be ideal from the
standpoint of the Un i ted States or, for that matter, of the Soviet
Un ion. It will not be, though it is the best agreement that both sides
will accept.
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In recognizing the limits of SALT , It would equally be a
mistake to ignore the important ways in which the agreement wi l l  contri-
bute to our security. Those contributions will be lost If we do not
have a SALT agreement.

I say this for a number of reasons. The agreement wi l l
firmly establish the principle of equal aggregates by fixing and equal-
izing the total number of strategic delivery vehicles each sid. can
have. As a consequence, it will require the dismantling of several
hundred operat ional Sov iet strateg ic delivery vehi cles , but w i l l  not
require any such reductions on the part of the Un i ted States. It will
hold the deployment of Soviet strategic forces wel l below the number
they would be capable of deploying during the period of the agreement,
but would not prevent the Un I ted States from making some addition s to
our deployments. The provisions limiting new types of ICBMs are
potentially among the most important in the agreement because they
constrain qualItative Improvement.

The agreement will allow us to contInue the planned
development of such new weapons as we may need to ensure our own and
allied security. At the same time, it will reduce uncertainty about the
nature of Soviet strategic forces in the 1980s, and thus make it easier
to plan our own.

I should emphasize that SALT II will not result In any
reduction in the resources we allocate to our strategic forces during
the life of the agreement. The resource l evel may well have to be
higher than now, though lower than during the 1960s (in constant dollar
terms). But the growth will still be considerably less than if there
were no agreement. Perhaps most important of all , In addition to its
direct benefits , this agreement will constitute another step in a diffi-
cult and delicate process that could lead not only to greater inter-
nationa l stability and reduced competition , but also to closer cooper-
ation between the Un i ted States and the Soviet Union in the creation of
a more peaceful world order.

Questions will undoubted ly arise about our ability to
ver i f y Soviet compliance with the terms of SALT ii. We have considered
the issue carefull y and , based on our experience with SALT I , together
with the foreseeable provisions of SALT II , we believe that our verifi-
cation procedures will be adequate for this purpose. To detect viola-
tions of arms control agreements with the Soviets, we have been employi ng
a set of intelligence capabilities known as “nationa l techn i cal means.”
As the Presi dent has stated , photo—reconnaissance satellites constitute
one of them. These means have enabled us to mon Itor many aspects of the
development, testing , production, deployment, training , and operatIon of
Soviet st rateg ic capabili t ies , desp i te the closed nature of Soviet
society.
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The SALT I agreements recognized the role of these
national technical means In verify i ng compl iance with their terms. They
also required that neither side interfere with these means or resort to
deliberate concealment that impedes verification. A U.S.-Soviet Standing
Consultative CommIssion (SCC) was also established to deal with issues
of interpretation and compliance. In the years since SALT I was si gned,
the Un i ted States has raised with the Soviets In the SCC a number of
unusua l or ambiguous activities that were, or coul d become, grounds for
more serious concern. The Soviets have also raised issues with us. In
every case we ra ised, either the activity ceased or we obtained an
acceptable explanation of it from the Soviets, in short, one of the
most i mportant benefits of SALT has been that it legitimizes U.S. mon i-
toring of Soviet strategic weapons development and deployment, and
prohibits Soviet interference with such mon i toring activities.

We and the Soviets are now tighten i ng up and codifying
these verif ica tion procedures for SALT II i n a more rigorous way. I am
confident that SALT II will be adequate ly verifiab le. We believe that,
to go undetected , any Soviet cheating would have to be on such a small
scale that It would not be of any military significance. Not only would
any cheating serious enough to affect the terms of the agreement be
detectable; we would discover it in sufficient tIme to take whatever
action the situatIon required . None of the above comment Is intended
either to condone or to predict cheating, whatever its scale. We expect
compliance with any agreement, and we intend to verify that compliance.

2. Other Negotiations

Along with SALT, various other aspects of the military
competition are under discussion between the Un i ted States and the
Soviet Un ion. With the evidence that the Soviets had successfully
tested an anti-satellite system, we proposed tal ks aimed at bann ing or
limiting anti-satellite capabilities and keepi ng space open for free and
peaceful use by all. The Soviets agreed to such talks, which have now
begun.

We also continue to be engaged with the Soviets, and the
Un i ted Kingdom , In negotiations for a comprehensive ban on nuclear
testing. While these ta lks have made progress , obstacles to a treaty
remain. We are committed to the achievement of an adequately verifiable
treaty. But we must be sure that, under Its terms, we can retain con-
fi dence in the reliabili ty of our nuclear warheads.

The talks on mutua l and balanced force reductions (MBFR)
In Vienna have now been going on for more than five years. Progress
toward an effective agreement has been minimal. Disagreement continues
on the basic iss ue of the size of the currently dep loyed Warsaw Pact
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forces in East Germany, Poland , and Czechoslovakia. The West has good
reason to believe that there are considerably more Eastern military
personnel in the area than the East claims . But the East has at least
agreed to the principle of parity of outcome, and of a reduction In NATO
and Warsaw Pact forces to a common ceiling .

The President, I should note, has now ordered the modern-
ization of the nuclear warheads for the LANCE missile and the 8— inch
howitzer. The designs are such that the option is kept open to add
later , with reduced l ead time , their enhanced radiation elements. His
ultimate decision will be influenced , as he has said , “by the degree to
which the Soviet Union shows restraint in its conventional and nuc l ear
arms program and force dep loyments affectIng the security of the Un i ted
States and Western Europe.”

Last year, I described the President ’s policy for con-
trollIng the internationa l traffic in conventiona l arms. We are now
actively discussing with the Soviets how our two nations might encourage
restraint consistent with the legitimate right of self—defense and
internationa l obl igations.~

Although our discussions with the Soviets on stabilizing
the military presence of the two sides In the Indian Ocean have been in
abeyance, we still hope to achieve that stability at the l evels that
prevailed during recent years. However, we will not accept an increased
Soviet nava l presence as the price for such an agreement.

in sum, fundamental differences in economic, social , and
politica l beliefs and objectives lead to an adversary relationship
between the Un i ted States and the Soviet Union. The two sides neverthe-
less share the common goal of avoiding direct confrontation and reduc ing
the risk of nuclear war. Such a goal is not a comfortable basis for
Internationa l peace and stability, but it is a far cry from an uninhibited
arms race and all-out , across the board enmity . It Is i mportant to
recogni ze that fact. It is equally important , in the President ’s words,
to “avoid excessive swings in the public mood in our country -- from
euphoria when things are going well , to despair when they are not; from
an exaggerated sense of compatibility with the Soviet UnIon, to open
expressions of hostility .” The present situation , in our Jud gment,
warrants nei ther extreme. The military capabilities and policies of the
Soviets still constitute a threat to our security. The threat, w h i l e
greater than In the past, will remain manageable as long as we and our
all ies make gradual but steady Improvements In our own defenses.

C. Worldw ide Developments

Our relationship with the Soviet Union is not the onl y basis
for characterizing InternatIonal conditions. How we view the current
and future situation , and what we do about our defense posture, both
depend on a number of worldwide developments.
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A continued spread of nuclear weapons would result in greater
insecurIty worldwide, whatever the temporary advantages indIvIdua l
natIons mIght anticipate from the acquisition of those weapons. We
remain determined , therefore, to support an end to nuclear prollfer-
at ion. We have already begun to i nvestigate new technblogies and
examine new institutiona l arrangements that will enable the nations of
the world to harness nuclear energy while not increasing the availabil-
i ty of nuclear weapons. On June 12, 1978, Secretary Vance announced
that the Un i ted States would not employ nuclear weapons against countries
that have undertaken a l egally binding commitment not to develop such
weapons, and are not allied to a nuclear power or associated with it in
attacking the Un i ted States or Its allies. That statement, I should
add, does not impair the read i ness of the Un i ted States to use nuclear
weapons in defense of its allies in Europe and Asia if any of them is
attacked either by a nuclear power or by an ally or associate of such a
power.

Much more needs to be done. The Un i ted States continues to
support the development of safeguarded nuclear power, and the provision
of assured supplies of nuclea r fuel, It Is equally important to prepare
fully for the 1980 Non-Proliferation Treaty Review Conference. We also
need continued progress with our 56 partners in the international Fuel
Cycle Eva l uation. Over the longer term, however, we must recognize that
the continued willingness of many nations to refrain from seeking nuclear
weapons will depend on the maintenance of internationa l political and
military stability.

The President has already transmitted to the Senate the Con-
vention on the Prohibition of Military or Any Other Hostile Use of
Environmental Modification Techn iques, signed at Geneva on May 18, 1977.
We also continue to seek limits and controls on the use of new weapons
that would have a particularl y deadly impact on civilian populations .
To that end , treaties dealing with radiological and chemical agents are
under negotiatIon, but remaIn to be completed.

We are beg i nning to check the flow of our own conventional
arms exports, but we recognize that slowing down the globa l spread of
these arms cannot be achieved by the Un i ted States alone. We are dis-
cussing possible multilatera l measures with other arms suppliers , in
addition to the Soviet Union , and we are encourag i ng the purchasing
nations to adopt regional agreements that lim it arms competition . So
far, however , our progress in these directions must be characterized as
modest.

On the internationa l economic front, world trade has continued
to expand. Despi te the recession of the early 1970s , we have avoided
the trad ing wars of the l 93Os and have contInued negotiations to libera l-
ize and Improve the world trading system. Differences between North and
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South on global needs and priorities have also been narrowed. There has
been progress in the negotiations on the Law of the Sea. However, the
commitment to open international trade remains fragile , and protectionist
pressures are rising . The val ue of the dollar has declined , the U.S.
trade deficit is still large, and inflation remains a serious and per-
sistent problem. A stalemate over seabed mining means that the oceans
could become an arena for conflict rather than cooperation. The Presi-
dent ’s energy and anti-inflation programs, along with the drive to
increase U.S. exports, shoul d help to deal with some of these problems.
But without growing economic self-d i scipline on the part of the United
States, especially in the use of Imported fuels , the threat of Inter-
national economic disorder could become as great as the military danger
from the Soviet Un ion.

While economic growth and stability may be threatened, ind i-
vidual liberties and democracy have been strengthened by the campaign
for human rights. Thousands of politica l prisoners have been freed in
more than a dozen countries. The torture of prisoners has been reduced,
and the trials of politica l prisoners have become open more often to the
public. The campaign itself has won support both from many governments
and from people living under the governments we criticize . In some
instances, we have witnessed encouraging beg i nnings In the process of
broadening political freedoms. The tide may not yet be running strângiy
in this area of vital concern to the Un i ted States, but it Is runn ing in
our favor.

0. Regional Developments

Many of the most serious International crises of the postwar
era have arisen , not from these great global issues, bu t from reg ional
threats and Instabilities. Because the Un i ted States cannot escape
worldw ide involvement, our security and our defense needs are a function
of these developments and of the success of our foreign policy in deal-
ing with them. I want to emphasize that frequentl y the effecti veness of
our foreign policy depends on the military power In back of It. Nowhere
are the two more closely related than in Western Europe.

I. Western Europe

As President Carter has emphasized on a number of occa-
s ions , Western Europe is of vita l interest to the Un i ted States. Out-
side the United States and Canada, It constitutes the greatest aggre-
gation of economic and democratic strength in the world. The members of
the European Economic Comunity by themselves have a total population,
military manpower pool , and GNP well in excess of the Soviet Union.
They have been able to provide their people with a much higher standard
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of liv Ing than prevails in the USSR or any of its al l ies. We must
prevent the hostile domination of this region, and we must help bring
the talents and resources of Europe both to its own defense and to the
creation of more peaceful and stable world conditions.

Europe’s troubles in the past (through World War II)
arose largely from quarreis interna l to the region. Most of those
problems have fortunately become, and been recognized as, obsolete.
Un i ty in Western Europe, though more advanced economically than poll-
tica ll y, now is a statesman ’s objective rather than a philosopher ’s
dream.

This is not to say that Europe Is now free of interna l
problems , or that they could not be exploited by unfriendly elements.
The various Western European communist movements that go under the name
of Euroconinun i sm do not seem to be the force that they were a year ago,
but some communist parties in Western Europe remain politically signIfI-
cant and potentially disruptive. InflatIon continues at a threatening
leve l , economic growth is sluggish , and unemployment is high by European
standards. In southern Europe, the disputes between Greece and Turkey
sti l l  s immer, and all of us must watch carefully the future turn of
events in Yugoslavia.

These prob l ems could be serious. But the three greatest
dangers to Western Europe lie elsewhere. The first is the continuing
prospect of instability in Eastern Europe which could result once again
in a deserved but perilous challenge to Soviet hegemony there. The
second is the continuing presence of large Soviet nuc lear and non-
nuc l ear forces in East Germany, Poland , Czechoslovakia , and Hungary
backed by equally large periphera l attack and other theater-oriented
capabilities in the western military districts of the USSR. The third
is the vulnerability of Western Europe’s oil supply, some 60 percent of
which moves by sea from the Persian Gulf.

We have worked with our friends in Europe to dea l with
most of these problems. As a result of four economic sununits, the
economic policies of the major Industrial powers, inc luding Japan, are
better coord i nated. Many states have made progress with energy conser-
vation and oil stockpilIng programs. Greece, Portugal , and Spa in  con-
tinue to uphold the democratic principles established there in recent
years. With Congressiona l repeal of the Turkish arms embargo, not only
have our relations with Turkey improved; so have the chances of reduc ing
tensions between Greece and Turkey. My own visit •to Yugoslavia, and a
return visit by the Federal Secretary for National Defense, General
Ljubicic , have increased our joInt appreciation of Yugoslav security
needs. Most Important of all , we are making progress toward a strength-
ened and modernized defense of Western Europe through the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO).
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Following the May , 1978, meetIng of NATO heads of govern-
ment, the President reaffirmed that “the U.S. is p repared to use all the
forces necessary for the defense of the NATO area.” A substantial
number of U.S. programs are now under way in fulfillment of that commit-
ment. We have presented the Alliance with a plan to speed up the deploy-
ment of U.S. reinforcements to Europe in the event of emergency. The
p lan , as I indicated last year, entails the capability to triple U.S.
combat planes in the theater to 1 ,900 wIthin a week, and to increase
troop strength from 200,000 to 350,000 wIthin two weeks. We are already
in the process of developi ng the logistica l and host-nation support
necessary to carry out the plan . We will also test and measure our
ability to match up Army battalions with supplies and equipment prepo-
si ti oned In Europe, and will have them train and operate with these
prepositioned resources. At the same time, we are developing plans to
deploy Marine units to strategic locations along or near the NATO flanks.

That k by no means all. We have already increased our
forces stationed In Western Europe by 9,500 since early 1975. With
those deployments, about six U.S. division equ i valents are stationed in
Europe. Of these forces, one brigade from the U.S. 2nd Armored Division
has been dep loyed to the North German Plain and is now based at Garlstedt.

In the last two years, we have also added 47,000 anti-
tank guided missiles to our NATO i nventory, begun upgrad ing our M-60
tanks, introduced more helicopters , and added two more artillery
battalion equi valents to those already in Europe. During 1977, we
deployed four additiona l F-ill squadrons to the Un i ted Kingdom; in 1979
we will be assign ing the new A-b close support aircraft to Air National
Guard units , and dep loying an active A-tO wing to the United Kingdom.
in 1977, we began basing the F-l5 in Europe, and we will supplement it
with the F-I6 in 1981.

The readiness of these growing capabilities is be i ng
improved as well. We are upgrad i ng and continuing to expand our pre-
positioned materiel configured to unit sets (POMCUS). One additiona l
division equivalent Is scheduled to be in place by the end of 1980, and
another two division equivalents will be added by the end of 1982. We
are also increasing our stocks of ammunition , moving munitions forward,
and upload i ng basic ammunition onto selected combat vehicles.

We are not alone in making these improvements, in 1979,
most of our allies p lan to average a three percent real growth In defense
spend i ng to support the modernization of their forces. Both we and our
allies are upgrad i ng the ability of our forces to operate In concert on
the battlefield. Beginning In 1984, XM-l tanks will be produced with
the German-designed 120mm main gun. New allied tanks, attack heli-
copters, aircraft , anti—tank weapons, artillery pieces, air defense
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systems, and ships are comi ng on line. More agreements for host-nation
support of U.S. forces are being cemented. Collocated operating bases
are being provided to support wartime deployments of U.S. tact i cal
aircraft. Belgium , Denmark, the Netherlan ds, and Norway have agreed to
produce 31*8 F-16s for theIr air forces. Most recently, the Alliance
agreed to the collective acquisition and deployment of the E-3A Airborne
Warn ing and Control System (AWACS). This program will si gnificant ly
improve NATO’s command and control as well as the effectIveness of air
operations.

Many of these actlvitie5 are a part of NATO’s Long-Term
Defense Program (LTDP). The LTDP was developed to bring increased
effici ency to NATO’s defenses by explicitly imp roving the levels of
coordl natlon and JoInt planning, and by increasing the standard i zation
of equipment and materiel among NATO forces. Pres ident Carter intro-
duced the LTDP at the May, 1977, London meeting of heads of government.
Its Implementation was endorsed at the May, 1 978, meeting of the same
off ic ials in Washington. Participation In the LTDP Involves the allies
in each of ten program areas where improvements In NATO capabilities are
to be specified and scheduled : readiness; reinforcement; reserve mobili-
zation : electronic warfare; air defense; logistics; theater nuclear
modernization; marit ime posture; communications , coninand, and control;
and rationalization of armaments production .

The Soviets are producing new tanks, guns, and a i rcraf t
at two or three times the rate of the Un i ted States. They are InvestIng
nearl y twice as much In defense research and development, as I noted
earlier. Part of this Investment imbalance can be offset by a strong
U.S. Industrial R~D effort, provided that we make use of it effectively
In our defense programs. But we must count on our NATO allIes to make
up much of the difference , both in research and development and In pro-
curement.

Europe, while willing to cooperate, has called for more
of a “two-way Street” in defense buy i ng. In response, we have signed
memoranda of understanding with many NATO countries to allow fair com-
petition for the alliance-wide defense industry. We are also making
major efforts to buy already—developed European equipment for U.S. use
where it meets our needs at a competitive price. In addition , we are
proposIng to the allies that they focus their R~D spend i ng on the
production of the best equipment for the Alliance In their areas of
specIalization.

We are a l ready di scussing wi th the Armament D i rectors of
our NATO allies how to specialize In the next generation of anti—tank
weapons , air— to—air m lss lles , an tI—shIp missiles , and air—to—ground
weapons. In the field of anti-tank weapons alone , the U.S. Army is
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planning to develop replacements for the TOW and DRAGON missiles at an
MD cost of about $250 million each, as well as ind i rect-fire anti-tank
weapons. Anti—tank programs are planned in several European countries.
We have proposed, as an alternative , that the UnIted States develop some
ant I-tank systems, while the Europeans form a consortium to develop
others. Each side would agree to make the resulting data packages
available to the other for production purposes. This would not only cut
aggregate RID costs (and release resources for other defense purposes).
It would allow for consolidation of European production to reduce unit
costs —- and provide a degree of cost competition even after production
begins, by havi ng two lines , one in Europe and one here.

Finally, we are working on a “Dual Production” program In
which we will make our latest existing defense developments available
for production in Europe. This will be an alternative both to the pur-
chase in the Un i ted States of units by the allies , and to one or more of
the European countries develop i ng their own competitive systems. We
have already signed agreements on the AIM-9L (heat-seeking air-to-air
m issile) , MODFLIR (night vision devices), and COPPERHEAD (laser—guided
artillery shell). We plan to negotiate similar agreements on the
STINGER (heat-seeking surface-to-air missile) and PATRIOT (air defense
system). RID savings , reduced unit costs as a result of a single
European consortium for each system, and interoperab ility should all
result.

Taken in the aggregate, these three Initiatives -- Fair
Competit ion in Defense Procurement, Families of Weapons and Dua l Pro-
duction -- can effect a major improvement In the efficiency of defense
RID and procurement for the NATO alliance as a whole. We will continue
them.

Despite this record of progress in plann i ng and procure-
ment, It would be a mistake to pretend that the security of Western
Europe is assured. Some of the problems -— particularly those interna l
to Europe -- do not appear as Imminent as they did a year ago. It
remaIns the case, however, that onl y In Europe Is there so direct a con-
f rontat ion of wes tern -- specific ally American -- and Soviet military
power. The probability of crisis and conflict remains low, but the
importance of the reg ion remains high. Nothing there JustIfies the view
that the claims of defense have declined in urgency, or that the goal of
a real Increase in the reg ion of three percent a year In spending by the
Un i ted States and its allies for the defense of Western Europe Is any
less necessary than It was a year ago.
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2. Asia

As ia, like Wes tern Europe, i s of vi tal concern to the
Un i ted States. Geographically, the United States -- wi th the Aleut ians,
H a w a i I , and Guam -- extends into the heart of the Pacific. Economically,
our trade with Asia grows at enormous speed. In 1977, it reached a
total of $60 billion exceedi ng our trade with Western Europe.

Ja pan , now probably the second largest economy In the
world in real terms (wi th a GNP either slightly greater or sl)ghtly
smaller than that of the USSR), is the major element in that trade. Our
trade with Japan probably exceeded $31 billion In 1978; it is by far the
largest between non-contiguous states In history. Some of the problems
associated with this trade are also large. But it Is worth noti ng that
close and comp l ex ties are being developed as a result of it. Direct
Japanese investment In the Un i ted States passed $1.7 bi llion In 1977,
and the Japanese estimate that their combined direct and ind i rect
i nvestment here now exceeds $4 billio n . Japan imports roughly half of
its food requirements , and the United States Is the largest supplier of
those needs, accountIng for a third of the tota l , or $3.9 billion in
1977. in fact, there is more farm land In production for Japan within
the United States than there is In Japan itself.

Japan has also become a bastion of democracy and one of
our staunchest a l l ies . As late as 1969, Japanese public opinion polls
showed that the Japanese-American Mutual Security Treaty commanded the
support of only 44 percent of the public; by 1978, support had risen to
68 percent. Clearly, it is critical to U.S. foreign policy that Japan
remain a stable political and economic partner in the coalition of
industrial democracies which provides the foundation for western poli-
tica l and economic stability.

That there are dangers in Asia hardly needs emphasis.
But conditions there are different from those In Europe. We can, as
one example, graduall y wi thd raw our ground combat forces from South
Korea -- as we had considered doi ng for many years -- because of such
changed conditions on the peninsula and in the region. South Korea has
been transformed into a modern state of impressive economic and mili-
tary dimensions. North Korea also has developed larger and more modern
military capabilities ; in fact, those capabilities are probably larger
than we previously believed . The exact scope of what has been a decade—
long expansion is not yet clear. But it Is clear that the expansIon has
been incrementa l , with no recent surge in North Korean capabilities.

Of course, the geopolitical situation of the North has
changed substantially since 1950 as well. As far as we can tel l ,
neither the Ch i nese nor the Soviets seem willing to l end support to
any North Korean Impulse for adventurous aggressive action.
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The South, moreover, is far more dynamic, i ts economic
superiority over the North is increasing , and the long-term economic
trends are clear ly  In i ts favor. During the past decade, Seoul has
clearly surpassed Pyongyang In raising labor productivity, absorbin g
modern technology, and bui lding International financial strength. In
that decade, the South’s GNP tripled , growing at a rate 50 percent
faster than the GNP of the North. The South has also developed the
basic industrIes -- steel , shipbuild ing, electronic , and petrochemIcal --
so essential to the support of a modern defense establIshment.

The people of South Korea have done more than perform an
economic feat of major proportions. They have also shown an unswerving
ded i cation to the preservation of their independence and territorial
integrity. The share of GNP they devote to nationa l defense rose from
some four percent in the early l970s to almost seven percent In 1977, a
larger percentage than we or our European allies now spend. In this
decade, the South Koreans have taken over responsibility for the entire
Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) along the 38th Parallel (with the exception of
a small area near the MIlitary Arm istice Commission Headquarters Area)
and , with their 20 divIsions , virtuall y the ent ire forward defense of
the nation . For some time now, the one remaining U.S. division -- the
2nd Infantry -— has been posItioned in reserve. The South Koreans,
clearl y, are willing to defend their country. in our judgment, they are
largel y able to do so, given the maintenance of our defense comm i tments.

We have, nonethe less, been extremely deliberate in
shifting responsibilities. We have established a Combined Forces Com-
mand , composed about equally of Korean and U.S. military staff, and
commanded by a U.S. genera l, to plan Jointly for deterrence and defense
on the peninsula. We are helping the Koreans to develop their own
capability to design , develop, and manufacture some weapons of their
own . In November , 1 978, we added a squadron of F-4 fighters from out-
side the Pacific theater to our USAF tactical air forces statIoned In
South Korea. And we have kept our schedule for withdrawing ground
combat forces from the peninsula under constant review. In fact , the
President rev i sed the schedule in April , 1978. All the first 6,000
troops will not have left until the end of 1979 (instead of 1978), and
two brigades of the division , along wi th its headquarters , w i l l  remai n
i n place until the fina l withdrawa l in 1981 or 1982. WIth Congressional
approval , we are transferring to South Korea certain key equipment of
the departing forces, or its equivalent. Also with Congressional
approval , we are continuIng to make substantial foreign military sales
credIts available to South Korea. As a consequence of these steps,
South Korea full y cooperates wi th our programs, and f u l l y recogni zes our
determ i nation to continue the fulfillment of our security commitments.
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Change has also come to other areas of Asia. The friends
of the Un i ted States have grown more prosperous and un i ted. Meanwhile,
the Soviets have not been able to translate their growing military
strength into notable political influence. The non-communist states
of Asia continue to be wary of Soviet intentions. China and the USSR
remain mutually hostile ; Soviet relations with North Korea have cooled;
even Vietnam , in spite of the recent USSR-SRV Friendship Treaty, is
seeking ways to reduce its reliance on the USSR. As the SIno-Soviet
dIspute has festered, it has drastically reduced the probability that
the Un i ted States would become engaged in an Asian war against either
China alone or the Soviet Union and China together.

The long period of political confrontation between the
Un i ted States and the PRC has in fact ended. In Presi dent Carter ’s
words, we can now “establish norma l patterns of commerce, and scholarly
anJ cultura l exchange. Through common effort, we can deepen these new
ties of friendship between our peoples, and we can Jointl y contribute
to the prosperity and stabil i ty of Asia and the Pacific region.”

On January 1 , our two governments imp l emented full
normalization of diplomatic relations. Embassies will be established
and ambassadors exchanged on March 1. Both countries have reaffirmed
the princIples agreed on by the two sides In the Shangha i Communique.
At the same t ime, we wi l l  continue to have an interest in -- and
expect -- the peaceful resolution of the Taiwan Issue. As President
Carter has pointed out, the people of the Un i ted States “will mai n-
tain our current commercial , cultura l , and other relations wIth
Taiwan through nongovernmental means,” as many other countries are
already doing successfully. All arms sold to Taiwan, and now in
the supply pipeline , will be delivered. No new commitments will be
made during calendar year 1979. Thereafter, the United States will
make available to Taiwan arms of a defensive character on a restra i ned
basis. Congress will be asked for legislation establishing the legal
basis for any arms supply In the future.

There have also been widespread changes In Southeast
Asia. After the collapse of South Vietnam , there were widespread fears
that the communist tide would sweep over the rest of Southeast Asia.
Cambod ia and Laos have indeed gone that way. But for the rest of South—
east Asia , that has not happened. Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia are in
deep economic distress. National feelings and historical enmities have
destroyed ideologIcal ties. Large parts of Cambodia have been overrun
by Vietnam ; tension has risen sharply between Vietnam and China. The
non-communist nations of Southeast Asia , by contrast, are enjoying a
period of vigorous economic development, and have shown their independ-
ence and strength through the increasing vitality of the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). Not only have they demonstrated great
political and economic sophistication; they have displayed a remarkable
determination to resist outside pressures as well.
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Japan has made a fundamental contribution to stability in
As ia. Her economic prowess continues and expands. The recently si gned
treaty of peace and friendship between Japan and China is a mark of her
wil l ingness to play an Influential role in the region.

The U.S.-Japanese security relationship remains the key
element in our Asian security policy. This relationship is fundamentally
sound , has enabled the two countries to work in concert, and has per-
mitted Japan to develop significant but purely defensive military capa-
bilities . Even though Japanese defense expenditures remain small as a
percent of gross nationa l product, they are now the ninth largest in the
world, and they are Increas ing. The Japanese defense budget for 1977
was $6.1 billion . Because of changes in the exchange rate (as well as
real growth), the total went to $10 billion in 1978, and the projected
fi gure for 1979 Is $11.2 billion . Growth In constant Yen was 5.5 percent
a year.

While we have not urged Japan to expand the sIze of her
sel f-defense forces, we have encouraged qualitative Improvements in
Japanese capabilities , and increased completnentarity between our forces
and theirs -- as, for examp le, through the purchase of the F-l5 fighter
and the P-3C anti-submarine warfare aircraft. As a response to the
rising costs of maintaining U.S. forces in Japan, the Japanese not onl y
have showed their understanding of the problem; they have taken steps
voluntaril y to assist in offsetting the Increases in these costs. As a
result , Japan now contributes substantial financial support for U.S.
forces stationed on Japanese soil . Those contributions amounted to an
estimated $565 million In 1977, and are scheduled to Increase. Moreover,
the Japanese took the Initiative to provide $118 mi lli on In 1979 and
1980 for the construction of housi ng and other facilitIes on American
bases in Japan, plus an additiona l $35 mi llion a year to help cover the
mounting wage bill for loca l Japanese employees of the U.S. forces. All
told , Japanese contributions , including allowances for the rent-free use
of bases, will come to about $750 million this year. However, the
Un i ted States will still incur direct annual costs of more than $1.1
billion for the stationing of U.S. forces on Japanese territory.

Those costs will have to continue. In Europe, the m lii-
tary alignments are clear -— with the Soviets and their satellites on
one side, and with the Un i ted States and its allies firmly on the other.
Soviet military capabilities in Europe are large and focused. The
dangers in Asia , though more diffuse, are just as real. Our improve-
ments in Europe cannot and will not be at the expense of our Pacific
capabilities.

It is true that conditions in Asia have grown more favor-
able to our interests than in the past. But the current equilIbrIum Is
not necessarily permament. Soviet military strength in Asia and the
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Pacific cont inues to grow, though at a moderate pace. Changes of
fundamental strategic significance in Sino-Soviet relations are unlikely
but possible. North Korea remains unpredictable: its military capa-
bi lities have grown, and it could disrupt the peace on the peninsula and
embroil the great powers. Economic development in the ASEAN nations
could still fal ter. Renewed conflict in Southeast AsIa threatens the
stabilIty of the area and could further strain Sino- Soviet relations.

i n the circums tances, we w i ll cont inue and strengthen
our deployments In the Western Pacific. We are already replacing older
destroyers with the new and more powerful DD-963 SPRUANCE class. The
PERRY class FFG and the LOS ANGELES class SSN-688 will soon be deploy ing
with the Seventh Fleet, and by early 1980, all four “large deck” aIr-~craft carriers in the Pacific Fleet will carry F-l4 aircraft instead of
the older F-4J. We have already exercised the E-3 AWACS aircraft in the
western Pacific and, begInn i ng In 1980, AWACS will be deployed full-time
to Japan. Air Force F-4s will be replaced, in part, by F-l 5s, beginning
in late 1979, and other F-4s several years later by F-l6s. Our ability
to dep loy addit ional ground forces into the theater wi l l  a lso improve as
we expand our strategic airlift capaci ty. As a consequence, I believe
that our forces, in conjunction with allied capabilities , wi l l  remain
fully adequate to the challenges of the region.

3. The MIddle East

What constitutes the area of the Middle East is best left
to the geographers. For strategic purposes, it may be considered as the
large arc of terri tory runn ing from Egypt through I ran. its Importance
to the United States, whatever Its precise boundaries, is welt under-
stood. We have deep moral and historical conm~i tments to the Independence
and territorial Integrity of Israel. The Un i ted States, Western Europe,
and Japan depend heavily on the oi l that flows from and transi ts through
the Middle East. We see it as an area that is p lay in g an increasing
role in the world economy. We rely on the moderation of key Arab states
to check the growth of rad i calism in the area.

Stability in the Middle East is essential to the well-
being of the Un i ted States and the western democracies. Stability,
however, is not what the region has enjoyed. For 30 years or more, the
Arab—Israel i conflict has dominated the politics of the Middle East.
But inter-Arab conflicts have also been common. Disputes have arisen
between Libya and Egypt, between Syria and Iraq, between I raq and I ran,
and between North and South Yemen. interna l Instabilities have over-
turned a government In Afghanistan , and are threaten i ng the government
of Iran. They have nearly destroyed any semblance of government in
Lebanon.
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The Soviets have participa ted actively in the po lit ics of
the Middle East. Since so much of their influence has stemmed from arms
transfers and the support of extremist groups, It has generally Increased
the Instability of the region. There remains, in addItion , the com-
bination of traditiona l Russian interest In the area of the Persian Gulf
and the growing Costs of Soviet domestic energy supplies which, under
deteriorating regional conditions , could propel the Soviet UnIon toward
various forms of intervention in the Middle East —— moves that would
i nevitably produce worldwide repercussions.

Despite these dangers , recent events may have contributed
to a reduction in the vulnerability and explos iveness of the Middle
East. A spectacular, courageous, and essential step in this process was
taken by President Sadat with his visit to Jerusalem in November, 1977.
Significant Israeli movement followed, and permitted the Arab-israel i
dialogue to begin. Congressional assent to the sale of U.S. aircraft to
Egypt, Israel, and Saud i Arabia through the security assistance program
undoubtedly contributed to the proce~s by establishing the bona f ides of
the United States as a friend of moderate reglmes in the Middle East.

Both steps helped to bring about President Carter ’s
successful meet ing wi th Pres ident Sadat and Pr ime M in ister Beg in at Camp
David In September, 1978. The agreements reached there between Egypt
and Israel , achieved wi th the act ive par ti cIpation of President Carter,
constitute the framework for a comprehensive settlement of Arab-Israel i
differences. They offer the hope that a turning point has at last been
reached in the Middle East.

Much admitted ly remains to be done in ensuing negotiations.
But as negot iat ions are pursued on the basis of the Camp Dav id framework,
we may ieg i tmately hope that attitudes will change on the issues remain-
ing to be resolved. Progress on an Egyptian-Israel i peace treaty has
been slower than we had wished. However, we continue to expect that
such a treaty will be completed, and that all parties can move to a
broader peace settlement.

President Carter, in his add ress before a joint sess ion
of Congress, noted that no peace settlement will be either just or
secure If it does not resolve the problem of the Pal estinians in the
broadest sense. As Secretary of State Vance has put it , “We believe
that the Pa lestinian peop le must be assured that they can live wi th
dignity and freedom, and have the opportuni ty for economic fulfillment
and for politica l expression. The Camp David Accords state that the
negotiated solution must recognize the leg itimate rights of the
Palestinian people.”
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it is perhaps too much to hope that peace and stability
can be reached in the Middle East without further pitfalls and detours.
The fighting and the loss of life in Lebanon continue intermittently.
The friction between the Yemens threatens further instability on the
Arabian peninsula. Rev ived turmoil In iran is of the deepest concern.
Although significant progress has been made toward an Arab-israeli
peace, many areas of tension remain in the region. Conditions are more
stable in most of the reg ion than a year ago, but not by as much as we
would like .

4. Afr ica

Africa is important to the United States because of its
geography, because of its extensive natura l resources, the growing
importance of its states In international forums, and our concern that
independence and racial justice be achieved in southern Africa without
resort to violence or foreign intervention.

Instability has been common In post-colonial Afr i ca, and
this instability has been ser iously aggravated by the racial policies of
the minority governments In Rhodesia and South Africa , and by Soviet and
Cuban military Invol vement in a series of local conflicts , princip ally
in Angola and Ethiopia. More than 3,000 Soviet military technicians and
advisory personnel are now in Africa. However, Cuban troops -- about
37,000 of them -- and a much smaller number of East Germans are the main
tools of this widespread Intervention.

The United States opposes both racism and outside mili-
tary intervention in what are Interna l African affai rs. in President
Carter ’s words, “we and our African friends want to see a continent that
is free of the dominance of outside powers, free of the bitterness of
racial Injustice , f r ee of confl ic t, and free of the burdens of proverty,
hunger , and disease. We are conv i nced that the best way to work toward
these objectives is through affirmative policies that recognize African
realities and aspirations.”

We are striving to create those conditions . We have
worked closely with France, Morocco, and others to assis t Zaire i n
restor i ng order -In Shaba province , and in avoiding economic collapse.
At the same time, we have Insisted that American economic or mili tary
ass istance to Zai re be accompani ed by interna l reform, and that Zair e
seek better relations with Angola. We have substantially increased U.S.
economic assistance to Africa In general , and we hope to increase it
still further to dea l with the severe economic problems of the continent.
in private and In public , we have expressed our strong concern about the
destabilizing effects of Soviet and Cuban act ivit ies in Africa , and we
continue consultations with European, Arab, and Afr ican governments that
share our concern.
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We have worked with the various interested parties in the
Rhodeslan situation to advance a negotiated solution which would pave
the way for true majority rule. Despite our continuing contacts and
consultations with the Un i ted Kingdom, the governments In the immediate
region , and the contend i ng parties , time may be runn i ng out for the
possibilities of diplomacy.

Together with other Western members of the United Nations
Security Council , we have reached agreement on a plan for peaceful
transition to independence and free elections in Namibla. Although
South Africa has taken steps that we regard as Inconsistent with this
p lan , we remain determined to see Namibia achieve independence in accord-
ance with U.N. Security Council Resolution 431.

We have constructed a solid politica l base in Africa as
a result of our efforts. Our relations with the nations of Africa are
better today than they have been in many years. in the words of Secretary
Vance, “We are convi nced that an affirmative approach to African aspir-
ations and prob l ems is also the most effective response to Soviet and
Cuban activities there. Any other strategy would weaken Africa by
dividing It. And it would weaken us by letting others set our policies
for us.”

5. Latin America

As I pointed out last year, Latin AmerIca as a whole
retains a special importance for the Un i ted States. It Is a nei ghbor
and a vita l trading partner. With Mexico as a major new energy source,
more than compensating for a future decline in Venezuelan and Canadian
supplIes , our economies will become more interdependent. We have a
common history : Latin America escaped colonial status, for the most
part, only 50 years after we did , and often with the Un i ted States as
a model. We have had close If sometimes turbu l ent relations. Our
security is intertwined .

No immediate externa l dangers threaten Latin America
at this time. However, problems internal to the region could be
exploited from the outside. No better example of the possibility and
the consequences exists than in Cuba. The Soviets have gained a foot-
hold there, and the Cubans are now pursuing in terventionist policies in
Afr ica. Not only does this behavIor create uneasiness and instability
abroad; it threatens to prolong the misery of the Cuban people. We and
our friends in Latin Amer i ca have much to learn from It.

We have made a good beginning, i believe , i n resolvin g
the issue of the Panama Canal. The Panama Canal Treaties, ratified In
1978, ensure that Panama’s sovereignty is respected. At the same time ,
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they assure our ability to use and protect the Canal. They are a
hearten ing demonstration of how we and our Latin American allies can,
in President Carter ’s words, “work together in a new spirit of cooper-
ation to shape the future in accordance with our ideals , and to resolve
all areas of friction in the region by peaceful means.”

We are determ ined to build on the goodwill created by the
Panama Canal Treaties so that attention can be focused on economic
cooperation and Integration , and on strengthen i ng solidarity among the
peopl es of the Americas. Our policy, as President Carter has emphasized,
is based on the premise that U.S. security Interests have been enhanced
by the growing strength of Latin America and by its expanding role in
international affai rs. While recognizing that those trends have enabled
the governments of Latin America to act more I ndependentl y of the United
States, we welcome them because we believe our long-term Interests will
be better served by a more balanced relationship.

As one step In that direction , President Carter has
signed and submitted to the Senate for ratification Protocol 1 of the
Treaty of Tlatelolco , which establlshes a nuclear-free zone in LatIn
America . The Un i ted States has already ratified Protocel II , applicable
to nuclear weapons states. Ratification of Protocol I would forbid the
deployment of nuclear weapons in Latin American area s for which the
Un i ted States is responsible (e.g., Puer to R i co, the Virg in Islands , and
Guantanamo Nava l Base). The Soviet Union has signed Protocol II (Proto-
col i Is not applicable to the USSR) and is in the process of ratification ,
and France has ratified Protocol ii and has announced her intention to
ratify Protocol I. Once these ratifications are completed , all concerned
nations will have adhered to both protocols.

The treaty in no way affects or limits the rights of
i nnocent passage, or control of transport and transit prIv ileges . This
treaty significantly enhances national security by preventing the develop-
ment of nuclear weapons or their deployment in Latin America. It provides
for verification of compliance , and requires IAEA safeguards on all nuclear
materials and facilities.

As another step, we are encourag ing the limitation of
conventiona l arms in Latin America . Only three percent of all U.S. arms
sales now go to Latin America. As our arms supply role In the region
has decreased, so have the U.S. personnel available to manage security
assistance programs. in fact, our military presence In the area related
to security assistance will drop from a high of 769 in 1968 to fewer
than 100 In FY 1 979. Only Panama will have a security assistance
management group of more than sIx military personnel.
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Wi th few exceptions , the Latin American nations have S
refused to sacrifice their development goals for weapons. Unfortun-
ately, however, this record Is under some strain because of the increased
cost of modern military equipment. Recognizing this fact, s ix Andean
natIons -- Bolivia , ChIle, Colomb ia , Ecuador, Peru , and Venezuela --
joined with Argentina and Panama in 1974 to sign the DeclaratIon of
Ayacucho, which stated their Intent to cooperate in limi ting arms acqui-
si tion. At Venezuelan Initiative , the foreign minis ters of the Ayacucho
countrIes announced In June, 1978, that they wished to explore with
other regional countries the possibilities for a region-wide agreement
to restrain conventiona l arms. Mexico subsequently circulated and is
active ly following up a similar and more detailed proposal at a meeting
of the Organization of American States.

The Un i ted States fully supports these initiatives and is
prepared to work with other suppliers to help ensure that any agreements
worked out by the Latin American states are respected. Most of our
Latin neighbors do not feel sufficiently threatened to justIfy a hi gh
priority for external defense requirements. It is to our advantage, as
well  as theirs , to maintain these conditions of stability .

iii. Conclusions

At the outset of this review, I ind i cated that the overriding
object’ve of our foreign policy is to maintain U.S. interests under
conditIons of International peace and stability. At present, our bas ic
Interests remain intact. Perhaps the greatest immediate threat to them
comes from economic and monetary forces. it would be a mistake, how-
ever , to underestimate the problems created by the milita ry buildup of
the Soviet Union. Those problems are real. They are serious. They are
continuing . They could become critica l -- and If they do, we would
regret not having started to build up our own military capability now.
it may be too late if we wait much longer.

While the SovIets seem determined to push on with their armament
regardless of what we do, we must keep several other aspects of their
policy in mind . First , there are matters on which the Soviet leaders
continue to cooperate with us. Second, those leaders have shown due
caution about the issues on which they coninit their power and prestige.
Third , though they may try to create opportunities for Influence and
con trol , their successes are most likely to come in areas where profound
instabil ities already exist. Fourth, while it is evident that the
Sovi et l eadership has authorized and encouraged a major military buildup ,
it does not appear to be an all-out effort.

The Soviets have obv iously found what they see as exploitable
opportunities in Africa , al though it is still too early to Judge whether
they will establish any more durable a foothold in Angola and Ethiopia
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than they did in Egypt, Guinea , and Somalia. Nevertheless, these
adventures have created unease elsewhere in Afr ica and in the Middle
East. Aside from that, the prospects for significant gains from rela-
tively modest Soviet Investments of assIstance and support to sympa-
thizers or dissidents appear to have declined , except in Afghanis tan and
possibly in Iran. Thanks to events, and the successes of U.S. diplomacy
In the Middle East and Latin America, the world does not appear to have
grown significant ly more turbulent than it was a year ago. international
stability is by no means assured, especially in light of current economic
and monetary uncertainties , the heavy concentration of Soviet forces in
Eastern Europe, and the continuing growth of military capabilities
throughout the world. But on the whole I would not characterize current
trends as in any way resembling those in evidence before World War Ii.
To the extent that major military confrontations might occur, they are
as l i k el y to arise from Instabilities in the East as in the West. A
desperate Soviet Union could be even more of a problem than a confidently
aggressive one.

If this assessment Is correct, It has several implication s for our
defense posture and the allocation of our resources. First , curren t
conditions do not justify complete sacrifice of the fight against Infla-
tion , the battle to Improve our energy position, or our most cri tical
domestic programs in order to meet Increments of defense demand beyond
the gradua l buildup proposed in the Administration ’s program. Second,
where defense i tself is concerned, stabIlity should remain on a par with
deterrence among our objectives. That ranking , I should add, Is reflected
in the Administration ’s annua l Arms Control impact Statements that are
submitted to the Congress.

We w i ll obv iously have to continue maintaining three l evels of
defense capability: strategic nuclear, theater or tact ica l nuclea r, and
non-nuclear. We must not allow the Soviets to believe that they can
adopt adventurous and aggressive behavior in areas where the stakes are
hi gh. But we must avoid acting as though we were engaged in a terminal
arms race. Our posture can be basically conservative in nature, designed
both to control Soviet actions and to hedge against the main uncertainties
of the future. Because we are interested in both deterrence and stabil-
ity , we need a posture that is not so heavily biased toward one objective
that It slights the other.

Even a defense posture with these relativel y restra i ned objectives
can absorb substantial resources. We can always make It more modern,
more ready, more capable of deploy ing overseas and sustaining combat.
As a consequence, we always have to ask not only how far we should go in
those directions , but also how much it wil l  cos t to comp lete the last
part of the journey. At some point, a budget constraint must be imposed.
The level of effo rt set for FY 1980 seems entirely reasonable in light
of in ternationa l conditions and our previous investments. But we still
must determine whether it actually permits a defense posture and program
adequate to the military situation and our defense objectives.
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CHAPTER 4

THE PRO BLEM OF ASSESSMENT

in the interests of deterrence, we maintain enough strength to
repel any attack on the Un i ted States or its allies. in the Interests
of stabil ity, we avoid the capability of eliminating the other side ’s
deterrent, insofar as we might be able to do so. In short, we must be
quite wi l l ing -— as we have been for some time -- to accept the princ ip le
of mutual deterrence, and design our defense posture In light of that
pr inc i ple.

The task is a delicate one, especially when the other side appears
to be relatively insensitive to these considerations. To what extent we
have been and w i ll cont inue to be successfu l in the task depends heavily
on military considerations. But judgments about our success will also
depend on the system of assessment being used. It is all well and good
to say that we want both deterrence and stability. But how do we know
when we are strong enough to deter, but not so strong as to drive the
other side to actions detrimental to both?

I. DETERRENCE

Deterrence is usually seen as the product of several conditions.
We must obviously be able to communicate a message to the other side
about the price it will have to pay for attempti ng to ach ieve an objec-
tive unacceptable to us. We must have the mliitary capabilities neces-
sary to exact the payment (at a cost acceptable to ourselves), whether
by denying our opponent his objectives, by charg i ng him an excessive
price for achiev i ng them, or by some combination of the two. We must
have the plans and the readi ness necessary to demonstrate that we can
deliver on our “message.” We must be sure there is no way for the
opponent to eliminate our deterrent capability. At the same time, our
deterrent message must have some degree of credibility. That is to say,
both we and our opponent must believe there is a real probability that
we wil l  i ndeed perform the promised act ion, if required.

A number of shorthand ways have been developed for describing the
state of our deterrent. The most popular way, much used in the world of
sports , Is to rate the Un i ted States relative to its opponents. You
will hear it said that we are Number One or Number Two -- as though we
had gone through a series of contests from which, like the New York
Yankees , we had emerged as world champions or, like the Los Angeles
Dodgers , had lost the World Series after six games.

A variant of this approach is to talk about the balance of power,
much in the manner of the 18th century -- as though we were dealing with
a set of cosmic scales -- and ind icate whether the balance has tilted
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toward or against us. The implication seems to be that the Un i ted
States and the Soviet Union , like two boxers, periodically go to the
scales and get weighed .

II. STATIC MEASURES

Since we do not engage In any season of mili tary p lay wi th the
Soviets, a number of measures have been dev ised for comparing the Uni ted
States with the Soviet Un i on and deciding whether -- if we ever weighed
or played -- we would be Number One or Two.

When the strategic nuclear forces are measured, for examp le , a
whole battery of these static Ind i cators is available: numbers of
mi ssi les , bombers, and warheads, throw-weight, megatons, equivalent
megatonnage, and so on. There are even more complicated measures, such
as lethalIty Ind i ces.

The genera l purpose forces have been subjected to similar if some-
what more aggregate measurements. Numbers of milita ry personnel in the
Un i ted States and the Soviet Union are compared, al though the rules
governing the comparisons are ne i ther well established nor applied with
an even hand to both sides. Tanks, artillery , armored personnel carriers ,
tactica l aircraft , and ships are added up for the two sides —— and ships
are (in some sense) even weighed.

The various comparisons of relative military he~Ith or power are
frequently made in an historica l context. Trends are observed. Judg-
ments follow as to whether the Un i ted States Is rising or falling in the
ra t in gs, whether our side of the scales has gone up or down.

These measures and comparisons are not without Interest. indeed
they are necessary. However, unless viewed carefully, they can be
extraordinarily mislead i ng when It comes to making Judgments about the
adequacy of our forces, or how to correct their deficienc ies. While
we would be fighting alongside al l ies i n most cases, the comparisons
frequently omit their forces. They also leave out such crucial vari-
ables as objectives, geography, and contlngencles . The Impression they
give Is that the Un i ted States and the Soviet Union are going to meet
on a jousting field , where they will engage in a fight to the finish
with all their bombs, bullets , tanks, shIps, and aircraft -— possibly
wi th a llies , but more like ly without them.

Since there is a strong propensi ty to compare l ike  systems -- tanks
with tanks , and destroyers with destroyers -- the comparisons are likely
to overlook such considerations as the decision by NATO to counter
Soviet tanks with anti—tank weapons, or the effort by the Un i ted States
in many areas (perhaps mistakenly) to reduce the quantity of Its weapons
in order to buy individual weapons of very high quality (and cost).
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These comparisons can also lead to the conclus ion that the way to
improve or restore our posture is to make Its details a mirror-image of
Soviet capabilities. That would be a mistake . The Soviets have built
an air defense system that, whatever its utility for them, would be
quite unsuitab le for the United States. The Soviets , for a variety of
reasons -— inc l ud i ng the nature of their economy -- have over four
million people in their armed forces. It would obvious l y be fool i sh for
the Un i ted States -- with a very different economy, and very differen t
scarcities —- to imitate Soviet personnel policies. The Soviets, in any
event, are claimed to have -- and probably do have -- objectives that
d iffer quite substant ially from ours. Certainl y they face different
geography and have different relations with nations on their borders.
Presumably, U.S. capabilItIes should be tailored to our objectives, not
theirs.

il l . ANALYSIS

The main alternative to these simple comparisons is the use of
maneuvers , war games, combat experience , and various analytica l tech-
niques to test the adequacy and credibil i ty of our deterrent capabil-
ities. What these approaches ’assume, in  one way or another , is that --
at least hypothetically -- deterrence has failed and forces have been
committed to combat. They also assume that if the forces can perform
their missions under wartime condItions (or our best estimate of them) ,
and if the missions to be performed are des i rable as well as feasible
under these conditons , the deterrent must be considered to have a high
degree of credibility both in the probability of its use and in its
effectiveness. On the other hand, even if the achievement of a mission
proves quite feasible to the l evel of effectiveness deemed sufficient ,
but the overall consequences are seen as disastrous to the United States
as well as Its opponent if deterrence should fail , its credibility must
be re-examIned carefully.

In short, this approach specifies that the way to measure the
adequacy of our capabilities -- and to determine our programmatic
needs -— is by ana lyzing hypothet ica l conflicts and their outcomes.
Presumably, If these outcomes are acceptable to us, we can be sat i s f ied
with our posture. If the results are unsat isfac tory, we should be able
to find out wherein the deficiency lies , and remedy it.

There are, i rea l i z e , a number of object ions to the use of thi s
methodology for the assessment and design of our forces. One of the
criticisms is that the technique -- by requiring the use of highly
specif ic and structured conflicts -- does not allow suff i ciently for the
uncertainties of the present or the future. Some years ago, the d i f f i -
culty was put In these terms: Suppose that when LewIs and Clark were
Instructed to explore the West by President Jefferson, they had been
confined to preparing for only a few well-specified contingencies; would
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they have been able to deal successfully w ith all the comp lex iti es and
dangers that they actuall y encountered on their voyage? The answer, ef
course, is that Lewis and Clark did think about contingencies, and did
prepare for them. That is not the issue. The issue is whether we, like
Lewis and Clark , have -- In our preparation -- tested our capabilities
hypothetically against a broad enough range of contingencies.

The range of conti ngencies , fortunately, Is not infinite. Our
opponents, too, must choose their capabili ties; they can do only so many
things at once; and there Is a qu i te finite number of places in which
they can operate without prolonged and obvious preparations. This does
not mean that all uncertainty can be removed from the assessment and
planning process. But we can place some boundarIes on the uncertainties ,
and see how sensitive our results and needs are to changes in conditions
and contingencies within those boundaries.

The future obviousl y presents greater difficulties because the
uncertai nties grow larger and more numerous with time. Nonetheless, we
can take some small comfort from the fact that our opponents must face
the same uncertainties , so that all of us are likely to find ourselves
interacting in an evolutionary way. It is also well to recall that when
revolutionary changes do come along -- such as the self—propelled anti-
ship torpedo in the late 19th century and the DREADNOUGHT battleship in
the earl y 20th century -- the resources and the time (if sometimes not
the wit) can usuall y be found to manage the change.

All things considered , then, It seems des i rable to continue basing
our assessments and our plann ing on the analysis of hypotheti cal con-
flicts anchored to specific contingencies that are both conceivable and
of vita l Interest to us. That being the case, it should be evident that
when we speak of the balance of power, or of bel ng Number One, we are
making those statements in specific contexts. We are not, and do not
wish to be, superior to the Soviet Union in the Caspian Sea or Lake
Balkal. We do want and Intend to be able to defeat any Soviet attempt
to sever our sea lines of communication across the North Atlantic and
Western Pacifi c and we want to be able to use marit ime forces for power
projection. As another example, we and our allies need to be Number One
in our ability to halt any attack on Western Europe or other vita l
areas. Those and other balances are what we must consider and evaluate.

One more consideration must be mentioned . Perceptions of the mili-
tary balance, correc t or not, affect political behavior both of our own
nation and of others as well. Instability can result from swings in
perceptions, which can be much greater than the changes in the factual
situation. The best way to avoid that instab flity is to avoid , to the
maximum extent possible (it is a difficult task) expressing the balance
In tendent ious terms or , even worse, shad ing It , whether this be in
order to excite alarm or to calm fears.
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CHAPTER 5

THE NUCLEAR BALANCE

No nuc lear weapons have been used in combat since 1945. A two—
sided nuclear war has never been fought. It is generally conceded that
the probability of a nuclear attack on the Un i ted States and its allies
Is very low at the present time. It is also the case, however , that the
consequences of a major nuclear exchange would be so terrible that —- In
the absence of complete and verifiable nuclear disa rmament -- we must,
at all t imes, mainta i n strategi c forces powerful enough to keep that
probability at a comparably low level in the future. We must, at the
same t ime, ensure that our forces do not have characteris ti cs that could
make nuclear war more likely.

I. CURRENT U.S. STRATEGIC CAPABILITIES

The past and projected trend in total obligationa l authority
allocated to the U.S. strategic nuclear forces is shown in Chart 5—1.
The threat to part of our strategic force is already growing. But our
most ser ious concerns -- which we need to act now to meet -- are about
the period of the early-to-mid l9SOs. Those concerns derive from the
capabilities of the Soviet forces bei ng deployed now and through then.
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During 1979 and 1980, the U.S. ICBM force wi l l  continue to consist
of 54 TITAN u s , 450 single-warhead MINUTEMAN u s , and 550 MINUTEMAN
il ls  wi th MIRVs . We wi l l  a lso begin a program of refitting 300 MINUTEMAN
i l ls with the MARK 12A warheads which , in conjunction wIth the NS-20
gu idance improvements (a lready completed) , wi l l  give the MINUTEMAN Iii a
higher —- but s t i l l  modest -— kill probability against hard targets.

The submarine—launched ballistic missile (SLBM) force will consist
of 41 submarines. Of these, 10 will carry a total of 160 POLARiS (A-3)
m i ss i l es, each equi pped with multip le re-entry vehicles (MRVs). Another
27 will have 432 POSEIDON (C-3) MiRVed missiles , whil e four POSEIDON
submar ines wi l l  carry 64 TRIDENT I (C-li) missi les . We anticipate that
the firs t TRIDENT submar i ne, equipped with 24 TR IDENT I (c-li) MIRVed
missiles , will enter service early In FY 1981. Backfitting of the C—li
missIles into an additiona l four POSEIDON submarines wi l l continue.

The air-breathing leg of the strategic TR IAD will contain unit
equipment of 316 B-52 long-range bombers, 60 FB-lll medium bombers , and
615 KC—1 35 tanker aircraft. As in FY 1979, about 30 percent of the
total bomber/tanker force will be kept at a hi gh level of ground alert ,
and we w i l l  have the option to increase the fraction on alert from that
steady-state level , should conditions warrant it. We also expect to
begin deploying the first of our air-launched cruise missiles (ALCMs) to
the B—52 force in September , 1981.

Inventory force load ings -- those independently targetable weapons
in our ICBMs , SLBMs , and long-range bombers -- wi l l  amount to over 9,000
warheads and bombs.

Our continental anti-bomber defenses w i l l  continue to depend on six
squadrons of active-duty manned Interceptors, and 10 squadrons of Air
Nationa l Guard manned interceptors. In the future, six Airborne Warn ing
and Control System (AWACS ) aircraft w i l l  be assigned to CONUS defense.
Depending on the nature of an emergency, CONUS—based tact i ca l fi ghters
and additional CONUS—based AWA CS aircraft could augment the ded icated
anti-bomber defenses. All dedicated surface-to-air missiles (SAils) have
been phased out of the basic CONUS defenses. However, we continue to
deploy SANs from our genera l purpose forces to sites in FlorIda and
Alaska . In 1976, we deactivated and dismantled our one anti-bal l ist ic
missile (ABM) site In North Dakota , which was deployed to defend a
MINUTEMAN wing. However , we keep Its Perimeter Acqu isition Radar
operationa l as a mis sile warn ing and attack character i zation sensor.

Surveillance and early warn ing of m i ssi le attacks w i ll cont inue
to be based on early warning satellites. The Balli stic Missile Early
Warning System (BMEWS ) and the PAV E PAWS SLBM Radar Warn ing System wil l
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prov ide both radar confirmation of satellite reports and additional
attack characterization data. Warning of attacks from air—breathing
systems will come from the Distant Early Warning (DEW) line along the
70th parallel , the Plnetree Line in mid—Canada , and CONUS—based radars.
Over-the-horizon (0TH) radar will remain in prototype development
status.

We are reviewing our passive defense programs. In the meantime, a
modest civil defense effort will continue to be funded , but through the
Federa l Emergency Management Agency starti ng in FY 1980. In addition to
continu i ng crisis relocation plann i ng, shel ter surveys, improved commun i-
cations, and emergency plann i ng, the FY 1980 budget contains about $15
mill ion for stud i es of how the existing U.S. personal transportation
assets -and housi ng patterns outside of but near urban areas might serve
as mechanisms for dispersing the urban population over a period of days
or weeks during an extended crisis.

Whether these strategic force capabilities , and curren t programs
for their  im provement, are at the appropriate level for strategic deter-
rence and stability is not an easy Issue to resolve. Despite SALT, the
competition from the Soviet Union In strategic forces remains strong.
The assessment is also made difficult by substantial differences over
what measures to use in evaluating strategic deterrence; what Soviet
measures and attitudes may be; and what, as a consequence, constitutes
sufficiency to deter the Soviets under various situations.

II. SOV I ET STRATEGIC CAPABILITIE S

The trends in Soviet strategic offensive forces for the last 13
years are shown In Chart 5—2. These forces are at the limits set by the
Interim Offensive Agreement of 1972. That agreement froze Soviet ICBM
and SLBM levels at the number opera ti onal and under construct ion in
1972. in effect, it permitted the Soviets a strategic miss i le force of
950 SLBMs In 62 modern submarines and about i ,400 ICBM launchers. In
order to bui ld SLBMs wi thin these lim it s, the Sov iets have deact ivated
a large r jmber of their older SS-7 and SS—8 ICBM launchers.
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A. Offense

The Soviet long-range bomber force continues to consIst of
150 BISON and BEA R strike aircraft. There are also 125 BISON tankers ,
BEAR reconnaissance aircraft , and BACKF IRES in the Soviet Long-Range Air
Force (LRAF) , and additional BACKFiREs in Soviet Naval Aviation. The
BACKFIRE bomber has been in production for severa l years, and curren t
production averages two and a half aircraft a month. We continue to
believe that the primary purpose of the BACKFIRE is to perform peripheral
attack and nava l missions. Undoubtedly, this aircraft has some inter-
continenta l capability in that it can surel y reach the United States
from home bases on a one—way , high-altitude , subsonic , unrefueled flight ;
with refueling and Arctic stag ing it can probably, with certain high
altitude cruise flight profiles , execute a two-way mission to much of
the Un i ted States.

We estimate that tota l Soviet force loadings (weapons that can
be carried by the deployed strategic missil es and bombers) have risen
from around 450 in 1965 to 5,000 at the present time . They have increased
by around 1,000 since last year, reflecting the MIRV1ng of ICBMs and SLBI~s.
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0. Active Defenses

Soviet active defenses have not changed appreciably during
the past year. The Moscow ABM defenses , wh Ich are more an - a r ea than a
point defense system, still consist of only 64 GALOSH missile launchers,
although the ABM Treaty of 1972 permits expansion of the system to 100
launchers. Anti-bomber defenses continue to depend on about 2,600
manned interceptors and up to 10,000 SAIl launchers (which accommodate
around 12,000 missiles , since some of the launchers have multiple rails).
The Soviets also have a limited anti-satellite (ASAT) capability . The
Soviets conducted one test against a target vehicle in 1978.

C. Passive Defenses

The Soviet civi l  defense program is not a cra sh effor t, but
its pace increased beg I nn i ng In the late l960s . It is directed by a
nationwide civil defense organization consisting of over 100,000 full-
time personnel at all l evels of the Soviet government, military and
economic system. We believe that the combined cost of salaries for
full—time civil defense personnel , operation of specialized civil
defense mil i tary units , and shelter construction amounted to about one
percent of the estimated Soviet defense budget in 1976 (with the corre-
sponding figure for the Un i ted States at about a tenth of a percent).

The Soviets probably have sufficient so—called blast—she l ter
space in hardened command posts for virtually all the leadership elements
(roughly 110,000 people) at all l evels of government, although these
shelters could not withstand an attack directed specificall y at them.
Other shelters at selected key economic installations could accommodate
about 25 percent of the total work force. Some 19 million people in
all , or about 15 percent of the total population in urban areas (includ-
ing essential workers), could be given some protection in shelters
(based on an allowance of O.5m2 of space per person). We have onl y
l imited information about the adequacy of the supplies with which the
shelters have been stocked.

About 70 percent of the urban population is defined as non-
essential and would presumably have to be evacuated. We estimate that
it would take at least two or three days to move them out of most Soviet
cities . Evacuation from larger cities such as Moscow and Len ingrad
could take as much as a week. The required times could be lengthened by
shortages in transportation, other bottlenecks, or adverse weather.
After evacuation, temporary quarters would have to be found or built for
many of the evacuees.
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As is shown in Table 5—1 , the Soviet progran for geographic
dlsp.:al of i ndustry is not being implemented to a significant extent.
New plants have often been built next to major existing plants. Exist-
ing plants and complexes have simply been expanded. in fact, the value
of overall productIve capaci ty has been increased proportfonateiy more
in previously existing sites than In new areas. Little evidence exists
to suggest a comprehensive program for hardening economic Installations .
The Soviets, at least In their literature , appear to have given greater
emphasis to rapid shutdown of equIpment and to other measures which
could facilitate longer term recovery of installations after an attack.

Table 5-i

Estimated Cumulative Percentage Distribution of Soviet
Population and I ndustrial Production

In dustr i al
Number of Cities Population Production

1966 3975 1966 1975

10 8.0 8.7 18.4 17.1
50 17.2 19.6 40.0 38.4
100 22.5 26.0 52.4 51.9
200 28.1 32.9 64.5 65.3
300 31.4 36.6 70.9 72.5

The US. and Soviet strategic postures as of January 1 , 1979
are shown in Table 5-2.

0. Force improvements

The Soviets are continu i ng to modernize their strategic
nuclear capabIlities . Like our own programs of modernization , these
activities are taking place within the limits set by the SALT I agree-
ments.
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Table 5-2

Ui AND SOViET STRATEGIC FORCE LEVELS

1 JANUARY 1971
U.S. USSR

OFFENSIVE
OPERATIONAL ICBM

LAUNCHERS i/~ V 1.054 1,400

OPERATIONAL SLIM
LAUNCHERS j/1 I~1 556 950

LONG.RANGE BOMBERS (TAI) ~I
OPERATIONAL ~/ 348 150
OTHERS 61 221 0
VARIANTS7J 0 120

FORCE LOADINGS!i
WEAPONS 9,200 5.000

DEFENSIVE 9/
AIR DEFENSE SURVEILLANCE

RADARS 59 7,000
INTERCEPTORS (TAI) 309 2.500
SAM LAUNCHERS 0 1o~ooo!.P”

ABM DEFENSE LAUNCHERS 0 64

1/ Includes on—line m issile launchers as well as those In construction , In overhaul , repair , con-
version, and Modernizatio n .

2/ Does not include test and train ing launchers , but does Include launchers at test sites that are
thought to be part of the operational force.

~
/ Includes launchers on all nuclear—powered submarines and , for the Soviets , operational launchers

for modern SLIMs on G— class diesel submarines.
4/ Excludes , for the U.S.: 3 B—I prototypes and 68 Fl -Ills; for the USSR: BACKFIRE S .

~/ Includes dep loyed , strike-configured aircraft only.
6/ Includes , for U.S., B-52s used for .Iscellan ~ous purposes and those in reserve , mothballs or

storage.

~~
I Includes for USSR : BISON tankers . BEAR ASW aIr craft , and BEAR reconnaissance aircraft. U.S. tankers

(641 KC-l35s) do not use 1-52 airframe s and are not inc lud.d.
8/ Total force losdings reflec t those Independent ly—targetab le weapons associated with the total oper-

ationa l ICIMs , SLIMS and long-range bombers.
~~/ Exc ludes radars and launchers at test sites or outside CONUS.

10/ These launchers accoamodate about 12,000 SAM interceptors. Some of the launchers have multiple rails.
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1. Offense

The dep loyment of the SS—l7, SS—l8, and SS—19 ICBIIs is
continuing at a combined rate of approximately 125 missiles a year.
There are now nearl y 200 ss-i8 launchers In converted SS-9 silos , and
about 300 SS-17 and SS-l9 launchers in converted SS-11 silos. All three
types of missiles can carry either single , high-yield warheads or IIIRVs.
The SS-17 and 55—18 are designed for cold launch , the SS-19 for hot
launch.

The SS—16 is a solid—fuel , three—stage I CB$ with a post—
boost vehicle (PBV), but armed thus far only with a single warhead. The
SS-I6 has been designed as a land-mobile missile , bu t it has not been
deployed as a mobile system. It has only been tested once since 1975.

A derivative of the SS-16, the SS—20, -is a mobile inter-
mediate— range ballistic missile (IRBI4). It consists of the first two
stages of the ss-16, is configured to carry three MIRVs , and has a range
of well over 3,000 kIlometers wi th that payload. It i s already in the
f ield , and w i l l  replace or augment the current force of medium-range
ballistic missi les (MRBM) and IRBM launchers.

As I noted last year , the Soviets have a fIfth generation
of ICBMs , consisting of four missi les —

~~
- some of which are probably

modifications of exist in g ones -— In development.

We estimate that, in the past, the Soviets have kept
a rather snail fraction of their iCBMs on what , by our standards , would
constitute a quick-reaction alert. Today, a much hi gher percentage i s
on alert , as newer missiles come into the force. Soviet long—range and
medium bombers do not stand on quick-reaction alert.

The Soviet SUM force has reached the limit of 950 modern
launchers allowed under the Interim Offensive Agreement of 1972 , and
modernization of the force continues . Construction of the YANKEE-class
submarine stopped at 34 boats (540 tubes). The SS—NX—l7 solid—fuel
missile with a post-boost vehicle , and greater accuracy than the SS—N-6,
was backfitted into only one YANKEE submarine.

The Soviets now have a total of around 29 operational
DELTA submarines . The DELTA is and l Is cont inue to be armed wi th the
SS-N— 8, a single-warhead, l iquid-fuel missile with a range of more than
8,000 kilometers. The Soviets have begun to deploy the SS-N-l8, a
liquid—fuel missile lnstalled In the DELTA III. This missile has a
range of about 7,500 kilometers , and a post boost vehicle capable of
dispensing three MIRVs. With the SS-N-8, the Soviets already have a
miss ile with a greater range than our TR I DENT I. Both the SS—N—8 and
the SS-N-l8 permit the Soviets to co~er targets in the United Statesfrom patrol areas in the Barents Sea and the western Pacific.
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We belIeve that, with the advent of the newer, longer
range missiles and the elimInation of long transits to patrol areas, the
percentage of on-station submarines will rIse significantly in the near
future.

The first prototype of a new, modern , long-range Soviet
bomber may be rolled out in the near future. If deployed, this  aircraf t
would presumably replace the aging force of BISONs and BEARs as the
backbone of the Soviet intercontinenta l bomber force. Both the BEAR and
the BACKF I RE can carry air-launched cruise missiles with ranges of about
500 kilometers. As yet, there is no evidence that the Soviets have
developed a cruise missile comparable to our ALCM although they may be
developing a long-range cruise missi le of their own des i gn.

2. Defense

As permitted by the ABM Treaty of 1972, the Soviets con-
tinue an active ABM research and development program. The main efforts
appear to be going toward improving large phased-array detection and
tracking radars , and toward develop ing a new interceptor. Research work
is undoubtedly proceed ing on lasers and charged particle beams as wel l ,
although there are severe techn ical obstacles to converting this tech-
nology into a defensive weapon system that would offer a capability
against ballistic missiles. There Is no evide’~ce, fur thermore, that the
Soviets have yet devised , even conceptuall y, a way to el iminate these
obstacles.

The Soviets have not yet solved the problem of bombers
and cruise mIssiles penetrating their defenses at very low al titudes.
They have two operationa l over—the—horizon (0TH) radars facing the
Un i ted States, but presumably for early warning of approaching missiles.
They have the MOSS aircraft for airborne early warning ; they are develop-
ing an AWACS-type aircraft with a lookdown radar; they are improving
their manned interceptor force with the FLOGGER B (MIG-23) ; they are
working on a modified FOXBAT with a lookdown/shootdown capability ; and
they continue to develop a new SAM, the SA-X-lO , for low-al titude
intercepts. However , they have not yet developed a lookdown radar
comparable to AWACS or completed the development of the shootdown capa-
bility to go with it. Such an AWACS aircraft is unlikel y to become
operationa l even in small numbers before 1982, although a lookdown/
shootdown fighter w l th a capablllty aga i nst bombers and fighters could
begin to enter the force in 1981.

The Soviets conti nue to search for a strateg ic an t i-
submarine warfare capability. However, the performance of their ASW
forces Is evolving gradually and remains substantially less effec t ive
than that of the Un i ted States. The VICTOR-class nuclear—powered
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attack submarine (SSN) constitutes the most capable Sov iet ASW platform,
but neither It nor other currently dep loyable Soviet ASW systems repre-
sent a serious threat to our ballistic missile submarines.

In the realm of passive defenses , the Soviets will prob-
ably continue their emphasis on the construction of blast-resistant
shelters in urban areas. If this results in a pace of construction
matching what has happened since 1968, by 1988 the number of people who
could be sheltered (wh ich is not the same thing as surviving) In urban
areas could increase to some 30 mIllion -- about 17 percent of what we
project the Soviet urban population to be at that time.

III. CHINESE NUCLEAR CAPABILITIES

There are no striking new developments to report in the nuclear
programs of the PRC. The delivery force includes liquid-fuel MRBMs ,
li quid-fuel I RBMs, and more than 80 TU-l6 and TU—4 med i um-range bombers
with operational radii of around 3,000 kilometers.

The PRC has developed a few multi—stage , limited-range , liquid— fuel
ICBMs. A full-scale , liquid-fuel ICBM continues under development.
Full-range testing has not yet been attempted, but the missi le has
been used successfully as a launcher of satellites .

There are no new developments in the SLBM program of the PRC.
However, we believe that the Chinese are continuing to work on nuclear-
powered submarines and solid—fuel missi les.

IV . THE ADEQUACY OF THE U.S. STRATEGIC CAPABILITIE S

The adequacy of the U.S. strateg ic capabilit ies must be Judged pri-
marily in light of Soviet offensive and defensive forces. It must be
recognized, In this connection, that Soviet nuclear forces can threaten
our friends as well as the United States. if we are unable or unwilling
to counter this range of threats in a convincing manner, we must —— at a
minimum -- face a growi ng vulnerability on the part of our friends to
threats and blandishments from the other side , and a deterioration in
the cohesion of our alliances. The loss of confidence in the U.S.
nuclear deterrent could, as one extreme result , lead to heightened and
accelerated efforts by other nations to acquire nuc l ear capabilities
of the ir own, and , as another , to major Soviet po li t ical ga ins.

A. Targeting Issues

This problem has been with us for some time . Not only has it
complicated our force planning; in the process , it has ra ised diff icult
ques t ions about how the nuclear forces should be used: what should be
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the targets for these forces, how many targets should be covered, and
under what circumstances , and in what numbers, par ti cular sets of
targets should be attacked.

it is tempting to bel ieve, I realize , that the threat to
destroy some number of cities -- along with their population and
Industry -- will serve as an all—purpose deterrent. The forces required
to Implement such a threat can be relatively modest, and their size can
perhaps be made substantially, though not completely, insensi t ive to
changes in the posture of an opponent. in that way, at least our side
of the arms race could be ended, since an opponent could never be
certain that the threat of city—destruction would not be executed.

Unfortunately, however , a strategy based on assured destruc-
tion alone no longer is wholly credible. A number of Americans even
quest ion whether we would or should follow such a strategy in the event
of a nuclear attack on the Un i ted States itself , espec ially If the
attack avoided population centers and sought to mIn Imize the collateral
damage from having targeted .mllitary installations. (I myself continue
to doubt that a Soviet attack on our strategic forces whose collatera l
damage involved 1only” a few million American deaths could appropriately
be responded to without inc luding some urban- Industrial targets in the
response.) Our allies , particularly in Europe, have questioned for some
time whether the threat of assured destruction would be credible as a
response to nuclear threats against them.

True , bluffing is always possible, and nuclear bluffs may be
more difficult to call than most. But if we try bluffing, ways can be
found by others to test our bluffs without undue risk to them. Moreover,
military postures and plans cannot very well be constructed on the basis
of pretense. And Presidents , understandably, will never be satisfied in
a cr is is to have only one plan -- and such a catastrophic plan as assured
destruction . it Is little wonder, in the circumstances , that for many
years we have had alternatives to counter-city retaliation in our plans,
and a posture substantial enough and respons ive enough to permit the
exercise of these options.

B. Objectives and Measures

I do not w ish to pretend, in pointing out some of the problems
with a strategy and a posture based on assured destruction only, that
anyone has found a way of conducting a strategic nuclear exchange that
remotely resembles a traditional campaign fought with conventiona l
weapons. We are not talking here about a Schileffen working out a great
f l a n k i n g attack on France, or an E i senhower p lanning an assaul t on
Germany. We are talking about successive bombardments delivered by
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long-range missiles and bombers with nuclear weapons -— weapons that
are capable of destroying targets and producing large amounts of lethal
radia t ion , but quite incapable of holding or occupying territory , or
even of blockading it.

Admitted ly, counterforce and damage-l imiting campaigns have
been put forward as the nuclear equivalents of traditional warfare. But
their proponents find It difficult to tel l us what objectives an enemy
would seek in launching such campaigns, how these campaigns would end,
or how any resulting asyniiietries could be made meaningful. We are left
instead with large uncertainties about the amounts of damage that would
resul t from such exchanges, about escalation , and about when and how the
exchanges would termi nate.

These uncertainties , comb i ned with the heavy responsibilities
that have fallen on the Un i ted States, leave us with a dilenina. We now
recognize that the strategic nuclear forces can deter on ly a relat ively
narrow range of contingencies, much smaller in range than was foreseen
only 20 or 30 years ago. We also acknowledge that a strategy and a
force structure designed only for assured destruction Is not sufficient
for our purposes. At the same time, we have to admit that we have not
developed a p laus ib l e picture of the conflict we are trying to deter.

One way of escaping the dilenina would be to design our forces
on the basis of essential equivalence , assuming we know what is meant by
the term. By one def in i ti on, U.S. capabilities could be made roughly
comparable to those of the Soviet Union In each of such static measures
as numbers of delivery systems, throw-weight, and equivalent megaton—
nage. A more reasonable interpretation demands that judgments be made
and would require us to be ahead by some measures if beh i nd in others.
However , even that approach mixes together our deterrent strategy with
our arms control criteria.

The Soviets have made a great deal of requiring equality with
the Un i ted States in strategic nuclear forces, and we do not disagree.
But since prec i se equality is Impossible to define when the forces of
the two sides differ In so many respects, we have adopted the principle
of essential equivalence as a surrogate for equality. Among other
reasons , that is why the issue of the BACKFIRE bomber has loomed so
large in SALT. But to plan our forces, and measure their adequacy,
simply on the basis of essential equivalence would give no assurance
that the forces would perform their essential deterrent functions. We
must Insist on essential equiva lence with the Soviet Un ion to symbolize
the equality that both sides accept in this realm. But we must not
m istake the symbols , however important, for the substance. We may be
able to obtain deterrence, and can ach i eve assured destruction or more,
without equivalence ; it is by no means certain that equivalence alone
will give us deterrence.

- 
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There is no obvious solution to our dilenuna at this juncture.
As a reasonable minimum (but this may also be the best we can do), we
can make sure that, whatever the nature of the attaclçs we foresee, we
have the capability to respond in such a way that the enemy could have
no expectation of achieving any rational objective, no illus ion of
making any gain without offsetting losses. This countervailing strategy
has a number of Implications. We must have forces in sufficient numbers
and quality so that they can: (1) survive a well—executed surprise attack;
(2) react with the timing needed, both as to promptness and endurance,
to assure the deliberation and control deemed necessary by the National
Conunand Authorities (NCA); (3) penetrate any enemy defenses; and (4)
destroy their designated targets.

We must also have the redundancy and d iversi ty built Into
these forces to ensure against the failure of any one component of the
capability, to permit the cross-targetIng of key enemy facilities , and
to complicate the enemy’s defenses as well as his attack. Survivable
coeunand—control-couinun i cations are equally essential if we are to
respond appropriately to an enemy attack and have some chance of
lim iting the exchange. High accuracy and reduced nuclear yields can
be equally important In minimizing collatera l damage and the escalation
that could follow from it. Even some measure of civil defense evacu-
at ion can be des i rab le, if onl y to reduce the effects produced by
attacks on targets other than population centers.

To have a true countervailing strategy, our forces must be
capable of covering, and be ing wi thheld from, a substantial list of
targets. Cities cannot be excluded from such a list , not only because
ci t ies, populat ion, and industry are closely linked, but a lso because
I t Is essential at all times to retain the option to attack urban-
industrial targets -- both as a deterrent to attacks on our own cities
and as the fina l retaliation if that particular deterrent should fail.
The necessary forces should be included in whatever requirements we
set for a strategic nuclear reserve following ini tial exchanges.

The degree to which hard targets such as missile silos, com-
mand bunkers, and nuclear weapons storage sites need to be completely
covered as part of the list is a more difficult issue. As the growing
Soviet threat to our ICBM force ind i cates, this kind of targeting, by
forcing the other side to respond with redesigned capabilities , is bound
to affect long—term stability, in what could be (but need not be) a
negative way. On the other hand, attacks on these targets would not
d isarm an enemy in a first-strike (because of his survivable non-ICBM
forces), but on a second-strike could suppress his withheld missiles and
recycling bombers that could otherwise be used against crucial targets.
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One resolu t ion of th i s  issu e, in light of the conflicting
pressures, would lie, firs t, in being able to cover hard targets with
at least one reliable warhead with substantial capability to destroy
the target and , second , in having the retarget ing capabi lity necessary
to permit reallocation of these warheads either to a smaller number of
crucial hard targets, or to other targets on the list. Even with slow—
reacting capabilities such as cruise missiles , this would ensure that
an enemy’s s i los are not a kind of sanctuary from which he can shoot
with impunity. Uncertainties on the part of each side about the other ’s
capabilities make it like ly, I should add, that fIxed ICBMs will have to
be regarded by both as hav ing, at best, uncertain surv i vability as we
reach the late 1980s (a lthough these uncertainties will affect the U.S.
ICBMs earlier ).

A variety of other targets warrant inclusion on the list. No enemy
should be left with the illusIon that he could disable portions of our
nuclea r forces -- CONUS-based or overseas -- as a preliminary to attacks
in specific theaters with his general purpose forces. The latter can
and should be targeted. Under many conditions , moreover, they may be
more time-urgent targets than residua l missiles. So migh t the conunand-
control , war reserve stocks, and lines of coninunication necessary to the
conduct of theater campaigns. In some circumstances , we might also wish
to take war—related industries under attack, especially those decoupled
from cities .

I realize that such a list of targets, military and non-
military , could be long. It is quite finite , however , and not all the
targets on the list would necessaril y have to be covered by the stra-
tegic forces. I also recognize that the strategy beh ind such a list Is
essentiall y defensive in nature, designed primarily to prevent an enemy
from ach i eving any mean i ngfu l objective. Nonetheless, the times and the
uncertainties surround i ng nuclear deterrence warrant such an approach.
With careful design , it ensures that we cover targets of concern to our
friends as well as ourselves; and it permits us to respond credibl y to
threats or actions by a nuclear opponent. Plo matter what the nature of
the attack, we would have the option to rep ly i n a con trolled and deli-
berate way, and to proportion our response to the nature and scale of
the provocation.

Equally important, this app roach g ives a concrete basis on
which to assess the adequacy of our strategic forces. It would be
inefficient to base those forces on such a conservative definition of
the assured-destruction mission that it would provide us with a surp lus
of warheads in most circumstances (but perhaps of the wrong types) for
use against non-urban targets. It would be an equally questionable
measure of success to have, after an exchange, a residua l capabil ity --
whether measured in throw-weight or warheads -- that is equal to or
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larger than the residual capability of the Soviet Union, especially if
both nations had been reduced to radioactive rubble In the meantime.
The U.S. interest appears to ins to lie in a countervailing strategy, the
targets that go wi th such a strategy, and the forces to cover those
targets under second-strike conditions.

If our forces are able, wi th high confidence, to destroy those
targets, our deterrent should be adequate to cope wi th a wide variety of
contingencies in as credible a fashion as nuclear weapons permit. Such
a deterrent should also retain the confidence of our friends, help to
minimize pressures for nuclear proliferation and permit us, wi th con-
f i dence, to resist coercion short of attack.

C. Assessment

In my judgment, we current ly have an adequate strateg ic deter-
rent by these standards. I believe, moreover, that we can maintain the
deterrent for the foreseeable future with th. resources we have requested
In the FY 1980 defense budget, and in the Long-Range Defense Projection
we have developed.

At the present time, our aler t bombers, SLBI4s on patrol , and
a large percentage of our ICB#ls are survivable, even in the face of a
well—executed Soviet surprise attack, and most of them could penetrate
Soviet defenses and destroy their designated targets. The force has the
capability to carry out a variety of attacks, and respond at the appro-
priate level to varied provocations. in particular, we can cover targets
of special concern to our allies. Furthermore, the number of surviving
warheads would be sufficient In a full retaliation to cover a coinpre-
hensive set of targets In the Soviet Union. I do not wish to pretend,
however, that current capabilities would g ive us high confidence of
destroying a large percentage of Soviet missile silos and other very
hard targets on a time—urgent basis, that is, with balli stic missiles.
Nor do I mean to suggest that our retaliatory capability is not effec-
t ively matched by that of the Soviet Union. Even after a hypothetical
U.S. first strike, the Soviets could retaliate with approximately equal
force, al though they could not cover an equally comprehensive target
lis t In the Un i ted States because of their smaller inventory of warheads.
In that sense, a si tuation of mutual nuc lear deterrence prevails at the
present time. A reasonable degree of nuclear stability in a crisis is
probably assured as well.

Unfortunately, longer-term stability Is not fully assured, and
the future competition in strategic capabilities Is likely to become
more dynamic than need be the case. As I pointed out last year, the
main impulse for this dynam ism comes from the Soviet Union in the form
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of a large ICBM force with an expanding hard-target—kill capability, a
much publicized civil defense effort, and the likelihood of signifi-
cantly upgraded air defense capabilities .

These programs make it clear that the Soviets are concerned
about the failure of deterrence as well as its maintenance , Just as we
need to be and are ; and that they reject the concept of minimum deter-
rence and assured destruction only, just as we should and do. That
much is understandable. More troublesome is the degree of emphasis in
Soviet military doctrine on a war—winn ing nuc lear capability, and the
extent to wh ich current Soviet programs are related to the doctrine
(which sounds like World War I I  refought with nuclear weapons).

To say this is not to suggest that the Soviets have any
serious prospect of succeed ing In this kind of an enterprise. They do
not . But if they persist In their efforts, and we do not, they will —-
at least hypotheticaily -- make our strategic retaliatory capability
less fully effective than we want it to be. Short of a U.S. response,
moreover, they w i l l  achieve tha t result without paying any penalty in
resources or in polit ica l terms , for causing instabil i ty. They might
even see opportunities in that case for politica l intimidation. That
cannot be permitted to happen.

There is no prospect that the Soviet Union, any more than the
United States , can develop a disarming f irst strike in the decade ahead —-
if the United States reacts to modify its forces appropriatel y. Similar ly,
there is no prospect that the Soviet Union , any more than the United
States , can -- over the next 10 years -

~~
‘ design a serious damage-limiting

capabilIty , if we react. That is simply not in the cards.

What is in prospect is this: the Soviets wi l l  have at least
the hypothetica l capability , in the early to mid- l980s , to destroy a
large percentage of our ICBM silos , non—alert bombers , and SSBNs that
might be In port; they may also be able to give as much as 10 to 20
percent of their population at least some kind of temporary protection
against our retaliation. Even so, we would sti ll have the capability,
with our SLBMs on patrol and alert bombers armed with cruise missiles ,
to deliver thousands of warheads on target in the Soviet Union. in
addit ion, the USSR can never be sure that our ICBM force would not be
launched under the attack , increasing the number of U.S. de livered
warheads still further.

It is diff icult to imag ine any circumstances or expectations
that would prompt Soviet leaders to undertake such a self-destructive
attack. There are, nonetheless, several reasons why it would be unaccept-
able not to take measures to correct our impend i ng vu l nerabilities.
Although the total number of warheads in the U.S. force will be increas-
ing with the dep loyment of TR IDENT and ALCM , the destruction of the 1CBM
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force could result in a net loss of second—strike target coverage with
our forces on day-to-day alert, decrease our ability to attack time-
urgent targets, and reduce the flexibility with which we could manage
our surviving forces. The threat of such a loss would also undermine
our confidence in the strategic TRIAD, and quite possibly encourage the
Soviets to strive for a similar success against our other second-strike
capabilities .

I realize that, quite apart from the implausibility of a
Soviet first strike in these circumstances, a number of questions have
been raised about the feasibility of executing a successfu l attack on
our ICBM force. in fact, I pointed out some of the difficulties in this
report a year ago. It is equally important to acknowledge, however ,
that the coordination of a successful attack is not impossible , and that
the “rubb ish heap of history” is filled with authorities who said some-
thing reckless could not or would not be done. Accord i ngly, we must
take the prospective vu lnerability of our ICBM force with the utmost
seriousness for planning purposes. Even where the probability of an
event seems low, it may (depending on how costly the effort) be worth
reduci ng still further when the consequences of its occurrence are so
great. A focus of our p lann i ng, in these circumstances , is on how to
deal with this problem. SALT ii will ieave open all options.

I should note, In this connection, that a criticism of SALT Is
that it has failed to remove or postpone significantl y the vulnerability
of MINUTEMAN. That criticism is unwarranted. SALT cannot be expected
to solve all our strateg c problems for us. But as It proceeds, SALT
can continue to contribute to stability and ensure, where the problems
are too knotty for the b i l a tera l process, that we retain the freedom to
sol ve them u n i l a tera l l y. SALT II will permit us to do just that.

While I have emphasized the impend i ng vulnerability of our
ICBM force , it Is not the only problem that will face us in the years
ahead. We must be concerned about the aging of our bomber and SSBN
capabilities . We must also recognize that our current civil defense
program can do little to limit collateral damage even should the Soviets
not attack urban areas directly. If our limited , second—strike, response
options are to be fully credible, our f r i ends as wel l  as our opponents
must understand not only that we can use our strateg ic forces in a deli-
berate and controlled way against mean ingful targets, but also that
people at risk in potential target areas in the United States can be
evacuated and protected, at a minimum, from the short—term effects of
nuclear weapons.

Clearly , we have a number of tasks ahead of us. I am conf I-
dent that the FY 1980 defense budget and the Long-Range Defense Pro-
ject ion, as curr ently visualized , will enable us to get on with those
tasks at an acceptable pace.
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V. THE THEATER NUCLEAR CAPABILITIES

As I emphasized last year, our theater nuclear forces do not con-
stitute a full—fledged and Independent capability. They are, for the
most part, organic to the general purpose forces. The longer range
systems are integrated in targeting with the central strategic forces,
many of which are progrananed against theater targets. Thus , should
their weapons be released, our theater nuclear forces would probably be
used in conjunct ion w ith regu lar ground, tactical a i r , naval, and in
many cases strategic forces.

A. Current U.S. Capabilities

The PERSH I NG missile is the only U.S. delivery system cur-
rently ded i cated solel y to the tactical use of nuclear weapons. For the
rest, we rely on dual-purpose artillery , missil es such as LANCE and
HONEST JOHN , aircraft , surface shi ps, submar in es, and SAils —— systems
with a non-nuc lear capability -- to deliver our theater-designated
weapons.

Of the nuc lear weapons allocated to tactical use, about 7,000
are in the European theater. In addition, a significant number of
PCSE IDON RVs are formally convnitted to NATO , as well as the considerable
nuclear capability of our aircraft carriers and other naval vessels. A
large percentage of the U.S. warheads in Europe are deployed under
Programs of Cooperation (POCs ). These bilateral agreements between the
United States and other nations Invo lve the transfer of nuclear-capable
delivery vehicles or the deployment of nuclear weapons to host countries.
Host nations prov ide support for U.S. weapons and weapons prov ided for
their use. All nuclear weapons remain In U.S. custody until they are
released by the President.

These weapons Include atomic demolition munitions (Awls),
arti l lery projecti les , bombs, depth charges , and miss ile warheads. Sane
of their yields exceed the lowest yields of warheads carried by our
strategic delivery vehicles. There is, in fac t, no such th ing as a
weapon whose yield makes it intrInsically a tactical nuclear weapon;
there are only nuclear weapons del i vered against strategic and tactical
targets.

The costs of these capabil it ies are small compared wi th the
costs of our strategic forces . We continue to estimate them at roughly
$2 bil lion a year, inc luding the investment costs of the nuclear weapons
themse lves. These latter costs appear largely in the budget of the
Department of Energy, and account for about half that total.
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B. Soviet Capabilities

Judgments about the adequacy of our theater nuclear forces
will be affected strongly by the role given to them in deterring Soviet
nuclear or conventional attacks. These judgments, in turn, are affected
by the counterpart capabilities of the Soviet Union . The Soviets, by
now, have deployed a large number of theater nuclear delivery systems,
and we believe they have stockpiled sufficien t warheads to support these
systems .

The Soviets, like us, have rel i ed on dual—capable systems
for much of their tactical nuclea r delivery capability. Some of their
artillery weapons are capable of deliver i ng nuclear projectiles, and
we believe that their more modern fighter/attack aircraft -— the SU—17
(FITTER C/D), FENCER, and some versions of the FLOGGER (M1G-23 and
MIG-27) -- are also dual-capable. The Soviets, more than the United
States, have emphasized specialized (single-purpose) nuclear delivery
systems organic to their genera l purpose forces, and in much larger
numbers. They have launchers at divisiona l and higher l evels , con-
sisting of the FROG series, the SCUD B, the SS-12 SCALEBOARD, and two
follow—on systems -- the SS-2l replacement for the FROG, and the SS-22
missile for the SCALEBOARD launcher. Many of these missiles are longer
In range than their counterpart NATO systems.

The other members of the Warsaw Pact also have FROG and SCUD
launchers as well as some nuclear-capable aircraft. However, the
nuclear warheads for them remain under Soviet control. All members
of the Warsaw Pact continue to equip and train their forces to fight
in both chemical and nuclear env i ronments. They also continue to
improve their capabilit ies for the conduct of chemical warfare.

In addition to these capabil ities , the Soviets maintain large ,
nuclear-capable , periphera l attack forces based In the Soviet Union.
These forces include med ium-range bombers (in addition to the BACKFIREs
d i scussed previousl y), MRBMs and I RBMs (includ i ng initial deployments of
the new, mobi le , MiRVed SS—20 bal l ist ic missi le ), and older submarines
armed with bal l istic and cruise missiles. While the Soviets have
deployed nuclear capabilities in the Far East, most of their peripheral
attack forces appear to be oriented toward Western Europe. NATO, by
contrast, has few theater nuclear systems that can reach these Soviet
forces . Coverage of the Sovie t peri pheral attack forces would have to
cane primarily from the U.S. strategic capabilities , as NATO recognized
some time ago.

None of the Soviet periphera l attack systems are now included
in either the SALT or the MBFR negotiations. NATO forces of comparable
range are i nvolved, however: GLCM and SLCM In the SALT Protocol , and
dua l —ca pable aircraft and PERSHING in NATO ’s MBFR Option ill  proposal.
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Sovie t m i l i tary doctrine continues to stress the likelihood
that any clash In Europe would escalate to nuclear warfare. Indeed,
Soviet military authorities seem to see combined nuclear—conventional
operations as essent ial to the successful conclusion of any future
campaigns against NATO. However, some recent doctrinal writings have
adopted the view that even a conventiona l war in Europe need not neces-
sar i ly lead to a nuclear exchange. And lately, there has been mounting
evidence of a recognition by the Soviet military that such a war could
have an extended conventional phase. Nonetheless, these authorities
continue to stress the destruction of our tactical nuclear forces at an
early stage of a European conflict.

C. Objectives

It is generall y agreed in the Un i ted States that while theater
nuclear capabilities are no substitute for non—nuclear capabilities ,
they have critica l symbolic and deterrent functions of their own. These
capabilities permit us to exerc i se nuclear options without immediately
having to resort to strategic nuclear forces. At the same time, by
increasing the risk of escalation , they link the theater with the U.S.
strategic nuclear forces. In sum , the United States fully supports the
NATO strategy of flexible response and forward defense, and remains
committed to the continued overseas deployment and modern i zation of its
theater nuclear forces.

That commitment is not In question. But whether current
deployments and programs are adequate In light of Soviet capabilities
has become increasing ly the subject of debate both here and in Western
Europe. At issue , bas ically, is whether these capabilities deter over
a broad enough range of contingencies. At one end of the range of
possibilities , they could be configured as a mirror-Image of the Soviet
peri pheral attack and theater nuclear capabilites , independen tly of the
targets the U.S. strategic forces mig ht cover. They might also be con—
figured to provide cross—coverage of some deep targets. As another
possibility, they could be designed primarily to deal with attacking
f ie ld forces , and emphasize short-range and med ium-range systems.

Current U.S. and NATO theater nuclear capabilities obviously
do not fit the extremes. With few exceptions, their range is too short
for them to reach the Soviet periphera l attack forces, but their numbers
go well beyond what might be considered sufficient to trigger escalation.
For now, I do not see any basis for changi ng either their functions or
thei r capab ili ti es rela t ive to other NATO forces , but i believe the
question needs more attention .

The Soviets, for at least 20 years, have mainta i ned a large
nuclear threat pointed at Western Europe with their SS-b and SS-5 bal-
lis tic missiles and their medium-range BADGER bombers. The deployment
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of the SS—20 missile and BACKF I RE bomber does not initiate -- though it
modernizes and expands -- the threat. That threat has been and remains
a grim fact of internationa l life. If the Soviets should decide to
commit the ult imate barbari ty and destroy Wes tern Europe, they could do
it -— just as they could at any time destroy a large part of the Un i ted
States. In either event, retr i bu ti on woul d surel y follow.

It is not possible to design against such madness; we can
only attempt to deter it. That is why some degree of retaliatory capa-
bility against deep (especially military) targets can be usefully based
In the theater as insurance and as assurance of a nuclear continuum .
Accordingly, we and our NATO allies are carefully examining the adequacy
of our longer-range theater nuclear capabilities , as wel l as considering
how arms control can be of benefit in l imiting the threat. However, we
are not consi der i n g any dramatic changes that would alter the role of
long-range theater nuclear forces in NATO ’s overall posture.

We must remain equall y skeptical about small-scale nuclear
demonstrations as the sovereign remedy -- to be followed , if they do not
work , by all-out nuclear exchanges. The capability for a small-scale
demonstration should be preserved. But as long as the tactical nuclear
forces are to serve as a major deterrent , they must be able to perform
serious military missions. Such missions can be generally described as:

-- Limited nuc l ear options designed to permit the selective
destruction of fixed enemy military or industrial targets;

-- Regional nuclear options intended , as one example, to
destroy the lead ing elements of an attacking enemy force;
and

-- Theaterwlde nuclear options directed at aircraft and
missile bases, lines of communication , and troop concen-
trations in the first and follow—on echelons of an enemy
attack.

D. Assessment

Our deployed tacti cal nuclear forces are being modernized to
ensure that they remain adequate in terms of delivery systems and nuclear
weapons stocks to execute a broad range of options. However, in the
face of improving Wars aw Pact forces, we must be alert to the possibility
that the Soviets might seek a first-strIke capability with their theater
nuclear or even their newly acquired conventiona l aircraft delivery
capabi l it ies.
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U.S. and NATO strategy allows for a possible NATO first use
of nuclear weapons, if that should prove essential. But the Soviets
mi ght pre—empt us. For our forces to serve their deterrent functions
not only must we give them options suitable to their tactical missions,
and the delivery systems capable of precise and discriminating attacks
on battlefiel d and deep targets; we must also be able to enhance their
surv ivability and ensure their capabilities for target acquisition and
coimnand-control -coninun I cat ions.

We will continue to review the adequacy of our theater nuclear
posture in l ight of the Soviet emphasis on periphera l attack and tacti-
cal nuclear capabi lit ies , and the availability of new systems such as
PERSH ING II (including its extended range version) and ground—launched
cruise missiles (GLCM). But the continued forward deployment of the
theater nuclear forces cannot and will not be at Issue. As far as the
Un i ted States is concerned, NATO needs its own TRIAD (different from the
U.S. strategic force TRIAD). The NATO TRIAD must contain strategic
nuclear , theater nuclear , and non-nuclear forces at its collective
disposal to assure the security of Western Europe. Our friends in Asia
must also be supported by the U.S. nuclear guarantee. It remains the
firm policy of the Un i ted States to maintain our nuclear contribution to
the mix.
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CHAPTER 6

TIlE NON-NUCLEAR BALANCE

Although we like to call this the nuclear era, non-nuclear forces
are the real cutting edge of our military power. Nuclear relationships
understandably exerc ise a fascinat ion over our ana lytica l coemlun i ty.
For one thing they appear easier to ana lyze, at least at f irst glance.
But the State of the non-nuclear balance is the most critical inmiediate
mi litary determinant of world peace and security. Nuclear warfare, thus
far , remains a deadly abstraction; non-nuclear conflict Is -— sadly —-
an almost da i ly fact of life.

For these and other reasons, we continue to maintain substantial
and costly general purpose forces, most of which are desi gned for the
deterrence and conduct of non-nuc lear warfare. Chart 6-1 shows the
trend in TOA allocated to the general purpose forces since FY 1962.

Chart 6—i
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I. SOV I ET CAPABILITIES

Judgments about the adequacy of the general purpose forces are
strongly affected by our estimates of Soviet conventional capabilities.
Those capabili ti es are, of course, substantial.

In the mld-1960s, Soviet land and tactical air forces consisted of
about 1.4 million men. We believe that they have now expanded to over
two million men, not including 450,000 border guards and internal security
units of an essentially military character. Much of this expansion has
resulted from the Soviet military buildup in the Far East, which went
from 20 divisions and 210 fighter/attack aircraft in 1965 to well over 40
div isions and more than 1 ,000 fighter/attack aircraft in 1978. However,
approximately 150,000 men have also been added in the pas t ten years to
the Soviet forces stationed In Eastern Europe, Includln9 the 70,000 men
and five divisions deployed in Czechoslovakia since 1968.

During the last 13 years, the Soviets have increased the total
number of their divisions from 148 to over 170, added about 1 ,300 aIr-
craft and 24 regiments to their tactica l air armies, and expanded not so
much the numerical size as the capacIty of their long—range airlift.
Soviet naval forces have declined somewhat In numbers during this period ,
but their quality has increased. The chemical warfare capabilities of
the theater forces have also been improved .

A. Ground Forces

Soviet ground forces consist of roughly 1.8 million men, in
contrast to the US. Army and Marine Corps which contain Just under a
million men and women. Since the Soviets maintain over 170 diVisions
compared with our 19, i t is ev ident that their division forces (or
slic es) are much smaller than ours. Furthermore, the Soviets keep most
of their divisions at less than full combat readiness. Only about a
third of them are fully-equipped active units deployed primarily in
Eastern Europe or along the Sino-Soviet border. The remaining two—
thirds are at reduced or cadre strength. They have vary ing percentages
of active-duty personnel and equipment assigned to them.

In addition to the divisions In the Far East, there are over
100 divisions stationed west of the Urals.

The Sov i ets began expanding the s ize of their tank and motor-
ized rifle divisions In the mid 1960s. At the same time , they started
adding to their non-divisiona l combat capability (at Army and Front
levels), and modern i zed their weapons and equipment , most notably In
the Group of Sovi et forces In Germany (GSFG). Since the 1960s, about
1 ,000 men have been added to the authorized strength of the tank dlvi-
sions , and 1,500 to the authorized strength of the motorized rifle
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divisions. In the GSFG , at least, modern tanks and self—propelled
ar tillery , new anti-tank guided missiles and armored personnel carriers ,
attack helicopters and organic air defenses have been provided in
quantity . About half of the tanks In the GSFG are the relatively modern
T-62, and the 1-64 has been deployed to replace older tanks. A large
number of the 1—72 and 1-64 tanks have been produced. The 1-72 is now
being deployed to ground uni ts in the Sov iet Union , but i t is also
expected to be the major Soviet export and co-production tank. The BMP,
an armored fi ghti ng vehicle ra ther than an armored personnel carr ier
(APC) makes up about half of the combat troop vehicles in the GSFG. The
newer ar tillery consis ts of heavy , mob i le, mul tip le rocket launchers and
the self-propelled armored versions of the l22nin and 152m guns. Organic
air defenses now rely on the S-60/57nmi anti-aircraft gun, the ZSU-23/4
fully tracked , radar assisted anti-aircraft gun, and f ive types of
mobile or man—portable surface-to-air missiles.

Al though the GSFG has undergone Impressive changes, its exact
level of read iness and sustai nabllity remains uncertain. At any one
t ime, about 20 percent of the enlisted personnel are recruits who are
rotated into the divisions every six months, and most of their basic
training takes place within the divisIons themselves. The Warsaw Pact
logistic system could become a serious weakness, depending upon the
ability of NATO to exploit it.

As I emphasized last year, we should not attach too much
si gnificance to these considerations. The Soviets appear confident --
and r ightl y so -- that they need not be prepared for a surprise attack
by NATO. Bei ng able to choose their own time for an attack, and having
the tactica l initiative , mean that they could repair most of these clef I-
ciencies at their convenience.

B. Tactical A ir Forces

Soviet Frontal Aviation is organized into 16 air armies with
109 regiments and six independent squadrons. Of the 16 air armies, four
are based In Eastern Europe. The others are stationed in various mil i-
tary districts In the Soviet Union .

The total fighter/attack, electronic countermeasures (ECM),
and reconnaissance force consists of approximately 4 500 first—line
combat aircraft. In addition , some 500 BADGER/BL INDER med i um-range
bombers and BACKFIRES from Long—Range Aviation could conceivably be used
for conventional operations.

The Soviets have continued to modern ize their ~ir armies w ith
la te-model MIG-2ls (FISHBED), MIG— 23s and MIG—27s (FLOGGER B and 0),
SU-17s (FITTER C and D), and FENCER. About 80 percent of the fi ghter/
attack force In Frontal Aviation now consists of these aircraft; the
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proportion Is expected to Increase steadIly through the mid-l980s.
Because of their ranges and payloads, these aircraft give the Soviets --
for the firs t time -- the capability to attempt deep air superiority and
interdiction missions with nuclear or non—nuclear munitions , which
enhance their capability to attack targets such as coninand centers,
nuclear storage sites, stockpiles of aninunltion and equipment, and many
of the maritime and aerial ports in Europe. However, I must stress that
Soviet avionics , muni t ions, pilot training, and flyin g time do not
approach U.S. standards.

C. Nava l Forces

The overall size of the Soviet general purpose naval forces
has not changed significantly since last year. The ocean-going surface
combatant force consists of: two KIEV-class light , VIOL , gui ded missile
carriers -- one i n operation, one undergoing sea trials , and a third
under construction; two MOSKVA-class aviation cruisers; and 266 other
surface combatants, Including 20 with anti-ship missile launchers. What
coul d be a nucl ear powered cruise r d is placin g over 20,000 tons is being
fitted out in the Baltic. Construction continues on KRIVAK- II and
GRISHA class surface combatants.

The general purpose submarine force (excluding SSBs and SSBNs)
consists of 195 attack submarines and 65 cruise missile submarines the
majqrlty of which are nuclear powered. Submarine production emphasizes
evolutionary improvements rather than revolutionary change.

The Soviets now have 101 amphibIous ships , of which 25 are
capable of extended operations and open-ocean transit. A new amphibious
ship of about 13,000 tons, the IVAN ROGOV Amphibious Assault Transport
Dock (LPD), has now completed sea trials. It will probably acconwnodate
an infantry battalion as well as air cushion landing craft In its well.
New construct ion of amphi bious shi ps, however , continues at a modest
level. In add i tion, the Sovi et merchant marine has the capability to
support overseas operations, especially with roll—on/roll—off ships, of
wh ich at least 25 are now in service. EstImated Soviet navel infantry
consists of about 12,000 men.

Di rect support to the fleet comes from 85 replenishment ships.
There are i2l5 other major auxIlIaries in support of the fleet.

Trends in the number and tonnages of the NATO and Warsaw Pact
nav ies (with ballistic missile submarines and their supporting vessels
excluded) are shown In Chart 6-2.

_ 
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Chart 6-2
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The Soviets assign around 350 of their med ium bombers to Naval
Aviation , inclu d ing BACKF IREs. These aircraft will be able to attack
ships with air-to—surface missiles at extended d i s tances from their home
bases. Chart 6—3 shows the operating radius of the BACKFIRE on an ant i—
shipping fli ght profile. In addition , there are 60 fIghter—bombers
assigned to Soviet Naval Aviation.

Chart 6—3
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The Nor thern and Paci f i c  Fl eets cont inue to inclu de in the ir missions
defense against U.S. aircraft carriers and interdiction of the major
shipp ing lanes. However, we still estimate that the Soviets give the
hi ghes t nava l p r ior it y to ASW agains t ba i l i s ti c m i s s i l e  submarines and
that the KIEV class guided mis sile VIOL aircraft carrIer was designed
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Table 6-I

Dis tribution of Soviet Navy — 1978

Nor thern Ba l t ic Black Sea Pac i f i c
Flee t Flee t Flee t Flee t Total

General Purpose Submarines 260

Nuclear 80
Non-Nuciear 180

Surface Warships 68 48 81 1/ 73 270

Amphibious Warfare Ships 101

Nava l Aviation 1 ,310

Bombers 2/ 80 130 105 95 410
Other Aircraft 3/ 900

j /  Inclu des f r i gates in the Caspian Sea Flotilla.
2/ Includes strike, bomber, and figh ter-bomber aircraft.
TI Includ es ASW/patrol , reconna lss ance/EW , tanker and VIOL ai rcraf t and

helicopters.

The KIEV class car r Ie rs , with their vertica l takeoff and
land ing (VTOL) aircraft , HORMONE helIco pters , long—range anti—ship
m i s s i l es , and ASW weapons, could engage In general sea control as well
as power projection missions. They can already prov ide a limited
amount of protection to Soviet sealift in distant operations, and they
could afford a modest amount of air cover for amphibious assaults.
Whether th i s capab i l i ty w i l l  be su bstant i a l l y expanded in the fu ture
is st ill uncertain.

II. OBJECTIVES

Wh ile these capabilities are impress ive, we mus t not exaggera te
them. As Table 6—2 shows, NATO has greater economic resources and a
larger population than the entire Warsaw Pac t, and nearl y as many peop le
under arms. At the same time, the richer al l iance -- richer by almost a
factor of three -— Is poorer In tanks , armored personnel carriers,
ar t i l l e r y  tubes , rocke t launchers , and even s l I ght ly in combat aircraf t
(with air defense Interceptors included).
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Table 6-2

NATO AND WARSAW PACT RESOURCES

NATO Warsaw Pact

GNP (S Billions) 3,773 1 ,396
Population (MIllions) 564.0 368.2
Military Manpower (Millions) 4.8 5.2

The static comparisons of NATO and Warsaw Pact assets have led
some (wrongly, in my view) to quite opposi ng conclus ions. The first Is
that we cannot hope to deal with this massive Pact capability by con-
ventiona l means, and must resort to a nuclear defense. The second Is
that, while we can manage the problem, we mus t somehow match the Wars aw
Pact in all military categories if we are to have adequate forces.

A. Contingenc ies

Neither of these conclusions has much merit. As I have already
stressed, our concern with the balance of power and the adequacy of our
forces Is not an abstraction and cannot be properly portrayed In some
worldwide balance sheet. We are interested in the balance of power and
the adequacy of our forces at those specific points where our interests
could be jeopardi zed.

Our interests, admIttedly, are worldwide, and we cannot dep loy
great power everywhere at once, except at unacceptable cost. But nei ther
can the Soviet Union. In some classica l , geopol i t ical sense, the Soviets
may enjoy interior lines of coninun Ication, and may be able to move their
forces around more easily than we and our allies can. However, their
interior lInes of coninunicatlon do not give them any great advantage
because of the weaknesses in their transportation system.

These problems aside, many of the Sovi et forc es are t i ed down
by security concerns of their own, and therefore are quite static in
their m i ssions. Un i ts, obviously, could be moved from the border of the
PRC to Eastern Europe. But such a move would take time and involve
risks ; and it would permit us to reinforce our own capabilities .

We must inc l ude the forces of SovIet satellite countries in
our calcula tions, but the Soviets must include those of our friends in
thei rs. The Soviets have concentrated large forcss in Eastern Europe
and its i mmediate vicinity, and their satellItes facing West Germany
(East Germany, Czec hos l ovakia , and Poland) could , in the short-run,
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provide additional divisions and tactica l aircraft, although their
political reliability may be open to question. After long and arduous
efforts , the Soviets have developed another and lesser concentration of
force in the Far East. But they would be hard put to achieve a coin-
parable concentration elsewhere without a major and time-consuming
mobil ization . And they would probably encounter severe difficulties --
without further and large—scale preparations -- In try i ng to launch
major and susta i ned offensive operations in two widely separated geo-
graphic theaters.

A two-front war is not an attractive prospect even for the
Un i ted States, although we conducted simultaneous campaigns in Europe
and the Pacific during World War II. But historicall y, such a possi-
bi lity has been anathema to Russia. Thus, while It is true that the
SovIets have genera l purpose ground forces of 1.8 million men and over
170 divIsions , It Is highly unlikely -- short of a full—scale mobili-
zation to which we could respond —- that we would see all of those
forces concentrated in a single theater of vita l interest to us. it is
almost equally unlike ly that we would see all of those forces engaged In
simu l taneous offensive ope~ratIons in two vital theaters. The threat
that counts, in other words, is not necessarily the full inventory of
Soviet conventional capabilities , but the forces that actuall y can be
used at any given time to threaten our interests.

in measuring the adequacy of our non-nuclear forces, not only
must we explicitl y take these considerations into account; we must also
remember that the burden of respond ing to the threat will rarely fall on
the Un i ted States alone. In fact, I consider a conventiona l conflict
with the Soviet Union that does not involve US. allies quite incredible.
We frequently complain about the burdens of our coninitments; we rarely
count their benefi ts. Yet in Europe, our allies provide the bulk of the
day-to—day defenses and help with the support of our deployed forces In
a number of ways.’ A s imi lar sp iri t of coopera t ion preva i ls in the Far
East. Where nuclear deterrence is concerned, we shoulder virtually the
entir? responsibility; in the case of non-nuclear defense, a genuine
systet~ of collective securi ty, for the most par t, exists. Accord i ngly,
when we consider the non-nuclear balance and the adequacy of our forces,
the co~itribution of allies is as important in our measurement as the
location of the balance and the time at wh i ch we measure it.

B. Strategic Concept

An attempt to put the non-nuclear problem Into perspective
should not mislead us Into believing that the problem Is simple or
easily solved. It is not. The world , unfortunately, is r i ch wi th
dangerous con t in genc ies, some of wh i ch could occur simultaneously. The
concentration of Soviet forces in Eastern Europe and the western mili-
tary districts of the USSR creates the ever-present risk of an attack
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on Western Europe. The Middle East may have become less of a tinderbox;
but a number of hostilities continue in the region, the nat ions there
are heavily armed, and there i s always the oi l  of i ran and the Arabian
peninsula to tempt forces from the outside. In Asia , North Korea still
does not appear to have accepted the i ndependence of the South, and
continues to seek the capabilities for an attack across the 38th par-
all el. The potentialities for further violence in Southeast Asia and
Afri ca are large. We cannot foresee or prepare for all of then. Nor
can we forec1os.~ the possib ility that several attacks on our interests
might occur at once. Even much larger forces than we now support could
be stretched to the breakIng point under exceptional circumstances.
Before we can assess the adequacy of our non-nuclear forces, we have to
define where that breaking point should be.

Some history may help to illuminate the choices. We moved on
a variety of fronts in World War II , but emphasized two and gave the
highest prior ity to one -- the European theater. The basic constraint
of our economy and population meant that, while we could deal with more
than two contingencies, we still had to concentrate our military power
and appl y It sequentIally In order to ach ieve our successes. During the
l960s , we designed and measured the adequacy of our genera l purpose
forces on the basis of a somewhat similar strategic concept.

The assumptions behind the concept of the 1960s were that:
(1) we faced two major opponents in the Soviet Union and the PRC (much
as we had faced Germany and Japan in World War II) ; (2) the Soviet Unior~and the PRC could attack more or less simu l taneously in Europe and Asia ;
(3) at the same tIme , another and much smaller contingency might arise
in an area of vital interest to the United States -- an area such as
Cuba or the Middle East -- that would require some comm i tment of U.S.
forces.

We did not pretend that If organized violence erupted around
the worl d, we would respond everywhere. We did not pretend that our
responses would ignore the capabilities of our allies. We did not
pretend that, at all times, we should have available the active-duty
forces to fight our way to Moscow and Peking. We planned instead on
the following basis: (1) we and our allies should have the capability to
deal simultaneous ly with the f irst stages of two major contingencies and
one lesser contingency; (2) behind the screen prov ided by our active-
duty and high—priority reserve forces, we would mobilize and dep loy the
capabilities necessary to achieve our postwar objectives.

Simply because of the location of the Soviet Union and the
PRC , and the limits on their abllty to project large amounts of non-
nuclear power beyond the Eurasian land mass, we assumed that major
contingenc ies were most likely to occur in Europe, Korea , and Southeast
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As ia. However, we were quite uncertain about the location of a serious
lesser contingency, when it might occur in relation to the larger con-
tingencies , and how long any of then might last.

To deal with these uncertainties and at the same time to get
the most out of our defense resources we took six steps : (1) we main-
tained forces deployed in forward defenses in the two theaters of
greatest danger and interest: Western Europe and the Western Pacific ,
with a particular focus in Asia on the Korean peninsula and the security
of our Japanese a l l y; (2) we kept the bulk of our active-duty forces in
a CONUS-based centra l reserve which could be used to move into one or
more overseas theaters; (3) we built up our long-range mobility capa-
bility , principall y in the form of strategic airlift , so as to be able
to deploy or reinforce rapidl y to a threatened theater; (4) we desig-
nated “swing” forces which would be capable of fi ghting effectively in
both the Asian and the NATO theaters; (5) we sought to improve the earl y
availability of our Nationa l Guard and Reserve ground and air units so
as to reduce the burdens on and costs of our active-duty forces; and (6)
we insIsted on a two-ocean navy so as to assure, at a minimum , control
of our sea lines of commun i cation in the North Atlantic and the Western
Pacific.

To the extent that we could maintain these various conditions --
both macroscopic and more microscopic -- we considered our non-nuclear
forces to be adequate. We also defined , In effec t, what we regarded as
the relevant balances of power and where we insisted on being , as It
were, Number One.

in my judgment , this approach of defining the number and
magnitude of simultaneous contingencies remains the right one to use in
making our non—nuclear assessments today. In reaching that judgment,
do not wish to pretend that these condItions of effectiveness have
remained frozen since the l 96Os. As we all know, a great deal has
happened in the past decade. Soviet non—nuclea r capabilities have grown
in size and sophistication. Much of the numerica l growth can be attri-
buted to the decision to remain in occupation of Czechoslovakia, and to
the deepen i ng split with China . But we must recognize that the Soviet
forces in Czechoslovakia are In a position to attack NATO. The Soviet
forces in the Far East are less flexible in potential emp loyment, but
cannot be ignored.

We of ten over look i t, but U.S. and allied capabilities have
changed as well. Most important, however , is the changed situation in
As I a.
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North Korea is no less a source of danger than it was a decade
ago. But the Sino—Sov iet split and our changed relationship with the
PRC make it less likely that the North Koreans would receive any external
encouragement or support for a major military adventure. Though they
might attack without that support, i ts lack Is an inhibiting factor.
Our commitments i n Southeas t Asia are i ncomparab ly less than a decade
ago. On the other hand, our in terest In the Persian Gulf and Indian
Ocean has understandably grown. Overall , it has become much more diff I-
cul t than In the l960s to Imagine a large-scale conflict on the mainland
of As ia requiring U.S. forces more or less simultaneously with the
demands of a major crisis or conflict in Europe.

This is not to say that a clash between NATO and the Warsaw
Pact would necessarily be confined to Europe and the Atlantic; it could
spread to -— or conceivably start in -- other areas, i nc lud in g the
Pers i an Gulf or Nor theas t As ia, despite the traditional Russian abhor-
rence of two-front wars. But the implications of a breakdown In the
geographic limits to a conflict would be quite different from the
occurrence of two major, simu l taneous, but separate contingencies In
Europe and Asia.

That is why, starting in 1969, it was decided to change the
strategic concept and make our forces responsib~e, in conjunction wi th
allies , for dealing simu l taneously wi th one major and one lesser con-
tingency -- but with the recognition that the major contingency could be
worldwide in some of its repercussions. Continuation of that modified
concept still seems justified today. We continue to recognize, however ,
that world events will not necessarily conform to our plann i ng concept.

Because of the heavy concentration of Soviet forces in and
near Eastern Europe, i t is relatively easy (however unp leasant) to
visualize a major conflict in centra l Europe that wouid create a demand
for large U.S. forces. And it requires no great exerci se of the Imag i-
nation to visualize that conflict spread ing, particularly at sea. It
has become d i f f i c u l t, however , to imag i ne -- not so much a large-scale
conflict develop ing elsewhere —- but another and separate iarge war with
another major power breaking out, simu l taneously with one In Europe,
that would require a large U.S. intervention on the ground and in the
air.

A simultaneous lesser contingency, on the other hand , not onl y
seems quite plausible; it could also be the triggering event for a much
larger conflict. The location of such a contingency remains as diff I—
cult to specif~ as ever. However, with the spread of the moi’e sophisti-
cated non-nuclear weapons, and the gradua l growth in Sov iet power pro-
jection capabilities , i t could be more demand i ng of our capabilities .
In the circumstances, we can probably make a larger proportion of our
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ground and tactical air forces more specifically equipped for operations
in Europe than in the past. In doing so, though, we must not become
completely preoccupied with Europe. And we must not forego the flexi-
bility ~nd insurance that come from our geographic position, some
•1swing” forces, ready reserv es , and strategic mobility.

III. ASSESSMENTS

These object ives d ic tate how we test the adequacy of our non-
nucl ear forces. Not only is an attack on Western Europe by the Warsaw
Pact the most plausible major contingency that could arise; it is the
most demanding one as far as we can foresee. If we and our allies can
cope wi th such an attack, we are entitled to believe that our forces are
adequate for the initial stages of any major war and its deterrence.

The basis for determining whether we also have the capability for a
simu l taneous lesser contingency Is less easy to identify. A conflict in
Korea mi ght make demands on our tact ic a l a i r , logistic support, and
mobility forces. But short of intervention by another power in support
of North Korea, It shouli not impose a requirement for U.S. ground
forces on anything like the scale needed in a European war. A conflict
in the area of the Persian Gulf , on the other hand , and occurring ei ther
pr ior to or s imul taneously wi th a war i n Euro pe, would obviousl y subject
our posture to a most rigorous test. Presumabl y, i f we could hand le
such a distant and difficult conflict, our forces should be adequate to
deal with most of the other lesser contingencies that might arise.

Whether any of these contingencies woul d tes t our nava l forces
depends on the character of the conflict we postulate. A war in Europe
could create heavy pressures for attack carrier and amphibious oper-
at ions on or near the nor thern and southern f lanks of NATO. Such a war ,
even If it were of quite short duration , woul d sur el y requi re  that we
protect our North At lantic line of communicatIons; and it would probably
require protection of the sea lanes to Hawaii , Alaska , and our terri-
tories and allies in the Western Pacific, particularly in Northeast
Asia. Attack carriers and amphibious forces could also be needed for a
lesser contingency; and naval forces (like ground and land-based tactica l
air forces) could be used in a variety of peacetime situations for
purposes of presence and demonstratIon. However, we are not attempting
wi th naval forces, any more than with our other capabilities , to deal
simu l taneously with every contingency that might conceivably arise. We
ask , ra ther , that our naval forces be sufficient to support U.S. national
strategy in the most efficient way possible. The test of sufficiency ,
in our vIew, is primarily the degree to which U.S and allied navies can
protect the key l ines of communicat ion to Europe and Asia , whil e prov id in g
attack carrier and amphibious support to NATO on the flanks, and contr ibu te
simul taneously to a lesser contingency with amphibious and attack carrier
forces. T~.e threats posed by these carrier battle groups should tie
down substantial Soviet naval and naval air capability.
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Our assumption here, as el sewher e, Is that if our naval forces can
manage these contingencies , they should be quite capable of coping with
any other demands we (or our opponents) mi ght make on them.

Ther e i s , I rea l i ze , a great deal of confusion about what is meant
by the balance of power and how to rank the Un i ted States In the world-
wide military hierarchy. Therefore, I want to be quite clear about our
objectives and what we ask our military capabilities to do. As has been
the case since 1969, we want sufficient non-nuclear forces so that, In
conjunc t ion wi th a l l i e s , we can deal simu l taneousl y wi th one major
contingency (of the magnitude that could arise in Central Europe) and
one lesser contingency (of the magnitude that could occur, for example ,
in the vicinity of the Persian Gulf). If, with our current and pro-
granined capabilities -- and with our allies -- we can manage two such
con t ingencies , we consider non-nuclear deterrence of attacks on our
in terests reasonab ly well assured. Whether these same capabilities will
preserve the worldwide balance of power or make us Number One seems to
me a less well defi ned question.

A. Western Europe

The greatest non-nuclear threat to Western Europe would arise
from an attack by the forces of the Warsaw Pact on the Central Region of
NATO. While there Is a great deal of pessimism about the ability of
NATO to withstand such an attack, at least by non—nuclear means, the
pessimism usually exists for the wrong reasons.

in my view, NATO has the basic military assets on the ground
and in the air to conduct a successful forward defense. However, Its
ability to use those assets effectively is highly sensitive to such
factors as Warsaw Pact preparation and NATO warning time. If the Warsaw
Pact required a month or more to prepare a large—scale attack on the
Cen tral Region, and if NATO received prompt and credible warning of
these preparations , the Alliance could almost certainly mobilize,
dep loy , and make ready a force sufficient In size, f i r epower, and
agility to establish a forward defense and stop the attack. Regret-
tably, however , it has become i ncr easin g l y uncer tain that we would be
granted that amount of warning and time.

For some years , the Soviets have stressed In their military
doctrine the advantages of short preparation times, tactical surprise
(preceded by cover and deception) , mass , concentrated f i r e power and
shock to break through the enemy’s defenses , and rapid movement to
exploit the breakthroughs. With each passing year, their capability to
conduc t this modern form of bl it zkr ie g has come clos er to matchin g the i r
doctrine. Large quantities of self—propelled artillery and tanks , the
BMP armor ed f ight ing vehicl e, river—brid ging equipment, organic and
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mobi le air defenses , arid their newer aircraft with a deep-strike mission
give then much of the capability for rapid offensive action. In add i-
t ion , their ability to move their forces speedily into position for an
attack Is now estimated to be greater than we had previously thought.
As a consequence, we now characterize the Warsaw Pact as having three
major l evels of attack.

Admittedly, nei ther the Sov iets nor the other members of the
Pact engage in large-scale maneuvers in Eastern Europe. it is estimated,
nonetheless, that after a short period of preparation the Pact could
launch an attack made up of two fronts from its forward deployed forces.
i t is believed that we would probably receive some warning of this
attack.

After another short period of preparation, the Pact could
attack with a total of three fronts from Its forward deployed forces.
If this attack occurred only after the three fronts had been deployed,
NATO would probably receive a fairly substantial amount of warning.

I t is  conce i vable that the Pact, wi th more time , would make
ready al l  I ts forces in Eas tern Europe, bring in additional divisions
from the western military districts of the Soviet Union , and draw on
aircraft from its reserve and training establishments before attacking.
However , many of the Pact divisions would probably be at less than full
combat read iness. Although NATO might receive considerable warning of
prepara t ions for this attack , the Soviets would probably seek to achieve
tactical surprise.

NATO has the inven tory of ground and tact ica l a i r  forces to
ha l t a l l  three lev el s  of attack , at least by most of the avaI lable
measures. The generalship of our forces should be at least the equal of
the Pact s, and the morale of our troops should be hig her. We have good
grounds for be l iev in g, in addition , that we would obtain excellent
knowledge of Pact preparations for an attack within a relatively short
t ime of those preparations having begun, al though we could still be
fooled as to the Pact’s specific intentions and timing by various Soviet
measures of cover and deception. When, in fact, NATO might react to
these preparations would depend not only on the lag in warning, bu t also
on decision times within the Alliance , which would be greatly affec ted
by detailed political as well as military circumstances.

In sum , NATO a l ready has a respectabl e ground and tac ti cal a i r
capability for a non-nuclear defense of the Central Region. At a rough
es t ima te, the Al l iance has actually bought and paid for most of what is
needed to give that defense a high probabilty of success, even agains t
the largest of the attacks the Pact could launch without extensive and
time-consuming mobilization -- mobilization whose months would, if
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ef f ic ien t ly used , probably benefit NATO more than the Pact. The diffi-
cul ty of the Alliance is that it has simply not kept pace with the
improvements made In the readiness and combat effectiveness of Soviet
forces , particularly in the GSFG. We could not be any more sure of
stopping quick attacks than the Soviets marshals could be confident of
break i ng through NATO ’s defenses. While I do not consider the balance a
comfor tab le one, neither is it so discouraging as to paralyze our will
to imp rove it.

I realize that even this moderate assessment is at variance
wi th the view that the Pac t —— wi th i ts lar ge number of tanks —— woul d
qu ickly tear gaping holes In NATO defenses manned with a relatively
small number of tanks. But before we surrender to this dIsma l view, we
should take several other considerations into account. First , NATO
would oppose the Pact not just with tanks but with more than 17,000
anti—tank weapon launchers on the ground , and still more anti—tank kill
capability in attack helicopters and close support aircraft. Second, it
is quite doubtful that we would see all of the Pact tanks at any one
time. The much more probable case is that we would have to fight off
several echelons of tanks , and that the real test would be of our ability ,
not to destroy their inv entory of tanks in a few hours , but to sustain
our tank—killing capability under the impact of successive waves of
tanks , preceded by heavy artillery barrages.

We are also short of ind i rect and direct fIrepower, al though
I do not believe that our tactica l air power (efficiently allocated) is
sufficiently cred i ted with being able to make up for this snortfall.
The A-b attack aircraft has especlally impressive tank—killing potential.
The fixed interna l Installation of the 3Onvn gun permits its high accuracy
to be sustained over many sor t ies, and the hi gh ra te of f i r e  of the
weapon enables multiple rounds to be put on target in very short bursts.

Even the Un i ted States, but more particularly our allies , need
more stocks of combat consumabl es , Includin g modern munitions and war
materiel to sustain intense combat for an extended period . All of our
forces are def ic ien t in chemica l and electron i c warfare capab i l i ti es ,
and our existing theater and field army air defenses would probably be
inadequate against the newer Soviet aircraft. The unsheltered portIon
of our aircraf t, our airfiel ds and stocks of equipment and supplies , and
the nuclear element of NATO’s forces could , under curren t cond it ions , be
excessively vu l nerable to attacks by the newer Soviet deep penetration
aircraft.

Perhaps even more disturbing , NATO ’s deployed forces are not
yet sufficiently alert or combat—ready -- despite recent improvements --
to exploit the warn Ing of a Pact attack they mig ht receive. Our current
LOC can be too easily severed. Lack of interoperabiilty and cross-
communication among allied forces would also hurt. Our forces, even if
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In position, could be vulnerable to attacks along nationa l in terfaces,
and the few reserves available In the first days of a conflict would
have difficulty concentrating against the main axes of a Pact attack.

Whether adequate reserves would even be available In time
must remain at Issue. At present, there are too few ready allied
reserve uni ts available to counter an early Pact buildup and shore up
the defenses pend ing the deployment of heavy U.S. tactical air and
particularly ground reinforcements. As of now, the arriva l of forces
from the Un i ted States and their entry into combat would be delayed by
the limited availability of strategic airlift (particularly of aircraft
capable of moving oversize cargo) and by i nadequate facilities and other
resources in the theater —- with too few of the prepositioned division
sets (PONCLIS) needed for rapid reinforcement, too few stocks of modern
muni tions and other combat consumables, and a continu i ng serious short-
age of bed-down facilitIes and protective shelters for our deploying
aircraft. Once on line , these forces would also suffer from a lack of
allie d rationalization of doctrine and standardization of equipment.

Obv iously, even though NATO already has all the basic economic
and personnel resources necessary to halt a Pact attack In the Central
Region by non—nuclear means, it has a great deal of collaborative effort
ahead of it to make the investment pay off in a high-confidence defense.
Increased outlays by all members of the Alliance will continue to be
necessary if these last and crucial increments of effectiveness are to
be achieved.

We would have to assume, in assessing our responsiveness to
this major contingency, that the Pact would attack on one or both of
NATO’s flanks as well as in the Central Region. in the Northern Region,
the Soviets might be expected to break out of the Murmansk area and try
to control northern Norway and all the waters north of the Greenland-
Iceland-Un i ted Kingdom (GIUK) barrier. in the Southern Region, we would
have to anticipate efforts by the Pact to dispose of the threats to its
flanks from Greece and Turkey , and to gain unimpeded access to the
Med I terranean.

In the North, Norway (and perhaps Iceland) would be hard put
to resist attack without allied support. In the South, Greece and
Turkey have the forces on the ground to deal with the Pact, in par t
because they can benefit from the ruggedness of the terrain. But Thrace
does not permit much defense In depth; both allies are short of modern
air support; and they are badly deficient in combat consumables of all
types.

These vulnerabil i ties are serious , and deserve more attent ion
wi thin NATO. However, I continue to believe that most of the weaknesses
on the flanks can be removed primarily by Improvements in the indigenous
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forces, by better integration of, and log is tics for , allied forces in
the south, and by European comm i tments to re inforce the flanks on land ,
at sea, and in the air.

The Un i ted States, for i ts par t, would be able to contribute
si gnificantly to a forward defense in the Northern Region through the
deployment of Marine forces supported by both sea-based and land-based
tactica l air forces. Such a contribution would help to stabilize
the situation in the North.

Al though all naval forces In the eastern Med i terranean --
Soviet as well as allied -— are potentially vulnerable in some degree to
sur prise attack, we in tend to continue opera ting in those waters as well
as in the Norwegian Sea. The U.S. Sixth Fleet has a number of vital
responsibIlitIes in the eastern Med i terranean which it will continue to
meet. One of them, in conjunction with land-based tactica l air forces,
is to provide air support for Greek and Turkish forces in the Southern
Region. If necessary, we could make Marine units available. Logistic
support would also be critical after several weeks. There is no reason
why, with contributions of this order, th is front could not be defended
too.

In sum, NATO’s position is neither as weak as the pessimists
woul d have us believ e, nor as strong as I think it needs to be. As I
noted ear l ie r , our allies already contribute 90 percent of the ground
forces and 75 percent of the air forces needed to defend Western Europe
against a surprise attack. The forces now deployed In the theater by
the United States, and the reinforcemen ts we would prov ide, are adequate
in terms of combat force structure to round out this posture and give
Western Europe hi gh confid ence of a successfu l , forward , non-nuclear
defense on the flanks as well as in the Central Region. Thus, if a
Warsaw Pact attack on Europe Is the most demand i ng major contingency we
cou ld face, I believe that the Un Ited States has adequate capabilities --
at least as far as combat force structure is concerned —- to imp l ement
that part of its national strategy. The problems we have, which are
major, li e in the other elements of our posture I have mentioned.

B. Northeast Asia

The in terna tiona l si tua tion, and the progress we have made
wIth our foreign policies , Justify our continuing to plan for only one
major non-nuclear contingency. Since our ground and tactical air forces
are flexible enough to meet non-NATO as wall as NATO contIngencIes, in
conjunction with allies , they should be more than adequate to deal wL&h
any separate and major contingency in Northeast Asia , however unliksly.
Moreover , any improvements we make in our rapid reinforcement capabilIty
for Europe (especiall y in the form of expanded strategic aIrlIft) should
give us more than enough capacity for any reinforcements we might have
to provide In the Far East.
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At the peak of the Korean war, our deployments on the Korean
peninsula never exceeded eight divisions and 12 land-based tactical air
wings. If a comparable situation were to arise again -- wh ich is doubt-
ful -- and If It were the only contingency to occur at the time, we
could obviously make a larger effort than in 1951.

I realize , however , that concern about the situation in Korea
stems less from these prospects than from the possibility of a surprise
attack by North Korea. There are several grounds for this concern. The
personnel strength of the North Korean ground forces now appears to be
near parity with South Korean ground forces. The North Koreans have
also formed a number of new combat uni ts durin g the past decade; they
have improved their battlefield mobility ; they have a significant
advantage in artillery tubes and a still larger advantage in med i um
tanks; and they would have the benef it of tactical surprise and the
inItiat Ive.

Given a strong defense by South Korean ground forces, however,
and a heavy commItment of U.S. airpower, the North Koreans could not be
assured of achieving decisive results in the initia l days of their
offensive.

This relatively somber appra i sal , and our vita l interest In
the Far East, leave no question about our need to continue a major
mIli tary presence in the region. Despite the relative stability of the
area and the growi ng self-defense capabilities of South Korea, we mus t
maintain a powerful force in the Western Pacific both to demonstrate our
Interest and to help deter any reckless actions in Northeast Asia during
a crisis in Europe.

Aside from the 2nd U.S. Infantry Division , the wi thdrawal of
which is planned to be completed In 1981 or 1982, the princ ipal U.S.
forces immediately available for action in the theater will be 10
squadrons of land-based fighter/attack aircraft (with four of them based
In South Korea), two br igades of the Th i rd Marin e Mnphl b ious Force
includ ing I ts organic a i r win g in Japan (Okinawa) , and 20 to 25 combat-
ants In the U.S. Seventh Fleet, inclu ding two attack carriers. In
addition , the Army’s 25th infantry Division , stationed in Hawaii ,
remains available for possible commitment. These forces will continue
to undergo modernization. After the withdrawa l of the 2nd U.S. Infantry
DivIsion , we also intend to designate It , when located in the CONUS , as
a uni t available for Korean contingencies, but one that could be used
elsewhere If needed.

Our deployed forces are obv iously important as both a measure
and an earnest of our commitment to a theater. i do not believe, how-
ever, that because past conditIons may have warranted a particular
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posture, we or our friends should be immutably wedded to that posture,
despit. changes in military conditions. There are no good grounds for
believing that, at present, our posture in the Western Pacific is too
weak to deal with any land-based contIngency of interest that might
arise. We have the capability, nonetheless, to introduce additional
combat capabilities to the theater, Including a larger complement of
tactica l fi ghters, if this assessment should prove too optimistic.

BarrIng major new developments, however, i bel i eve that our
posture in the Western Pacific is adequate to the commi tments of the
Uni ted States. With a staunch ally In Japan , wi th powerful indigenous
forces In South Korea backed by U.S. power, and wi th bases in the
Philippines from which we can reach northward or into the Indian Ocean,
the United States remains a major Pacific power. With our allies with
tactica l air and sea control forces, and wi th currently deployed ground
forces, we have high confidence of supporting the future security and
stability of the region. In that sense, the balance of non-nuclear
power in Asia and the Western Pacific is quite acceptable.

C. The Middle East

As I noted earlIer , the Middle East now constitutes an important
basis for assessing the adequacy of the non—nuclear forces we program
for a lesser contingency. Most of the contingencIes strictly interna l
to the Middle East would not appear to warrant any direct U.S. involve-
ment. Israel is currently superior militarily to a l l  its Arab neighbors
combined . So far , Egypt has shown herself capable of handlIng border
conflicts with Libya. However, serious problems could arise In the
region of the Persian Gulf. As we have been seei ng in the case of I ran,
domestic Instabilities constitute the greatest inunedlate danger there.
Nevertheless , we cannot preclude the possibility of outside Intervention
following from these internal disruptions.

The si tuation In I ran is illustrative of what could happen.
Continued Instability there could lead to attempts by I raq to settle old
scores. I ranian forces, If they were not diverted by interna l disorders,
should be more than adequate in numbers and materiel to deal with this
possibility. If Soviet forces were to Intervene, however , ei ther in
support of attacks by others or under the pretext of defend i ng the USSR
from threats based in I ran , they coul d cer tainly overwhelm I ran ’s capa-
bility for defense.

I do not wish to suggest that the events hypothesi zed here
have any imminent plaus ibility. The Soviets have been relatively
restra ined and cautious in their policy toward I ran during recent
months , particularly as regards direct military action. Their forces
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in the vicinity of the Caucasus, consisting of more than 20 divIsions of
varying strengths and about 400 tactica l aircraft, have remained at a
low state of readiness. However, If under these hypothetical conditions,
they were to move to a Category I state of readiness and attack (which
woul d take several weeks of prepara tion, we estimate), their intervention
could well require a U.S. response.

The forces envisioned for such a response would be neither
appropriate for nor planned for maintaining In ternal security and the
domestic political order. Those are not responsiblilties of the United
States, and particularly not of the U.S. military.

Let me emphasize again that this Is an examination of a hypo-
thetica l contingency. It provides a measure of the capabili ties of our
forces. I t is not meant in any sense as a prediction of the evolution
of events in the Persian Gulf region.

D. The Situation at Sea

Even the threat of these cont ingenc ies, as well as their
actual occurrence , means that we must be In a posItion at all times to
protect the major sea lanes to our allie s . if non-nuclear deterrence Is
to be credible , our opponents must understand not only that we can
deploy our forces rapidly to •ridanger.d areas but also that we can
susta in those forces In combat as long as necessary. In the event that
deterrence should fail , a non-nic lisar conflIct of any duration would
necessitate moving up to 95 percent of our militar y and economic cargoes
by sea. In short, powerful naval forces remain essential to our secur i ty.
That Is not in doubt. Whether the U.S. Navy, in conjunction with allied
navies, is powerful enough to extcute its essential non-nuclear missions
remaIns a matter of controversy. In my Judgment it Is.

Suppose that a conflict involvIng U.S. forces developed in the
M ddIe East, that it spread to Europe, and that there was th. further
possibility that it might somehow leap to the Far East. At a minImum,
in these circums tances, we would need rotect our sea lines of corn-
mun lcation (SLOCs) in the Med i terranea. he North AtlantIc , and the
Western Pacific. Our allies should be able to bottle up SovIet naval
forces in the Baltic and Plack Seas. The main U.S. concern, therefore.
would be primarIly with the Soviet Northern and Pacific Fleets , and the
Soviet Med iterranean Squadron, al though several of our all ies could also
make vital contributions to the defeat of these forces.

The outcome of a shootout between our Sixth Fleet and the
Soviet Squadron in the MedIterranean would depend to some degree on who
f i red firs t, and on tactical cons ideration s, such as the degree of
freedom for U.S. forces to choose their location and movement during a
crisis. There Is lit tle doubt, however, that as long as we and our
friends control the MedI terranean littora l , ws could destroy the Soviet
Squadron and corns to domInat, these waters.
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There are several ways in which we could combat the Soviet
Northern and Pacific Fleets, and they have differ i ng effects both on
U.S. naval force requirements and on how we assess th. outcome of a
hypothetical war at sea. Because of geography, the most efficient
strategy would be to force the Soviet fleets to fight in waters favor-
able to us , al though this would not preclude us from operating selec-
tively In the Norwegian Sea, the Barents Sea, and the Sea of Japan.

To succeed in the interdiction of our main SLOCs, the Soviets
woul d have to emerge from Murmansk, Vladivos tok, and Petropavlovsk, run
a gauntle t of ai r, surface, and subsurface barriers in narrow seas, in
the open oceans, and around our cap i tal sh ips and convoys, and infl ict
heavy damage on our economic and military cargoes over a period of
months. As far as we can tell , their surface combatants (f they even
emerged) could not survive in this env i ronment long enough to Inflict
damage of any significance. Our main problem would come from Soviet
land—based nava l aviation -- principally the BACKFiREs armed with air-
to—surface missiles -- and from Soviet cru i se missile firing and torpedo
fir ing submarines. Some of these forces mig ht predeploy in order to
escape our defensive barriers , bu t unl ess overseas bases were avai la b le
to them, they would soon have to run the gauntlet to return to their
home bases for resuppl y and refitting . Furthermore, our forces could
quickly reduce any overseas bases they might have at the outset of the
campaign.

Our aircraft carriers deployed in the North Atlantic and
Western Pacific should be able , In conjunction with aircraft based In
the United Kingdom, Icelan d, and Japan, to keep the BACKFIRE threat to
manageable proportions over the next few years. Because individual kill
probabilities tend to be low In anti—submarine warfare (ASW), i t coul d
take as many as three months to bring the Soviet submarine threat under
control in the Atlantic and the Pacific. Typical -- though necessarily
uncertain -- estimates show that, during those months, essenti al cargoes
would get through to Europe and Japan although we might lose a significant
percentage of U.S. and allied merchant shipp ing . At the same tIme,
according to these estimates, the Soviets would lose a large percentage
of thei r submar ine force, and their subsequent effectiveness against the
main SLOCs would be low.

These estimates give us no grounds for complacency about the
future. Soviet submarines will undoubtedly become quieter and more
diff i cult to detect. Modern Soviet land-based naval aviation will prob-
ably expand in size and grow more capable as techniques for ocean
surveillance improve ar.d are linked with these aircraft. Because we
i nvested so many resources In so few surface combatants during the late
l 96Os and early 1970s, and because so many of our destroyers will suffer
block obsol escence toward the end of the l980s, we run the risk then of
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having less two-ocean, surface-based ASW and MW ships than would be
desi rable. We are also shorter of modern mines and mine countermeasure
capabIlIties than Is prudent. Now that we are rapidl y improving our
anti—ship cruIse missile capability, destroyer and frigate force l evels
and mine inventory deficiencies remain two of our most serious naval
weaknesses. Perhaps of equal importance, we lack adequate defense
effectiveness against massed bomber and missile attacks.

E. Conclusion

I realize that, in making these assessments, I have run
counter to many wIdespread views about our military position relative to
the Soviet Union. However, I believe that my judgments are an accurate
reflection of present realities. And while I must necessarily take
responsibility for the specifics of my appra i sal , I think i t Is fair to
say that my overall outlook about the present situation coIncides with
the view of my principa l military adviser. in the words of the Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff t “There is too much pessimism about our
current capability. I wouldn ’t swap our present military capability
with that of the Soviet Union , nor would I want to trade the broader
problems each country faces.”

IV . READINESS

So far, in making my own appra i sals, I have stressed force struc-
ture and weapons. There are, however, at least five material conditions
of combat effectiveness. Not only must we have force structure in the
form of organized units of fire, maneuver, and support, together with
sufficien t ly modern weapons and equipment to cope with an increasingly
sophisticated opponent. We must also have forces that are highly
traine d, ready for deployment to combat theaters , and prov ided with the
stay ing power necessary to repel and go on to defeat an enemy.

In princip le, once decisions about force structure and weapons are
made, the necessary training , readi ness, and susta i nab llity of the
forces should follow. In practice, wi thin any gi ven bud get, we can
acquire more or less of each one of these factors.

Pr ior to World War il , the combination of distance and strong
friends overseas permitted us, however mis takenly, to be relatively
relaxed about most of these conditions of combat effectiveness. Now,
nuclear weapons and long-range ballistic missiles have virtually anni-
hilated distance and the time It used to buy us. Our allies , despite
their recovery from World War I i , no longer provide the shield behind
which we can mob iliz e, equip, and train our forces. Whether we recognize
It or not, we have entered an entirely new era as far as the U.S. mil i-
tary posture is concerned.
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No one reall y quarrels with the importance of highly ready, alert ,
modern , and survivable strategic nuc l ear forces. What is still not
adequately considered , however, Is that we might want some of these
forces to survive for months rather than hours after a nuclear attack,
and to remain under centra l coawnand and control during that time . We
assume, in effect, that any nuclear exchange Is bound to be a super-
blitzkrieg rather than the process of attrItion that has characterized
most great traditiona l wars. Owing to the high probability that any use
of nuclear weapons would quickly escalate to a counter-city exchange,
that Is indeed the most likely assumption . However, it Is worth more
critica l examination than we tend to g ive it.

The need to control our non—nuc l ear forces Is more universally
accepted , but we give less consideration than we should to other con-
ditions of non-nuclear effectiveness. Ow i ng to the magnitude and
growing sophistication of Warsaw Pact forces, we have been willing,
admittedly, to invest In large NATO capabilities to counterbalance them.
Yet despite this i nvestment, the United States and its allies continue
in many cases to stint on their training , readiness , susta i nab il ity , and
modernization . Those habits must change.

While we may exaggerate the speed with which the Pact can prepa re
itself , NATO as a whole must still be in a position to meet sudden ,
unreinforced attacks that are preceded by little warning . The Un i ted
States, for its part , must be able to deploy tactica l air and ground
forces to the theater in half the time we used t” allow -- two weeks
instead of a month. The amount of staying power these forces should
have once in the theater Is less easy to defi ne. It is tempting to
program only for a short war. If a short-war assumption were to prove
wrong , however, we mig ht find ourselves winn i ng the opening battles and
losing the war. in other parts of the world , moreover, stay i ng power
could prove to be of great importance, as we found out In both Korea and
Vietnam.

It is also the case that quite l engthy periods of tension could
precede an armed showdown, as they did before World War I and World War
Ii. But It would be a mistake any longer to count on years, or even
many months, of preparation , and we should not depend on the dangerous
and costly tactic of trading space for time. We nearly ran out of both
t1m~ and space in World War II and Korea. As surprise and blitzkrieg
begin to enter the repertory of the Soviet Un ion, the option even to
make such a trade must be in doubt.

These conditions place heavy burdens on our active-duty and high-
priority reserve forces. For the most part, they now have the weapons
and equipment they need to fulfill their responsibilities , although the
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competition from the Soviet Union obliges us to continue our moderni-
zation programs. Our active-duty forces, and the air units and selected
support unIts in the Reserve Components have also reached hi gh ~eveis oftraining . The affiliation of high—priority Reserve Component Army
battalions and brigades with some of our active dlvlstons promises to
promote better read iness in our standby ground forces, and we are work-
ing to upgrade the training of other Army Reserve Component units.

Despite the Importance of readiness, too much of our modern equip-
ment still stands idle for lack of spare parts, maintenance, and over-
hauls. Forces without a hi gh complement of ready equipment -- however
sophisticated the out-of-coninission weapons may be -- are not going to
be effective in deterring modern, quick-breaking warfare.

I realize that we can buy back proficiency and maintenance more
rap idly than new tanks, ships , and aircraft. I also appreciate that we
must program for longer-term as well as more immediate force effective-
ness. But time has become a scarce and precious commod i ty for the
Un i ted States. It no longer permits us the l uxury of badly unbalanced
forces. The Military Departments are, of course, sensitive to the
problem . As a nation , however , we have not yet fully recogn i zed that
mobilization has a different meaning today than It did 40 years ago.

In saying this , I do not wish to downgrade the Importance of
systematic and efficient weapons acquisition . During the past decade,
Soviet procurement -— measured in U.S. prices -- has been cumulatively
about 20 percent greater than comparable U.S. activities ; in 1978 alone ,
it was 75 percent greater. As a result, we are witnessing a relatIve
increase in the quantity and quality of Soviet weapons In almost every
mission area, and a reduction in the relative age of most deployed
Soviet as compared to U.S. weapons systems. In many respects, new
Soviet weapons are nearl y as sophisticated as ours.

The continu i ty and stability of Soviet milita ry investment require
that we make an equally steady and long-term response. We need to
exploit the basic U.S. technolog i cal advantages in our weapons. We must
make more effective use of civilian technology in our military programs
and Introduce more coninerclal incentives and products into our military
R&D and procurement. Weapon system acquisition time has to be reduced.
We must also undertake further collaborative efforts with our allies ,
since they are a major source of both current collectIve defense capa-
bility and future strength. In 1977, for example, the defense expend i-
tures of our NATO allies amounted to more than $60 billion . Clearly,
Increased cooperation in military R&D and production with these partners
Is In order.
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Bu t as I emphas ized las t year , and must stress this year again ,
modern deterrence is based on more than weapons acquisition and force
structure. We must also have a history of performance, and a record of
determination to maintain our defense capability. Despite the contro-
versies that have surrounded the Korean and Vietnam wars, those conflicts
should leave no doubt about our willingness to fulfill our comm i tments
or about our loyal ty to our friends. One mark of our determination is
the achievement of combat-effectiveness not only on the defense, but
also in offensive operations. To have both, we must do better than In
the past In buying readiness and staying power.

The defense budget for FY 1980 and the Long—Range Defense Pro-
jection show the determ i nation to maintain our essential mIlitary capa-
bilities . As Section II of this report explains , we w i l l  also i ncrease
their combat effectiveness. The times and the responsibilities of the
Un i ted States call for no less.
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CHAPTER 1

STRATEGIC FORCES

I. STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE FORCES

A. Program Basis

Total Department of Defense spend i ng for Strategic Offensive
Forces in FY 1980 Is more than $8 billion . This is around six percent
of the DoD budget.

1. U.S. Strategic Force Requ i rements

The main objectIve of U.S. strategic forces is to deter a
nuclear attack on the Un i ted States, our forces , our al l i e s  or others
whose security is important to us. In conjunction with general purpose
and theater nuc l ear forces, our strateg ic forces also enhance deterrence
of non-nuclear aggression against NATO and our Asian allies.

2. The Strategic Balance

Neither the Un i ted States nor the Soviet Un ion could
launch a disarm i ng first—strike that would prevent the other side from
launch ing a retaliatory strike of devastating proportions. This situ-
ation will remain for the foreseeable future. Soviet ICBMs can threaten
our ICBMs but the Soviets must also consider the vu l nerability of their
silo based systems. On the other hand , both Soviet and U.S. aler t
bombers and SLBMs , while subject to attrition through counterforce
attacks or defensive systems, contribute to retaliatory capability
without posi ng a major direct threat to their counterparts.

S i nce we cannot measure deterrence d i rect ly, I believe an
appropr iate measur e resul ts from an exam i na tion of how our forces m ight
perform in response to a hypothetical Soviet attack. We must be con-
fident that our forces are resilient enough to counter any threat that
the Soviet Un ion can develop. I believe that a Soviet surprise attack
in which our forces “r l deou t” the attack poses a severe test, and tha t
the anal ysis of such an attack can provide critical insight Into the
effectiveness of our forces.

Chart I-I compares the relative size of U.S. and Soviet
forces over the period 1975-1987 under the demand i ng test of a hypo
thetlcal Soviet surprise first—strike scenario. This measure reflects
the calculated capabilities of the planned U.S. and projected Soviet
strategic arsenals , using detailed performance characteristics (e.g.,
yield , accuracy, reliability) and the best projection of the threat that
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Chart i-I

U.S. AND SOVIET $TRATEUIC FORCES COMPARISON J1
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Note: These charts refl.ct only one of severa t w.ys to coepare forces, although they are more
c~~~rehsnstv . than most. They do not ref lect the basis on which wo plan to use tiis forces. As is
the case wI th all multi-year force coeparisons Involving different forces , they do not take into
account certain operational refinements on each sIde such as c.pablfltl.s of and allowonces for
theater purposes, range limitation s, and uncertainties associated with coimuand and control. it
should be sephasized that the data on Soviet forces beyond 1979 are subject to considerable un
certainty, being projections.

I! Relative force size is a measure of capability to destroy a given set of military and eccnmolc targets.
1i These curves repr.s.nt the forces on each side that could be generated (not counting units in overhaul.repair, conversion, or storage).

~f The., curves show U.S. day-to-day alert forces that have survived a counterforce attack, and Soviet
resIdusi day-to-day alert forces. if the U.S. forces had bean one generated alert prior to the attack,
the nwsber of U.S. forces surviving wouid be higher.

~~ 
These curves show U.S. day-to—day alert forces t hat remain after a U.S. counterforc. retalia tion.
Soviet forces Include surviving iCSSIs, on-station SLSI4s, any alert bombers, and those SLIMs and bombers
that the Soviets had been able to generate after their first-strike. if the U.S. forces had been on
a generated alert, the n,~bsr of U.S. forces remaining after this retali ation wou ld be hi gher.

~f Both sides would remain capable of attacking a coepr.henslvs let of “soft” military and non-
.itita ry targ ets at this point. For this reason, the hypothetical differences between these forces
might or might not be meaningful.
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the forces are expected to encounter. The Soviets are now estimated to
be introducing new missiles with more warheads and improv i ng the accuracy
of their warheads, more rapidly than we had expected a year ago. The
increasing vulnerabi lity of our ICBMs means that by 1982 the balance
calculated to result after a Soviet first strike and a U.S. retaliation
would be less favorable than we would wish , though remain ing  U.S. forces
would be enough to wreak enormous damage. Thereafter improvements in
our SLBM and bomber forces will , if resolutely pursued , correct this
imbalance , and deployment of a new surv i vable ICBM will reverse it. We
should not lose sight of the fact that until surv i vable ICBMs are deployed ,
the relative outcome of these exchanges wi ll be more sensitive to uncer-
tainties associated with the possibility of attrition of SLBM and bomber
forces be i ng greater than expected , and to comand and control uncertain-
ties .

3. Key Needs for Strategic Forces

It is my view that the best way to proceed to our goal of
maintaining deterrence and stability is to take those steps necessary to
maintain effective strategic forces which retain the characteristics --
includ i ng the diversity , redundancy , and flexibility of the current
TRIAD. By having three largely independent survivable systems, our
capability has been well hedged In the past. Various factors -- silo
vulnerability , block obsolescence, and advances in  strategic defense
capability to name a few -- require action to prevent the deterioration
of our currentl y effective strategic forces into a force with undue
reliance on one or two components. Three key prob l ems must be addressed
if we are to ensure the continued effectiveness of our strategic pro-
grams: (1) a solution must be found to the problem of increas i ng vulner-
ability of land-based ICBMs ; (2) the high survivability of the SLBM
force must be maintained as POLAR I S/POSEIDON submarines reach the end of
their planned service life ; and (3) high reliability, surv i vability , and
penetration for weapons assigned to the air-breathing leg must be con-
tinued .

B. Program Description

The five-year program places emphasis on those programs wh ich
address our major deficiencies.

1. Find i ng a Solution to the Problem of the Increasing
Vu l nerability of Land-Based ICBMs

During the past year, we have given considerable attention
to the questions surround i ng modern i zation of the ICBM force, especially
the problem of choosing a survivabl e basing mode. Major progress has
been made In understand Ing the evolving Soviet threat to our ICBMs and
the courses of action available to us. Ana l ysis of intelligence data
on new versions of the SS-l8 and SS-l9 missiles ind i cates that by the
earl y i 980s a substantial threat to our MINUTEMAN will exist. Our best
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estimate of surviving U.S. silo-based ICBMs is shown in Chart 1-2. The
vuln erabili ty of MINUTEMAN silos cer ta inl y does not mean that the Uni ted
States deterrent as a whole would no longer be effective. However, the
matter Is c learly serious enough to warrant action.

Chart 1-2

NUMSER OF
SURVIVING U.S.

SIlOS

BEST ESTIMATE

10% CONFiD ENCE INTERVAL

1575 ISIS 1112 11$ INS iNS
YEAR

A useful way to assess the impact of increased ICBM
vu l nerability is to consider the capability of the strategic forces
after a surprise Soviet attack. ICBMs have been assigned to the whole
spectrum of targets. Very low surv ivab il ity of ICBMs in the earl y
1980’s wIll leave us with very little effective quick—response hard
target kill capability unless we were to adopt a launch—under-attack
policy ; however, the introduction of air-launched cruise missiles will
provide an extens ive slow response capability even against very hard
targets. Our capability against non-silo targets, moreover, w i l l  become
more effec t ive i n the late 80’s. The deployment of TRIDENT I missiles
in some POSEIDON submarines In October 1979, the deployment of new
TRIDENT submarines begi nning In August 1981 , and the dep l oyment of Air
Launched Cruise Missiles (ALCM ) in December 1982 provide increased
capability even before surv ivable ICBM s are deployed in numbers.
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The ICBM force has played a very Important role in deter-
minin g the objective military capability of our strategic forces. More-
over, the attributes of the ICBM force are emphasized In Soviet doctrinal
w r i t i n g s  and in many public discussions of the strategic balance. Table
1—1 shows a qualitative comparison of current ICBMs with current SLIMs
and boinbers/ALCMs. The table shows that 1CBMs have at present a number
of advantages over SLIMs and bombers. it would probably be possible to
incorporate some of these capabilities into the SLBM force, but I have
considerable doubt that SLBM coninand, coninunicatlons and control (c3),
responsiveness and accuracy can ever be made as relia ble as a CONUS-
based I CBN force, especially while maintaining the requIrement for
enduring survivability of the SLBMs.

Table 1-1

Current Strategic Force Characteristics

ICBMs SLBMs Bo,nbers/ALCM5

Secure and Reliable C3 yes ?**
Flexl b lll ty/Responsiveness yes no
Assured Penetration yes yes
Prompt Counterforce Capabil ity yes no
SovereIgn Basing yes no yes
Endurin g Surv iva bi li ty * yes 7
Survives Without Tactical Warn i ng * yes no

* May be “yes” wi th Mul t iple Protective Structures (lips) and some other
survivable basing modes.

** bbuld require new programs and/or changes to SSBN operational practices.

Another characteristic of the ICBM force is that it has been,
over the past decade , the most powerful retaliatory leg of the TRIAD In
SlOP targeting because of its hi gh alert rate, relatIvely large warheads,
and pre-launch survivability . Given the past mportance of our 1dM
force and the traditional emphasis of the Soviets (and of many mIlitary
observers throughout the world) on lCBMs, I t can be argued that a decis ion
not to modern ize the ICBM force would be perceived by the Soviets, and
perhaps by others , as demonstrating t;.S. willin gness to accept inferiority ,
or at least as evidence that we were not competitIve in a major (Indeed ,
what the Soviets have chosen as the major) area of strategic power.
Others could argue, however, that such a decision could be viewed as
play ing to U.S. strengths in SLIMs and cru i se missiles rather than
Investing in an Inherently less survivable element of our strategic
forces. My own Judgment lies between these alternatives , but closer to
the former view.
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In the course of the past year, we have examine d, in detail ,
the relative cost of alternative force postures, with and without ICBM
modern i zation , under a SALT II agreement. We have concl uded from this
study that TRIADs with ICBM modernization are no more costly than DYADs
of bombers/ALCMs and SLIMs of comparable levels of capability . When
factors such as force diversity, dilution of the Soviet threat, and
overall confidence are considered , I am persuaded that our best policy
choice is to maintain the TRIAD by modernizing our ICBM forces. This
will require the development of a new missile and a new survivable
basing system.

Al though recent studies ind i cate that a multiple protective
structure (tiPS) would provide a highl y survivable base for a new ICBM ,
there are important questions which require careful consideration before
we make a fina l commitment to it. These Include: ability to bound the
threat in terms of number of accurate Soviet RVs available to attack
tiPS, adequate verIficatIon If the Soviets deployed a similar sytem (we
must ensure that the number of launchers can be verified by nationa l
techn Ical means without requiring unrealistIc l evels of cooperation);
credibility and effectiveness of concea lment; env i ronmenta l aspects; and
costs, inc l ud i ng effect on costs of any potential SovIet responses.

We will continue our resolution of these questions , but in the
meantime we will also continue with a detailed exploration of alterna-
tives to the MPS concept. Following the M-X DSARC held in December
1 978, I instructed the Air Force to conduct an intensive study which
would lead to a hi gh confidence assessment of the feasibility , schedule,
and costs of a survivable air mobile system. The particular air mobile
concept being stud ied i nvol ves a missile that could be launched from a
STOL-type cargo aircraft. The aircraft would ord i naril y be based at
austere airfields in the north centra l U.S. to allow maximum escape time
from an SLBM attack. On either strategic or tactica l warn i ng -— or on a
judgment that we could not count on adequate warn i ng (for example, loss
of function of our infrared satellites or forward dep loymen t of enough
Soviet SLIM warheads for a barrage attack on our aircraft and the areas
around the airfields) , the aircraft could leave their base. If a launch
command was not received , each aircraft could either return to its own
base, or , because of its STOL (short take off and land i ng) properties,
could land at any of several thousand small airstrips , inc l ud i ng perhaps
unpaved ones, located throughout the U.S. If the alert were to continue
for a long period of time, the a i rcraf t could be moved from one airfield
to another at appropriate intervals to deny knowledge of I ts location.

Designing a missile is much simpler than providing survivable
basing for It. The missile design we have aimed at is flexible enough
to be used either with an tiPS, an air mobile system or a MINUTEMAN
silo -- or a land mobile or underwater barge-mounted system.
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We expect that the missile will be 83” In diameter, and use a
high energy solid propellant. The design envisions a three-stage
version and a two-stage version . The two-stage version would be sized
to fit a TR IDENT launch tube. This commonality in missile design
between the M-X and TRIDENT programs could save one to two billion
doll ars In devel opment costs on the TR I DENT ii missile.

The fina l decision on missile design will be made In con-
junction with the decision on basing which we expect to make In the
spring of 1979. At that t ime we plan to proceed with the full—scale
development of the missile using funds requested in the FY 1979 supple-
mental.

FY 1981
FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 Prop’d for
Actual Planned Prop ’d Authorl-
Funding Funding Funding zation

Advanced ICBM Technology Development:
(includ ing M—X in FY 78/79) $ Millions 134.4 233.2 5.7 8.0

M-X Engineering Development Development:
$ Millions — 190.0 670.0 1 ,321.1

MINUTEMAN Improvements Development:
(silo ~~yrade, MK-l2A $ MIllIons 56.4 53.3 30.3 46.8
warhead to Increase
yield , and improved Procurement:
communicatIons) $ Millions 267.0 68.7 105.1 137.7

2. MaIntaining the High Survivability and Effectiveness of the
SLIM Force as POLAR I S/POSEI DON SubmarInes Reach the End of
their Planne d Service Life

Strateg ic submarines continue to provide a unique mIx of
capabilities for our strateg ic forces. The ability to patrol , v l r t~.al’y
unchallenged , in the vast ocean areas presents a multi—azImuth and so
far untargetable retaliatory capabIlIty. The existence of a survivable
at—sea ballistic missile force decreases any I ncentives for large scale
attacks on U.S. soil , since such attacks would not eliminate our ability
to retaliate. The problem is how to provide a cost-effective transItion
from a submarine force designed in the 1950’s to a force that will
continue to provide high confidence sea—based deterrence into the 21st
century .
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The 41 POLARIS/POSE IDON SSBN5 in service were constructed
In the late 1950s and early l960s. The ten oldest SSBNs operate in the
Pacific with 16 POLARIS (A—3) Multiple Reentry Vehicle (MRV) missIles per
submarine. The remaIning 31 operational SSBNs have been converted to
carry 16 POSEIDON mIssiles each having Mul t i p le Independently Targetable
reentry vehicles (N1RV). Seven TR IDENT submarInes have been authorized
for construction and are under contract to the Elec tric Boat Div isi on of
General Dynamics. Deployment of these hi ghly capable submarines wIll
begin In the Pacific In 1981 from a new base at Bangor, Washington.
POLARIS submarines will be withdrawn from service as TR I DENT deploys.

The current estimate for the delivery of the first
TRIDENT submarine , USS OHIO (5SBN-726), i s November 1980. Extensive
management changes and the maturation of the expanded work force at the
Electric Boat Division of Genera l Dynamics appear to have solved the
TRIDENT construction problems. However, cost escalation caused by
extremely hi gh inflation in , the shipbuildi ng industry continues to be a
problem. There is one new TRIDENT submarine authorization inc l uded in
the FY 1980 budget, and an authorization rate of sli ghtly more than one
per year is programmed through 1984 for a total of 13 shi ps authorized
or programmed by the end of the F’YDP period . It is planned to resume
the previously programmed building rate of three ships every two years
by the mtd-1980s; the total number of TR i DENTs to be built has not yet
been finally determ i ned.

The TRIDENT I missile was designed to be compatible with
both TR I DENT and POSEIDON submarines. So far, the TRIDENT I (C-li)
missile has experienced 14 successes in 17 launches, even better than
POLARIS and POSE IDON at comparable phases of their development. Shi p-
board launch tests will commence this spring from USS FRANCIS SCOTT KEY
(SSBN—651e). This SSBN will deploy In October 1979 as the f i r s t of 12
POSEIDON submarines to be retrofitted with the TRIDENT I missile. The
capability of the TRIDENT I missile will help to offset the reduction In
SLIM launchers that wi l l  result from POLARIS/POSEIDON ret irement , by
increasing the effectiveness of the remaining submarines. These sub-
marines will opera te from a ref it si te at Kin gs Bay , Georgia that will
be actIvated with the planned withdrawa l from the POSEIDON refit sIte at
Rota, Spain in the spring of 1979.

The TR I DENT ii missile , to be developed in parallel with
but later than the M—X , will increase the SLBM throw-weight by utilizing
all of the volume of the TRIDENT launch tube. The potential for develop-
mental cost savin gs exis ts by, at the least , using the stages of the Air
Force missile design as components of the TRIDENT II , l i n k i n g the ear ly
missile design efforts of Navy and Air Force teams.
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Al ternative submarIne designs potentially less expensive
than TRIDENT are under study. If a promising alternative develops, it
could Influence SSBN procurement In the FY 1982 budget. This study has
several goals: (I) to provide a less expensive submarine than TR IDENT;
(2) to bring competition into the SSBN acquisItion process; and (3) to
provIde the option for an expanded SSBN building program should the need
ari se.

FY 198l
FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 Prop’d for
Actual Planne d Prop ’d Authori-
Fundin g Funding Fund ing zatlon

AcquIsItion of TRIDENT
Submarine $ MillIons 1 ,872.9 647.9 1,478.9 1 ,337.8

Acquisition of TRIDENT I
M i ssil e $ M i lli ons 1 ,467.8 1 ,090.2 824.1 712.8

Research and Development of
TR I DENT I i Missile $ Millions 5.0 25.0 40.6 129.3

3. MaintaIning High Reliability and Penetration for Weapons
Assigned to the Air-Breathing Leg of the TRIAD

a. Cruise Missile Program

The air—launched cru i se missile program Is proceed ing
on schedule toward complet ion of the competitive flyoff between the
BoeIng AGM-86B and the Genera l Dynamics AGM-l09. This competItIon was
Ini tIated In February 1978, wIth the passage of the FY 1978 Supplementa l
appropriation. Ten flights of each missile are planned between June and
November 1979, lead i ng to source selection in January 1980 prelimInary
to a DSARC III production decision In February 1980. In additIon , i t Is
planned to have competitors for a second source of engine and navlgatlon/
gu idance subsystem components. The overall purpose of these competitions
is to provide a more cost-effective ALCM for the B-52G.

Because of the Important role the ALCM Is projected
to assume in the air-breathing leg of the TRIAD when It is loaded on all
B—52G bombers, I have Initiated a survivability assessment of the cru i se
miss ile. Between January and September 1978, seven fli ght tests were
conducted with the TOMAHAWK as a representative missile. The data
resulting from these tests are being evaluated. Follow-on testing may
Include real—life target acquisition and kill attempts by air-to-air
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m issil es, surface—to—air miss iles, and automatic anti—a i rcraft guns. So
far I have seen nothing to change my view that our successive generations
of cruise missile capabilities w i ll be able to penetrate the Soviet
defenses as they evolve over time.

To make this ALCM program consistent with the usual
definition of inItial operatIona l capability (b c), we have changed the
date of the I OC from September 1981 with one aircraft loaded with cru i se
missiles to December 1982 with one squadron of B-52s (16 (I.E.) loaded
wIth external cru i se missiles . This chaige does not represent a slip in
the program, only a change in what Is defined as the b C .

b. Cruise Missile Carrier Aircraft

I have mentioned previously that I consider the
cru i se missile carrier aircraft to offer a prudent optIon for rapId
growth in our strategic capability should it be needed. On this basis,
the Air Force Is completing concept/system definition studies based on
the consideration of both military and civilian aircraft. These air-
craft include existing wide—bodied transport aircraft as well as the B—I
design , Advanced Med I um STOL Transport (ANSI), C—lid , C-5A and other
cand idates.

Upon comp l etion of these studies in Jul y of this
year , two aircraft will be selected for follow—on advanced design/
development and fli ght demonstration. The concept feasibility flight
demonstration of these two aIrcraft will occur not later than the Spring
of 1981 to allow, if needed, a full scale engi neering development
decision in July of 1981.

c. B-I R&D

We are continu i ng the testing of the 8—1 bomber
design so that the technica l base will be available , in the very unlikely
event that, because alternatIve strategic systems run into difficulty we
decide to reconsider B-I deployment. This program wil l evaluate the
penetration effectiveness of the B-I; prov ide InformatIon on current and
future applications of the B-I defensive avionics and engine design ; and
measure the I-I’s resistance -— specially desI gned in to the ai rcraf t -—
to nuclear effects.

The fourth and last B—I aircraft Is scheduled for
delIvery this February with both the offensIve and defensive avionIcs
installed . The data from this aircraft’s flI ght test program will help
in the desIgn of future strategic penetrating aircraft , as well as
provide a measure of the B-i’s capability as a cruise missile carrier.
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d. New Manned Bomber

We are cont inuing to examine the requirements for a
new penetrating bomber in the late l980s to early 1990 time frame as a
follow—on to our aging B-52 force. By the end of FY 1988, our newest
B-52s, the 8-52Hs, will, on the average, be more than 25 years old. To
meet the increasingly sophisticated Soviet air defense threat during
that period , should we decIde to continue to have penetrating bombers
indefinItely as a major component of our strategic forces, it is only
prudent to start long-range plann ing and development for a possible
follow-on aircraft now. The FY 1980 budget request will provide for
defInI tIon and selection of alternative concepts and technology.

e. Aerial Tanker

The current KC-l35A force supports all of today’s
peacetime aerIal refueling requ rements. However, competing wartime
requirements of a simultaneous execution of the Single Integrated Oper-
atIona l Plan (slop) and a major contingency action , I.e., NATO, Persian
Gulf , Korea, etc., could demand more refueling assets than available.
If wartime decision makers chose to support significant NATO deploy-
ment/employment with aerial refueling assets , S l OP war-fight ing capa-
bil ity would be reduced when, potentIally, it is most needed.

Development of an engine for possible KC-135
reengining , and the KC—1OA , are two ongoing programs that are being
pursued that might provide added capability in this area. The first
two KC- l OAs have been procured. Research and development is continuing
on the KC- l35 reengining program. (See Mobility Forces, Chapter 6 for
KC-1OA data.)

FY 1981
FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 Prop’d for
Actua l Planned Prop ’d Authori-
Fund ing Funding FundIng zation

A ir-Launched Cruise Missile Development:
Program $ Millions 276.9 336.9 90.0 20.0

Cruise Missile Carrier Development:
A ircraft $ Millions 15.0 20.6 30.0 60.0

ModifIcatIon of 8-52 Development:
Strateg ic Bomber $ MIllions 45.0 105.9 94.3 112.0
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FY 198 1
FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 Prop ’d for
Actua l Planned Prop’d Authori—
Funding Funding Funding zatlon

Research and deve lopment Development:
of B-i bomber and other $ Million s 443.4 55.0 54.9 30.4
Bomber Studies

Research and development Development:
of KC—l35 Reengined pro- $ Millions 3.8 10.5 11.0 28.4
totype.

B-52 Defensive Systems Development:
$ Millions 15.5 29.6 38.9 70.1

II. STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE FORCES

A. Program Basis

Strateg ic defense is an Integral part of our strategy of
deterrence. In particular , timely and reliable warning and assessment
of an attack is an essential element in maintaining the credible retal-
iatory capability of our offensive forces. We recognize that the cost
of attempting to construct a complete defense against a massive Soviet
nuclear attack would be prohibitive. And cost aside, we are restricted
in AntI-Ballistic Missi le (AIM ) deployment by the ABM Treaty of 1972 and
the 1974 Protocol. Our current programs for active defense reflect
these constraints and the emphasis that we place on offensive force
deterrence and forward defense. A major part of the strategic defense
program costs are related to warn ing and attack assessment since these
functions are a key element in the maintenance of our strategic retal-
iatory capability.

We need to maintain vigorous programs to provide warning and
assessment of missile or bomber attack on North Merica and U.S. space
systems, permit controls over our sovereign airspace, serve as an R&D
hedge against future defense requ i rements, and enhance the surv i vability
of our population in the event of a major nuclear war. These key
objectives are addressed within the four elements of our strateg ic
defense program: BallIstic Missile Defense (BMD) and warn i ng, Air
Defense, Space Defense , and C ivil Defense.
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B. Program Status and Descript ion

1. Defense Against Bal l ist ic Miss iles

a. Tactical Warn ing and Attack Assessment

We p lan to improve our dual system of sensors
(sensing different phenomena) to warn of strategic missile attack. We
will continue to rely on satellites for early warn ing of ICBM and SLBM
attack. Our ground based radar systems provide a second type of warn ing
for confirmation , and additional Information to help characterize the
attack.

For the northern approaches, the Ball istic Miss i le
Early Warn ing System (BMEWS) prov ides ICBM attack confirmation and
assessment. Our planned BMEWS radar enhancement program w i ll improve
system rel iabil i ty and capability. The Perimeter Acquisition Radar
Characterization System (PARCS), a converted asset of the SAFEGUARD
anti-bal l ist ic missi le system, acts as a backup for a large part of the
IMEWS coverage area and can also provide additional ICBM attack assess-
ment.

For the coasta l SLIM approaches , we wil l  cont inue to
operate the FPS—85 radar In Florida and will complete deployment of the
two coastal-based phased-array radars (PAVE PAWS) in FY 1980. All but
one of the six obsolescent FSS—7 SLBM warning radars can be phased out
as the two PAVE PAWS radars become operational.

In addition to the improvements in the warn i ng radar
systems, we are developing evolutionary improvements to t he ear ly warning
satellite sensors and have begun efforts to increase the survivabillty
and operationa l f lexibi l i ty of the ground-based equipment. We also plan
to pursue R&D that is applicable to a more capable new generation of
spaceborne missile surveillance sensors.

We are continuing development work on the Integrated
Operationa l Nuclear Detection System (IONDS) for deployment aboard the
NAVSTAR Globa l PosItion ing Satellites (GPS). IONDS wi ll provide world-
wide nuclear trans-and post—attack damage assessment information to the
PICA.

b. Ballistic MIssile Defense (81W) R&D

The lead we enjoyed In BMD technology at the time of
agreement on the Anti—Ballistic Missile (ABM) treaty has substantially
diminished . It is therefore important for us to pursue an aggressive
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R&D program to guard against a Soviet breakthrough In the field and to
encourage their compliance with the treaty. Accord ingly, in the coming
year, we will continue with two complementary R&D efforts: an Advanced
Technology Program and a Systems Technology Program.

The Advanced Technology Program is a broad research
effort on the technology of all BMD components and functions. The
princ ipal program objectives are to maintain a technolog ica l lead over
the Soviet Un ion and to develop new technolog i es to reduce the cost and
complexity of 81W. In addition , the program provides the technological
basis for judging Soviet developments in BMD and for assisting In the
evaluation of the penetration capabil it ies of our strategic offensive
forces . Program objectives are ach ieved through key field experiments
in missi le discrimination, data processing , radar and opt ics technologies ,
and a continuing search for revolutionary concepts and Ideas. A broad
effort is continuing to develop the technologies needed to aci~ieve shortrange, non-nuclear intercept and destruction of reentry vehicles within
the atmosphere.

The Systems Technology Program is a hedge against
future strategic uncertaIntIes. By drawing on the accomplishments from
the Advanced Technology Program, this program maintains a capabili ty to
develop the most critica l aspects of BMD technology -- the integration
of components and the testing of key systems concepts. Our major
thrust continues to be to demonstra~... the capability of new sensors andguidance techniques to support the interception of reentry vehicles with
sufficient a~curacy to destroy them by non-nuclear means. The first
test is scheduled for late 1981.

a. Mr-Defense

a. In terceptor Forces

Active and Air Nationa l Guard (MG) squadrons provide
our 321 interceptors dedicated to CONUS/North American Air Defense. The
CONUS Interceptor forces, along with Tactica l Air Coninand (TAC) F-l5 and
F—4 augmentation forces (described below), maintain peacetime alert at
26 sites around the periphery of the 48 contiguous states.

The interceptor forces are supplemented by Army-
operated surface—to-air mi ssile (SAM) batteries. Three NiKE-Hercules
batteries are located In Alaska; four N1KE-Hercules batteries and eight
HAWK batteries are located in Flor i da.

The Air Force , Navy, and Marines are tasked to pro-
vide additional Interceptors in a crisis. This augmentation force
inclu des 160 F-4s, F—i5s , and F-i4s. Moreover, by us i ng some of the
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F-15s already procured or programmed for TAC, we can provide a newer,
more capable interceptor -- at least as an Initial modernization effort --
without the high cost of adding dedicated aIrcraft to the air defense
force.

b. Surveillance and Command and Contro l Systems

The CONUS-based network of airspace surveillance
radar sites formerly operated and mainta i ned by the Air Force dupli-
cated, around much of the periphery , the Federal Aviation Administration
(FM) air traff ic control system. in 1975, under an agreement with FAA,
we began to phase out most of the Air Force surveillance radars in favor
of a Joint Surveillance System (JSS).

The North AmerIcan radar network of 83 radar sites
will support the air space surveillance mission . Of these, 24 sites
will be located in Canada and 45 sites will be located around the
periphery of the CONUS. Th i rty-six of the CONUS sites will be operated
and maintained by FAA , but the radar data will be jointly used by FAA
and the Air Force. Nine of the CONUS sites will be under milItary
control since FAA has no present need for air traffic control in some of
the low traff i~ areas. The remainIng 14 sites will be In Alaska (12 Air
Force sites , one jointly—used Air Force site , and one jointly-used FAA
site).

The command and control element of the JSS will con-
sist of seven Reg ional Operations Control Centers (ROCCs) . Four ROCCs
are to be located in CONUS , one will be In Alaska , and the Canadians
plan to modernize their North American Air Defense (NORAD) air surveil-
lance and control by deploy i ng two ROCCs. These ROCCs will replace the
seven high-cost , outdated Sem i -Automatic Ground Environment (SAGE) and
Back-up Intercept Control (BUIC) centers in CONUS and Canada and the
manua l control center in Alaska . Savings (which include the release of H
more than 5,000 personnei to other Air Force missions) of more than $100
million per year are expected when these obsolete SAGE/BUIC centers are
phased out. Activation of the CONUS and Canadian ROCCs is planned by
1981. The Aiaskan ROCC will be ready by 1983.

Since the Joint Surveillance System Is designed for
air soverei gnty control at low cost and is non—surv ivable , crisis Air
Defense depends upon the E-3A AWACS. A total of 34 AWACS are tenta-
tively planned for operation by TAC ; at present six of these are ear-
marked for North American employment in peacetime. In a crisis , these
six earmarked for North Amer i ca could be further augmented from the
general purpose AWACS force.
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c. Bomber Warning

We are continuing the CONUS Over-the-Horizon BACK-
SCATIER (0TH—B) radar R&D program. Technical feasibility testing will
be completed by the end of 1980. We wi l l  then decide If system deploy-
ment would help satisf y our bomber warning needs along the coastal a i r
approaches to the Un i ted States.

Since a northern-looking 0TH-B radar is not feas i ble
because of auroral effects, in FY 1980 we are also cont inuing R&D for
Improvements to the Distant Early Warning (DEW) Line ; and , as a long—
term goal , pursu ing a capability to detect bombers from space (DARPA ’s
TEAL RUBY experiment). Current NORAD planning, which Is proc..ding in
consultation with Canada, envisions rep lacing the exis t ing DEW radars
with modern systems that would provIde improved warning coverage partic-
ul arly at low altitude against possible attack over the northsrn approaches
to North America and do so at lower maintenance and operating cost.

The cost of mainta ining our exis t ing bomber warning
capability a~d the airspace surveillance and control forces in FY 1980
totals about $577 mill ion . This total is attributable to the CONUS
in terceptors ($271 million) , the radar sites ($239 mIllion), and the
control centers ($67 million) .

3. Space Defense

Our poli cy Is to ab ide by the agreements limiting the use
of space to nonaggressive purposes. We see developing Soviet space
capabilit ies that could directly threaten our terrestrial forces and
some of our critical satellites. The Soviets are operating satellite
systems that could perform targetIng of U.S. naval and l and—based forces
and they have tested an antI-sate llite (ASAT ) system. In addition to
their ASAT interceptor , they are workIng on other technology programs
that appear to be ASAT related . These Soviet activities could threaten
our access to space.

The President has stated our preferenc . for an adequately
verifiable ban on ASAT systems and our opposition to a space weapons
race. We have begun discussions with the SovIets on these subjects.
However , in the absence of an agreement and In the face of the potential
threat , we wi ll have to continue working to def.nd our satellites , and
to deve lop an equivalent capability to destroy Soviet satellites If
necessa ry. Consequent ly, our space defense programs take several forms
to achieve a balance of operat Iona l capabilities In the 1980s. Th.y
range from measures to Improve satel lits tracking and satelllts ground
control survivability, to ASAT development programs against the Soviet
satellite systems that could threaten our forces.
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Our progress in ASAT R&D is of specia l interest in light
of the recently initiated discussions on an ASAT ban. Our studies of
the threat and the potential means to counter it wil l  continue this year.

4. CIvil Defense (CD)

The purpose of the U.S. civil defense program is to
enhance, in the even t of a nucl ear war , the survivability of the Ameri-
can peopie and its leadership, thereby improving the basis for eventual
national recovery. The primary focus of the program Is to study and
deve lop a capability for relocating our people to low—risk areas in a
crisis over a period of days or weeks , so as to reduce significantly
their vu l nerability to a major Soviet nuclear attack.

In addition , the U.S. civil defense program should con-
tribute both to perceptions of the overall U.S.—Soviet strategic balance
and to crisis stability , and also reduce the possibility that the Soviets
could coerce us in time of crisis. It can be a factor in avoiding major
asyametries In population fatalities.

This program does not suggest any change in the U.S.
policy of continu ing reliance on strategic offens ive nuclear forces as
the preponderant factor in maintaining deterrence , nor does it require
civil defense programs similar or equiva l ent to the civil defense pro-
grams of the Soviets.

This nuclear attack oriented civil defense program can
also help deal with natura l disasters and other national emergencies.
The integration of nationa l emergency related programs Into the newly
created Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA ) will help to further
this coordi nation.

The key to ach ieving our primary objective (sav ing lives
in the event of nuclear attack) Is to develop the capability for relo-
cating our people from potential target areas and metropolitan areas to
a reas of lower risk. Nuclear attack on the Un i ted States would most
likely be p receded by a period of intense crisis. In that case we could
have the t ime to re locate a major portion of our population.

Our initial focus, in attaining a nat ional cr is is relo-
cat ion capab i l i ty , will be on those regions of the country where crisis
evacuation appears most feasible and credible , and p lanning p resents the
fewest problems . Such reg ions Include localities near our strateg ic
offensive forces . Lessons learned in attaining a full operating capa—
b ili ty for crisIs evacuation for the population in those regions will
then be applied in developing such a capabili ty for the more densely
populated urbanized areas Qf the United States.
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In addition to the key capabil ity for population relo-
cation, the civil defense program would provide fallout protection for
the population near places of work or residence. This protection would
not be as effective as relocation , however.

The major elements included in our civil defense program
for attaining these complementary capabilities are: development of crisis
relocation plans using the highly developed prIvate transportation system
and the existing distribution of housing outside urban areas, surveys of
fallout shelter spaces in existing structures in potential target areas
and crisis relocation host areas, maintenance of radiologica l defense
systems and capabilities , development of State and local government
emergency operating capabilities , maintenance of a national CD warn i ng
system, and peacetime training and exercising for those who would play
key roles in actually imp lementing the program in time of crisis.

FY 1981
FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 Prop ’d for
Actua l Planned Prop ’d Authori-
Fund ing Fund ing Funding zation

Continued improvements in
the Early Warning Satellite $ M i l l i o n s  36.9 36.1 42.1 56.0

Modernization of BMEWS
(Ballistic Missile Early $ Millions 4.4 11.0 9.0 5.5
Warning System)

Development and acquisition
of the SLBM Phased Array
Radar Warning System $ Millions 8.5 3.7 4.2 1.0

Integrated Operationa l
Nuclear Detection System $ Millions 7.7 9.1 11.9 11.9
(I0NDs)

Development of Ballistic
Missile Defense Advanced $ MIllions 107.3 113.5 113.7 127.5
Technology

Development of Systems
Technology (formerly Site
Defense) $ Millions 106.2 114.0 114.8 128.1

R&D and procurement of the
Joint Surveillance System $ MIllions 11.2 43.5 78.2 9.6
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FY 1981
FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 Prop ’d for
Actua l Planned Prop’d Author i-
Funding Funding Funding zation

Continued development of
the Over-the-Horizon (0TH)
BACKSCATTER Radar $ MillIon s 4.0 10.9 11.9 8.2

Development of Enhanced
Distant Early Warn ing Line
Radars $ Millions 1.0 5.0 5.0 11.0

Development and Improvement
of Space Defense Systems $ Millions 41.6 73.0 80.5 108.6

Civi l  Defense (funds are not
included in DoD totals.
Effective April 1979 Civi l
Defense funding will be
administered by FEMA.) $ Mill ions 91.6 97.9 108.6 -

III. STRATEGIC COMMAND, CONTROL AND COMMUN I CATIONS

A. Program Basis

Ihe purpose of the strategic command, control , and commun i-
cations (C’) system Is to enable the Presiden t to have flexible oper-
ationa l control of the strategic forces during all 1~vels of conflict.He must , as a mi n imum, have access to a surv i vable C’ system for execution
and termination of nuclear strikes. A complementary need is the mainte-
nance of constant communIcation s with the leadership of potential
adversaries .

B. World-Wide Military Command and Control System (WWMCCS)

To permit strategic nuclear retaliation even after the C3
system Itself has been attacked, we have developed a number of command
centers, both fixed and mobile , with redundant lines of communication
from the President , to the strategic offensive forces.

The National Military Convnand System (NMCS) is the central
component of the WWMCCS. It consists of the National Military Command
Center (MMCC , a soft facility) in the Pentagon, the Alternate National
M i l i tar y Command Center and the National Emergency Airborne Command Post
(NEACP). In addition to the NMCS , four conunanders (C INCSAC , CIN CEUR ,
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CINCLANT , and CINCPAC) have both fixed and airborne command posts capable
of communicating with the nuclear forces. Only CINCSAC maintains a
conti nuous , survivable airborne alert.

The threat of direct phys ica l attack on fixed C3 faci l i t ies is
always present , and we expect the e lectronic ja mming threat to increase.
Four continuing programs are designed to meet these threats: The Advanced
A i rborne National Conunand Post (MBNCP), the Air Force Satellite Conmiun i-
cation System (AFSATCOM), the Navy Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) System,
and the Navy EC-l 30 TACAMO program with its planned improvements. These
programs, along with other improvements in multi—purpose systems such as
the Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS) and the SAC Digita l
Network (SACDIN), will enhance the flexible employment of strategic (and
other) forces, and maintain strategic C3 continuity and susta l nabiilty
In any crisis.

The Advanced Airborne Command Post program us ing E-4 aircraft
offers one of the best near-term prospects for the survival of the key
command—control elements even under highly adverse conditions. Since
current fixed conunand posts are vu lnerable to a concentrated nuclear
attack , the E-4 w i l l  serve as a survivable emergency extension of the
ground command centers and prov ide high confidence in our abil i ty to
execute the Single Integr~ted Operating Plan (Slop). The aircraft ’s
advanced communications capability wi l l  not be operationall y limited to
line of sight. It w i l l  be f itted with the new ultra-high frequency
(UHF) and super-high frequency (SHF) satellite communications terminals ,
high powered low frequency (LF) and very-low frequency (VLF) term i nals ,
secure vo ice and message processing system, and ant i-jam features. This
equipment wi l l  support operations over extended distances in a nuclear
env ironment. The E—4’s electromagnetic pulse (EMP) resistant airframe,
and expanded operations team and battle staff will also enhance our
command and control capability.

The Air Force Satellite Communications (AFSATCOM) system Is
des igned to provide wor ld-wide communications to the strategic nuclear
forces. it consists of ground—based segment earth terminals located at
Wing Command posts and ICBM launch control centers , as well as airborne
segment term inals located on B—52 and FB-lll bombers, RC-l35s, and
TACAMO aircraft. The terminals are now in full production and instal-
lation is expected to proceed rapidly In FY 1979 and FY 1980. The space
segment is evolving In phases. Phase One, which Is now operat ional and
is par t of the ori g inal  AFSATCOM system, consists of transponders on
severa l host satellites . The Phase Two p lan wi l l  expand the number of
hos t sa telli tes to include the Defense Satelli te Communications Sys tem
(DSCS) to achieve the required world-wide commun ications coverage.

The ELF Commun ications Program will Improve greatl y the Navy
strategic submarine forces abil ity to remain undetected for long periods
during peacetime while still receiving communications. Their undetect—
ab ility serves to deter a preemptive f irst strike by an aggressor since
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the submarines cannot be targeted. But in order to receIve a nuclear
strike order f rom the NatIonal Command Authorities , Fleet Bal l istic
Missile Submarines (SSBNs) must be able to maintain continuous communi-
catIons reception, or at least know by the disappearance of that signal
that they should move to an area where they can rece ive other signals.
Wi thout ELF, the requirement for cont inuous conununlcatlons recept ion
could detract from their ability to remain undetected and, thus, their
deterrent effect since they would have to operate with antennas con-
t i nuous ly at or near the surface of the ocean. Further, many of the
Navy’s attack submarine (SSN) operations requi re deeply submerged trave l
at high speeds. Communicat ion to SSNs is more difficult when they are
operating in this manner. Therefore, we need a coninunications system
capable of providing continuous contact with our SSBNs without coin-
promis ing their  l ocat ion , and to SSNs that are operating in deep and
fast modes. The ELF Conununications Program wi l l  provide highly reliable ,
con t inuous , near-global communications coverage from a location in the
Continenta l Un i ted States. The ELF system characteristics would free
the su bmar i n es from hav i ng to dep loy an an tenna at or nea r the surfa ce
to receive messages, and would permit them to operate within the greater
depth and speed envelope of their capabilities . The ELF Commun ications
Program, by reducing these operationa l constraints, prov ides a hedge
against a future Soviet ability to detect, identify, and track the
submarines because of near surface observable phenomena that result from
current operational C3 procedures. We plan to continue development of
transmitter and receiver equipment in preparation for a site location
decision .

The Navy TACAIIO aircraft are our principa l survivable coninuni-
cation link to the fleet ballistic missile submarines. Currently one of
these aircraft is continuously airborne somewhere in the Atlantic basin
to ensure that Pres idential direction can be transmitted to the SSBNs in
that area. A similar requ irement w i l l  exist in the Pacific as TR IDENT
enters service. However , the present fleet of twelve aircraft does not
enable us to maintain a full airborne posture. Further , some of the
TACAMO aircraft are reaching the end of the ir serviceable lives. To
meet the requirement of maintaining a survivable airborne posture in
both the Atlantic and Pacific , we propose to purchase four new aircraft
beginning in FY 1 980. With the delivery of the two aircraft presently
authorized to replace airframes lost in accidents, th is wil l  g ive us
the minimum fleet needed to maintaIn an airborne posture and provide for
a surge capability in times of emergency. In addition , we Intend to
rework the airframes of some older TACAMO aircraft so that they can fill
mission requ i rements until replacement airframes can be delivered .

C. Communications with Adversary Leadership

In crisis and war , maintaining continuous communicat ions wi th
adversary leaders could serve to clarify events and control escalation
through negotiat ion. At present , there is a multiple—path communications
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link with the USSR by means of several teletype terminals in differen t
locations. ThIs Is generally referred to as the IIOLINK (Washington—
Moscow link) . To assure that the system is always operationa l, there is
a one-way check every hour on an alternating country basis. This system,
however , is not designed to survive a direct attack. The MOLINK system
is supported by the Department of Defense as part of its communications
support to the President , although it is not part of the strategic c3
system.

FY 1981
FY 1978 FY 1979 Fl 1980 Prop ’d for
Actua l Planned Prop ’d Authori-
Fundin g Funding Funding zation

Mvanced Airborne Coninand Development:
Post $ Mil l ions 61.0 32.0 25.5 8.9

Modification s:
$ M i l l i o n s  — 10.0 118.7 139.4

Air Force Satellite Coin- Development:
mun ications (AFSATCOM) $ Millions 19.7 23.0 70.6 58.9

Procurement:
$ Millions 15.8 32.3 29.8 35.7

Extremely Low Frequency Development:
Commun i cations Program (ELF) $ Millions 15.0 20.0 13.5 15.8

EC— l30 TACAMO Aircraft Procurement:
$ Mil lion s - 32.5 99.0 79.14

Airborne Launch Contro l Modifications:
System (ALCS). Uses exist— $ M i l l i o n s  — - — 7.4
ing assets to prov ide missi le
status and retargeting cap— Development:
abi l i ty to the AL.CS a ircraft $ Millions — 5.0 5.0 —
at a modest expend i ture.

SAC Digita l Network (SACDIN) Procurement:
This is a commun i cations Development:
network capab le of prov id ing $ Millions 8.5 14.0 18.0 18.8
two-way, hard-copy secure C,
between CINCSAC and Single
Integrated Operational Plan
(SlOP) executing Commanders
for control and direction
of the SAC forces .
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CHAPTER 2

NEATER NUCLEAR PROGRAMS

I. PROGRAM BASIS

A. Force Structure

U.S. theater nuclear warheads, deployed in Europe in support
of NATO, number approximately 7000, distributed among bombs, short and
medium range ball istic miss ile warheads, ar ti llery projecti les, surface—
to—air missiles , atomic demol iti on muni t ions, and depth bombs. In
addition , POSEIDON submarine— launched ballistic missile reentry vehicles
are committed to SACEUR for targeting.

B. Program Objectives

Improving the m ili tary effec tiveness of our Batt lef ield and
long-range theater nuclear systems Is a key program objective for this
Five Year Defense Plan (FYDP) period. improv ing TNF safety and security
is also a major objective. If TNF are to enhance the credibility of our
deterrent and support a policy of escalation control , they should be
highly survivable in the aggregate, at least against convent ional and
limi ted nuclear attack. Given the geographic disadvantages of our
European deployment (relatively limited deployment area for NATO systems
and short time—of—flight for SovIet—based ballistic missiles), absolute
survivability against large nuclear attacks with no warning Is probably
InfeasIble and certainly excessively costly. NATO’s deterrent posture,
i ncorporating a sturdy conventional defense, credIble theater sea and
l and-based nuclear forces, and the ultimate potential of U.S. (and
all ied) strategic nuclear forces, however, is desi gned to provide ample
response options to Soviet aggression and make a Soviet nuclear attack
hi ghly unlikely.

Our forces must also meet the requirements of safe, secure,
and relatively inexpensive peacetime operation. We, therefore, strive
to ensure that we will receive adequate strategic and tactical warning ,
that we can act effectively and rapidly upon receipt of warning, and
that the forces are sufficiently agile to move rapidly to more alert ,
dispersed and therefore more survivable postures. Central to the credi-
bility of the theater nuclear posture Is the requirement that at all
stages of aler t, our conunand , control and conununication (C3) supporting
these forces be reliable , secure , and adequately survivable.
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I i. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND STATUS

A. Improving the Military Effectiveness of Short-Range Systems

Short-range (battlefield) theater nuclear forces Include dual-
capable artIllery (8” and 155mm) and LANCE and HONEST JOHN surface-to—
surface missiles. Dua l (nuclear and conventional), capable aircraf t
del ivering nuclear bombs could also contribute to battlefield support.

The deployment of LANCE, a short—range, surface—to-surface
ballistic missile is completed except for the production of approxi-
mately 340 warheads, which will be produced during Fl 1980-82. These
warheads wi ll offer the option for inclusIon of an enhanced radiation
feature, should the Presiden t later decide to add such a capability.

Other programs Inc lude:

-— The New 8-I nch Artillery Round is currently In eng i-
neering development.

-- The New 155mm Artillery Round is also in engineering
development but at an earl iir stage.

The new eight inch round will be able to incorporate with
shortened lead time an Enhanced Radiation (ER) warhead if the President
approves production of Enhanced Radiation weapons.

B. Improving Long-Range Systems

Long—range theater nuclear systems provide the capability for
strikes against targets throughout the theater either in the context of
selective employment or genera l nuclear response. Our c~jrrent capa-bilities Include carrier and land-based tactical aircraft and U.S. and
UK submarine-launched ballistic missiles which are allocated to NATO.
The Uni ted States has undertaken the development of several candidate
systems for improving these forces in support of long-range NATO plan-
nIng. An appropriate mix to be determined through consultation with our
NATO allies , can be d rawn from among these ongoing programs:

1. PERSH ING II , a modernized version of the currently—
deployed PERSHING Ia system.

2. Ground Launched Cruise Missile (GLCM), an air-breathing ,
low—flying system in engineering development, wi th initial operational
capability currently planned for th. mid l98Os.
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3. Sea-Launched Cru ise Missile (SLCM), a system similar to
the GLC$ but planned for delivery from ships and submarines, which could
if we decided to produce It reach init ial operatIonal capability in the
mi d 1980s. Production of an anti-ship version with a non-nuclear warhead
is currently projected, but a nuclear land-attack version could be added
to the program.

4. Air-Launched Cruise MissIle (ALCMJ, currently considered
a strategic system, could 1~ave a variety of theater applications.

5. New Medium Range Ballistic Missile (NRSNJ, currently in
the concept development phase, if fully developed could be available for
deployment by the mid-to-late 1980s.

6. Aircraft, includes currently deployed F—Ills and F-ks.
The nucl ear capable F-16 will be deployed in Europe replacing U.S. F-ks.
The F-18 is scheduled for carrier deployment by 1983-84.

C. improving Support, Safety and Security

The cred i bility and operationa l effectiveness of our theater
nuclear forces depend upon a variety of supporting capabilities . These
include the capabilities to receive sufficient warning of Impend i ng
attack, acquire targets and gain timely nuc iear release. NATO’s command ,
control , communications (C3) and intelligence systems, which provide
this support , are Intended to support a strategy of flexible response
and escalation control should deterrence fail. Thus, they must support
rapid , reliable and secure transmission of critical information , the
necessary politica l and military consultations, the effective but
restrained use of weapons and the ability to signal the adversary. They
must be able to do so under conditions of conventIonal or even limIted
nuc lear warfare.

Al though as a rule we have not deployed separate, nuclear-
ded icated command , control , communication or target acquisition systems,
we must continue to Improve our nuclear release procedures as well as
the security, relia bility, and surv i vability of the general purpose
systems upon which we dep.nd. We contInue to pursue such Improvements
In close coordination with our allies as an essential part of NATO ’s
Long Term Defense Plan (Task Force 6).

We have also given increasing attention to the peacetIme
safety and security of our theater nuclear forces. As we pursue more
surviva b le, hi gher readiness theater nuclear forces (such as increased
system mobility) , we must necessarily expose these system s to an increasing
threat to their peacetime security. We are, therefore, placing more
emphasis , in close collaboration with the Department of Energy and its
weapons laboratories, upon measures to make our theater nuclear systems
safer and more secure. Among the Improvements being considered for our
newer theater nuclear systems are :
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-- insensitive high explos ive to reduce the risk that an
accident or terrorist act could detonate the high ex-
p losive in a nuclear weapon leading to the scatter of
special nuclear material.

-- Improved Permissive Action Link (PAL). PALs require a
unique combInation to gain access or to arm a weapon.

-- Enhanced Electrical Safety features and packaging In-
tended to reduce sUll further the potential for accidental
arming or detonation through electrical system malfunction.

-- Nonviolent Conunand Disable systems that can render a
weapon inoperable without risking dispersa l of special
nuclear materials or radiation associated with explosive
destruction systems.

-- Continu ing storage site security upgrade and transport—
ation safety and secur ity features intended to increase
the security of storage sites and weapon transportation
vehicles against terrorist action.

D. Defensive Systems

These inc l ude land—based NIKE—HERCULES air defense systems and
atomic demolitIon munitions.

E. Fleet Systems

These inc l ude fleet anti—air , anti—submarine , and anti-surface
ship warfare (MW, ASW , and ASUW ) systems: ASROC , SUBROC , TERRIER and
air delivered B-57 nuclear depth bombs. The TALOS PAW system was retired
in October 1978.
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CHAPTER 3
LAND FORCES

I. PROGRAM BASIS

Uni ted States land forces (Army and Marine Corps) are needed first
of all to counter Soviet/Warsaw Pact ground forces in Europe as part of
the NATO alliance. No other contingency p laces so great a demand on
land forces, and no other, short of an attack on the U.S., is so cri t ical
to the vita l interests of the Un i ted States. As the only military
forces capabie of holding or taking territory, the land forces are the
mainstay of our conventional deterrent and war-fighting capability.

A. Force Structure

Our land forces cons i st of the follow i ng assets:

1. Active Forces

a. U.S. Army

16 Divisions 9 Major nondivisional units
14 Armored 1 Infantry Br igades
6 Mechanized infantry 1 Armored Brigade
6 Li ght (4 infantry, 1 3 Armored Caval ry Regiments

A i rborne, 1 Air Assault) 1 Cavalry Brigade (Air Combat)

b. U.S. Marine Corps

3 Divis ions (essentially infantry, but can be committed as
elements of Marine Amphibious Forces with organic armor,
artil lery and tactica l air.)

c. Deployment of Forces

Europe

2 Armored Div i s ions 2 Armored Cavalry Reg iments
2 Mechanized Infantry 3 Forward Deployed Brigades

Division s (one each from 3 CONUS-based
dIvisions)

1 Infantry Brigade (Berlin)

Pacific

1 Infantry Division (Korea) 1 Marine Division (Okinawa)
(2 Brigades)
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Cont inental United States

4 Mechanized Infantry I Armorød Cavalry Regiment
Divisions 1 Armored Brigade

2 Armored Divisions 1 Caval ry Brigade (Air Combat)
2 Infantry Divisions 1 Infantry Brigade
I Airborne Division
1 A i r Assaul t DIv i sion
2 Marine Divisions

Other

1 Infantry Division (Hawaii) 1 Infantry Brigade (Alaska)
1 Infantry Brigade (Panama
Canal Zone)

1 Marine Brigade (HawaiI)

d. Redeployment of U.S. Forces in Korea

Forces now in Korea will continue to be redeployed
to the U.S. during 1979 and 1980. One Infantry battalion returned in
December 1978 and wi l l  be mechanized.

2. Reserve Forces (all located in the United States)

a. Selected Reserve Component units that round out
active Army divisions upon mobilization are:

2 Mechanized infantry Brigades
2 Infantry Brigades
11 Separate Battalions (6 Armored, 4 MechanIzed,
and 1 infantry)

b. One Marine Division

c. Eight National Guard Divisions

2 Armored
1 MechanIzed infantry
5 infantry

d. Twenty additional Reserve Component Separate Brigades

10 Infantry
3 Armored
7 Mechanized Infantry
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B. Major Needs

A possi b le conflict between NATO and the Warsaw Pact Is the
most demanding cont ingency for U.S. land forces and Is the event for
which our capab ili t ies are primarily designed . These forc.s must also
be versatile enough to perform successfully in other areas of the world.
Fortunately, most of the programs that improve our posture ~ela t Ive to
a European war also enhance our capabilities to meet other contingencies.

We have identIfied several key areas in wh ich our land forces
need improvement. They are:

I. Ini tial combat capability against the Warsaw Pact threat.

2. Rapidity of response to a Warsaw Pact confrontation.

3. Air defense capabilities .

4. Ability to sustain combat operations.

5. Electronic warfare and C31 capabilities.

6. Capability to withstand a chemical or biological warfare
attack and retal iate with chemical weapons.

II. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The five-year program places emphasis on those initiatives that
address our major deficiencies. The program balances near-term measures
and significant modernization that w ill come to fruition by the mid-
l980s.

A. improv i ng initial combat capability against the Warsaw
Pact threat:

1. Increase the number of howi tzers In direct support artil-
l ery battalions in Europe and early-deploying CONUS—based
un its. Each of the three batteries In these battalions
w ill be configured with eight howitzers (3~8) Instead of
the existing six.

2. increase the number of maneuver battalions in early—
deploy ing CONUS-based dIvisions by adding seven heavy
battal ions to the act ive Army. We are considering
add ing two more at the end of the five—yea r period .

3. Mechanize the 2nd infantry division , in part in—place and
in part , as It returns from Korea. The mechanization of
the 9th infantry division will also be considered, but has
not been decided on.
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4. Replace existing Marine Corps 105mm howitzers in divi-
sional ar t illery battalions wi th 155mm howitzers.

5. ShIft an Army brigade to Northern Army Group (NORTHAG) .

6. Close Combat Modernization

Close combat encompasses those capabili t ies that enab le
our land forces to engage dIrectly the ground combat formations of the
enemy In conventional land warfare. Our Infantry, mechanized Infantry
and armor unit s are of primary importance withIn this mission area.
Because of the emphasis that our potential adversaries have placed, and
cont inue to p lace, on armored warfare , our major emphasis has been in
force improvement for close combat. Specifically, we have continued to
improve our tanks , Infantry carriers, and direct f Ire anti-armor weapon
systems.

a. Tanks

At the end of the Fl 1979 funded delivery period our
105mm gun tank Inventory will be 74 percent of estimated requirements.
The proposed program will increase thIs to 86 percent by the end of the
Fl 1981 funded delivery period. Figure 3-1 shows the Army p rimary tank
assets projected through 1986.
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Fl 1981
Fl 1978 Fl 1979 Fl 1980 Prop ’d for
Actual Planned Prop ’d AuthorI-
Funding Funding Funding zation

XM- 1

The XM- l main battle tank Development:
will be an essential corn— $ Millions 119.6 78.4 31.6 2.5
ponent in our plans to
counter Warsaw Pact forces. Procurement:
We will procure the first Quantity - 110 352 591
XM— ls in FY 1979. Procure— $ MIllions 159.5 385.3 679.1 1 ,060.1
ment funding is sufficient
to achieve a 90 per month
production rate by FY 1982.
cunds are also provided for
facilities to support a 150
per month emergency production
rate.

M-60 Series

M-60 product ion w i l l  cease Procurement:
by the end of Fl 1980 as Quantity 840 438 251 -

the XM— l production rate is $ Millions 521.3 364.8 216.8 —

established . We w i l l  con-
tinue to upgrade existing Modifications:
M-60A 1 tanks by mod ifi— $ Millions 54.7 144.0 125.3 134.14
cat ions.

b. Armored Carriers

Mll3 Series Armored Personnel
Carriers

Procurement of 11113 chassis Procurement:
for the Improved TOW Vehi- Quantity 960 743 441 367
d c , the 14548 Cargo Carrier , $ Millions 72.1 63.4 42.1 36.9
and the Ml2 5 Mortar Carrier
wi l l  continue in FY 1980. ModificatIons:
Existing Mll3s are also $ Million s 83.9 110.4 110.3 137.0
undergoing four modification
programs: conversion to
diese l eng i nes, Improved
suspens ion , Improved cooling,
and the addition of externa l
fuel cells. The latter modi-
fication is being carried
out to improve in terna l stow-
age capaci ty and reduce the
risks of fire in the crew
compartment.
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FY 1981
FY 1978 FY 1979 Fl 1980 Prop ’d for
Actua l Planned Prop ’d Authori-
Fund ing Funding Funding zatIon

IFV/CFV (formerly MiCV )

The Infantry/Cava l ry Fight- Devel opment:
ing VehIcle (IFV/CFV) is an $ Millions 31.6 28.9. 33.0 14.4
armored fighting vehicle that
will replace the Mll3A l in Procurement:
mechan i zed, i nfantry, tank Quantity — - 208 ~s00and armored cavalry units. $ Mi llIons - 39 174 246
Its primary armament is the
TOW anti-tank missile and a
25mm automatIc dual-feed
cannon (BUSHMASTER). The I FV/
CFV will carry 9 men in its
i nfantry role, 5 when con-
figured as the CFV. Fl 1980
marks the beginn i ng of pro-
curement, with the first
vehicle to be del ivered in
May, 1981. The I FV/CFV is a
major force Improvement and
will significantl y improve
the Army ’s anti—armor cap-
ability.

c. Anti-Armor Weep~~

TOW Missile

In FY 1980 we will continue Procurement:
procurement of TOW anti- Quantity 12,26 1 10,920 16 ,805 12 ,735
tank missiles. $ Millions 75.9 49.1 77.0 61 .4

7. Helicopter Modernization

The helicopter provides an added degree of mobility and
firepower to our land forces. Improved technology and materials have
increased helicopter power-to—weight ratios and reduced their vulner-
ability . However, the intens I ty of the modern battlefield has emphasi zed
the need for special tactics to prevent unacceptable levels of attrItion.
The purpose of our helicopter program Is to modernize our fleet of
attack and transport helicopters.
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Fl 1981
Fl 1978 Fl 1979 Fl 1980 Prop ’d for
Actual Planned Prop’d Authori-
Funding Funding Funding zation

Advanced Attack Helicopter
(AM)

The AM is the Army ’s anti- Development:
armor helicopter of the $ Millions 164.9 177.4 176.2 137.3
future. The current program
calls for a 536 helicopter Procurement:
fleet. Development will Quantity — - - 18
contInue in FY 1980 wIth $ Mill ion s - - - 318.0
initial procurement fund-
ing planned for FY 1981.

Advanced Scout Helicopter
(ASH)

The ASH is intended to oper- Development:
ate as an aerial scout $ Million s - 5.5 12.5 -
air cavalry , artillery and
attack helicopter units.
When teamed with Advanced
Attack Helicopter (AAH) the
ASH will locate and designate
targets for the AAH. Fund ing
Is provided in FY 1980 to
initiate development of a
low cost system based on an
existing airframe.

COBRA-TOW (Ad-is)

The All-IS, armed with TOW Procurement:
antiarmo r missile system Quantity 83 66 - -
remains the current attack $ MIllions 141.3 120.3 - —
helicopter system. This
fleet is being formed by a - Modifications:
new product ion program corn- Quantity 11 135 160 64
pleted with FY 1979 funds $ Millions 57.7 195.6 257.5 100.4
and the continuing modIfi-
cation of AH-1G guflships to
the AN-iS configuration.
Funds are provided in FY 1980
and FY 1981 to complete this
conversion. The conversion
and new production program
will give us a fleet of 972
M-lSs when completed.
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FY 1981
Fl 1978 Fl 1979 Fl 1980 Prop ’d for
Actual Planned Prop’d Authorl-
Funding Funding -Funding zatlon

HELLFIRE Missile System 
-

The HELLFIRE anti-tank mis- Development:
sile system is being devel- $ Millions 52.4 65.1 73.0 7 3 7
oped for the MM. HELLFIRE
Is designed to home in on a Procurement:
laser—Illuminated target and Quantity - - - 600
represents a significant $ Millions - - - 27.7
improvement over TOW In
speed, range, and lethality.
Production will begin in
Fl 1981.

UH-60A BLACK HAWK

BLACK HAWK, formerly known Development:
as the Utility Tactical $ MIllion s 37.9 3.0 - -
Transport Aviation System
(UTTAS) , is designed to Procuremen t:
replace the UH-l (HUEY) In Quantity 56 129 145 145
selected assault helicopter $ Mill ions 235.6 388.9 380.2 373.0
a ir  cavalry , and aeromedical
evacuation units. Current
plans are to procure a total
of 1 ,107 aircraft. The
initial production build-up
wil l  be completed with FY
1979 funds.

8. ArtIllery Fire Support ModernizatIon

Artillery fire support systems include artillery systems,
surface—to-surface tactica l missiles , rockets and associated target
acquisition and fire control systems. Soviet improvements in this area
have been considerable. We are pursuing the following programs:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  - - 
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Fl 1981
Fl 1978 Fl 1979 Fl 1980 Prop’d for
Actual Planned Prop ’d Authori—
Funding Funding Funding zation

PERSHING

PERSHING IA is an Inter- Development:
mediate range missile that $ Millions 29.6 1.2.0 144.8 137.0
has a nuclear delivery capa-
bility. Procurement In Fl Procurement:
1980 is for additional $ Millions 18.7 65.6 70.6 —

PERSHING lAs to maintain
stockage levels. Development
of the PERSHING Il is an
improvement to the PERSHING
IA that it will replace.
PERSHING II will utilize
a new reentry vehicle , new
propulsion stages, and new
ground support equipment.

LANCE

We are procuring convention- Development:
ally armed LANCE missiles to $ Million s 3.9 5.1 3.3 1.0
augment our non-nuclear fire
support and continue to Procurement:
develop an Improved con— $ Mill ion s 73.0 64.3 - —
ventional warhead uti l izing
high—density fragments in
the submunitions. In add i-
tIon , we are plann ing to
upgrade some existing
nuclea r missiles by modI-
fying the warheads and
providing improved warheads
for the remaining nuclear
missiles progranined for
procurement.

General Support Rocket System
(GSRS)

The GSRS is a high rate—of— Development:
fire free rocket system to $ Millions 46.1. 62.8 72.3 71.3
be used to supplement cannon
artillery fire. Procurement:

Quantity - - - 1 ,764
$ Million s — — — 61.9
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Fl 1981
FY 1978 Fl 1979 Fl 1980 Prop ’d for
Actual Planned Prop ’d Authori-
Funding Fund ing Funding zation

M109A2 HowItzer

We are procuring additional Procurement:
M1O9A2 self—propelled 155mm Quantity 250 136 96 —

howitzers which are the $ Millions 98.2 64.6 46.0 -

mainstay of U.S. artillery.
These weapons will be used
to Improve our capabilities
in Europe.

~~~~~~~i tzer

The 14198 towed 155mm how- Development:
i tzer will replace the 14114 $ Mililon s 2.2 10.5 7.1 8.0
towed howitzer currently in
use in general support Procurement:
battalions in infantry and Quantity - 232 263 50
air assault divisions and $ Millions - 50.5 69.7 14.9
corps. The 14198 has 50
percent greater range and
better reliability than
the M1l4.

COPPER HEAD

COPPERHEAD is a 155mm laser— Development:
guided projectile in engi— $ Millions 36.0 13.0 7.1 8.0
neerlng development. The
projectile will improve the Procurement:
capability of our artillery Quantity - - 4 ,000 —

against point targets. $ Millio ns 21.8 18.2 66.3 —

Ground Laser Locater
Designator (GLLD)

The GLLD wIll be used to Development:
Illumina te/designate tar- $ Millions 4.1 9.2 3.6 -

gets for COPPERHEAD and
other guided projectiles, Procurement:
laser-guided bombs and Quantity - 130 208 -
HELLFIRE. $ Millions — 26.5 26.5 —
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Fl 1981
Fl 1978 Fl 1979 Fl 1980 Prop’d for
Actual Planned Prop’d Authorl-
Funding Funding Funding zation

Counter-Battery Radars

We will procure AN/TPQ-37 Development:
and AN/TPQ-36 radars for $ Millions 16.8 11.2 4.2 -

location of hostile artil-
lery and mortar batteries Procurement:
respectively, with suff I- Quant i ty 15 35 56 —

d ent accuracy for counter— $ Million s 77.3 93.5 116.0 —

battery fire.

Target Acquisition

The Standoff Target Acqui- Development:
sition System (SOTAS) is $ Millions 13.1 55.1 115.9 80.1
under development to locate
moving targets by radar from
a helicopter. In addition ,
remotely piloted vehicles
(RPVs) are bei ng developed
to locate targets, adjust
ar t i l l e r y fire and designate
targets for laser—gu i ded
weapons.

Fire Contro l

The TACFIRE system provides Development:
computer—assisted fire $ Million s .8 .7 — -
allocation and direction
for artillery. Procurement:

Quantity 11 31 43 -

$ Millions 33.2 87.4 94.8 -

9. Procurement of Artillery Ammunition

Mnnunition procurement in Fl 1980 will continue building
up inventories of Improved conventional munitions (ICMs) , rocket-assisted
projectiles (RAPs), propelling charges for the new long-range weapons,
and scatterable mines. A total of $413.7 million is requested for Fl
1980 funding of these i tems for 155mm and 8—inch artillery. This amount
includes the following i tems: —
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USMC Army
$ Millions Quantiti $ Million s Quantity Type Round

— — 66.3 4,000 155mm COPPERHEAD
1.2 4,000 - - 1 55mm smoke
15.3 37,000 119.5 280,000 155mm improved conventional

-
. 

muni tions
8.6 16,000 44.0 84,000 155mm rocket-assisted

project iles
17.5 5,000 28.2 15,000 155am scatterable mines

— — 18.8 168,000 155am high explosive
5.5 45,000 85.3 655,000 155mm propelling charge
3.5 15,000 — — 8-inch propelling charge

B. Improving Responsiveness to a Warsaw Pact Buildup

The possibility that a conflict may begin with little warning
and be decided in its early stages demands that we design, equip and
train our forces to maximize their early combat capability. Unit read i-
ness has been the measure most often used to evaluate the early combat
capabIlIty of the force.

Uni t read i ness can be viewed in two contexts:

Responsiveness -- The rapIdity with which a force or unit can
enter the theater and field of battle.

Personnel and materiel read iness -- Independently of respons
iveness, if the unit or force is to function effectively, our m i l i tary
personnel must have the necessary equipment on hand , and In working
order. Additionally, uni ts must be fully manned with well trained
t roops who are skille d In the use of their equipment and weapons.

To improve uni t read i ness, we wi l l :

1. increase manning to 105 percent of those Army divisions
scheduled for deployment to Europe by 14+3 and for which
POMCUS Is currently In theater. This will insure at
least 95 percent mann ing under immediate deployment
contingencies.

2. FIll out existing POMCUS equi pment requirements and
preposition an additiona l 3 divisions of equipment
in Europe by the end of Fl 1982.

3. increase training readiness.
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Nat ional Training Center (NTC)

The Army Is establ i shing the National Training
Center (NTC) at Ft. Irwin , California. At this facility, the only such
center because of the costs of creating realistic combat conditions,
combat battalions will undergo two weeks of simulated combat training .
Units will be transported to Ft. I rwin for training. When fully oper-
ationa l in FY 1984, the NTC will have the capacity to train 42 battalions
per year. Active and Reserve battalion s (tank, mechanized infantry , and
armored cavalry), which meet read iness standards at their home bases
will be eligible for NTC training.

Fl 1981
FY 1978 Fl 1979 Fl 1980 Prop ‘d for
Actual Planned Prop’d Authorl’
Fund ing Funding Fundj~g zat ion

Nationa l Training Center $ Millions - - 29.6 28.2

C. improv i ng Air Defense Capabilities

For the near term, the Army Is continuing to upgrade exIsting
systems and procure additional IMPROVED HAWK missiles to overcome quali-
tative and quantitative deficiencies . Longer—term replacements continue
in development or procurement for all the major army air defense systems.

System Type Existing System Replacement System

High-to—medium altitude missiles HAWK PATRIOT
(which have some low altItude NIKE HERCULES
capability)

Short—range missiles CHAPARRAL U.S. ROLAND

Man-portable missiles REDEYE STINGER

Mobile Guns VULCAN DIVAD
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Fl 1981
FY 1978 FY 1979 Fl 1980 Prop’d -for
Actual Planned Prop’d Authori—
Fund ing Fund ing Fund i ng zation

I MPROVED HAWK

Additional IMPROVED HAWK Development:
mIssiles will be procured to $ Million s 12.5 3.2 10.1 6.4
increase stockage.

Procurement:
Quantity 559 608 197 -

$ Million s 96.9 72.3 36.5 
- 

9.4

PATRI OT

Currently in full eng ineer— Development:
ing development, PATRIOT $ Millions 214.4 228.4 128.7 31.7
testing has been so success-
ful that the program has Procurement:
been rev ised to accelerate Quantity - - 155 184
the IOC to AprIl 1982. $ Millions — 67.3 41.0.7 439.3
Because of the interest of
our NATO allies , the possi-
bility of PATR I OT co-produc-
tion Is being explored.

CHAPARRAL

We are continuing procure- Development:
ment of missiles and modi — $ Millions 4.2 .1 2.1 —

fications resulting in an
improved version of Procurement:
CHAPARRAL. It is expected Quantity 870 850 - —
that CHAPARRAL will remain $ Millions 34.1 34.7 3.2 3.2
in service beyond the intro-
duction of ROLAND. Modifications:

$ M i l l ions — 7.1 16.1 —
U.S. ROLAND

ROLAND, an all-weather Development:
replacement/complement to $ Millions 75.4 22.7 11.3 7.0
CHAPARRAL i s completing

f 

development. Production Procurement:
will begin in Fl 1979. Quantity - 75 410 970

$ Millions 557 167.6 296.9 520.6

L
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FY 1981
FY 1978 FY 1979 Fl 1980 Prop ’d for
Actua l Planned Prop ’d Authori-
Funding Funding Funding zation

ST INGER

Procurement of the basic Development:
STIN GER , a man-portable $ Millions 12.0 24.6 17.6 5.4
missi le , began in FY 1978.
An advanced version w i l l  Procurement:
enter production in FY Quantity 258 2,678 2,654 2,758
1981. $ Millions 38.2 123.1 91.1 97.9

DI VAD

The Division Air Defense Development:
(DIVAD) Gun System is $ Millions 17.0 75.7 25.7 40.3
under development to
provide a low-altitude Procurement:
forward air defense capa- Quantity - - - 12
bility . - $ Millions - - 274.8

D. Enhancing Ability to Sustain Combat Operations

We are currently taking steps to improve the susta inability of
the force. The concept of war reserve stocks (WRS) is vital to our
combat capability. We must procure and maintain sufficient quantities
of end i tems, spare and repair parts , munitions , and fuels to Insure
that we can sustain our forces in battle. The necessary l evel of WRS
is , of course, sensitive to assumptions of conflict location , duration ,
and intensity . We plan to:

1. Increase prepositioned war reserve materiel stocks.

2. Secure greater host nation support and to the extent
st i l l  necessary , add essential combat service support
units in Europe.

3. Increase standardization of equipment ammunition and
fuels for greater interoperability with the land forces
of our NATO allies .

E. Improv ing Capabilities in the Areas of Electronic Warfare
and C3T

Programs to improve our comunications capabilities reflect
our concern over the security , surv i vability and interoperab ility of
these systems . Electronic warfare programs are des igned to offset
command, control , communications, and surveillance advances of our
potential adversaries.
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I. Tactica l CommunIcatIons

P1 1981
FY 1978 Fl 1979 FY 1980 Prop ’d for
Actual - Planned Prop’d Authori-
Fund ing Funding Fund ing zatlon

Joint Tactica l Communications
Program (TRI-TAC)

A joint program that wI l l  Development :
provide common multichanne l $ Milli ons 57.6 55.2 54.8 36.0
systems for all of the
services for greater inter- Procurement:
operability. The new $ Millions — — 47.2 —
systems with greater secur-
ity, reliability , and sur-
vivability will be capable
of interfacing with existing
and planned allied systems.

Combat Net Radio (S INCGARS-V )

Command and control of tact- Devel opment:
ical forces at br i gade level $ MillIon s 8.0 12.7 18.5 14.2
and below is exercised pri-
marily through the use of com-
bat net radios (CNR). We are
develop ing for the use of all
the Services , a secure jam-
resIstant combat net radio
includ i ng manpack, vehicular
and airborne versions. The
program , in the advanced
development phase, is called
the Single Channel Ground
and Airborne Radio Subsystem
(SINCGARS-V) . The U.S. has
offered to NATO nations the
opportun i ty to participate
in the SINCGARS-V program
through membership in the
interface Control and Test
integration Working Groups.
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2. Ground Mobile Forces (GMF) Satellite Communications

The GIIF Program is designed to provide tactica l satellite
terminals with an anti—Jam capability for the Army, Air Force and the
Marine Corps.

GMF terminals will provide the tactical forces with a
rel iable communications capability that is independent of terrestrial
networks and the physical conditions of the terrain where operations are
being supported. in addition , these terminals are all highly trans-
portable allowing quick set-up and tear-down when an operationa l unit Is
relocated. The GMF program consists of the following four projects:

P1 1981
P1 1978 Fl 1979 Fl 1980 Prop’d for
Actual Planned Prop ’d Authori—
Fund ing Funding Funding zation

MSC-64 UHF Terminals

The Army Is procuring 200 Procurement:
MSC—64 (UHF) terminals. Quantity 16 8 100 75

$ Millions 9.0 3.2 27.2 21.9

MSC-85 and TSC-93 SHF
Terminal s

Procurement of MSC-85 and Procurement:
TSC—93 (SHF) terminals for Quantity - 30 — 72
the Army will commence in Fl $ Million s - 28.5 — 52.1
1979. Follow—on funding for
these term inals is In FY 1981
and beyond because of the
tIme lag between contract
award and first term ina l
delivery.

PSC- l Manpack UHF Termi nal

The first PSC—ls will be pro— Procurement:
cured In FY 1979. Follow-on Quantity - 100 - 70
procurement Is anticipated $ Millions - 5.3 - 2.9
in FY 1981.

NSC-65 UHF Termina l

Procurement of the MSC- 65, Procurement:
which wIll  be used by our Quantity - - - 120

F tactica l forces, will begin $ MIllions - - — 24.4
in Fl 1981.
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3. Electronic Warfare

Fl 1981
Fl 1978 Fl 1979 Fl 1980 Prop’d for
Actual Planned Prop’d Authorl-
Funding Fund ing Funding zat$on

Expendable Counter-C3 Janiners

The disruption of the C3 Development:
utilized by enemy artillery $ Millions 1.0 7.9 8.8 19.7
would dramatically reduce
their effectiveness. Our
stud ies Ind icate that
artillery-launched expend-
able Janiners would be
particularly effective
in this role.

Ground-Based Signal intel-
l igence Sensors

We are continuing procure- Procurement:
ment of TEAMPACK and TRAIL- $ Million s 19.6 83.1 28.0 -

BLAZER assets for Army
forward area deploy-
ment.

F. Enhancing Chemical Warfare and NBC Defense Capabilities

The objectives of the U.S. chemical warfare (CII) program are
to deter the use of chemical weapons by other nations and to prov ide an
option to retal iate in kind should deterrence fail. The United States ,
as a signatory to the Geneva Protocol , has renounced the first use of
lethal chemical weapons or incapacitants. However , the United Suates
and many of the other signatories have retained the right to retaliate
with chemical weapons against a chemical attack.

The Soviets continue to maintain a significant chemical war-
fare capability. The evidence is that they regard chemical capabilities
as an integral part of their offensive warflghting capability.

We continue to hope for success in reachIng an agreement with
the USSR bann i ng offense CW weapons. in the absence of an adequate
agreement el ImInating the threat of chemical warfare and in vi.w of the
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impressive Soviet CW capabilities , it seems prudent to deploy and main-
tain a credible chemical warfare capability. We must ensure that there
are no real or Soviet-perceived military or politica l advantages in
initiating chemical warfare.

To achieve this capability we are placing primary emphasis on
Nuc lear, BIolog Ical , Chemical (NBC) protection for the soldier. The
program for development of protective equipment Includes : Improved
protection against chemical agents, improved decontamination methods,
collective protection for vehicles and shelters, CII agent detection
devices and training aids. The next area of importance is our CII
munItions retaliatory stockpile. We intend to maintain a stockpile that
can be rapidly deployed and has a reasonable employment flexibility.
Modernization of our chemical warfare retaliatory stockpile could be
accomplished either by new production of existing munitions or by con-
verting the stockpile to binary munitions. A binary munition consists
of two chemical agents which separately are harmless, but when m xed
become toxic. These agents would be mixed during the delivery phase
(I.e., after a shell Is fired , or bomb Is dropped).

Army NBC readiness wi l l  be increased by force structure
changes. Eleven chemical defense compan ies wi ll be assigned to Army
combat division s and corps support commands by the end of Fl 1980. in
addition, NBC reconnaissance and decontamination teams wi l l  be provided
to other Army elements to upgrade overall NBC defense capabilities.

P1 1981
Fl 1978 Fl 1979 Fl 1580 Prop ’d for
Actual Planned Prop’d Authori-
Fund ing Funding Funding zation

NBC Defense

We are procuring additional Development:
detection, med ical defense, $ Million s 34.5 1.6.2 63.6 92.1
protect ive and decontami-
nation equipment in FY 1980 Procurement:
to reduce our vu l nerability $ Millions 136.9 164.4 139.1 134.5
to chemical warfare.

Chemical Warfare

In Fl 1980 we w i l l  con- Development:
tinue development of $ Millions 7.2 5.4 6.1 3.7
chemical agents and mun i-
tions to maintain our Procurement:
chemical munition s stock— $ Millions - 4.6 21.8 —
pile. Procurement funding
will be largel y for renó-
vation of existing chemical
munitions inventories.
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CHAPTER 4

NAVAL FORCES

I. PROGRAM BASIS

The total Department of the Navy General Purpose Forces budget,
exclud ing naval avia t ion, for Fl 1980 is about $14 billion. This is a
little over 10 percent of the DoD budget.

A. Naval Support of National Security Objectives

Naval forces contribute to nationa l security objectives
across a broad spectrum of National Mili tary Strategy. Prominent among
Naval roles supporting Nationa l Military Strategy are:

Security Objective Naval Role

Maintenance of Stability Forward Deployments

Containment of Crisis Measured projection of power against
the shore
Superiority at sea in a crisis setting

Deterrence of a Globa l War Defense of sea lines of conmiun lcation
(SLOCs)
Reinforcement of allies
Pressure upon the Soviets
Hedge aga inst uncertaint ies of the
distant future

B. Force Structure

1. U.S. General Purpose Nava l Forces that may be used to
accomplish these missions are briefly summarized below:
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TABLE 4-I

Nava l General Purpose Ship Force Levels
(End P1 1979)

Nava l
Naval Fleet Ship

Active Reserve Auxiliary Operating
Fleet Force Force Forces

Aircraft Carriers 13 13

Surface Combatants
Cruisers 28 28
Destroyers 72 28 100
Frigates 65 65

Submarines nuclea r powered
Attack 77 77

Patrol Combatants I I

Amphibious Warfare Ships 65 3 68

Mine Warfare Ships 3 22 25

Mobile Logistics Ships 56 - 12 68

Fleet Support Ships 18 6 10

Totals 398 59 22 479



2. Current Deployment of Major Naval Forces

Current (June 1978) Levels of Peacetime Deployment Requirements

Wes tern Medi ter-
Pacific ran an At lant ic Mideast

Aircraf t Carriers 2 2 — -
Surface Combatant

Ships 19 14 4 2

Attack SubmarInes 6 4 1 -

MLSF (MobIle LogIstic
Support Force) Ships Il 1/ 10 1/ - -

Amphibious Ships 2 ARGs ARG ARG 2/ -

1/ Includes Naval Fleet Auxiliary Force.
2/ The Atlantic Fleet Amphibious Ready Group (ARG) is not deployed on a

full time basis.

Note: Under normal peacet ime cond it ions, about 30 percent of the active
operating force is deployed overseas in a full operationally
ready status. An addltlona I 40 percent of the active forces,
also operationally ready, is assi gned to operat ing fleets based
in U.S. ports, ready for ininediate deployment or reinforcement
of overseas U.S. naval forces in the case of war, contingency,
or crisis. The remain ing 30 percent of the fleet is In a reduced
operational status , undergoing planned maintenance and conduct in g
basic training , in times of tension or crisis , the percentage
of the fleet wh ich can be deployed overseas can be increased.

Land-Based ASW Squadrons

Active Reserve Compon.nt Forces Total

2i~ 13 37

Note: Nava l tactical aircraft are treated in Chapter 5; Marine ground
forces are treated In Chapter 3.
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C. Key Needs

Major objectives for naval forces in this five-year defense
program are:

I. Countering the Soviet threat from the air;

2. Countering the submarine threat;

3. ImprovIng world—wide presence and crisis management
forces;

4. improv ing mine warfare capabilities; and

5. Improving fleet readiness.

II. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

A. Countering the Threat from the Air

Soviet aircraft are a serious threat to our Naval forces.
Th is is due primarily to the growIng force of BACKFIRE bombers assigned
to Soviet nava l air forces. The programs most needed to combat this
threat are carrier air forces, a i r  defense shi ps and systems, and land—
based aircraft. These needs are expanded upon below (carrier aircraft
needs are outlined in the Tactical Air section of this report).

i. Sea—Based Air Platforms

As projected last year during the debate on the Fl 1979
Authorizat ion Bill , we have included a CVV in the Fl 1980 shipbuilding
program. Construction of this aircraft carrier will permit the United
States to maintain an inventory of 12 active carriers through the turn
of the century while the life extension program for existing carriers is
being carried out. Twelve active, deployab le carriers are sufficient to
maintain our current posture of station i ng two carriers in the Med i-
terranean and two in the Western Pacific theater. This assumes we can
continue to homeport at least one carrier overseas.

Construction of this new carrier would mark an essentIal
and important step in reversing the trend of the last decade toward ever
larger , more expensive ships. This Administration is fully committed to
reversing this trend.

The CVV as currently designed will be equ ivalent In size
and a far more capable ship than the one it replaces -- the U.S.S.
Mi dway. With respect to the most likely threat -- the Soviet Union --
it wil l  also be much more capable than any carrier projected to be bui lt



outside the Un i ted States. The CVV will have improved aviation char-
acteristics , CV/CVN habitability standards and a capability to operate
a l l  of the Navy’s current aircraft. The U.S.S. Midway cannot now
support S—3, F-li., or E—2C operations. The hangar height (7.47 meters)
permits full flexibili ty for all a ircraf t maintenance funct ions; and
elevators , catapults , and other avia tion features wi l l  be capable of
supporting all existing Navy carrier-based aircraft. This ship will be
constructed with substantial improvements in passive protection features,
particularly against cruise missiles. These features are equivalen t to
those of the advanced redesign of the U.S.S. Nlm Itz that was extensively
examined in the Navy ’s 1977-78 Assessment of Sea-Based Air Platforms.
The CVV’s norma l operating airwlng is expected to include about 60—65
modern aircraft , compared with about 90 for existing Forrestal /Nlmitz
CV/CVNs.

in proposing this CVV , we have considered the fact that
there will be a premium paid for a ship of an essentially new design.
However , when we reviewed the implications of constructing a CVN or a
CV-67 (Kennedy Class) redesigned to Incorporate passive protection
features that could permit those carriers to be equivalent in surviv-
ability to the CVV , we found that added building costs would still be
about $80-180 million . In addition , the 30-year life-cycle costs of the
redesigned CV-67 or CVN would be about $5-6 billion greater than the
life—cycle costs of the current CVV design if the full cost of add i-
tiona l aircraft and other support were to be included . We have con-
cluded therefore that the most appropriate course of action to reverse
the past trend toward more expensive ships Is to request a CVV. The CVV
provides the capabIlIty that Is needed, and Is clearly the appropriate
lower-cost carrier alternative at this time. The CV-67 and CVN would be
more capable ships than the CVV but they would also be more expensive ,
par t i cu la r l y over the long—term If the full cost of the additiona l
aircraft Is considered . The CVV gives us sufficient added capability In
the carrier force to meet mission needs. We can buy more overall Nava l
combat capability by taking those incremental dollars needed for a CV-67
or CVN and applying them toward meet ing more urgent needs in Nava l
programs such as those discussed below.

2. AEGIS Ships

We have several programs underway to improve the defenses
of carrier task forces against BACKF I RE attacks. The most important new
development Is AEGIS , an air defense system being deployed on the new
DDG-47 class of guided—missile destroyers. AEGIS , wh ich features a
phased-array radar and automated fire control systems, wi l l  enab le a
single ship to engage many enemy cru i se missiles or aircraft simultane-
ously. We are also developing a new surface-to-air missile -— the
STANDARD Mlssile-2 (SM-2) -- to take advantage of the l onger detection
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ranges and greater firepower made possible with AEGIS. When deployed in
the mid 1980s , the DDG-47s wi l l  become the linchp in of the area Ant i -Air
Warfare (AAW) defense of our major Naval task forces . The shipbuilding
program contains 10 DDG-47s in Fl 1980—84. These ships are essential if
the fleet is to fight effectively in high threat areas.

3. Land-Based Aircraft

To reach some important shipping lanes, BACKFIRE bombers
must fly through areas where they could be detected and, perhaps, inter-
cepted by U.S. or allied land-based aircraft. One such area is the gap
between Greenland , Iceland , and the Un i ted King dom, the Soviet access
route to At lantic shipping. We have a squadron of Air Force F-i. air
defense interceptors stationed in Iceland and are deploy i ng AWACS air-
craft on a rotationa l basis in this area to provide warn i ng of BACKF I RE
raids. With such warning , interceptors both In Iceland and the Un i ted
Kingdom would be able to engage the enemy bombers. In addition, earl y
warning from the AWACS will Increase the effectiveness of F-u.s based on
carriers in the Atlantic. We are study i ng the further use of land-based
aircraft for defense of the sea lanes against air threats.

Fl 1981
Fl 1978 Fl 1979 Fl 1980 Prop ’d for
Actua l Planned Prop’d Authori—
Funding Funding Funding zation

CVV Carrier $ Millions 5.8 19.6 1 ,624.0 —

AEGIS Armed Destroyers
(DDG-i.7) $ Millions 938.6 10.2 825.4 1 ,578.1

B. Countering the Submarine Threat

While Soviet submarines may become quieter and more difficult
to detect, our Navy has mainta i ned and in some cases even widened our
technologi cal lead.

However, it is important to keep these trends in perspective.
The Soviet Submarine Fleet is large and is growing more modern while
decreasing in numbers. Most of the decrease Is related to a forecast
ret i rement of older diesel submarines with coastal defense capability.
The growth in nuclear submarine assets as well as projected retention of
hi ghly capable diesel attack submarines in their i nventory result in a
net increase in Soviet capability.

The Soviets have a large and increasingl y modern force and
they are developing new weapons and sensors to make their submarInes
more effective. All Soviet submarines carry torpedoes; some carry
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antiship cruise missiles. They have twenty years of experience with
submarine-launched cruise missiles , wh ile SSN—launched HARPOONS are just
now entering our fleet. This large, effec t ive, and well equipped sub-
marine force represents a potentially serious threat to U.S. naval
power.

The most important programs needed to keep our lead in ASW and
address significant shortfalls are listed below.

1. Surface Warship Tactical Towed Array Sonar (TACTAS)

Towed arrays are the most Important surface ship Anti-
Submarine Warfare (ASW) development in a generation . The SQR-18 system
is a long-range sensor currentl y in production for backf it in existing
ships . The first shIp to be configured with this array will be deployed
early in 1979. In Fl 1980, we have budgeted for 12 sets of SQR-18A
array/electronics for backf it in our KNOX class (FF- l052) fri gates. A
total of 46 SQR-l8 TACTAS systems will be installed in FF-1052 ships
under the present plan.

The FY 1979 Appropriations Act directs competitive
development of the SQR-i9 program. We will restructure the program
accord i ng ly.

2. Light Airborne Multipurp ose System (LAMPS) MK Iii

Our studies continue to show that the LAMPS ilK iii system
Is needed to exploit fully the long—range ASW detections that are avail-
able with the Introduction of tactica l towed array sonars. The combi-
nation of towed arrays and an extended-range LAMPS helicopter promises
to provide the fleet with a major qualitative change in surface—ship ASW
capability .

After an extensive revIew of the LAMPS MK III program
last year, the Navy l dentlf led about $1.00 million In total program
savings that can be effected without degrad i ng the combat ASW capa-
bilities of the system. Based on Congressiona l approval of the Navy’s
reprogrammi ng request for Fl 1979 R&D funds, we also anticipate that the
LAMPS IOC can still be ach i eved. We believe that these cost reduction
efforts and management improvements will provide the Navy with an
affordable and effective LAMPS ilK III system.

3. Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System (SURTASS)

SURTASS has encountered additiona l schedule slippage.
Although acoust ic performance and data relay capabil iti es have been
sat isfactory , full system testing in July/August of 1978 uncovered
si gnificant problems .

.
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Al though the Navy is confident that these problems can be
corrected, the modifications wi l l  take time. The havy plans to conduc t
further testing at sea. After a series of corrections the system will
be retested.

While the technical problems are not great, this restruc-
tured program poses potentially more serious scheduling problems. We
currentl y plan to award contracts for the two Congressionally approved
P1—1979 T-AGOS sonar ships in September 1979 because by that time signi-
ficant at—sea testing will have been completed to a degree that should
justify commitment of ship construction funds. We are requesting five
addItional ships in the Fl 1980 budget to maintain an unbroken con-
struction schedule. Since mission equ ipment will be installed after
ship delivery and the shi p construction lead time is two and a half
years, the first ship will be delivered at the same time as the fully
tested and approved mission electronics equipment.

We plan to review the results of the Navy ’s at-sea testing
prior to approv i ng the award of the first ship construction contract.

4. Patrol Alrcra~t

Analyses continue to suggest that prior to and during a
major conflict with the Soviets, our land—based patrol aircraft (P—3),
would make the largest contribution to our anti—submarine warfare
efforts.

Our plans to continue production of P-3C aircraft have
not changed and we w i l l  continue to produce them at the rate of 12 per
year. Based on a review of available assets and current moderni zation
programs for existing P-3 aircraft , it was determined that some important
avionics systems must be modernized if these aIrcraft are to provide the
pr i nci pal means of performing our maritime patrol functions through the
l98Os. Accord i ngly our Fl 1980 program expands on past modern i zation
plans and initiate s a program of backfitting improved commun i cation and
non—acoustic sensors Into existing P-3s.

5. Attack Submarine Programs

Congress has authorized the construction of 33 SSN-688
Class nuclea r a ttack submar in es, eight of which have been commissioned.
These submarines have met or exceeded all performance goals to date,
and , with continued upgrad i ng of supporting combat systems, are expected
to retain their qualitative advantage over the numerically superior
Soviet submarine force. However, cons truct ion prob lems wi l l  delay the
atta i nment of a 90-SSN force level.
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Fl 1981
Fl 1978 Fl 1979 Fl 1980 Prop’d for
Actual Planned Prop ’d Author i-
Funding Fund i ng Fund i ng zatfon

SQR-18 Towed Array Sonar $ Millions 29.9 51.6 49.6 79.0
Backf it Program. SQR-l9 Towed
Arra y Sonar development and
acquisition

Modification and Acquisition $ Millions 150.6 108.8 192.i. 108.1
of Light Airborne Multi—
Purpo se System (LAMPS MK
III) and SH—2

Surveillance Towed Array $ Millions 16.1 50.9 84.0 68.7
Sensor System (SURTASS)

P-3 A ircraft continued pro- $ Millions 324.9 347.1 382.4 378.8
duction; backf it of improved
communications and sensors

SSN—688 Attack Submarine $ Millions 416.3 738.3 522.9 504.5
Program

C. Multipurp ose and Power Projection Forces

One of the very real strengths of our Navy is Its worldwide
display of American military presence and resolve. The U.S. Sixth and
Seventh Fleets in the Med i terranean and Western Pacific demonstrate a
continuing commitment to Internationa l peace. These forces also stand
ready to respond to fast-mov i ng, short—warn i ng crises that require U.S.
forces at the scene of action .

To be at the scene, and to be able to project power far from
U.S. shores, requ i res large numbers of dep loyed units -- planes and
ships , includ i ng carrier—based air support and amphibious lift for the
Marines. These deployed forces require a total peacetime force several
times their number to provide backup for the turnaround time for repair ,
transit , and crew time at home.

We need numbers. That means resisting the temptation to
pursue the last , costly increment of capability at the expense of ade-
quate numbers. It means investigating surface ship, carr ier, and sub-
marine designs so as to provide capabilities that complement our existing
high-cost designs yet allow unit costs low enough to permit large con-
struction quantities. it means imag i native , of ten courageous decisions
to use new technology or new tact ics to reverse the trend toward fewer ,
more expensive (albeit more capable) ships and aircraft.

I
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The carrier Issue has already been discussed . DoD is actively
studying new design destroyer and submarine opt ions. Meanwhile several
near-term authorization programs will provide the numbers and capa-
bi lities required in the 1980s.

1. Surface Combatants

Surface Combatant force l evels are expected to Increase
until the mid-to-late l 980s because of the procurement of the DD-963
and the FFG—7 class warships. However, barring fur ther serv ice life
extensions, projected block ret i rements of older classes in the l98Os
an~ l990s will require continued new ship construction through the
1980s. Otherw i se force l evels will start to decline significan tly by
the early 1990s. The DD-931/945 and the DDG-31 classes are planned
for retirement during the mid—1980s; the DDG-37 class will be retired
during the late 1980s; the DDG-2, FF-1O4O/1052 and CG-16/26 classes
will reach the end of their expected serv i ce lifes In the 1990s. A mix
of both highly capable , more expensive ships (DDG-47) and moderately
capable, less expensive surface combatants (FFG-7) is being requested to
replace these sh ip s. A DDX , which is capable of supporting a carrier
battle group , is planned to augment the DDG—47. Options intended to
yield more affordable surface combat.~nts to lessen future decreases In
force l evels are also bei ng explored .

a. USS Oliver Hazard Perry Class Guided Missile
Frigate TFFG-7J

Authorization of funding for an additiona l six FFG-7s
is requested in Fl 1980. This program is designed to offset some of the
existing numerical deficiencies in surface combatants required for sea
lane defense as well as other operations in ocean areas where the threat
is less concentrated.

b. DDG-2 Guided Missile Destroyer Modernization

Ten of the newer DDG—2 class guided missile destroyers
will be modern i zed in the next four years, w ith the firs t moderniza ti on
scheduled in Fl 1980. This upgrade will provide the HARPOON surface-to-
surface anti-ship missIle , three new radars, and improved communications ,
air target tracking and gunfire control systems. It will also provide
many hull , mechan i cal , and electrica l Improvements needed to extend
service life from 30 to 35 years. Current plans are to not modernize
the remainIng 13 ships In the class but instead to phase them out at the
end of their norma l service life. This decision will be reexamined in
subsequent years as future options for shipboard SAM Improvements are
developed for possible use on DDG-2s or FFG-7s. In the Interim , add i-
tional emphasis is bei ng placed on procurement of new ships of the FFG—7
class.
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2. Amphibious Lift Capabili ty

a. Amphibious ships provide the capability to embark,
transport, and land U.S. Marine forces. This amphibious force is a key
element of U.S. naval power projection capabilit ies .

The current program objective for amphibious ships
is the capability to lift the Assault Echelon (AE) of 1.15 Marine
Amphibious Forces (MAF). A typ i cally configured MAF consists of a
Marine division , air wing , headquarters element and supporting logistics
forces.

This amphibious force provides the capability to
conduct a MAF size assault after shifting ships from one ocean to the
other. in peacetime, the amphibious force will provide the capability
to keep up to four Marine Amphibious Units (MAU, an infantry battalion/
aircraft squadron size airground task force) deployed at sea in forward
areas.

The Un i ted States will have 65 active and three
Naval Reserve Force (NRF) amphibious shi ps at the end Fl 1979. The end
Fl 1979 force will inc l ude four newly constructed Amphibious Assault
Ships (LHAs) with the fina l LHA to be delivered in Fl 1980.

Last year we ind i cated that we intended to start in
Fl 1981 the procurement of a new class of amphibious ship, the Land i ng
Ship Dock (LSD—41). We have not included the LSD-41 In this year’s
program and wi l l not until we assess changes In future amphibious lift
requ i rements due to the possible introduction of new, more capable units
such as the air cushioned l and i ng craft, the LCM—9 land i ng craft, and
the amphibious tracked vehicle.

b. Assault Craft

At present , the surface portion of the ship-to-shore
movement in an amphibious assault is conducted by land i ng craft and
amphibious tractors that use World War II technology. These land i ng
craft and amphibious vehicles are limited to speeds of about eight knots
which makes them quite vu l nerable and limits them to favorable beach and
tide conditions. We are continuing to develop the most cost/effective
design for a Land i ng Craft, Air Cushion (LCAC) capable of delivering
troops and cargo from ship to shore and inland from the shore line. In
addition to the advantages of high speed the LCAC will have assault
capabilities over about four times the number of beaches now suitable
for conventiona l craft. Two advanced development prototypes have been
constructed under the Amphibious Assault Land i ng Craft Program. After
test and eval uation , the LCAC procurement program is planned to start in
Fl 1982.
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Fl 1981
Fl 1978 Fl 1979 Fl 1980 Prop ’d for
Actual Planned Prop’d Authorl-
Fund i ng Funding Funding zation

USS Oliver Hazard Perry $ Millions 1 ,203.6 1 ,710.6 1 ,261.5 1 ,486.1
Class Guided Missile Frigate
(FFG-7) Procurement

DDG—2 Gu i ded Missile $ Millions 102.4 132.0 225.8 577.9
De troyer Moderni zation

Assault Craft — Land Craft , $ Millions ‘1.5 1.5 5.8 5.9
Air Cushion (LCAC)

D. Correcting the Mine Warfare imbalance

The Soviet mine threat Is increasing while our capability to
counter the threat Is decreasIng. The Soviets continue to extend their
mine capability, and they have an enormous inventory of widely varied
mine types. We must ensure that we have mine warfare capabilities
sufficient to meet this threat.

I. Mine Countermeasure (P1CM) Ships

The three active Ocean Pllnesweepers (MSO) and the 22
MSOs’ in the Nava l Reserve force are reaching the end of their service
lives. The MSO capabilities in shallow water are be i ng assumed by the
airborne MCM helicopter through development of helicopter minehunting
and minesweeping equipment. The MSO deep water P1CM capabilities are
limited. The new P1CM ship will more effectively, and to a greater water
depth, counter the Soviet deep water mine threat. MCM shipbuildIng
plans have been delayed for a year while mine hunting hardware is
developed and ship design is modified .

2. Mines

Mines are cost/effective sea control weapons used to
close ports, to form barriers at geographic choke points , and to attrite
or deter transiting surface ships or submarines. The mining of Hai phong
demonstrated their deterrent effect. Four mine programs support this
capability:

a. CAPTOR -- a deepwater ASW mine able to detect,
classify , and launch a MK-i.6 Torpedo at a transitIng submerged sub-
marine.

b. QUICKSTRIKE -- a backf it program to convert exist-
ing bombs to mines and to develop a new 2,000 lb (909 kg.) mine .



_ _ _  -

c. Intermediate Water Depth (IWD) Mine -— for use
against submarines and surface ships in water depths between the effec-
tive depths of CAPTOR and QUICKSTRIKE.

d. Submarine—Launched Mobile Mine (SLMM) -— a self—
propelled , submarine-launched mIne that will permit covert mining of
waters inaccessible to other delivery vehicles.

P1 )981
Fl 1978 Fl 1979 Fl 1980 Prop’d for
Actual Planned Prop’d Authori-
Funding Fund ing Fundiflg zatlon

Mine Countermeasure (P1CM) $ Millions 3.5 4.7 5.8 140.7
Ship

CAPTOR Deep-Water ASW Mine $ Millions 77.6 17.7 64.4 155.3

QUICKSTR IKE Mine $ Millions 8.5 11.0 14.9 5.1

Intermediate Water Depth $ Millions 2.4 13.7 3.0 22.4
Mine (IWD)

Submarine—Launched Mobile $ Millions .4 - - -
Mine (SIMM ) (Included
above In QU1CKSTRIKE) $ MillIons (2.5) (4.3) (3.8) (2.2)

E. improv i ng Fleet Readiness

The Navy has made good progress in Its combat read i ness In
recent years. Read i ness, however, requires daily attention and manage-
ment. Several problems remain.

1. Measurement

The Navy, like all the Services , has been trying hard to
define and measure readiness precisel y enough to allow meaningful trends
to become visible , and to relate resources to resultant readiness. Many
differing programs are under review and efforts are continu i ng in this
area. The Navy has adopted a working definition of readiness and a
measurement system which has enabled ana lysts to better Identif y readi-
ness problems .

2. Personnel Read i ness

The Navy continues to suffer from a persistent shortage
of critically-skilled non-commissioned officers at the middle grade
level. This problem is made worse by the delivery to the fleet of
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increasingly sophisticated ships, aircraft and equipment. The problem
feeds on Itself. Skilled petty officers, already In short supply, have
to spend longer hours maintaining their equipment. They do not have the
time to train their subord i nates, or to be with their families . The
demand for their talent at sea has resulted in a critica l shortage of
their skills ashor. at intermedIate maintenance facilities . These
pressures in turn intensify retention problems.

The biggest sing le problem is second-term retention. A
highly qualified technician with eight years experience on sophisticated
equipment is sought by industry at much higher pay than he receives in
the Navy. Significant effort is underway to attract him to a full
career of 20 or more years. The Navy reenlists one of every two of
these sailors. The Chief of Nava l Operations ’ goal is to keep three of
every four.

3. Train ing Read iness

The contribution of training to the read iness of the Navy
is one of the most difficult to measure. it is now measured with some
realism only during combat exerci ses. Some of the surrogates for
training read i ness which are traditionally used are ship steaming days
and aircraft fl y ing hours.

For Fl 1980 the steamIng days per quarter programmed and
“- desired are:

Fleet Programmed Desi red

2 31 39
6* 42 50
3 27 31.5
7* 45 54

Total Average \ 36.3 43.6

* Forward—Deployed Fleets

These programed levels , whil e only 83 percent of the
(rather arbitrary) desired l~vel , are si gn i f icantly improved over pre-
Fl 1978 levels.
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Aircraft Flying Hours are one way to estimate the tra i n—
1mg component of an aircraft squadron’s readiness. This year’s budget
prov ides the following hours, expressed in terms of percent of what is
judged to be full read iness to support the aircraft’s primary combat
mission , otherwIse known as “pr imary mission readiness” (PMR):

Percent PMR

Actual Fl ying Hours 85.1

Simulator Time 3.le

TOTAL Programmed 88.5

Th i s 88 percent PMR represents an acceptable level of
readiness to support peacetime Fleet needs.

The budget also continues last year ’s initiative s to
expand officer and enlisted steam propulsion training and forma l school-
ing to deal with other new and existing systems.

4. MaterIel Read i ness

Past efforts to reduce the chronic backlogs of shipoverhauls , equipment repair , and spare parts shortages are being con-
tInued . Chapter Il of this report discusses these efforts in detail.
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Table 4-2

Fl 1980 Shipbuilding Program!~

P180-84
5 year

Fl 80 Fl 8l Fl 82 Fl 83 Fl 84 Total

TR IDENT (Bal l is tic
Missile Submarine) 1 1 1 1 2 6

SSN 688 (Attack Sub-
marine) 1 1 1 1 1 5

CV (Aircraft Carrier)
(sLEP) 2/ 0 1 0 1 0 2

CVV (V/STOI Carrier) 1 0 0 0 0

DDG—47 (Guided Missile
Destroyer AEGIS) 1 2 2 3 2 10

DDG—2 (Moderni zation) 1 3 3 3 0 10

DDX 0 0 0 0 1 1

FFG—7 (Guided Missile
Frigate) 6 6 6 4 3 25

MCM (Mine Counter-
Measures Ships) 0 1 0 2 2 5

T-AO (Oiler) 0 1 1 1 1 I.

T-AGOS (Sonar Ship) 5 5 0 0 0 10

T-AK (Cargo Ship Con-
version) 0 1 0 0 0

Total Hew Ships 15 17 11 12 12 67

Total Modernization 1 5 3 4 0 13

!~~ 
In compliance with Public Law 95—485, the President is submitting
separate correspondence to Congress on the Fl 1980 shIpbuilding
program.

2/ SLEP — Service life Extension Program.
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Table 4-3

Acquisi tion Costs of Major Naval Forces Modernization
and i~~rov.ment Programs If(Dollars in M Illions)

P1 1981
Fl 1978 Fl 1979 Fl 1980 Prop’d for
Actual Planned Prop ’d Authori-
Funding Funding Funding zation

A i rcraf t CarrIers

Acquisition of CIV Carrier $ Millions 5.8 19.6 1,624.0 —

V/STOL Development $ Millions 18.3 7.2 16.8 47.6

Surface Combatants

Development and Procurement $ M illion s 938.6 10.2 825.4 1 ,578.1
of AEGIS-Armed Destroyers
(riDG-47)

Acquisition of Gu ided $ Millions 1 ,203.6 1 ,710.6 1 ,261.5 1 ,486.1
Missile Frigates (FFG—7)

Modernization of DDG—2 $ MillIo ns 102.4 132.0 225.8 577.9
Class Destroyers

Study and Development of $ MillIons 43.9 80.0 — -
Advanced Nava l Vehicles
(Includes Surface Effect
Ship SES) and Advanced
HydrofoIl Programs

Anti—Shi p Weapons

Acquisition of HARPOON $ M illion s 135.6 139.0 154.7 166.0
Anti—shi p missile

Development of TOMAHAWK $ M Illion s 208.5 152.1 107.2 119.9
anti-ship miss ile

Development of Gu ided Gun $ Millions 10.2 14.8 22.3 13.3
Minun It Ion

1/ This table includes the cost of RDT&E , procurement of the system and
in i t i a l spares, and directly related mIlitary construction.
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P1 198 1
Fl ‘1978 Fl 1979 Fl 1980 Proptd for
Actual Planned Prop ’d Authorl-
Funding Funding Funding zation

Fleet Air Defense

Continued development of $ Mil lion s 28.5 25.4 8.3 12.0
AEGIS Ship Air Defense System

Procurement of STANDARD $ MIllions 162.8 194.3 241.7 275.4
M i ssil es

Procurement of PHALANX Close— $ MIllions 81.8 86.3 135.3 136.3
in Weapons System (CIWS)

Procurement of Electronic $ Millions 51.1 57.9 52.0 —
Warfare Systems (AN/SIQ—32)

ASW Aircraft

ContInued procurement of $ Mil lion s 324.9 347.1 382.4 378.8
P—3C Patrol Aircraft (includ-
ing HARPOON backf its)

ModIfication of SH-3 $ Millions 66.7 53.6 14.3 .5
Helicopter

Modification and acquisition $ Millions 150.6 108.8 192.4 108.1
of Light Airborne Multi-
Purpose System (LAMPS P1K
iii) and SH—2

AcquisitIon of Sonobuoys $ MillIons 89.2 107.1 108.9 -

Mobile Logistic Support
Force Ships

Procurement of Underway $ Mil lIons 264.7 - - 196.0
Replen i sbment Ships

Procurement of Fleet Sup— $ MIllion s 83.7 547.8 20.5 13.5
port Ships

Weapons Systems Modern ization

SQR-18 Towed Array Sonar $ MIllions 29.9 51.6 49.6 79.0
Backfi t Program, SQR—l9
Towed Array Sonar develop-
ment and acquisition
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Fl 1981
Fl 1978 Fl 1979 Fl 1980 Prop ’d for
Actual Planned Prop’d Authori-
Funding Funding Funding zatlon

Weapons Systems Modernization
(con ’t)

Acquisition of MK-46 ASW $ Million s — 74.8 64.2 116.4
Torpedoes

Acquisition of MK—48 $ Million s 162.6 113.3 47.4 38.8
Torpedoes

Undersea Surveillance Systems

Development of SOSUS and $ Millions 144.8 201.3 260.3 128.3
improved SOSUS; development
and procurement of SURTASS

Attack Submarines

Procurement of SSN—688 Class $ Million s 416.3 738.3 522.9 504.5
Nuclear Attack Submarines

Amphibious LIft

Development of Air Cushioned $ MIllions 1.5 1.5 5.~.. 5.9
land 1mg Craft j /

Mines and Mine Countermeasures

Development and acquisition $ Million s 3.5 4.7 5.8 140.7
of Mine Countermeasures
Ship (P1CM)

Acquisition of CAPTOR ASW $ Millions 77.6 17.7 64.4 155.3
Mines

Development of QUICKSTRIKE $ Million s 8.5 11.0 14.9 5.1
Mines

Development of IWD Mines $ Millions 2.4 13.7 3.0 22.4

Development and procurement $ Mi llions .4
of Submarine-Launched Mobile (2.5) (4.3) (3.8) (2.2)
MIne (SLMM ) 2/

1/ includes Assault Landing Craft Program
!/ Figures in parentheses Included in QUICKSTRIKE Mine Totals.
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CHAPTER 5

TACT ICAL AIR FORCES

I. PROGRAM BASIS

The missions of tactical aviation include controlling friendly
airspace, and supporting land and sea forces in the execution of their
missions. The ability of tactica l air forces to counter attacks vary ing
widely in location and Intensity provides a major element of flexibility
in our general purpose force capabilities .

A. Force Structure

Our tactica l air forces wh i ch Include Air Force, Navy, and
Marine Corps aircraft consist of the following assets:

I. U.S. Air Force

Air Force fighter/attack units are organized Into wings
nominall y consisting of 72 aircraft. Fighter/attack squadrons are
generally equipped with 18 or 24 aircraft , while aircraft which perform
support ing functions are formed into squadrons of 12—24 aircraft.

a. Active U.S. Air Force Structure

End-Fl 1979 End-Fl 1980

Fighter/Attack Wings

Total 26 26

A—7 1 1
A-b 2 2
F—4 14 13
F—l5 5 5
F—l6 --
F- lll 4 4

1/ While there are 26 active fighter/attack wings currently organized ,
they are underequipped . By Fl 1981, all 26 wings wil l  have full
aircraft complements. 
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a. Active U.S. Air Force Structure (continued)

End-Fl 1979 End—Fl 1980

Electronic Warfare
(EF—ill) Squadrons 0 0

Airborne Early Warning
(E-3A) Squadrons 3 3

Reconnaissance Squadrons

RF-4 7 6

Tactical Air- Control
Squadrons 11 11

Special Operations
Force Squadrons 5 5

b. End-Fl 1979 Deployment of Active Forces

Europe

8 Fighter/Attack Wings includ Ing : 2 RF-4 Reconnaissance
Squadrons

4 A-b Squadrons
11 F—4 Squadrons 2 Tactica l Air Support (oV-1O)
4 F-l5 Squadrons Squadrons
7 F-Ill Squadrons 1 Special Operations Force

Squadron

Pacific

3 FIghter/Attack Wings inc l ud i ng: 1 RF-4 Reconnaissance
Squadron

9 F—li Squadrons 1 Special Operations Force
1 F—15 Squadron Squadron

United States

CONUS Units “dual—based” for rapid deployment to Europe

2 F-liE Squadrons
3 RF-4 Squadrons
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CONUS Uni ts which provide crisis augmentation to Alaskan Air
Command

3 F-k Squadrons

Remaining Units in the United States

15 Fighter/Attack Wings including : 3 E-3A Airborne Early
Warning Squadrons I -

3 A—7 Squadrons
3 A— 1O Squadrons 1 RF—4 Reconnaissance
16 F-li Squadrons Squadron
8 F—15 Squadrons
5 F-lu Squadrons 7 TactIcal Air Control
1 F_1O5G Squadron Squadrons

3 Special Operations
Force Squadrons

c. Air Force Reserve and Air National Guard (all units
stationed In Un i ted States)

End-Fl 1979 End-Fl 1980

Fighter/Attack Wing
Equivalents

Total lO~ 11

A-7 4 .
A-b 0 1
A—37 2 1
F—k 3 3
F—lOS 2 2

Electronic Countermeasures
(EC—130) Squadrons 1

Reconnaissance (RF-4)
Squadrons 8 8

Tactica l Air Control
Squadrons 6 6

Special Operations
Force Squadrons 2 2
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2. Department of the Navy Force Structure

Unl i ke A i r Force uni ts which consis t of one type of
aircraft , Navy and Marine air wings are task—organized with many types
of ai rcraft to perform a specIfIc missIon . This structure permits an
aircraft carrier to optimize the embarked air wing for a given mission.

a. U.S. Navy Force Structure

The number of active carr ier ai r wings i n the force
will remain at 12 throughout the five-year period . A typical carrier
air wing consists of the following distribution :

Number of Number of
Function Aircraft Type Squadrons Aircraft

Fighter F—li, F— bk , F-18 2 24
Light Attack A-7, A-lB 2 24
Medium Attack A-6 1 ‘10
Tanker KA-6D 1 4
ASW (Fixed-Wing) S-3A 1 10
ASW (Helicopter ) SH-3H 1 6
Electronic Warfare EA-6B 1 4
A i rborne Early Warn i ng (-2 1 4
Reconnaissance RA-5, RF-8 1 3

89

During the five—yea r period , the F/A—18 will enter
the force replacing F-ks and A-7s. The two reserve carrier air wings
are organized similarl y to the active wings but consist of older aircraft
and lack some support aircraft.

b. Current Deployment of Navy Tactical Air Forces

Active carrier air wings are deployed by embarking
aboard aircraft carriers that are normally deployed as follows:

2 Carriers in Med i terranean (6th Fleet)
2 Carriers in Western Pacific (7th Fleet)
4 Carri ers in Western Atlantic or on U.S. Atlantic Coast

(2nd Fleet)
4 Carriers In Eastern Pacific or on U.S. Pacific Coast (3rd
Fleet)

The reserve carr ier a ir wings are maintained at
bases In the Un i ted States.
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c. U.S. Marine Corps Tactical Air Force Structure

U.S. Marine Corps tactical air forces are organized
In to three active and one reserve aircraft wings that provide task
organ i zed aviation elements for Marine air-ground task forces. A
notional active Marine Air Wing consists of:

Number of Number of
Function Aircraft Type Squadrons Aircraft

Fighter F—4, F—18 4 48
Light Attack A-i., AV-8, A-18 2—3 46
Medium Attack A-6 1-2 17
Tanker/Transport KC— 130 1 12
Electronic Warfare EA-6 1 5
Reconnaissance RF-4 1 7
Observation OV-lO 1 12
Attack Helicopters AH-l 1 24
Transport S Utility CH—53, CH—46,

Helicopters UH-1 --
TOTAL 12-14 297

Durin g the five-year period F-18s and A-18s will be
introduced into active fighter and light attack squadrons respectively.

The Reserve Marine Air Wing consists of:

24 F—i. Fighter Aircraft
72 A-i. Li ght Attack Aircraft
6 KC—130 Tanker Aircraft
15 OV-1O Observation Aircraft
86 Helicopters (UH-l , CH-46, CH-53)

d. Deployment of Marine Corps Tactical Air Forces

One Marine Aircraft Wing is located in Okinawa and
Japan in support of the 3rd MarIne Amphibious Force located there. in
addi t ion, a Marine Air Group is stationed in Hawaii to support the
Marine brigade located there. The remaining t~~ active and the onereserve wings are stationed in the continenta l Un i ted States.
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_ H
B. Major Needs

Our most demanding concern is the adequacy of our tactical air
forces in a NATO/Warsaw Pact conflict. Accordingly, the extensive
tactical air force modernization and improvement program which the Pact,
primarily the Soviet Union , has underway impacts heavily on our five-
year program. As is the case with our other conventional force programs,
tactical air initiatives which improve our NATO war capabilities also
enhance our worldwide posture.

Our FY 1980-84 Defense program for tactical aviation is
directed toward maintenance of a capability equal to, or better than,
that possessed by the Warsaw Pact. Our projections show that NATO will
sustain Its present equality In numbers of land—based tactical aircraft
oriented toward the European theater into the mid-1980s. Further, NATO
now and In the future is estimated to have an advantage In these l and—
based tactical aircraft oriented towards Europe when operational avail—
abi lity for combat is measured. The aggressive Warsaw Pact moderni-
zat ion program imp lies, however, that we must not be overly optimistic.
Pact deliveries of new production aircraft to combat units have been
sli ghtly higher than NATO’s. In addition , significan t effort Is being
devoted to development of a Pact air-to-ground capability, an area that
previously received little attention. Despite these technological
improvements by the Pact, we continue to believe that our F-15 and F-16
aircraft (as well as the Navy’s F-18) will be capable of defeating such
new aircraft beyond the mid- 1980s.

U.S. air forces are the most capable elements of NATO’s
tactical air force, and are therefore the key to maintenance of equality
wi th the Pact. The FY 1980-84 Defense Program will continue to improve
the quality and quantity of the U.S. forces by:

1. Equipage of the active Air Force to a full 26 Fighter/
Attack Wing structure.

2. ModernIzation of the active and reserve components of the
A ir Force.

3. Modern ization of the active and reserve components of
Navy and Marine Corps tactical aviation.

J 4. Increased readiness and training.

5. Increased capQbll ity in the areas of Electronic Warfare
and Counter—C’.

6. Improved target acquisition capabilities .
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~I. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The five-year program places major emphasis on the initiatives
cited above. We have attempted in our aircraft procurement programs
to maximize force cost/effectiveness utilizing a mix of high and low
cost aircraft each possessing good mission performance characteristics.

A. Expansion of the Active Air Force to 26 Fully-Equipped
flghter [Attack Wings

This effort will continue in FY 1980 and is expected to be
completed In FY 1981. The 26 wing force will be able to place sign i-
ficantly more aircraft on-line in Europe by 11+7 than our current
posture. Since the Air Force is simultaneously undergoing a major
modern ization, the procurement programs relating to the force expansion
are discussed below.

B. Modernization of the Active and Reserve Components of the Air
Force

The last full-scale modernization of U.S. tactica l air forces
took place in the l 960s when F—4, A-7, and F-105 aircraft were intro-
duced. Since that time , the costs of modern aircraft have Increased in
real terms, by a fac tor of four , wh i le the real program fundi ng of our
recent defense budgets is comparable to those of the early 1960s. This
disproportionate Increase has placed a downward pressure on year-by-year
procurement quantities , thereby slowing modern i zation and further
increasing weapon system unit costs. A realization of that relationship
was, In part, responsible for the li ghtweight fighter development of the
early l 970s and contributed to the decision to procure a specialized
close air support aircraft , the A-JO. Procurement of lower cost alter-
natives such as the A-b and F 1 6 allow our force modern i zation to
proceed at an acceptable pace through the five-year period . The pro-
gress of this program Is demonstrated In the force structure table at
the beginn i ng of this chapter and the charts below:
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Our modernization program, through procurement of the F-1~ andE—3A aircraft, will improve our capability to maintain air superiority.
The multi-mission F-16, an example of a low-cost but capable system,
will enhance both our ground attack and air—to-air combat capabilities.
The addition of the A-1O with Its Integral 3onmi anti-tank cannon will
dramaticall y increase the ability of the Air Force to support the ground
campaign.

The E-3A, Airborne Warn ing and Control system (AWACS) aircraft
is designed to detect enemy planes at all altitudes and in a Jamaing
env i ronment. AWACS can be employed in both strategic defense and
tactica l support roles. The first operational employment of the E-3A --
air defense and surveillance of the Greenland, Iceland , Un i ted Kingdom
(GIUK) gap -- began In October, 1978. By the end of 1978, 14 E-3As were
operational. The program to prov i de AWACS aircraft for NATO Is dis-
cussed in Chapter 7.

In order to upgrade the capability of our reserve forces, we
Intend to introduce new production A-b and F—l6 aircraft directly into
some Air Force Reserve and Air National Guard Units.

The details of the modernization program are as follows:

FY 1981
FT 1978 FT 1979 FY 1980 Prop’d for
Actual Planned Prop’d Authori-
Funding Funding Funding zation

F- 16

Designed as an air super- Development:
iority fighter , this air— $ Millions 169.1 107.9 26.8 41.3
craft wil l complement the
more sophisticated F—1 5 Procurement:
and double as an attack Quantity 105 145 175 180

• aircraft. $ M i l l ions  1 ,486.8 1 ,471.0 1 ,671.8 1 ,791.5

Designed as the USAF’ s all- Development:
weather air superiority $ MillIon s 62.7 10.0 .5 9.0
fighter, the aircraft is
capable of operating well Procurement:
into enemy airspace. Pro- Quantity 97 78 60 60
gram costs for procurement $ M i llIons 1 ,588.3 1 ,433.2 989.0 1 ,051.6
and modifications remain a
major concern.
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FY 1981
FT 1978 FT 1979 FY 1980 Prop’d for
Actual P lanned Prop’d Authorl-
Funding Funding Fund ing zation

A-l0

OptimIzed for the close air Development:
support mission , the air— $ Millions 17.6 18.0 17.8 13.5craft constitutes the USAF’s
primary contribution to the Procurement:
anti-armo r mission . The Quantity 144 144 144 106planned buy of 733 is to be $ MI llions 823.6 822.6 886.1 587.3completed in FT 1981.

E-3A (AWACS)

The system was developed to Development:
overcome the limitations of $ Millions 99.9 58.6 74.2 63.6ground-based radar systems
and to provide Improved sur— Procurement:
veillance , warn i ng and cam— Quantity 3 3 3 3mend and control capab ili— $ Millions 267.7 242.8 332.7 317.0ties in support of tactical
and theater-level operations.

Aircraft Modifications

This account funds modifi- Modifications:
cations and procurement to $ Million s 652.5 987.8 1 ,575.1 2,045.8
enhance the capabil ity of
Inventory aircraft and, In
some cases, to correct
problems identified during
operational use.

AIM-7F/M Sparrow

An all-weather air-to-air Procurement:
guided missi le designed for Quantity 1 ,300 1 ,500 1 ,320 960greater relia bility, ECM $ Millions 112.8 i27.l 144.6 104.2
resistance, and shoot—down
capability.
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FT 1981
FT 1978 FT 1979 FT 1980 Prop’d for
Actual Planned Prop’d Authori—
Funding Fundiflg Funding zat lon

AIM-9L Sidewinder

An infrared guided air-to- Procurement:
air nlsslle used In clear Quantity 2,300 2,500 2,050 800
weather. This model will $ Millions 104.0 98.3 86.9 39.8
have improved fuzing and
resistance to countermeasures
and an all-aspect Intercept
capability.

h R  MAVERICK Anti—Armor
Air-to-Ground Missile

An updated version of the Development:
electro—optica l (TV) $ Millions - 38.9 50.5 34.9
MAVERICK which homes on
infrared energy. Procurement:

Quantity - - - 49.0
$ Millions — — — 149.0

AMRAM

A new all-weather air—to— Development:
air missile under develop— $ Millions 31.9 36.7 51e.7 44.8
ment. This system is
desi gned to be a high
speed, relativel y smell.
launch-and-leave missile.
Funding includes Navy and
Air Force programs.

C. Modernization of the Active and Reserve Components of Navy
and Marine Corps Tactical Aviation

The modernization of Navy/Marine Corps tactical air forces
will be accelerated during the five-year period by the introduction of
the moderately-priced F/A-18 aircraft. The F/A-18 program will reduce
the number of types of aircraft In carrier and Marine aircraft wings by
using a coninon system for the fighter and lig ht attack missions, resulting
in reduced operating and support costs. When this program is completed,
all 21. Navy light attack and all 12 Marine fighter squadrons will be
equipped with this aircraft. in addition , we plan to modernize six Navy
fIghter squadrons with F-lSs and are programing this aircraft to event-
ually replace AV-8As and A-4Ms in Marine light attack squadrons.
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Studies and eng ineering eval uations conducted over the last
year indicate that considerable technological progress must be made
before carrI er—based V/STOL aircraft become a serIous alternative to
today’s conventional aircraft. Accordingly, we have restructured the
V/STOL RDTSE program to proceed at a more moderate pace than conceived
earl i er, and have shifted emphasIs to development of the “Type B”
fighter/attack aircraft.

The Navy is continuing the Sea Based Air Master Study plan
effo rt, which will be completed later this year. These studies examine
the cost and eff ect iveness of al terna t ive a i rcraf t to meet the Navy ’s
needs in the 1990s and beyond. Systems under review are Conventional
Takeoff and Land i ng (CTOL), Short Takeoff and Landing (STOL), Short
Takeoff , Vertical Landing (STOVL) and the V/STOL concept. Industry is
participating heavily in these study efforts.

In the l i ght of expected l imi tat ions on fun d in g for procure-
ment of Marine and Navy aircraft ,In the 198Os, and the need to purchase
lar ger numbers of such ai rcraf t, we have decided to termi nate fund i ng
for AV-8B research and development. While this aircraft does appear to
have some potential for Marine Corps close air support missions , it
appears that its measurable advantages over ~ conventiona l aircraft,
such as the dual—mission F/A—18, may be minima l . In any event, there
are advantages In concentrating on fewer types of aircraft.

The details of our modernization program are as follows:
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FT 1981
FT 1978 FT 1979 FT 1980 Prop’d for
Actual Planned Prop ’d Author i—
Funding Fund ing Funding zation

This aircraft , designed for Procurement:
the maritime air superiority Quantity 44 36 24 24
mission , Is equ i pped with $ Million s 822.4 866.9 638.4 712.0
the PHOENIX missIle system.
A program to upgrade the
TF-30 engine is under con-
sideration.

Developed as a iower-cost Development:
complement to the F—14 for $ Millions 625.1 498.6 310.8 111.5
the Navy and as a fighter
and attack aircraft for the Procurement:
Navy and Marine Corps. Quantity - 9 15 48

$ Millions 34.2 539.4 726.8 1 ,340.0

ProvIdes early warnIng and Procurement:
coninand and control coin- Quantity 6 6 6 6
mun ications to Navy and $ Milli ons 196.5 205.6 203.9 194.2
Mar ine forces.
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FY 1981
FT 1978 FT 1979 FT 1980 Prop’d for
Actual Planned Prop’d Authorl-
Funding Funding Funding zatlon

AIM 7E/F

An all—weather air—to—air Procurement:
guided missile. The “E” Quantity 425 410 240 740
model is beIng replaced by $ Milli ons 65.6 59.7 66.1 107.9
the improved “P’ version
which is a more reliable
and better performing system.

AIM-9H/L

An infrared guided air-to— Procurement:
air missile used for clear Quantity 600 650 320 320
weather attacks. The “H” $ Millions 40.4 34.6 23.5 24.1
model Is being replaced by
the “ L” version whIch has
an all-aspect intercept
capability.

PHOENIX

A long—range all—weather Procurement:
air-to—air missile used Quantity 210 210 180 180
exclusivel y by the F-lie. $ Mil lions 88.2 92.2 111.9 130.8
PHOENIX was desi gned to give
the F—l ie a multiple engage-
ment capability against
bomber type targets.

HARM

A hi gh-speed anti-radiation Development:
missile u~2th greater range $ Millions 29.7 43.4 43.8 29.4
than the SHRIKE missile.
Funding ncludes Navy and Procurement:
Air Force programs. Quantity - - 80 212

$ Million s - - 57.9 94.2

I
I
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0. Maintaining a High State of Readiness and Training

Readiness is a primary concern among our tactical air forces
today. it Is achieved through acquisition of new and more reliable
equi pment, the modification and update of old equipment , and probably
most important, realist ic and frequent training of air crews , unit
staffs and support personnel. A thorough and complete discussion of
the many programs underway is beyond the scope of this report; a few
examples, however, serve to Illuminate the scope of the efforts.

The Air Force is in the process of absorbing five new weapon
systems into its act ive and reserve unI ts. Readiness is being main-
tained during this transition by a plan under which the life of a
unit ’s old aircraft is extended slightly to allow accelerated training
in the new system at a centralized training base. This program results
in virtually no active duty down—time In the squadron or wing undergoing
transit ion.

The RED FLAG opera tion at Nel l i s  AFB has received wi de pub l i c i ty
during the past year. At Nellis , active and reserve squadrons are
subjected as a unit to very realistic , combat—like trainIng . Debrief ings
with “aggressor” squad ron f l i ght crews and feedback from moni tored
ground air defense equipment allow the student aircrews to learn and
correct their mistakes under training rather than combat conditions.
The success of RED FLAG has generated several other “Flag” operations.
The latest is the CHECKERED FLAG operation designed to increase the
wartime read iness of U.S. and host nation forces by exercising joint
operations from col located operating bases.

The Navy also maIntains Air Combat Maneuvering Ranges at
Mirama r, California and Oceana , Virg ini a. These fully Instrumented
ranges allow aircrew s to experience exposure to enemy defenses in a
peacetime environment and, like the opportun ity provided at RED FLAG, to
review and adapt tactics , thereby increasing proficiency in peacetime.

Air—to—air missile firings by operational crews remain a
problem. At present , for example, only half the operational Navy fighter
crews, and no attack aircraft crews, fire a single missile as often as
once per year. This is an unfortunate by—product of the contInued cost
growth in the more sophisticated weapon systems currently fielded and
under deve lopment.

E. Increasing Electronic Warfare and Counter—C3 Capabilities

Confusion of enemy defenses and disruption of their conmiand ,
cont rol, and coninunications systems can have a decisive effect on the
outcome of an air campaign. The following programs are designed to
increase our ability to Jam enemy radars, control sys tems, and comunl-
cat ions.
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FT 1981
FT 1978 FT 1979 FT 1980 Prop’d for
Actual P!anned Prop’d Authori-
Fundlng Fund i ng Fund ing zation

EF— ll lA

This program modifies Air Modifications:
Force F-llls currently used Quantity - 6 1 20
for combat crew training , $ Millions 24.1 151.3 55.0 385.0
by add i ng flexible , high-
power multipurpose jamers
for support of tactical
air operations.

EA-6B

Procurement will continue Procurement:
of this sophisticated d cc- Quantity 6 6 6 6
tronic warfare support air— $ MillIons 14 1.4 173.6 179.3 174.6
craft for the Navy and
Marine corps.

Advanced Sel f-Protection
Jamer (ASPJ)

A Joint Navy/Air Force pro- Development:
Ject to develop an integral $ M illIons 2.6 16.1 13.2 28.1
or pod-carried self-protec-
tion J aniner. The F-lie, F-16,
F— 1 8, and F/FB—ll l  aircraft
would utilize this device.

COMPASS CALL

An airborne cciimuunicat ions Development:
janining system whose main $ Million s - 11.0 11.0 -
functIon Is to reduce the
Pact’s air warfare effec- Modifications:
tiveness. Quantity - 2 8 7

$ MillIons — 19.0 51.2 45.6

F. Improving Target Acquisition , Surveillance , And Reconnaissance
Capabilities

The location and destruction of enemy air defenses and other
ground targets is of critica l importance to effective air operations as
well as to the outcome of the land battle. The following programs
Improve these capabilities :
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FT 1981
FT 1978 FT 1979 FT 1980 Prop’d for
Actual Plann ed Prop’d Authori-
Funding Funding Funding zation

Precision Location Strike
System (PLSS)

A system designed to pro- Development:
vide our forces with an all— $ Millions 31.7 86.8 24.9 —

weather stand—off precision
location and strike system
capable of attacks against
targets, including active
emitters.

T R I

The TR—l is a multi—sensor Procurement:
reconnaissance aircraft which Quantity - - 2 8
uses the U—2 airframe. This $ Millions - 10.2 44.2 218.5
system is designed to pro-
vide continuous, all-weather,
stand—off reconnaissance.
Fundir~g includes associatedground processing facilities.
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CHAPTER 6

MOBILITY FORCES

I. PROGRAM BASIS

Our mobility forces provide the means for the timely movement of
people, equipment and supplies between and within theaters for inItial
deployment from peacetime to wartime locations, for sustaining support,
and for subsequent movement in response to unpredictable shifts in the
demands of combat. Given a desired schedule for the deployment of
forces, the m o b i l i ty forces required for initial deployment can be
determined relatively easily. Likewise, g iven da i l y  consumpt ion rates,
the mobility forces required for sustaining support can be determined.
it is much more difficult to make a Judgment on how much capability to
buy for the third function -— movement in response to unpredictable
shifts in the demands of combat -— because this Involves estimating how
frequently exigent tactical situations will develop. Nevertheless, this
is an Important function of our mobility forces, and we attempt to
procure a mobility capability adequate to satisfy all three types of
demands.

Mobility programs involve airlift and seal if t forces and the prepo—
si tion ing of equipment and supplies to reduce movement requi rements.
Airlif t and seallft assets are force multipliers In that they preclude
the need to position forces and supplies in every location of potential
conflict. They also provide the flexibility necessary to respond to the
unexpected. Airlift and sealift are unique among the components of U.S.
forces in that many of the assets we depend upon are operated and
maintained by the U.S. civil sector and also Include the civil air l i f t
and sealift assets of our NATO Allies In a NATO war. During a sustained
confl ict, sealift would carry the bulk of the necessary supplies and
reinforcements. However, sealift cannot provide a sufficiently rapid
response in many scenarios; and airlift , beyond that avai lable from the
c iv i l  sector , is relatively expensive. Consequently, when the location
of conflict can be predicted and the consequences of the conflict are
Judged sufficiently serious, preposi tlonin g is an attractive mobi l i ty
opt ion.

A. Force Structure

Our mobility forces consist of th. following assets:
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I. Strategic Airlift

Active U.S. Air Force Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF)

70 UE C-5A Aircraft 272 Passenger Aircraft
231+ UE C— 11+l Aircraft 113 Cargo/Convertible Aircraft

2. Prepositioned Materiel Configured in Unit Sets (POMCUS)

2 brigades from each of 3 divIsions plus an armored caval ry
regiment (equiva l ent in total to 2—1/3 division sets), plus
nondivis ional support units.

3. Sealift

27 MilItary Sealift Comand 273 U.S. Flag Merchant Fleet
Ships including : Ships includ i ng :
6 Government owned 118 Seallft Read iness Program

21 Long—Term Chartered (available under less than
full mobilization)

152 National Defense Reserve 155 Other Vessels
Fleet Ships Includ i ng :

lie Ready Reserve Force 192 Non-U.S. NATO Vessels
Ships (nucleus of contribution)

Note: 600 to be earmarked
available by 1 July 1979.

11. Tactical Airlift

Active U.S. AIr Force Active U.S. Navy

218 UE C-l30 Aircraft 20 UE C—i COD Aircraft
10 UE C—2 COD Aircraft
2 UE C-9 Aircraft
16 UE CT-39 A i rcraft
7 UE C-l30 Aircraft

Air Force Reserve and Air Reserve U.S. Navy
Na ti onal Guar d

20 UE C— I17 Aircraft
261+ UE C—130 Airc raft 30 UE C-1l8 Aircraft
61+ UE C-123 Aircraft 12 UE C-9 Aircraft
48 UE C—i Aircraft 2 UE CT—39 Aircraft
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5. Logistics Support Helicopters

Active U.S. Army Active, U.S. Marine Corps

358 CH—47s 126 CH-53s
36 CH—54s

Army Reserve/National Guard Reserve, U.S. Marine Corps

94 CH-47s 18 CH-53s
37 CH—54s

6. Deployment of Forces

The peacetime location of our mobility forces is as follows:

a. Airlift Assets

Europe and Med i terranean Sea

Strategic Airlift Tactical Airlift Lo9lstics Support
Helicopters

None 32 C—130 Aircraft
9 C-l & C-2 Aircraft 52 CH-47s
4 CT—39 A ircraft 3 CH-53s

Asia and Western Pacific

Strategic Ai r l i f t  Tactical A i r l i f t  Lo9istics Support
Helicopters

None 32 C-l30 Aircraft
10 C—l & C—2 Aircraft 31 CH-47s
2 CT—39 & C-9 Aircraft 71 CH-53s

Un i ted States (includ i ng Panama Cana l Zone)

Strategic Airlift Act ive Tactical Airlift

70 C—s Aircraft 154 C—13O Aircraft
2311 C-t1d Aircraft 12 C—l & C—2 Aircraft
216 CRA F Aircraft 12 CT-39 & C—9 Aircraft

Active Logistics Sup— Reserve Tactical Airlift
por t Helicopters

1+8 C—7 Aircraft
275 CH—47s 61+ C-l23 Aircra ft
130 CH—53s 261. C—l 30 Aircraft
35 CH—54s 14 C—9 and CT-39 Aircraft
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b. PONCUS — All in Europe.

c. Sealift Assets (Based on typical operating
patterns.)

Atlantic Ocean, U.S. Atlantic and Gulf Coasts

18 Mi litary Sealift Coemnand Ships
178 U.S. Flag Merchant Ships
125 Non-U.S. NATO Vessels
93 Na t Ional Defense Reserve Fleet Ships

Pac ific Ocean and U.S. Pacific Coast

9 MilItary Seal if t Coninand Ships
95 U.S. Flag Merchan t Shi ps
67 Non—U.S. NATO Vessels
59 NatIona l Defense Reserve Fleet Ships

6. Major Needs

By far the most demand in g cont in gency we consi der in our
p l annin g is a war between NATO and the Warsaw Pact which potentially
could be fought in many other areas. in addition to NATO, there are
other areas of the world, such as the Middle East, the Persian Gulf , or
Korea, that are important to U.S. interests and in which the potential
for conflict warrants consideration In our mobility planning. Although
we do not plan the capability for simultaneous all-out deployment to one
of these locations and to Europe, our p l annin g must account for the
possibility that war in one of them could lead to war In Europe.

We have identified two key areas in wh i ch our mob i l i ty forces
must be improved:

I. Ability to deploy additiona l U.S. ground and air forces
to Europe rapidly,

2. Ab ilIty to d~ploy~~nd support forces in limited con-
t ingencies without reliance on intermediate bases or
overfl ight rights.

In add i t ion , steps must be taken to maintain the existing capabilities
of several elements of our force.
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I I .  PROGRAM DESCRIPT I ON

A. Trends and Objectives

The five-year program combi nes procurement of additiona l
assets with maximizing the capability of existing forces. Table 6-1
suninarizes the major programs.

Table 6-1

Major Mobility Programs

End FT
1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

Divisions with POMCUS 3 3 1~ 1~ 6

C-l4lA 231. 231 154 34 0
C—llelB (Stretch) 0 3 80 200 234

Wide-Bod i ed cargo convertible
aircraft in CRAF enhancement 0 0 5 14 28
program

KC-lO Tanker-cargo aircraft 0 0 2 4 6

Ready Reserve Fleet Ships 8 14 23 29 34

NATO Allies Ships Earmarked
for Rapid Reinforcement 192 600 600 600 600

Since 1965, strategic airlift capabilities have increased
dramatically while the number of aircraft has decreased. CapabilIties
are projected to increase further through ongoing programs to maximize
the capabilities of existing assets. The charts below depict these
changes and show how the increase in capability is divided between CRAF
and military airlift and what portion of military airlift can carry the
Army’s outsized pieces of equipment.
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Chart 6-I
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Tactical airlift capabIlities, in terms of tonnage, have
remained largely static over the same period although the number of
aircraft dec lined in the 1960s when older aircraft were replaced wi th
C—130s.

Sealif t capabilities for NATO reinforcement are also increas-
ing significantly as a result of changes in the conmiitment of ships by
our Allies.

1. Objectives for Reinforcement of Europe

As discussed in previous sections, those Warsaw Pact
forces deployed opposi te NATO’s Center Region would be ready for combat
wi thin a relatively short time of a Pact mobilization . When we compare
the Pact buildup capability with NATO’s curren t mob i l i z a t ion and rein-
forcement capability, we see a s i gnificant Pact advantage. The Pact
advantage In the first few days after they mobilize can be reduced only
by strengthening in— p l ace forces , by speeding NATO’s own decision to
mob i l i z e, and by Increasing the rate of mobilization of the reserves of
Allied nations. The objective of our mobility programs is to be able to
double our in-place ground forces in about 10 days by FY 1982 and to
deploy the remaining active divisions at a rapid rate thereafter. We
also plan almost a 50 percent increase in the rate of deployment of
tactical fighter forces. Attaining this objective will be difficult.
Not onl y must we procure addi t ional mob i l i ty capab i l i ty bu t we must also
revise operational plans and exercise our capabilities. Such a deployment
capab i l i ty w i l l  not Insure a successful def ense, bu t i t w i l l  si gnif i -
cantly reduce the Pact advantage in the early days of confl ict.

Current mobility forces cannot meet the FT 1982
objective. The least costly add i ti ona l capa b i l i ty I s derived from
coninercial ships and aircraft of our Allies , and programs are underway
to increase their participation in NATO reinforcement. Full use of
these resources wIll not solve our entire problem , however , particularly
In the first month. Ongoing airlif t enhancement programs to maximize
the capacity of U.S. coninerclal and existing military assets wil l make a
substantial contribution , but even these w i l l  not provi de enough cape-
b ili ty for the first month. We believe the best way to obtain the
necessary additional capability is to preposition equipment for more
forces in Europe. While sealift would in a prolonged conflict carry
about 95 percent of the necessary cargo, i t cannot move forces quickl y
enough for rapid reinforcement. Although airlift could move forces fast
enough, the capacity to carry the amount of equipment needed would be
much more expens ive than prepositionlng.

We are frequent ly asked why we do not solve the entire
problem with prepositioning instead of continuing our airlift enhance-
ment programs. There are three major reasons. First, some Items --
such as air defense systems and helicopters -— are not sui table candi-
dates for preposition ing. Second, we may want to dep loy to locat ions
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where prepositioning is politically and strategically infeasible.
Thi rd , we want to maintain the flexibility to shift forces between the
central region of Europe and the flanks or el sewhere as the course of
the war might dictate. This fina l point deserves some expansion. We
cannot predict how a crisis or conflict will develop. We expect the
majority of our forces to be engaged in the central region, but we may
want to deploy forces elsewhere initially or to shift forces later in
the conflict. Prepositloni ng in several locations would be more expen-
sive and provide iess flexibility than we gain from airlift enhancement.

The issue of the vulnerability of prepositioned equipment
si tes has fr equen tly been ra i sed. While it is true that the Pact could
destroy some prepositioned equipment and disrupt the breakout of equip-
ment if the war were to begin before breakout was completed, we bel ieve
that POMCUS sites are inherently no more vulnerable than ports and
airf ields.

2. Objectives for Limited Contingenc ies

Although we would expect to deploy fewer forces in any
limited contingency than in a NATO war, such contingencies differ from
a NATO war in ways which may place greater demands on some of our
mobility forces. First , we cannot predict where such contingencies will
occur. Second, we are like ly to have fewer mobility assets available
for a l imited contingency. It is possible that we would not get help
from our NATO Allies ; there probably will be little or no prepositioned
equipment and supplies ; and , at least in some cases, we would be less
willing to divert civil ships and aircraft from their normal bus i ness.
Final ly, operationa l problems will be greater. in particular , we may be
operating over longer distances with few or no intermediate bases, and
reception facilities may be limited . Improv i ng our capabilities in such
circumstances is an important objective of our program. In particular ,
we want to have the capability to deploy quickly (and support) at least
a small force to distant locations without reliance on foreign bases or
overflight rights.

B. Improv ing Capability to Deploy Forces to Europe Rapidly

Programs to improve our ability to reinforce Europe rapidly
inc l ude taking advantage of NATO Allied mobility assets, maximiz in g the
capabilities of existing airlift assets and establishing additional
PONCUS. The details of these programs are as follows:

NATO Ships

An agreemen t has been comp leted under which the NATO
Alli es will earmark 600 of their most militarily-useful ships to be
available for NATO reinforcement starting on M—day. The ships will be
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Identif led by June 1979. Not only will more and better ships be avail-
able for our use sooner under this new agreement, but new mechanisms are
being developed to Insure that the list of ships is,kept up to date and
to poll all ships period i cally as to their status and location, in order
to develop better estimates of time—phased availability.

This agreement will virtually eliminate any shortfall in
the number of dry cargo ships requi red for military purposes. With the
combination of U.S. and NATO Allied ships we will have about as much
shi pping as we can use within th. constraints of escort availability,
the readiness of land combat units and the availability of supplies for
movement.

NATO Aircraf t

The NATO Civil Air Plannin g Coninittee is working on a
similar agreement under which the NATO Allies would make some of their
long—range civil aircraft available for use in reinforcement and an
agreement may be completed within the year. Although it is too soon to
say how many aircraft might be coninitted under such an agreement, the
NATO Allies currently possess 16 wide-bod Ied cargo aircraft wh ich could
carry military cargo. The Allies also have approximately 150 wIde-
bod ied and 130 narrow—bodIed passenger aircraft. Although there are
adequate numbers of aircraft in the U.S. airline industry to move our
passengers ourselves, use of Allied aircraft might reduce the number of
loads (If Al l ied wide-bod ied aircraft could replace U.S. narrow-bodied
aircraft) and permit eariy conversion of U.S. convertible aircraft to
the cargo role.

Civilian Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) Enhancement

U.S. air carriers own over 300 wIde-bod ied aircraft , many
of which have the potential to move military cargo. This number w i l l
increase as older narrow—bod ied aircraft are replaced. The majority of
these are and will be passenger aircraft, however. Since the mid-l970’s
DoD has been proposing programs to insure that a greater number of these
aircraft would be passenger/cargo convertibles. it was recognized frc’n
the outset that it is preferrable to build such features into aircraft
when they are produced. Few airc raft were being ordered when the pro-
gram began , however , so modificat ion of existing aircraft was proposed.
The airlines are now beginning to order significant numbers of new
aircraf t, so we are shifting emphasis in the program from modifications
to incorporation during production.

Th i s change, while  much more cost/effect ive, Is not
wi thout its disadvantages. The DC-lOs and L-lOlls that will make up
part of the new aircraf t orders are less capable on an individual basis
than the 747s we had proposed to modify. Consequently, more of them
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wil l  be required to get the same tota l program capability. The pace of
the program wi l l  be determined by the timing of civi l airline purchases .
Consequently, we are l ike ly  to get increases in capa bility more slowly
than under a program which would modify existing aircraft. With the
program we now envision, we wi l l  not get a cap ability equivalent to the
65 747s we proposed to modify until FT 1986 or later. These aircraft
are expected to rema in in service beyond the turn of the century .

We bel ieve that the CUT Enhancement program is the least
expensive way to expand our air lift capability. As will be detailed in
a separate report , i t is l ess than 10 percent as costly as procuring and
operating additiona l mil itary airlift , and i t Is quit . competitive with
prep ositio ning for those types ~f 1 tems that can be carried in clv ii
aircraft.

C-lid Stretch/Refueling Modification

Stretching the C-II.I increases the capability of an
organic resource by as much as 30 percent -- an increase in capability
approximately equal to another 90 C-lId s -- without incurring any of the
additional operating and manning costs tha t would be associated with
more aircraft. The aerial refueling addition will enhance the C—lid s
abil ity to operate wi thout enroute bases and perfo rm in more distant
cont ingencies. The C—l1d Stretch/Refuel ing program is particularly
important because it provides an increase in our organic airlift and is ,
therefore, ava ilable under all circumstances . In addition, this increase
w i l l  be available in the near—term.

C-s and C-l4l Utilization Rate Increases

The ability of the C—5 to f l y  at the hi gh ut i l i z a t ion
rates we envision , even if adequate support is available , has been
questioned. Militar y Airlift Cosinand (MAC) and the Air Force have
examined the problems involved and are confident that such rates are
possible under wartime conditions. In view of the fact that the C—5 Is
the only aircraft that can carry the Army’s outsize pieces of combat
equipment, increasing the utili zation rate of this aircraft is vital to
improving our capabilities for both NATO and limited contingencies.

Pre—posi tione.d Overseas Materiel Configured in Unit
Sets (PONCUS)

The additional three divisions of POMCUS will provide
early availa bility of a reserve force for Allied Forces, Central Europe
(AFCENT).

Three si tes in Germany have been selected for the divi-
sion set to be established in FT 1980. Funding for construction and
transportation began this year and will be completed in FT 1980. Severa l
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sites for the next two divisions are under consideration , and funding
for these two as well as recoupment for the f irst set is included in the
NATO infrastructure Program. Land is bei ng provided free by the AllIes .

Two aspects of the increase in PONCUS are still under
intensive review within DoD. First , we are examining the proper s ize of
the non-divisional or corps support portion of POMCUS. Support forces
in Europe have been reduced In recent years in response to the Nunn
Amendment. Consequentl y, we cannot si gnificantly increase the number of
combat forces in the theater shortly after M—day without also Increasing
the number of units that support them.

Second, we are carefull y monitoring the impact of estab-
lishing additional PONCUS on the availability of equipment for other
purposes. it is evident , establishing additiona l PONCUS exacerbates
equipment shortages but Is not their sole cause.

We have made some changes to reduce the most serious
equipment shortages. For example we are requesting procurement of add i-
tiona l tanks and armored personnel carriers in the FT 1979 supplementa l
appropriations request. Second, we may decide to redistribute some equip-
ment from lower to higher priority claimants . Third , equipment procured
but not del i vered by end FT 1982 wIll erase many of these shortages in
subsequent years.

FT 1981
FT 1978 FT 1979 FT 1980 Prop ’d for
Actual Planned Prop’d Author l—
Fund i ng Funding Fund i ng zatlon

Taking Advantage of Allied
Resources

The NATO Allies have agreed to
make 600 ships available for U.S.
use In reinforcing NATO, and a -- No cost to the U.S. -—
simiiar agreement is being
negotIated for aircraft.

Maximizing the Capabili ties
of Existing U.S. Civil and
Military Assets

CRAF Enhancement

We wi l l  mod i fy new pro- Modifications:
duction L-lOlI , DC-JO and Quantity - 5 9 11.
71.7 aircraft beg i nning in $ Millions 7.5 28.5 73.6 132.5
FT 1979. The program goal
a capabIlity equivalent to
65 71.7s, will not be
achieved before FT 1986.
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FT 1981
FT 1978 FT 1979 FT 1980 Prop’d for
Actual Plann ed Prop’d Authori-
Fund ing Fund ing Fund ing zation

C-lid Stretch/Air Refueling
Modificat ion

The existing C-lid aircraft Modifications:
will be lengthened by 280 Quantity 27 85 124 35
inches and an aerial refuel- $ Millions 89.5 64.0 76.0 23.8
1mg capability added. This
modification extends the
range and increases the cap-
ability of the C—141 fleet
by as much as 30 percent.
The first aircraft will be
delivered In FT 1979, and
the last modIfication will
be completed in FT 1982.

C-5/C-141 Utilizatio n Rate

This program is designed to Procurement:
increase the sustained and $ Million s 10.8 82.1 - 1.0
surge daily utilization rates
to 10 and 12.5 hours respec-
tively. To meet these objec-
tives , additional spare parts
for both aircraft and add i-
tional associated reserve air
crews for the C-5 are needed.
Cost figures are for spare
parts only.

POMCUS increases

We plan to add one POMCUS Operations &
division In Europe by the Maintenance:
end of FT 1980 and two addi- $ Millions - 22.2 32.6
tional division sets by the
end of FT 1982. While we Construction:
are f inancin g the necessary $ Mill ions - 36.9 1/
construction for the first
additional set to exped i te
preposit ioning, it is
expected tha t NATO Inf ra -
structure funds w i l l  ul t i-
mately be used to cover the
construction costs for all
three additiona l division
sets.

1’ Does not include an additional $20 million in NATO recoupments.
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C. Improving Abi l i ty  to Deploy and Support Forces in Limited
Contingencies

Al though the primary purpose of these programs is to improve
our abi l i ty to deploy and support forces in limited contingencies , they
also Improve our abil ity to reinforce Europe. in particular , the KC—l0
wi l l  provide a useful addition to our tanker fleet during a P4I~rO war
when the demand for tanker support to both strategic and general purpose
forces will be high. Nevertheless , we are procuring it primaril y to
improve our capabili ties for limited contingencies. The KC—lO enhances
our capability to deploy combat forces and tactical fighter squadrons
over long distances without enroute stops. Aerial refueling of our
air l i f t  forces by the KC- lO can increase their payload and decrease
their dependence on fore ign bases. The KC—lO can also be used to escort
a flight of fighter aircraft long distances and carry the cargo and
personnel to support these fighters at the same time.

In addition to these programs, the CRAF enhancement program,
the C-lid stretch and refueling modification and the increase in C- 5 and
C—lid utilization rates also improve our capabilities for limited con-
tingencies.

FT 1981
FT 1978 FT 1979 FT 1980 Prop ’d for
Actual Planned Prop ’d Authori—
Funding Funding Funding zation

KC-lO Advanced Tanker /Cargo
A ircraft (ATCA)

The KC-1O is a wide—bod ied Procurement:
aircraft that can be used to Quantity - 2 1. 6
refuel aircraft , carry cargo, $ Millions - 159.5 190.1 285.7
or a combination of the two.
The program wi l l  include
approx imately 20 aircraft ,
the f irst of which w i l l  be
delivered in FT 1980.

Ready Reserve Force (RRF)
Expansion

By FT 1982 the Ready Reserve Procurement:
Force w i l l  be expanded from $ Millions 8.2 8.2 9.6 10.0
the present 14 ships to 34
by withdrawing additional
ships from the National
Defense Reserve Fleet and
by acquisition of ships
being retired from the com-
mercial fleet. These ships
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Ready Reserve Force (RRF)
Expansion (Continued)

are particular l y va l uable for
limited contingencies when
All ied shi pp ing may not be
available and when we may
not want to requisition
ships from the U.S. flag
fleet.

D. Maintaining or improving Strategic Airlift , Helicopter
Logistical Support and Carrier-Onboard Delivery CapabilitIes

The C-5 is the only aircraft , military or civilian , that can
air l i f t  “outsized” unit equi pment such as tanks and self—propelled
howitzers. This outsized category currently represents about 45 to 55
percent of the weig ht associated with the combat elements of an armored
or mechan ized division. This w i l l  increase to about 65 to 75 percent by
the mid-l 980s.

FT 1981
FY 1978 FT 1979 FT 1980 Prop’d for
Actua l Planned Prop ’d Author i—
Funding Funding Funding zation

C—5 Wing Modification

We are continuing to take Development:
measures to minimize further $ MIllions 30.8 36.5 12.7 9.4
structura l dam~ige prior to
modification . Production Modifications :
of the wing modification Quantity - - 5 15
kit w i l l  begin in January $ Millions - - 78.6 114.7
1980 with f i rst  installation
in ea r ly  1982 . The program
to modify all 77 C-5s wi l l
cost $1. 3 billion and w i l l
be completed in 1987 .

Marine Corps CH- 53 Helicopter

The CH- 53E with its 16 ton Procurement:
payload will provide the Quantity - 14 15 14
Marine Corps greater flex- $ Mil lions - 183.2 190.0 164.9

~ ib i lity for amphibious
assault by helicopter. As
a minimum, 33 are to be pro-
cured for Marine Corps use.
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FT 1981
FT 1978 FT 1979 FT 1980 Prop ’d for
Actua l Planned Prop ’d Author i—
Funding Funding Funding zation

Army CH-1e 7 Helicopter Modifi-
cation

This program p~~vtdes reli- Modifications:
abil i ty, mainta inability, Quantity - - - 9
safety and survivability $ Millions — — 27.0 141.0
improvements to the Army ’s
helicopter fleet. In add i-
tion , logistic support will
be enhanced, •and maintenance
support simplified. Long—lead
item procurement begins in FT
1980 with initial production
in I V  1981 and first deliveries
in FT 1982. Although a pro- .
duction rate of 3 per month is
tentatively planned , we are
study i ng the most economic
rate , and this issue wi l l  be
reviewed by the DSARC before
production is authorized .

Carrier Onboard Delivery (CO)~A irc  raf t

We are examining various
alternatives for replacing
the Navy ’s aging capability
to provide at-sea air-
delivered supplies. We
plan to begin a replacement
program in FY 1981.

E. Tactical Airlift

Although tactica l airlift participates in the initial deploy-
ment of units and supplies , its size is driven by the need to provide
sustaining support to a variety of remote locations in wartime and to
enable us to move units and supplies rapidly within a theater as the
tactical situation dictates. This year we again examined the benefits
of developing and procuring an aircraft with the capability to move
“heavy” Army units and pieces of equipment that wi l l  not f It in existing
aircraft. We concluded that the benefits of modernizing our tactical
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airlift fleet with a wide—bod i ed aircraft , when weighed against other
DoD programs, do not Justify the expenditures required for the separate
development and procurement of a special-purpose aircraft. This con-
clusion was based on the assumpt ion of a Euro pean conflic t, where
modern , sophistica ted road and rail networks allow surface transport-
ation to compete favorably with the speed and responsiveness of tactica l
airlift. Future work on l imited contingenc ies -- where dis tances are
greater and road and ra i l  l i n es are minimal or nonexistent -- may show a
more significant value and need for intratheater airlift. Moreover, it
may prove feasible to use a single basic aircraft des ign for tactica l
airlift and other purposes. The resulting reduced unit cost could make
modernization of tactica l airlift economi call y attractive.

Current Air Force and Navy land-based tactical airlift forces
and short-range civil aircraft (in about the numbers currently coavnitted
to DoD) can meet the essential demands for a global war , with the
exception of the Navy ’s COD mission discussed above. We intend to main-
tain this capability, bu t this  does not requi re  the lnm~edi ate purchase
of additional aircraft. The Air Force’s Military Airlift Coninand (MAC)
operates the bulk of DoD tactical airlift aircraft. Though the Navy
will retain control of its existing modern aircraft to provide high
responsiveness to urgent fleet demands, we plan to discontinue oper-
ations of the Navy ’s old C-llls/C-ll8s by the end of FT 1979 and do not
plan to procure rep lacement aircraft for the Navy, because the rest of
their demands can be met by MAC.
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CHAPTER 7

NATO RELATED ACTIONS AND PROGRAMS

I. INTRODUCT ION

The North Atlantic Treaty Organ i zation , as noted in Section I ,
holds a central position in U.S. foreign policy and is the focus of our
efforts to counter growing Soviet military strength. Given the shared
adherence to democratic political institutions that binds the alliance ,
the growing economic and technological interdependence among the members
and the concern over growing Soviet power and the possibility of con-
f rontat ion, NATO is likely to remain of central importance to all of Its
members for the foreseeable future.

Recognizing a continuing need for the NATO alliance , we and our
allies have begun planning its further development along two dimensions.
First , we recognize the neàessity of long-range planning to bring to
fruition cooperative development and procurement of equipment and
weapons, as well as mutua l support and construction projects that are
vita l to any defense posture intended to balance the military power of
the Soviet Union . The alliance responses in this dimension are the Long
Term Defense Program (LTDP) and related cooperative programs to Improve
NATO’s military effectiveness.

The second d imension Is organizational: the multitude and variety
of both resources contributed to, and benefits gained f rom, NATO result
In a complexity not manageable under a compartmentalized structure . The
NATO allIes are developing a number of programs aimed both at improving
operationa l mil i tary posture and capabilities , and at avoiding dup li-
cation of effort and costs. These include the NATO Infrastructure
Program , a program of “host nation support,” proposals aimed at stand-
ardization of weapons and equipment, Interrelated training programs, and
organi zation reforms proposed in the LTDP.

II. NATO LONG TERM DEFENSE PROGRAM U.TDP)

A. Program Objectives

Many of our ongoIng efforts to improve NATO ’s collective
defense posture have been channeled through NATO’s Long Term Defen se
Program. The LIOP was developed to bring increased efficiency to the
use of limited resources by explicitly increasing the l evels of coordi—
nation , joint planning, equIpment compatibi l i ty and mutua l support among
NATO forces.
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All of the specific recomendatlons within ten defense program
areas have been assigned to appropriate action bodies for p rovidin g more
details and/or for implementation. NATO has also established a monitoring
funct ion to insure that the measures wi thin each program area are imple-
mented in a coordinated fashion and that progress schedules are met.

Ul timate respons i b i i i ty for improvements In the ten areas
rests wi th the individual  NATO members. To facilitate mon i toring our
own efforts and contribution to the LTDP, the Depar tment of Defense has
established a working group for each area, under the direction of a DoD
Rationalization and Standard ization Steering Group. This structure
should assure continuing active U.S. participation in and response to
all aspects of the LTDP.

The Long Term Defense Program covers areas where improvements
in NATO capabilities are critical. The objectives to be met within each
area are important as guidance for defense planning , programing and
budgeting purposes and are summarized below.

1. Read iness

NATO will Increase i ts ability to respond with the maxi-
mum possible combat capability in the face of short warning time.
Specific programs to increase readiness include: improvement in anti-
armor units; modernization and increased holdings of air—to—surface
weapons; improved defense against chemical warfare; enhanced support
from the civil sector; increased holdings of tanks, anti-armor weapons
and m i ssiles , and armed helicopters; increased ability to upload aninunition
at short notIce; and a larger commitment of national forces to NATO.

2. Reinforcement

NATO w i l l  develop an incr eased capa b i l i ty for ra p id and
effective reinforcement of the Allied Command Europe. This will include :
the greater commitment of civil air , sea, and land national infrastructure
resources to the reinforcement task, more effect ive arran gements to
coord inate the flow of reinforcements; and new measures to accelerate
movement of si gn i f i can t f i ght in g uni ts and tact ica l a i r  forces to the
forward areas in the critica l early phase of any potential conflict with
the Warsaw Pact. Centra l to these efforts is the U.S. comm i tment to
more than double i ts ground reinforcement rate in the first week after
mob i l i z a tion by addin g preposi t ioned equ i pmen t for three addi t ional
prepositioned d ivisions by the end of FT 1982 .
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3. Reserve Mobilization

Additional measures wil l  be taken to ensure that reservists
and reserve forma t ions are properly equipped, tra ined, and deployable
where they are requ i red. Programs include: bringing national reserve
forces up to establ i shed NATO standards; improving the operationa l
readiness of certain reserve units; and, for some European countries
possibly forming additional units over the longer term from uncommitted
reserve manpower.

4. Mari time Posture

NATO will develop a stronger and better-coordinated
mari time defense. This effort will involve: enhancing maritime command ,
control , and commun ications; increasing capabilities for air defense of
naval uni ts; improving anti-submarine capabilities; developing better
surface-to—surface anti-ship missile capabilities; increasing mine
warfare capabilities; and cooperating in the development of key weapons
systems. The correction of shortfalls in the number of ships will be
sought under established NATO plann ing procedures.

5. Air Defense

improvement of NATO ’s aIr defense capab ilities wil l
Include: improvement in capabilities for identification of hostile
aircraft; enhancement of the control of NATO ’s own combat aircraf t ;
imp rovements in fighter aircraft; and the acquisition of better surface-
to-air weapons and more air-to-air missiles .

6. Conunand, Control and Coiiununications (C 3)

Overall capabilities wi ll be improved by: Implementing
the second phase of the NATO Integrated Communication System (NICS) ;
more cooperation in the field of maritime communications; and improve-
ments in combat net radios, NATO/na tional area in terconnections,
automatic data processing and war headquarters improvements.

7. Electronic Warfare (EW)

Increasing our ability to counter the sophisticated
electronic warfare threat posed by the Warsaw Pact to NATO’s forces Is
par t icular ly  important. Both offensive and defensive improvements in
organization and procedures for NATO ’s EW forces, as wel l  as closer
cooperation in EW research and development, are incl uded in the LTDP.
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8. RatIonalization of Armaments Production

The alliance can enhance its military efficiency by
— increased standardization and interoperability of weapons and munitions,

resul ting in savings that could be applied to an increase in forces.
This important program is discussed in section Iii of this chapter.

9. Logistics

NATO will improve Its policy and organization for enhancing
the logistical support of combat forces . A position of NATO Assis tant
Secretary General for Infrastructure and Logistics has been created.
Improvements will be facilitated by: defining more clearly the logistics
support responsibilities of NATO commanders and member nations; providing
improved logistics structures within NATO military coninands; developing
a logistics master plann i ng system for better p l annin g and management of
NATO logistics funct ions; increasing war reserve stocks of combat
equipment; seeking ways to improve flexibi lity in the use of ammunition
stocks in war; and bui l d in g up war reserve stocks of pr imary fuels ,
ammun i tion and supporting equipment with improved storage facilities .

10. Theater Nuclear Modern i zation

The Un ited States w i l l  have the pr imary rol e in ensurin g
that NATO ’s theater nuclear forces continue as a significant feature of
NATO’s deterrence and defense posture. We and our allies are continuing
to discuss specific programs to be pursued in this critica l area. The
objective is to develop a sound, mutually acceptable modern ization plan
that will insure adequate NATO theater nuclear forces In the future, yet
be consistent with our efforts to limit nuclear armaments.

B. Implementation of the LTDP

In vi ew of the growJ~ng Warsaw Pact threat to NATO, the needfor rapid implementation of tt~e LTDP is great. Since formal endorsement
of the LTDP in May 1978, consi derable effo rt has gone in to development
of operational and mon i toring procedures and in clearly spelling out
LTDP agreements.

On our part , working groups have been established under the
DoD Steering Group for NATO Rationalization/Standardization for each
program area, and chai rmen have been desIgnated. Coordinating existing
U.S. planning and practices with the longer—range planning horizon of
the LTDP , instituting new LTDP p lans , and determining the U.S. contribution
will be the main tasks of the DoD working groups in the next year.
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I
The all ied effort to find common ground for agreement in a 15-

year military plann ing project Is in Itself an unprecedented undertaking.
NATO has never tried to look so far ahead before. Nor has It attempted
to dea l wi th  broad defense programs as an ent i ty -— trea t in g not only
forces but their requ i red support, whether NATO or national. The NATO
Long Term Defense Program should provide invaluable gui delines for
nationa l program ing and national support of NATO programs, and I expect
our involvement in the program to be very beneficial to the Un i ted
States and to NATO in the short as well as the long run.

Ii i . NATO STANDARDIZATION AND I NTEROPERABILITY

A notable deficiency of NATO relative to the Warsaw Pact is the
lack of interoperability of weapons and munitions between NATO forces .
The LTDP includes a program to overcome both the comparative disadvantage
and distinct problems of coordination among the allies by standar d iz in g
equipment and generally rationalizing alliance defense efforts.

A. Framework for Improved Armament Cooperation

In addition to furthering NATO standardization and interoper—
ability (s/I) policy and procedural im provements wi thin  DoD, we are
working to enhance NATO armament cooperation with three initiatives --
general memoranda of understanding (MOUs) in reciprocal purchasing, dual
production In NATO countries, and implementation of the family of weapons
concept.

The purpose of the genera l MOUs Is to encourage bilateral
arms cooperation; one major step in this direction is the reduction of
national barriers to f a i r  compet i t ion by NATO member defense indus tries
through reciprocal waivers of various “Buy National” requi rements and
practices. Such memoranda have been negotiated with several NATO
countries, Inclu ding Canada, France, Norway , I ta ly ,  Bri ta in , Germany ,
and the Netherlands. Other NATO Allie s have been invited to conclude
such agreements with the Un i ted States.

Dual production of weapons systems can help to eliminate
unnecessary duplication in research and development. Under this approach,
a nation that has developed a system useful to the alliance would permit
other nations or consortia of nations to produce the system. The Uni ted
States presently is i nvolved in dual production arrangements on the
French/German developed ROLAND, and has offered for European production
the AIM-9L air—to—air missile , COPPERHEAD laser-guided artillery projec-
t i le , and the STINGER surface—to—air missile.
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The third approach to enhanced NATO arms coopera tion i s the
fami ly of weapons concept. Our primary goat in this area is the reduction
of unnecessary duplication In development and production. We envision
aggregating weapons that perform similar missions into a family and then
agreeing to divide responsibflities for the development of these systems.
When development is completed , each developer would make available to
the other participants a data package for production. The Initial
families under discussion are the air-to—air and anti-tank guided missiles .

B. Supporting Management Structure

Cooperative actions can be effective In the long—term only if
cooperation begins early In the equipment acquisition process and is
continued throughout a system ’ s life cycle. Therefore, the NATO Conference
of National Armament Directors (CNAD) is develop ing a Periodic Armaments
Plann i ng System (PAPS). This system is comprised of two basic elements.
The first is a procedure aiding the definition of military needs prior
to the establishment of national programs, and encouraging multilateral
solution of these needs. The second prov ides feedback on NATO programs
to tel l us how well the process is worki ng. A related system is the
NATO Armaments Plann ing Review which would help identify requirements
for weapons harmonization and opportunities for arms cooperation from a
rev iew of national plans.

I V .  OTHER NATO ACT I V I T I E S

A. NATO Infrastructure Program

NATO Infrastructure refers to those military facilities that
are used by two or more NATO countries or that are of a high degree of
common interest and are essential to the operations of NATO forces.
Such facilities as airfields , naval bases , tank training areas , U.S.
nuclear warhead storage sites, and fuel storage areas are considered
infrastructure.

The NATO In f ra structure Program is commonl y financed by 13
nations , or by 11. if France participates In a project. It is managed by
NATO on the basis of commonly developed rules , procedures and criteria.
At the beginning of each five year period , negotiated program financial
ceilings and nationa l cost shares are set , although provisions for
hi gher program ceilings resulting from midterm program rev iews have been
made. Specific projects are submitted by the sponsoring natIon
after design is accomplished. Only then may a particular project be
given approval by all of the participating nations on the NATO Progress
and Payments Committee.
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Not onl y has the NATO Infrastructure program proven inva l uable
to NATO as a means of financing coninon Installations , such as war
headquarters and the NATO integrated Commun ications System (NI CS), but
participation in the program has been cost/effective for the Un i ted
States as the proportion of projects used by U.S. forces has been
greater than our proportionate contribution to the program.

Emphasis upon improving NATO readiness, reinforcemen t, C31 ,
and logistic support capabilities , particularly those measures iden-
tified In the LTDP, w i l l  require  substan t ial incr eases in inf ra stru cture
funding. In addition , i t has become eviden t tha t the program level
established for the previous five—year program was inadequate to meet
the needs. It Is therefore the U.S. objective to secure a substantially
increased ceilin g for the five—year program commencing in 1980. It Is
also our objective to emphasize the use of the NATO infrastructure
program where appropriate to satisfy our needs for facilities .

While there are many advantages to continuing and Increasing
our reliance on the NATO infrastructure program, several factors mus t be
kept In mind . One Is that the overall ceiling for the program, being a
resul t of negot ia t ions by 13 natIons , requires compromises . Moreover ,
programming and approva l by NATO and by 13 nations concerning projects
to meet new requi rements can be a lengthy process. Accord ingly, the
urgency of some projects may requ i re nationa l pref i nancing so as not to
delay establishing a critical capability. Secondly, before advocating
el i g i b i l i ty for new types of facilities , we should examine what impact
providing such facilities to all nations would mean to the alliance , and
what effect this would have on the ratio of benefits to contributions
for the Un i ted States.

Despite the advantages we gain from the infrastructure program,
in strengthening the NATO defenses and in reducing what we pay for some
of the construction we require In Europe, it would be a great mistake
for the Un ited States to view the Infrastructure program principall y as
a device for letting our Allies finance our construction needs. Such an
approach would reduce the effectiveness of this program in promoti ng
allied participation in hi gh priority measures critical to NATO ’s
defense.

B. Host Nation Support

In addition to logistical support to NATO combat forces that
has been establ i shed as a national responsibl i ty, NATO also Imposes on
the allies an obligation to assist each other. The obligation estab-
lishes the basis for what is termed “host nation support.” The Un i ted
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States and The Federa l Republic of Germany (FRG) have defined host
nation support as civil and military assistance rendered in peace or war
by a host nation to NATO forces and organ i zatIons that are located on
the host nation ’s territory. Such support may include provision of man-
power, equipment , or facilities and may range across such activities as
repair of equipment or facilities , transportation for troops or munitions ,
clv ii labor, and procurement.

Host nation support is arranged through cooperative agreements
ir, which the host nation agrees to perform a task or provide a resource
that would otherwise customarily be the responsibility of the state that
is l end i ng Its forces for the defense of the NATO area. The host nation
inc ludes agreed upon responsibil i t ies in its overall wartime plans. The
United States has concluded a number of these arrangements with NATO
allies and has agreed to pay for serv ices rendered in the event of
hostilities. These arrangements have been concluded with the goals of
reducing redundancy and waste , increasing read iness by employing in-
place support rather than hav i ng to provide our own support along with
our forces In the event of war, and increasing the integration of
logistics into the NATO structure.

The U.S. Army , Europe (USAREUR) is increasing its alread y
considerable reliance on NATO al l ies ’ logistics structures and resources.
USAREUR’ s po licy is to avoid early deployment of U.S. support forces to
Europe for missions that initially cou ld be accomplished equally wel l
with host nation resources. The most widel y used host nation support
resources are civilian manpower , supplies , serv ices, equipment , and
accoflinodations. A number of bilatera l agreements have been si gned
between the Un i ted States and the Un i ted Kingdom , Belgium , Luxembourg,
and Germany. Host nation prov i ded manpower, continuation of current
labor serv ice and hired Indigenous labor would amount to more than
88,000 spaces at 0+90. If these spaces were filled by Americans , the
cost —— in terms of equ i valent spaces -- would be almost 130,000.

The U.S. Air Force has made significant progress in developing
host nation support in its Collocated Operating Base Program. Specific
areas for host nation support include fire and crash rescue serv ices ,
rapid runway and other faci l i t ies repair , ut i l i t ies distribution ,
billeting, messing , air traffic contro l serv ices , disaster preparedness ,
and commun i cations.

U.S. A ir Force, Europe (USAFE) is presently eva luating the
support capability of each airfield in NATO and may be able to reduce
USAF requirements in the future, commensurate with the host nation
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support to be provided . Significant additiona l savings are expected at
host nation airfields when firm agreements are negotiated for use of
vehicles, materiel handling equipment , and personnel.

C. NATO Airborne Early Warn ing and Control (AEWs)~ Program

This program Is designed to offset improvements In the offens-
ive capability of the Warsaw Pact air forces, and to increase NATO ’s
detection, warn in g , and control capabilities .

The AEW&C program includes the acquisition of AEW&C aircraft
and the modification of 52 ground sites for compatibility with the
aircraft systems. The program provides for common procedures and
interoperability for the AEW&C “mixed force” of 11 British— buIlt NIMROD
and 18 U.S.-bu ilt NATO E- 3A aircraft.

In December i976 , NATO Defense Ministers approved the procure-
ment of the U.S. —bui l t  E—3A aircraft. The Un i ted States will have a
dual role as agent and participant in this program. As agent we will
work with the prime contractor to procure the aircraft. As a NATO
member, subject to Congressiona l approva l , we will participate In all
aspects of the program.

The E-3A (complemented by the Un i ted Kingdom ’s NIMROD) will
offer NATO distinctive advantages In all-altitude suveillance , warn ing ,
and control; will provide a “deep look” Into unfriend ly territory,
eliminating gaps in conventiona l radar coverage; will present accurate
and t mely Information to decislon makers; and will deny a surprise
attack capability to the Warsaw Pact forces.

0. Interrelated Training Programs

As an important part of rationalization efforts within NATO,
Increasing emphasis has been placed on jo int or multi—national training.
Consolidated training is often less expensive because of economies of
scale. More important , however , common training will facilitate an
interdependent defense effort among the NATO forces.

The Euro NAT O Tra i n i n g Group is the organization charged with
developing proposals for useful cooperative training. The group consists
of training experts from all Alliance nations except France, Luxembourg,
and Iceland. The group meets annually In plenary sessions, and sub-
groups -- Joint Services, Army, Navy, AIr  Force, and Financial --
norma l l y meet twice each year and appoint working groups for speciflc
projects.
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Differences in operationa l doctrine and procedures and varia-
tion s In operationa l equ i pment pose difficulties In the development of
extensive cooperation In training. As rational ization/standard i zatlon/
interoperab ility (R/S/I) measures proliferate , these problem s should
become less important.

in the meantime , Joint training projects have begun in a
number of areas. German, Danish , Norwegian and Dutch students have
completed or are completing basic helicopter pilot training in the
United States. A f i rst  course in Long Range Reconnaissance (from what
is now called the Euro Patrol School) was offered in 1977 for students
from Belg ium , Denmark, Germany, Greece, the Netherlands , Norway , the
Un i ted States, and the Un i ted Kingdom. Joint training in the LANCE
missile system has been conducted by Germany, Britain and the Un i ted
States.

A number of other projects In joint traIning have either been
conducted or are in the trial or planning stages. These include a NATO
engineer course, FH7O and SP7O (155mm Gun) Training , Nava l Control of
Shipping (NCS ) Training , the NATO Air—Ground Operations School , NATO A i r
Defense Ground Environment (NADGE) Training , and NATO joint jet pilot
train ing. Some joint training occurs on a more informa l basis with
all ied off icers acting as observers in maneuvers of national forces
other than their own. This approach helps develop a spirit of inter-
change and increases operationa l knowledge and experience.

Our intention is to continue U.S. invo l vement in these pro-
grams, through them to effect some savings in the costs of training our
NATO forces, and to coordinate better our forces and their tactics with
those of the allies , thus strengthen i ng and expanding the capabilities
of the joint NATO force.

V. SHARING THE NATO DEFENSE BURDE !

A. Overview of Allied Defense Efforts

The question of an equitable distribution of the burden in
NATO’s defense deserves serious attention . We have an obliga tion to the
American people to be sure that the Un i ted States is not carrying an
excessive proportion of the load . It is equall y Important to the vital-
ity and effective function i ng of NATO itself that the defense burden be
fairly apportioned . Historically, alliances have become subject to
interna l fissures , and eventually cleavages , when some members began to
believe that other members were not contributing adequatel y to the
common security. We cannot afford to have such a feeling develop either
here or among our allies , because our onl y hope for effectivel y con-
fronting Soviet m liit ary power at reasonable cost is to pool our common
resources.
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Preventing Inequities is not a simple task, and preventing
misperceptions of inequity is even more difficult. Our continental
a l l i es, for example, have mainta ined their peacetime conscript i on of
young men but note that we, the British and the Canadians have opted
for purely vol unteer forces. Our own experience clearly establishes
that conscription Is a burden . Some allies have pointed out what appear
to them to be unusua l risks accompanying their membership in the alliance ,
since a conflict involving NATO and fought on European soil could arise
from a U.S.-Soviet confrontation elsewhere In the world.

Given the range of various ind i cators of economic strength
within the i~ llance , pl i~s the varying degrees of potential benefit to bederived from NATO, a prec i se calculation of equitable shares is impos-
sible . However, when all factors and Ind icators are considered , I
believe that the U.S. contribution Is neither lavish nor parsimonious.
Our attention should be focused on the difficult enough question of
whether, in the aggregate, we are doing enough rather than simpl y on
the nearly impossible one of whether our individual contributions are
equ itable.

B. U.S. and A ll~ed Efforts

It is always tempting to use dollar amounts to make compari-
Sons between contribution s by several participan ts in a common effort.
In the NATO case, however, this temptation should be strongly resisted .
Manpower, for example , is very Important in the U.S.-LJSSR balance. The
USSR maintains standing armed forces of roughly four million while we
mainta in two mil lion . But our NPXO alli es contribute nearly three
million throughout the allIance while non-USSR Warsaw Pact allies
contribute only a million to their side. The two sides are therefore
approximatel y equal in existing manpower , allowing the United States an
all—volunteer force while at the same time giving us a counterweight to
Soviet military strength in the world’ s most important theater of poten-
tial conflict. Through conscript i on a number of our allies obtain
manpower at a lower budgetary cost than we can. Therefore, a comparison
of U.S. and allied defense budgets does not adequately characterize the
contribution made by the allies.

Apart from straight calculation of dollar costs, the allied
contribution is substantial. Over 90 percent of the peacetime NATO
ground forces deployed in Europe are European. European mili tary
aircraft comprise 75 percent of the total located in the NATO area in
peacetime. The allies furnish to us , free of charge, a considerable
amount of real estate and a numbe r of facilities that might otherwise
produce sizable revenues.
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The all ies also provide a reserve strength that is large in
proportion to our own. In Norway, for example, all physically able men
are requ i red to serve in the armed forces. Those in the Army serve one
year of active duty and remain in the reserves until they are 40 to 45
years old. After that they must serve in the Home Guard until they are
50. Reserves and Home Guard members keep their un i forms and individua l
weapons at home and participate In alerts and exerci ses. This system
provides Norway with a reserve force that the Un I ted States has no plans
to match in terms of percent of Its population . Norwegian armed forces
in total comprise a proportion of Norwegians that would be equ ival ent to
14 million Americans. Less than three million Americans form our equiv-
alent force.

Some examination of spending can be Instructive . The U.S.
devotes 5.4 percent of its gross domestic product (GDP) to defense,
compared to an average of around 3.7 percent for NATO Europe. But
allied defense spend ing is on the rise; between 1970/1971 and 1976/1977
real spend ing by the allies increased by approx imately 13 percent.

The Un i ted States has pursued -- quite rightly, I believe --
an overseas defense strategy in seeking to defend vital U.S. interests
far away from our own territory. This strategy has entailed and will
continue to require costs for capability development, transportation,
and subsid y of U.S. forces and their families Iivin ~ abroad that cannotsimply be passed on to our allies.
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CHAPTER 8

SECURITY ASS I STANCE

I. I NTRODUCTION

Security assistance has been an important instrument of Un i ted
States foreign and national security policy for more than three decades.
The essential purpose of the Security Assistance Program Is to strengthen
the security of the Un i ted States by enhanc i ng the defense posture of
nations with which we share polItica l and military interests. Through
caref u l l y selected sales, grants and training assistance , the Un i ted
States has enabled friendly states to participate in and share the
burdens of collective security.

The Secretary of State has the statutory responsibility to determ i ne
the nature and scope of Security Assistance Programs and to provide
continuous direction and supervision of the program. The Department of
Defense administers the followinv~ program elements:

—— The Military Assistance Program (MAP), wh i ch i nvolves grants

~f U.S. combat equipment , materiel and services (except train-
Ing) to foreign governments.

-- Foreign Military Sales (FMS) through government to government
channels , which permit the purchasing government to use the
procurement services of the Defense Department as well as
direct purchase of milItary training . The purchasing govern-
ment pays all costs that may be associated with a particular
purchase , inc l ud i ng a genera l administration surcharge to meet
U.S. costs of manag i ng the FMS system.

-- Credit Financing, which is provided by the U.S. Government in
the form of either direct loans or guarantees to l end i ng Insti-
tutions to assist In financ ing the purchase of U.S. equipment
and services -- both directly from US. contractors and through
U.S. Government channels. Credit financing for FY 1980 will
provide Foreign Military Sales credits for use by 25 foreign
governments.

—— The Internationa l M Ilitary Education and Training (IMET)
Program enables foreign students to be tra i ned in U.S. military
schools and facilities with U.S. military personnel. For FY
1980, IMET will provide grant training for students from 52
countries.
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Three other components of security assistance are not adminis.tered
by the Defense Department. One is the Economic Support Fund (ESF)* -- a
form of economic assis tance for Egypt , Jordan , Israel , Syria , Turkey and
the Southern Africa region -- administered by the Agency for Inter-
nationa l Development (AID) and totalling $1 ,882.00 million in FY 1979.
The second Is Peacekeeping Operations (P1(0) administered by the State
Department and totalling $39.4 million in FY 1979. The third Is the
d i rect expor t through commercial sources of i tems controll ed by the
State Department Office of Mun itions Control under the International
Traffic In Arms Regulations (ITAR).

The statutory authorization and appropriations for MAP, IMET, and
credit financing of FMS are prov ided in annua l foreign assistance
legislation. This leg islation is separate and distinct from that
authorizing and appropriating funds for DoD programs. Foreign Military
Sales and deliveries of defense i tems through commercial channels may be
made on cash terms, or they may be financed with credits through the
Federa l Finance Bank. In either case, the credits are guaranteed by the
Department of Defense. Credits extended by the U.S. are reimbursed by
purchaser governments in full , with Interest , except for those sums
“forgi ven” for Israel by statute. MAP and IMET are carried out under
the Foreign Assistance Act as grant aid for which the U.S. receives no
reimbursement. ESF may be grant or loan , depend i ng on the circumstances.

*The Internationa l Security Act of 1978 replaced Security Supporting
Assistance (SSA) with ESF and PKO.
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The U.S. Security Assistance Program has undergone major changes
since its Inception in FY 1950. At that time grant aid comprised the
bulk of U.S. arms transfers. In a massive program to rearm U.S. allies ,
mainly In Europe, the Congress appropriated the FY 1978 dollar equiv-
alent of over $15 billion annually in the early 1950s for grants of
military assistance. Today, however , grant aid accounts for only a
small portion of U.S. security assistance. The grant materiel program
(MAP) authorized and appropriated by the Congress for FY 1979 totals
about $210 mill ion and is earmarked for only five countries : Portugal ,
Spain , Jordan , the Philippines and Greece. MAP programs for Thailand
and Indonesia were terminated at the end of fl 1978.

There were almost no Foreign Military Sales 25 years ago when the
grant program was at its height. In FY 1964, FMS exceeded grants for
the first time . FMS rose markedly in the mld-70s -- reaching a peak In
FY 1975 when sales orders in FMS channels reached $15.1 billion (in FY —

1978 dollars). The FY 1978 FMS figure was $13.5 billion .

Until three years ago, IMET was funded as part of the overall grant
program. At that time , Congress prov i ded separate legislative authority
and funds for the IMET program. Each year since then, the Congress has
reduced the Administration ’s IMET funding requests by 22—23 percent,
which means that we have been unable to train as many students as pro—
granimed . Sharply increased tuition costs and inflation further compli-
cate our training effort. Congress has appropriated $29 million for the
IMET program for FY 1979, which will enable us to train approximately
3,500 foreign students in this country and abroad.

Chart 8-2
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The FMS credit financing program has rema i ned relatively constant
in recent years. For FY 1979, Congress has appropriated $654.5 million
in credit funds, which will finance about $1.97 billion on past or new
sales to 26 countries . Israe l is slated to receive $1 billion out of
this total; repayment of one—half of this amount will be “forgiven”.

II. THE CONVENT IONAL ARMS RESTRAINT POL I CY OF THE CARTER ADMINISTRAT I ON

The totals of annua l worldwide arms sales by all nations to the
Thi rd World have recentl y risen to over $20 billion . Each year , larger
numbers of more sophisticated weapons are transferred. Because of the
potential threat to peace embodied in this level of arms traffic , the
Carter Administration has decided that the Un i ted States must take steps
to restrain its arms transfers and to enlist the cooperation of other
suppliers as well as recipients.

One of President Carter ’s first acts was to direct a rev iew of U.S.
conventional arms transfer policy . On the basis of this review , the
Pres ident Issued a major policy statement regarding conventiona l arms
transfers. Some of the key points of the policy , announced on May 19,
1977, are as follows:

-- Arms transfers will henceforth be an exceptional tool of U.S.
foreign policy, to be used onl y in cases where it can be
clearly demonstrated that the transfer contributes to our
national security interests. The necessity of each arms sale
must be demonstrated. The burden of persuasion will be on
those who favor a particular arms sale , rather than on those
who oppose It.

-- The dollar vol ume of new commitments to non-exempt countries
under FMS and MAP for weapons and weapons-related i tems will
be subject to a ceiling . Some services , construction and
commercial sales are not included.

-- As a genera l policy the Un i ted States will not be the first
supplier to introduce into a region advanced weapons systems
wh ich create a significantly higher combat capability . The
United States will not agree to sell or co-produce weapons
until they are deployed with U.S. forces. Co—production
agreements with non-exempt countries for si gnificant weapons,
equipment , and major components are prohibited . In addition ,
the Un i ted States will nrlt develop or si gnificantly modify
advanced weapons systems for the sole purpose of export.

-- This restraint policy will apply to all states except those in
NATO, Austra lia, New Zealan d and Japan.
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-- The Un i ted States will continue to promote respect for human
rights in potential rec ipient coUntries . It will also assess
the economic impact of arms transfer to Lesser Developed
Countries (LDCs).

-— The Un i ted States will meet with other arms supp liers to dis-
cuss possible measures for limitIng arms transfers. The
Un i ted States will encourage regiona l arrangements among
purchasers to limit arms imports.

I I i. THE ARMS EXPORT CONTROL BOARD

The Arms Export Control Board (AECB) was established in order to
aid in the imp l ementation of International Security Assistance and Arms
Export Control Act of 1976. The purpose of the board is to advise the
Secretary of State, Nationa l Security Council and President in matters
relating to conventIona l arms transfers. The board functions in an
advisory , not decision-making capacity. It is composed of senior repre-
sentatives from the Department of State, the Office of the Secretary of
Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff , the National Security Council , the
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency , the Treasury Department, Office
of Management and Budget, the Agency for Internationa l Development , the
Commerce Department and the intelligence community. The Under Secretary
of State for Security Assistance , Science and Technology serves as
cha i rperson.

The AECB provides recommendations in the following specific func-
tiona l areas:

-- Provision of systematic and comprehensive policy oversig ht In
the arms transfer field.

-- Review of security assistance plans and programs to ensure
that they support overall U.S. policies and are fully coord i-
nated with other pol i cy instruments. Such reviews specifically
Inc lude human rights and- arms control considerations.

—— Preparation of annua l program fund i ng l evels and budget
submissions and consideration of proposed program changes.

-- Establishment of genera l policy guidelines and criteria for
arms transfers and related activities such as co—production ,
technology transfer , third—country transfers, and export
promot ion policy.

-— Selective rev iew of key transfers of defense articles and
services to ensure they are In accord with overall U.S.
policies.
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IV . ARMS TRANSFERS CEILING

The arms transfer ceiling plays an important role in the Admin-
istration ’s efforts to curb weapons sales. The ceiling is a maximum
dollar figure not to be exceeded by the U.S. government in Its foreign
military sales for that fisca l year. The Administration ’s goal is to
decide on an annua l reduction that carefully balances our important
natIona l security Interests on the one hand with our concern over the
large increases in worldwide arms transfers on the other. Under the
ceiling, U.S. sales to non-exempt countries were reduced in constant
dollars by eight percent in FY 1978 and will be reduced by an additiona l
eIght percent in FY 1979. The ceiling fi gure for FY 1979 is $8.43
billion In FY 1979 dollars. The comparable FY 1978 figure is $9.16
billion (In FY 1979 dollars). The effects of the U.S. arms ceiling on
the nature and level of arms transfers made by other suppliers is an
area that we are watching closely. The ultimate success of our policy
will hinge on our ability to i nvolve other major suppliers in the
development and imp l ementation of guidelines for multilatera l restraint.

V. CONVENT IONAL ARMS TRANSFER (cAT) TALKS

While the U.S. is the largest arms supp l i er , other major suppliers
include the USSR , France , West Germany, the Un i ted Kingdom , Poland , East
Germany and Czechoslovakia. The Administration recogn izes that actua l
reductions in the worldwide traffic in arms will require multilatera l
cooperation, and has Initiated a series of discussions aimed toward that
objective.

In December 1977 the United States and USSR (the two largest arms
supp liers) , met for the first time to discuss the prospects for bilatera l
and multilatera l arms restraint initiat ives. Subsequent meetings in
Helsinki in May and July 1978 and Mex i co City In December 1978 allowed
the two sides to explore a range of alternative approaches for curbing
the arms flow. The U.S.-Soviet tal ks are only a first step. The full
cooperation of all suppliers and rec ipients w i l l  be required for the
creation of a workable restraint reg ime. The ‘ Declaration of Ayacucho”
of December 1974 , sponsored by Peru and subscribed to by all of the
Andean countries as well as Argentina and Panama has not yet produced
any tangible results. Current initiatives by Venezuela and Mexico seek
to give substance to this declaration .

VI. THE UNITED STATES AND USSR AS ARMS SUPPLIERS

Comparative assessments of the Un i ted States and USSR as arms
suppliers have tended to emphasize the dollar va lue of sales or other
transfers. These comparisions should be viewed with some caution .
Comparisons based on dollar va lues can be misleading because of cur-
rency conversion problems, varying inflation rates, vary ing credit
terms , the diffIculty of determining what costs are actually included
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In the foreign price , and the problem of making a fair assessment of
actua l costs. Comparisons based on physical counts can also be mislead-
ing because they do not take into account differences En quality and
effectiveness. Nor do they provide a common denom i nator for assessing
the aggregate level of sales and deliveries.

Furthermore, while we know with some precision the total value and
quantities of equipment and serv ices that the Un i ted States has trans-
ferred , we are less certain both of the quantities and va l ue of arms --
let alone the services -- transferred by others. For example , major
combat equipment accounted for about three-fourths of Soviet sales to
lesser-developed countries during 1974-1976, whereas actual weapons
comprised less than 40 percent of U.S. sales during the same period .
Serv i ces play only a minimal role in Soviet sales , but have accounted
for roughly 30 percent of U.S. sales .

The Un i ted States and the Soviet Union also tend to transfer
different types of equipment , wh i ch only increases problems of compar-
ability . For example, the Un i ted States is the main supplier of hel l—
copters, major naval surface combatants and submarines to lesser-devel-
oped countries. The USSR, on the other hand, is the leading supplier of
combat aircraft , tanks, self-propel l ed guns , artillery , guided missile
patrol boats , and surface-to-air missiles.

Finally, the Soviets tend to manipulate the prices they charge for
arms to suit their foreign policy goals, whereas the United States does
not . Thus , estimates of the dollar value of Soviet transfers are like ly
to be artifica lly low.

TABLE 8—i

U.S. Foreign Military Sales
Percen t of t~tal dollar sales

FY 74 FY 75 FY 76 Fl’ 77 FY 78

Weapons and Ammunition 51% 46% 28% 39% 35%

Support Equipment 9% 7% 7% 5% 12%

Spare Parts and Modifications 16% 17% 15% 21% 19%

Support ServIce 24% 30% 50% 35% 34%
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V II. REGIONAL SECURITY ASSISTANCE PROGRMS

A. Near East and South Asia

In the event of an Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty, a new set
of security issues may present itself in the Middle East. The western
front between Israel and Egypt should become less volatile. However,
Israel’s other fronts could become the focus of tension . The nature of
the requIrement for military support of Israe l will probably change, but
the requirement itself Is likely to continue as Israel will have to face
the loss of the Sina i buffer, a possible increase in irregular types of
threats and the possibility of greater conventiona l threats from other
neighbors. In addition to assisting Israel , the United States Is lIkely
to provide military support for Egypt, and the close military equipment
relationship between the Un i ted States and Jordan may also be expected
to continue . Saud i Arabia remains an Important purchaser of U.S. mili-
tary equipment , and sales programs to the country w i ll continue.

A reassessment of economic and social programs in Iran had
led the Shah to limit his arms purchase policies even before the current
crisis reached its present proportions. This pol i cy stemmed from an
announced intention of placing more emphasis on interna l economic
development.

B. Europe

Security Assistance Programs for Europe are designed to pro-
mote mutua l objectives of enhanc ing the defense capabilities of the NATO
alliance and assisting friendly and neutral nations in their efforts to
maintain forces for the preservation of their I ndependence.

Security Assistance for most of our NATO allies is limited to
Foreign Military Sales on a cash basis. Under these procedures, defense
equipment and services are purchased from the U.S. Government. This
program supports NATO efforts toward standardization , interoperabliity ,
and rationalization.

Greece , Portuga l, Turkey, Austria , Finland and Cyprus partI-
cI pate in a variety of additiona l security assistance programs. The
U.S. will provide to Spain in FY 1980 an additiona l portion of the grant
military aid specified In the 1976 U.S. -Spanlsh Treaty of FrIendship and
Cooperation and the $120 million in FMS credits , $2 nill lion In IMET
fun ds, and $7 million in SSA required annually by the treaty.

C. East Asia and Pacific

Since 1976 the nature of our security assistance program in
East Asia and the Pacific has changed significantly. The Philipp ines ——
the location of major U.S. air and nava l facilities -- is the onl y East
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Asian country still receiving grant materiel assistance. FMS credit
programs contribute to continuing modern ization of the defense forces of
Indonesia , Republic of Korea, Malaysia , the Philippines and Thailand
although since 1976 only Korea and Indonesia have received Increases in
FMS cred its. Continuing a substantial FMS financing program for the
Republic of Korea will further help to improve Korean defense capa-
bilities and allow the country to assume a greater share of its defense
responsibilities as U.S. ground for~..es are withdrawn . The cost-free
transfer to the South Koreans of the equipment left by withdrawIng U.S.
ground forces, which was authorized by Congress in the FY 1979 securIty
assistance act, will continue Into FY 1982. The IMET program has
remained essentially constant at $6.7 million despite increased training
costs.

D. Latin America

Assistance to countries In Latin America is restricted to IMET
and FMS financing. These modest programs will assist selected recip ient
countries to modernize their defense forces. Latin American regiona l
FMS financing Is being significantl y reduced. Efforts to exercise arms
restraint and improve human ri ghts have been factors in this reduction.
Twelve countries in Latin America w i l l  participate in IMET programs in
FY 1980.

Where U.S. arms transfers accounte( for more than 70 percent
of total arms acquisitions by Latin American cói~mtries over a 16 yearspan following World War II , the U.S. portion during the decade 1967—
1976 was less than 20 percent.

E. Africa

Modest security assistance levels for countries in Africa
south of the Sahara further the U.S. policy of assisting f r i end l y
governments and attempting to ensure a degree of stability In this
important and unstable region.

Security assistance programs in Africa for FY 1980 include FMS
programs for Kenya, Botswana, Liberia , Cameroon, Za ire, Morocco, Sudan
and Tun i sia , as well as small cash sales to other countrles. In addi-
tion, sixteen nations will participate In IMET programs.

VI I I .  PROBLEM AREAS

The Carter Administration remains firmly committed to reducing the
global level of U.S. arms sales. However, cer ta in  aspects of the arms
transfer process , as well as important military , political and economic
considerations , make it difficult to achieve that objective which is in
turn only part of the more fundamental objective of reducing the total
level of sales by all suppliers.
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Deliveries of materiel and services, for example, usua l l y occur
over a perIod of several years after a sale is made. As of November
1978 there was a backlog of over $44 billion of undellvered orders in
the “pipeline ” as a result of U.S. sales concluded in past years. These
deliveries on past orders are not affected by our policy to restrain new
sales , but they will contribute to the actual flow of arms equipment and
services until they are completed.

The reduction of conventiona l arms transfers (CAT) will require the
cooperation of other major suppliers. The Un i ted States is currently
engaged in the CAT talks and other discussions , but the process wi l l
take time. The situation Es complicated by the strong economic and
politica l interests that both Western and Eastern European suppliers
have in arms sales. Balance-of-payments factors may also make some
Europeans reluctant to reduce arms transfers.

Similarl y, ind igenous arms production in some of the countries of
South America and South Asia is on the increase, and further complicates
efforts to imp lement our restraint policies. For a variety of reasons,
some of these states are seeking externa l markets. The possibi l i ty of
a number of regional “mini—suppliers ” emerg i ng in the near future further
emphasizes the importance of reaching agreement soon on a multilatera l
restraint regime that would involve both supp liers and recipients.

We also have to balance leg itimate security needs (our own, and
those of countries to which we transfer arms) against our other interests
includ i ng the potential adverse impact of some transfers on our human
rights policy. In compliance with Section 502(B) of the Foreign Assist-
ance Act of 1961 , as amended , and with its own policy directives , the
Administration now rev i ews all arms transfer proposals from a human
rights standpoint. U.S. military assistance and arms transfers are
often perceived as imp l y ing U.S. support for the governments that
receive them. Moreover, some types of arms we provide , finance , or
license could possibly be used by a recipient for purposes of repres-
sion. Although we are prohibited by U.S. law, from provIding assistance
for these purposes , our ab il Ity to prevent them once the transfer is
made is often limited .

Military assistance can be used to make clear our position on human
rights by altering the size or functions of our military representation ,
the leve l of training grants , and the quantity and types of arms transfers.
Some governments will probabl y turn to other ~uppliers over time if our
assistance is reduced. However, many that des i re close relations with
the Un i ted States may respond positively to an expression of U.S.
Intention to reduce or eliminate the military assistance aspect of a
relationship.
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Finally, although our security assistance policy is not motivated
by economic concerns, there are certain economic costs to the Un i ted
States in reduc i ng overseas arms sales. There may be prob l ems associated
with keeping certain production lines open. When overseas markets are
reduced , defense contractors ’ revenues will be lower, and certain Research
and Development (R&D) expenses , now recouped from overseas purchases,
will fall upon the U.S. taxpayer. As the President noted in hi.s report
to Congress, the policy Is not expected to have a major effect on over-
all U.S. trade performance, i nasmuch as arms sales constitute less than
one percent of current U.S. trade. However, the impact may be felt in
certain local areas where the economy depends extensively upon weapons
manufacture unless and untIl i nvestment and the labor force involved
turn to the production of other goods and services.

Despite these acknowledged problems, the need for restraint Is
overriding . An unrestricted internationa l traffic In conventiona l arms
can endanger everybody’s interests , supplier and recipient alike .

The Un i ted States will persevere in its search for ways to achieve
a balance in restraining arms trade, while meeting our other foreign
policy objectives. The Department of Defense is ready to deal with the
problems that may be I nvolved .
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CHAPTER 9

COMMAND , CONTRO L, COMMUN I CATIONS AND I NTELLI GEN CE

I. PROGRAM BASIS

A. Objectives and Requirements

Command , control , communications , and intelligence (c3 1)
systems are essential to the implementation of strategy , control of
forces, and employment of weapons in modern warfare. These systems
support day-to-day operations , rapid assessment of ind ications and
warning information for decision makers in periods of increased tension
and impend ing conflict , accurate situation monitoring and allocation of
resources in crisis situations , and vigorous conduct of military opera-
tions In wartime . Elements and areas requiring support inc l ude:

-- Nationa l Command Authorities and (as their agents) the
Joint Chiefs of Staff , on a worldwide basis;

-- Unified and Specified Commands and other military com-
manders in their areas of responsibility ;

—— Individua l military units within their zones of interest.

The war-fighting capability of our armed forces and of our
allies must not be compromised by i neffective or vu l nerable C3I systems.
Interoperabi lity of U.S. and Allied systems is vita l to the timel y and
unambiguous assessment of the s i tua t ion  and to mI) ita ry operations In a
NATO/ Warsaw Pact conflict.

B. Major Needs

The key areas in whIch our C3 1 capabilities need improvement
relate to their effectiveness in combat, surv i vability , and resistance
to jammIng and exploitation . These measures are particularl y important
in view of the emphasi~ that our potential adversaries place on destruction
or disruption of our C’I capabilities .

II. PROGRAM D E S C R I P T I O N

The five—year program stresses correction of the deficiencies in
our C 31 capabil i t ies.

Strategic C3I initiatives emphasize:

-- Enduring survivability of command and control by the Nationa l
Command Authorities , beyond execution of the Single Integrated
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Operationa l Plan (sloP) and into the period of reconstitution
of forces and support of optional responses following an
attack.

-- Ada ptability of our forces to meet future strategic threats.

-— Improv i ng our attack assessment capabilities .

Our theater C3 i Initiatives also emphas ize the achievemen t of
surv i vability of essential command and control functions for U.S. force
management at lower l evels of conflict , with concomitant efforts aimed
at improv ing our capabilities for participation in multinationa l opera-
tions in support of alliance comm i tments.

Tactical command and control efforts for FY 1980 and subsequent
years stress improved interoperabi lity between the Serv i ces and with the
forces of our allies. Because tactica l C’ systems are typically procured
in large numbers and require substantial maintenance resources and
logistics support , we are also emphasizing the ach ievement of greater
operationa l utility and standardization at lower cost. In addition , the
FY i980 program calls for continued development , acquis ition , and dep loy-
ment of counter—C3 capabil i t ies. These means are needed to offset
advances in military surveillance , coninunications , and command and
control being made by potential adversaries.

c31 programs which directly relate to strateg ic and theater nuclear ,
lan d , naval and tactica l air capabilities have been presented in the
chapters dealing with those forces. Defense-wide and NATO-related command ,
control , coninunications and intelligence programs are discussed below.

A. Intelligence Programs

1. Nationa l Intelli gence

National intelligence supports the Nationa l CommandAuthorities -- the President and the Secretary of Defense —- and other
senior military and civilian pot Icymakers. it is used by force planners
and those who develop weapons systems. The nationa l intelligence effort
is organized in a National Foreign Intelligence Program (NFIP), which
comprises a significant portion of the intelligence efforts of the
Depar tments of Defense, State, Energy, Treasury , the CIA and FBI , and
the counterintelligence efforts of the FBI , C’A , and Department of
Def ense.

Within the Defense portion of the NFIP , there are five
intelligence programs -- the Consolidated Cryptologic Program, the
General Defense intelligence Program, the Air Force and Navy Special
Activities , and the Defense Foreign Counterintelligence Programs.

— 
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Within the Defense budget are intelligence programs
integra l to the strateg ic and genera l purpose forces wh ich support
tactica l commanders in the use of their forces. These “tactical”
intelligence systems , as a secondary function, also provide intelligence
to nationa l l evel consumers, as nationa l intelligence systems provide
information for tactica l commanders. The two processes are usuall y
complementary rather than duplicative.

a. Consolidated Cryptologic Program

The Consolidated Cryptologic Program (CCP ) comprises
efforts of the National Security Agency and Service Cryptologic Agencies
engaged in the Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) mission. SIGINT prov ides
politica l , scientific and economic, as well as military , intelligence ,
and is essential for warning . Military intelligence derived from SIGINT
provides important information on the deployment and status of potentially
oppos ing forces , and insights into mil i tary technolog ica l advances often
unobta i nable by other means.

b. General Defense Intelligence Program

The General Defense Intelligence Program (GDIP)
includes all Defense intelligence activities in the Nationa l Foreign
intelligence Program (NFiP) except SIGINT and specialized nationa l pro-
grams . It includes all Defense intelligence production and collection
in the NFIP , techn ica l intelligence , the Atomic Energy Detection System,
special security services , certain intelligence communications and
within the Defense Intelligence Agency, management systems for intel-
lIgence collection and production requirements and tasking .

GUlP efforts emphasize collection and production of
defense Intelligence to support the readiness and employment of U.S.
forces. intelligence requirements are determined by missions assigned
the Department of Defense and its components. They need intelligence as
a basis for weapons and materiel research and development , and in support
of contingency planning and wartime operations.

The extensive overlap between peacetime nationa l
intelligence needs and those of the OSD/JCS, the Military Departments
and the forces in their wartime missions puts the GUlP in the unique
position of providing support simu l taneously to the highest nationa l
leve l users , defense management, and major commands, as well as tactica l
users of intelligence.

c. Air  Force and navy Special Act iv i t ies

These specialized programs provide essential infor—
mation to nationa l policy makers and to force commanders.
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d. Defense Foreign Counterintelligence (FCI) Program

This program consists of the counterintelhyence
activities of the three military departments inc l uding Investigations of
espionage and operations against hostile intellIgence establishments.
Also included are collection and production activities in support of
national and departmental needs for counterintelligence and information
on internationa l terrorism. Defense counterintelligence activities are
conducted in coordi nation with the FBI within the Un i ted States and in
coordination with the CIA abroad .

2. indications and Warnin g lntelllgence

ThIs program responds to nationa l , departmental and cow-
mand needs for both strategic and tactical warning of events that affect
nat ional security , includ i ng warning of attack against the Un i ted States
and its allies , it Inc ludes the worldwide Defense indications network ,
ind ications and warning collection by human sources and operation of cer-
tain techn i cal collectors which provide coverage of potential crisis areas.

3. Intelligence Supp~rt to Tactical Commanders

The DoD has undertaken a full—scale effort to develop a
master plan for coordinated , integrated , and timely acquisition and use
of nationa l and tactIcal intelligence assets in support of tactica l
commanders. This program entails participation by senior OSD officials ,
the Services , cogn i zant Defense Agencies , the Unified and Specified
Commands , and the Intelligence Commun i ty Staff, and deals comprehensively
with the problem of matching intelligence capabilities and opportunities
to the commanders’ information requ i rements.

4. IntellIgence Oversight

On January 24 , 1978 , President Carter issued Executive
Order 12036, concerning the organization and contro l of U.S. foreign
intelligence activities. In a September 1978 letter to the Secretary of
Defense, President Carter further defined reporting procedures pursuant
to E.O. 12036, and stated his intention to dea l personally with intel-
ligence abuses. To assure the legality and propriety of DoD intelligence
and counterintelligence operations , the Inspector Genera l for Defense
Intelligence has continued to exercise independent oversight over these
activities. As part of the intelligence oversight program he reviews
the inspection efforts of the Service and DoD agency Ins pectors Genera l ,
conducts his own inspections and , when appropriate , investigates allega-
tions of illegalitIes and improprietIes . The Inspector Genera l for
Defense Intelligence reports questionable activities directly to the
Deputy Secretary of Defense and the White House IntellIgence Oversight
Board. We believe that the DoD intelligence oversight program has
fostered l egality and propriety within the DoD intelligence commun i ty
without inhibiting legitimate collection efforts.
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B. Coninand and Control Programs

1. Command and Control Systems Acquisition Management

The Defense Science Board (DSB) completed a study in July
1978 on DoD management of command and control systems. They concluded
that our command and contro l systems have not kept up with the changes
in warfare or available technology. The DSB saw a strong need for:

-— revision of DoD acquisition processes to accommodate the
unique characteristics of command and control systems;

—- establishment of better mechan i sms for command partici-
pation in the command and control system acquisition
process;

-- a centra l organization for development of command and
control systems that cuts across Serv ice lines.

The DSB report has been accepted by the Deputy Secretary of
Defense and actions are being taken to implement the recommendations.

2. Deployable Crisis Management Capabilities

The current systems which support rapid situation assessment
and control in crisis are deficient. Summarized below are the programs
designed to remove these deficiencies.

FY 1981
FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 Prop ’d for

- Actual Planned Prop’d Authori—
FundIng FundIng Funding zation

Joint Cris is Management
Capability (JCMC)

This JCMC program combines Development:
our efforts to improve our $ Millions - - 4.0 2.0
deployable crisis management
capabilities. Included in Procurement:
this program are the former $ Millions — — 3.6
WW MCCS Mobile Airborne Cow—
mend Center (ABCC ) an~ rapid
reaction deployable C~ capa-
bii it ies. In addition the JCMC
program is expected to modernize
capabilit ies currently prov ided
by the Joint Airborne Command
Center-Command Post (JACC-CP),
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Joint Crisis Management
Capabi l ity (~JCMC) ~con ’t)

the Airborne Battlefield Command
Control Commun ications (ABCCC)
capability for tactica l air
forces, and the Joint Communi-
cations Support Element (JCSE) .

3. WWMCCS Automated Data Processing (ADP)

The adequacy of the automated data processing (ADP)
computers In the Worldw ide Mil i tary Command and Control System ~WWMCcS)
has received considerable attention from the Congress in the past year.
These concerns centered upon the age of the computers, their security
and ut i l i ty in support of operationa l coninanders. These computers
support a wide range of command and control tasks -- contingency , general
war and force depioyment p lanning; mil i tary airlift , ground and seaiift
management; tactica l air operations; warning Information correlation ;
mon i toring of force status and execution.

Although more advanced computers are now available , the
age of the hardware is not the determinIng factor in overall system
util ity. For most applications , the computers render effective support.
The principa l exception occurs in crisis situations , when commanders
need quick answers to a broad range of possible questions. The solution
is not as dependent on hardware as on gathering In advance a wide range
of detailed information , keep ing It current , and organizing it for ready
use. Currently, this kind of information Is gathered as needed throughother elements of the WMCCS -- staff organizations and globa l communi-
cations networks. The WWMCC System Eng ineer is develop ing an overall
management plan whIch will be used by the Deputy Under Secretary for
Research and Engineering (C 31) to coordinate actions lead ing to the
restructuring and improvement of WWMCCS ADP systems.

4. Joint Interoperability of Tactical Command and Control
Systems

The program for Joint Interoperability of Tactical Coin-
mand and Contro l Systems (JINTACCS) is designed to assist in achieving
interoperability of service tact ical command and cont rol systems in
joint operations.
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FY 1981
FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 Prop ’d for
Actua l Planned Prop ’d Authori-
Fund i ng Funding Fund ing zation

JINTACCS

At the request of Congress Development:
this program was reorgan i zed $ MillIons 7.1 26.7 42.9 51.5
in 1977-78 to provide a more
streamlined , responsive
management structure and to
accelerate the program sche-
dule. The J$NTACCS program
has been designated the U.S.
agent responsible for achiev-
ing interoperability of NATO
tactica l data systems .

5. Joint Battlefield Exploration and Target Acquisition
(BETA)

The purpose of this program is to exped ite land target identi-
ficat ion , location and dissemination to air and ground combat elements.

FY 1981
FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 Prop’d for
Actual Planned Prop ’d Authori-
Fund ing Fund ing Funding zation

Project BETA is a Joint pro- Development:
gram to eva l uate the abili ty $ Millions 12.6 15.9 12.8 5.7
of automated centers to corn-
bine Information on ground
targets from many sensor
systems . A NATO-based demon-
stration and evaluation
wi l l  take place in 1980.

6. Tactica l Command and Control/Battlefield Systems integration

This area includes our efforts to improve the effectiveness
of the Army , Air Force and Marine Corps in carry ing out tactical command
and control functions.
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FY 1981
FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 Prop ’d for
Actual Pl ann ed Prop ’d Authori-
Fund i ng Funding Fund i ng zation

Army Tactical Operations
System

This program utilizes Development:
improved automated data pro- $ Millions 8.8 36.8 36.5 10.0
cessing and display techno-
logy to provide division and Procurement:
corps commanders with a $ Mil lions - - 15.0 -
system responsive to real-
time battlefield needs. This
system will be tested in
FY 1980.

Army Tactical Data Systems
(ARTADS)

ThIs project is an endeavor Development:
to reduce automated sytems $ Millions 8.1 11.0 18.6 34.6
costs through standard ization
of automated data processing
equipment and changes in
programming languages.

Tactica l Air Control System
(TACS)

TACS will continue to be Development:
improved and automated an $ N IP lions 8.4 14.0 10.0 8.2
procurement of the automated
Tactica l Air Control Center Procurement:
begins In FY 1980. $ Millions 9.2 - 2.1 —
Marine Corps Tactical Ai r
Operations Center (TAOC)

The TAOC-85 program will Development:
replace exis t i ng TactIcal Air $ Millions 1.2 9.8 11.2 17.3
Operations Center equipment
developed under the Marine
Tac t ica l Da ta System (MTDS)
In 1966. ThIs program is
designed to enhance Marine
Corps air defense capabilities.
Full—scale development w i l l
begin In FY 1980.
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FY 1981
FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 Prop’d for
Actua l Planned Prop’d Authori-
Funding Fund i ng Fund i ng zation

Tactical Air Intelligence
System Activities

Fund i ng includes support of Development:
the BETA program , integration $ Mil l ions 8.5 8.6 9.6 7.6
of various tactica l intel-
ligence processing systems,
and other intelligence
systems.

USAFE Command and Control System

Improvements to the Opera- Development:
tiona l Application of $ Millions 3.1 4.4 5.9 9.5
Special Inte lligence System
(OASIS) will be made through
the generation of additiona l
computer programs .

7. Joint Tactica l Information Distribution System (JTIDS)

The JTIDS is a major joint Service development program to
provide a jam-resistant secure integrated communications , navigation ,
and identification system capability to tactica l forces. It will be the
primary system for passing critica l real-time information to large
numbers and types of forces. We have offered JTIDS to our NATO allies
in order to achieve greater interoperab llity . Thus far only the Un i ted
Kingdom has ordered terminals for their NIMROD Airborne Early Warning
(AEW) aircraft.

FY 1981
FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 Prop ’d for
Actual Planne d Prop ’d Au thor i-
Funding Funding Funding zation

JT I DS

Initial production fund ing Development:
for Airborne Warning and Con- $ Mil l ions 46.7 76.4 76.3 92.5
trol Systems (AWACS) terminals

~~~ Is prov ided In FY 1980. This Procurement:
system will be operationa l $ Millions - - 16.5 11.0
in the early l980s . Eng ineer-
Ing development of term inals
for fighter aircraft will
begIn in mid-1 979.
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C. Communications Programs

I. The Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS)

The DSCS, a Super Hi gh Frequency (SHF) satellite coninuni—
cations system, is key to linking the continental United States with
forces located overseas. Both large fixed terminals and mobile terminals
will be available to support Worldwide Military Coninand and Control
System (WMCCS) requirements and some tactica l Service requirements.
Currently three operationa l DSCS II satel l i tes are in orbit , located
over the Atlantic , Western Pacific , and Indian Oceans. Coverage over
the Eastern Pacific Is being provided temporarily by the NATO III B
satellite. Two satellites were launched in December 1978. They will be
placed in operation follow ing a period of test and evaluation.

FY 1981
FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 Prop ’d for
Actua l Planned Prop’d Authori-
Fund i ng Fund i ng Fundin1 zation

DSCS I I  Satellites !I
The demand for DSCS capa- Procurement:
city, area coverage, and Quantity - - 2
rd lability has established $ Millions 28.6 12.7 49.4 2.4
the need for six satellites
(four active and two in-orbit
spares). To maintaIn thIs
system until follow—on DSCS
satellites are available , six
replacement satellites will be
needed. Four are currently
under procurement, and the
fifth and sixth will be pro—
cured in FY 1980.

DSCS lii Satellites 1/

The DSCS I ll program Is Development:
being developed to prov ide $ MillIons 58.9 33.4 24.8 10.0
greater satellite life and
a major increase in jamm i ng Procurement:
protection and coninuni- Quan t i ty - - - 4
cations capacity over the $ Millions 37.6 1.2 29.0 140.1

!/ Inc ludes launch vehicle support fund ing.
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DSCS III Satellites !/ (Continued)

DSCS II satell ites. Two
prototype DSCS Ills are
being procured with FY 1978
and 1979 R&D funds and the
first DSCS ill satell i te is
now scheduled for launch in
November 1979. The f i rst
four DSCS III production
satellites will be procured
in FY 1981 followed by the
first launch in FY 1983.

1/ Includes launch vehicle support fund i ng .

2. Defense Commun i cations System (DCS) Secure Voice
Improvement Program

The Congress has directed changes in the system con-
figuration and technology associated with the concept for DCS global
secure voice capability . Actions are underway to restructure the
program to respond to the Congressional interest. Program plann i ng to
achieve improvements for critica l users has high priority.

3. Automatic Digita l Network (AUTODIN)

The Automatic Dig ital Network (AUTODIN) is the princ i pa l
network for transmission of data and messages within DoD. The current
AUTODIN I system, in operation since the mid-i960’s, will continue to be
the primary message switching system supporting the DoD until the mid—
1980’s. A replacement will be needed thereafter.

4. Automated Message Handling System

During the past decade, the Department of Defense has
made significant strides in improving message communications vital to
the command and control as well as intelligence processes. This pro—
gress has been due In part to the increased substitution of automation
for manual message handling tasks In our communications centers, yield-
ing faster speed of service and manpower savings. Automation centers
are needed to assist action officers in dealing with the floods of
traffic that must be reviewed and acted on during crIsis periods.
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We have taken severa l initiatives to improve the effici-
ency of automated message handling, Includ i ng:

—- Standard i zation of fixed-base coninunications centers.

-- Standard i zation of tactica l message handling systems
(TRI—TAC Program).

In addition , we are studying the use of existing hardware
for other WMCCS requirements.

5. ConsolidatIon/Automation of DoD Telecommunications Centers

Consolidation of telecommunications centers wIthin each
service has resulted in an approximately 30 percent reduction of DoD
telecommunications facilities . We estimate that these actions have
resulted In cost savings exceed ing $200 million over the past decade and
personnel reductions in excess of 2,500 billets.

By pursuing further consolidations and utilizing auto-
mated systems, additional dollar and manpower savings are possible. The
majority of the measures should be completed by the end of 1982.

As we pursue these consolidations we are mindfu l that
overconsolidation could Increase the vulnerability of our communications
by channelling theni through very few nodes.

6. Di gital European Backbone (DEB)

The present Defense Communications System (DCS) wh ich
uses analog techniques, is old , costly to maIntain and has difficulty in
providing link security.

FY 1981
FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 Prop ’d for
Actual Planned Prop ’d Authori-
Fund i ng Funding Fund i ng zation

The Di gital European Back- Procurement:
bone (DEB) program wi l l  $ MillIon s 9.4 13.9 8.0
upgrade the majority of the
existing European Defense
Communications System (DCS)
transmission network to all
di gital operations. The DEB
program will establish a major
di gital transmission system
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DEB (Continued)

Interconnecting U.S. activities
in the Un i ted King dom, Bel gium ,
Germany and italy. All infor-
mation flowing through this
system will be encrypted , there-
by deny ing critica l U.S. infor-
mation to hostile forces.

7. Reserve Forces Modernization (RFM)

The upgrad i ng and modernization of reserve forces com-
munications—electronics capabilities will continue in fisca l year 1980.
However, with the majority of existing older equ i pment currentl y in the
reserves, there will continue to be problems of interoperab ility, main-
tenance, supportability, reliability and capac i ty when and if integration
with active forces is required. The Serv i ces have recognized these
deficiences and are identif ying funds for procurement and installation
of more modern equipment for the reserves. The equipments Include
satellite and secure vo i ce term inais for Navy reserve ships , tactica l
radios for Army reserve forces, and improved high—frequency radios and
maintenance capabil Ities for Air Nationa l Guard units.

8. CommunIcations Security (COMSEC)

The DoD Coninun i cations Security (COMSEC) prog ram includes
all resources devoted to the protectIon of U.S. Government teleconinuni-
cations. Our goal is to make secure all U.S. Government communications
systems which carry traffic of significant intelligence va l ue. This
must be done in the face of two major trends in communications. First ,
the sheer volume of the commun i cations requiring protection grows
steadil y in more and more widel y dispersed locations. Second, the media
required to transmit this expand i ng information are inherently more
susceptible to intercept.

COMSEC programs are aimed at increasing the rel iabi l i ty
and life expectancy of COMSEC hardware and integrating appropriate
COMSEC measures into early development stages of new and advanced
communications systems. Procurement funding includes purchase of a
significant amount of equipment to secure commun i cations links which
transmit information of intelligence va l ue.

9. Computer Security

The DoD makes intensive use of computers to process
hi ghly sensitive classified information. These computers are operated
in secure facilities with stringent protection against unauthorized
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access and hostile penetrations. However, because interna l protection
mechanisms within available computers are lacking , these systems, wit h
very f.w exceptions, are operated with all users cleared to the same
sscu Ity cisarance level , even if some users only require access to
Information of a lower classification . Similarl y, remote facilities
connected to such a system must be secured to that high l evel , even
wher. the remote facilities process only material of a lower classifi-
cation . With Increases In the requirement to share information on a
tinsly basis among widely distributed commands, the requirement to clear
all users and securing all remote facilities to the same security l evel
becomes IncreasIngly restrictive and costly. These effects are magnified
when computer systems of different security levels are interconnected .
According ly, there Is a strong need to control information flow within
data processing systems to restrict sensitive Information to those who
are authorized access , while at the same time allowing others to use the
systems at lower security l evels.

The DoD has designed and is implementing two ADP systems
with mechan i sms to allow the simu l taneous processing of multip le levels
of classified information by users having different levels of personnel
security clearance. Detailed design information is be i ng made available
to the computer industry to encourage them to build ADP systems with
similar mechanisms. We are preparing procedures for the eval uation of
industry-deve loped products for use in DoD multilevel secure applica-
tions. We expect the effort to result in the widespread availability of
secure systems for use in both classified and unclassified DoD ADP
systems, elsewhere in government and the private sector.

D. Navigation and Position—Fixing

The Department of Defense will provide over $300 million in FY
1980 for the development, procurement, operation , and support of navigation
devices and systems.

We are develop i ng plans for the orderl y transition of position-
ing and navigation (POS/NAV) systems and equipment to the NAVSTAR Globa l
Positioning System (GPS) when it becomes operationa l in the mid-1980’s.
Although NAVSTAR GPS plays a key role in the fina l mix of navigation and
position i ng systems, we are also mindful of the potential impact that
pend i ng introduction of other new systems such as JTIDS (Joint Tactica l
Information Distribution System), PLSS (Posi tion Location Strike System),
DABS (Discrete Address Beacon System), and the MLS (Microwave Landing
System) during the next 10 to 15 years will have on total Defense
expenditures In this functional area. We intend to effect a substantial
reduction in the number of systems while significantly increasing our
abil ity to meet emsrg l ng military requirements. Further , we are working
to improve the coordination process between the Department of Defense
and other Federal agenc ies responsible for providirg navigation serv i ces,
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with the ultimate goal of providing a consolidated plan for development ,
acquisition , and operation of military and civil radionavi gation systems.
We are also working closely with our NATO allies to further our efforts
toward standardization and interoperab ility In this area.

FY 1981
FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 Prop’d for
Actua l Planned Prop ’d Authori—
Fund i ng Fund i ng Fund i ng zation

NAVSTAR GPS

Development of this system Development:
domi nates R&D fund i ng in the $ Mil l ions 73.6 117.5 209.2 179.5
posit ion—fixing and navi-
gation (POS/NAV) area. This
fund i ng assumes that a full-
scale development decision
will be made early in 1 979.
The system is expected to
be fully operational by
the mid-l 980s , although
the phase-in for mil i tary
use will continue through
the mid-l990s.

E. NATO-Related Programs

I. Int ellig ~ence Support to NATO

The Un i ted States is placing emphasis on the improvement
of NATO ’s intelligence capability. These improvements range from
enhanced combat l evel information to strengthen i ng the NATO headquarters
warning and reaction capability. Plans for these improvements are
currentl y under development.

2. Identification Systems (1FF)

Positive and reliable identification of friends , foes,
and neutrals (1FF) is a problem common to all of our weapon systems,
especiall y those which can engage targets beyond visual range. The
Un i ted States is continuing to participate In the formulation of a NATO-
wide deve l opment of a future identification system that will overcome
the shortcomings of the present MARK X II 1FF system , which is an early
1960s design . The program, part of the NATO Long-Term Defense Program,
includes allied use of the MARK X li system on an interim basis. NATO
operationa l commanders have placed greater emphasis on the 1FF function
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in li ght of the possibility of self—inflicted losses as demonstrated by
the 1973 Middle-East War. The Federal Republic of Germany has conducted
a demonstration of an experimental tank—to-tank and air—to-tank identif-
ication system based on the use of a laser. This FRG development will
proceed in close cooperation with the U.S. Army , allowing the U.S. and
NATO to field a fully interoperab ie forward combat zone 1FF system by
the 1990 ’s. Total R&D fund ing proposed for 1FF in FY 1980 for all the
Serv i ces is $17 million .

3. C31 Interoperabi lity and Mutua l Efforts

a. Tactica l Area Communications

Over the past severa l years, NATO nations have
agreed to specifications for a device that will allow a limited degree
of interop erab ility among tactica l communications systems. This is a
stop-gap approach. More must be done prior to 1995, when nations are
expected to field completely interoperable equipment. A major effort
is be i ng made to exped i te automatic interoperabi lity of U.S. tactica l
commun i cations systems with those of NATO and NATO nations by expand i ng
and automating the existing device based on NATO Standard i zation Agree-
ment (STANAG) 5040.

b. Combat Net Radio

In i ts report to the NATO Ministers in December
1976 , the Ad Hoc Committee on Equipment Interoperabi lity recommended
measures to insure interoperabi li ty of al l  new radio equipment. The
Ministers agreed tha t al l  new combat net radio equipment introduced
after 1985 should be designed to common specifications or at least to
common standards. Accord ingly, the U.S. Army w i l l  continue its program
to develop SINCGARS-V (See Chapter 3) which will replace Army and Marine
Corps tactica l radios , provide anti—jamm i ng capabilities , and be inter-
operable with NATO combat net radios.

c. Communications Satellite (SATCOM) Sharing

The sharing of U.S., Br i t ish and NATO SATCOM assets
has proved extremel y beneficial. The Un i ted States and United Kingdom
have made use of NATO l IlA in the At lant ic  area and NATO I l lS in the
East Pacific. The Un i ted States has also used the UK SKYNET satellite
to provide coninunications for special users. To continue the shared
SATCOM systems , It is i mperative that the next generation of United
States and NATO SATCOM systems be interoperable. Not only w i l l  this
provide for contingency operations , but it should also be most economic
for both the Un i ted States and NATO . The DoD objective Is completely
interoperable Un i ted States and NATO satellites and ground terminals.
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d. Mutua l U.S. /NATO Support

Coninuni cations facilities must be prov i ded for the
U.S. Brigades 75/76 that are being stationed in Northern Germany . As
part of the rationalization program, the Army and Air Force will make
use of existing allied commun i cations , e.g., the UK STARRNET. To avoid
building duplicate U.S. systems, we are i nvestigating the continued use
of the UK STARRNET and use of the NATO Integrated Communications System.

e. Consolidation of U.S. and NATO Commun i cations
Facilities

Consolidation of the Supreme Allied Commander ,
Atlantic (SACLANT) and U.S. communications centers in the Norfolk area
has been completed . Planning and programming for automatic intercon-
nection of the U.S. AUTODIN and NATO TARE record traffic systems, and of
the U.S. AUTOVON and NATO IVSN switched voIce systems will be completed
in 1 979. U.S. procurement of multiplex equipment for use with the NATO
CIP—67 system could prov i de links for U.S. transmission requirements in
the NATO system. These and simil ar projects will provide added reli-
ability and surv i vability for U.S. and NATO communications. We continue
to press for the adoption of a NATO policy that will permit the auto-
matic interconnection of national and NATO communications systems.
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CHAPTER 10

RESEARCH , DEVELOPMENT AND ACQU I S I T I O N

I. SUMMARY OF DEFENSE RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND ACQUISITION

The FY 1980 Department of Defense Budget requests $49.0 billion for
research, development and acquisition (RDsA) activities to support our
military posture. Included are $13.6 billion for research, development,
test and eval uation (RDT&E) and $35.4 billion for the procurement of
weapon systems and other military equipment and supplies. The size of
this request reflects our continuing concern over the growing quantita-
tive disparity between deployed U.S. and Soviet weapons. it also
reflects concern over significant advances In the quality of Soviet
technology and fielded weapons.

The formulation of the RD&A program was governed by three major
objectives:

A. Better justification of programs on the basis of mission needs
to reduce waste and duj,licatlon .

B. Strengthened technology base.

C. Greater cooperation with our allies.

In keeping with the princip le of presenting and evaluating our
efforts on the basis of the missions that they support, RD&A programs
for our strategic , theater nuclea r, land , sea, and air forces are
primaril y addressed in chapters on those forces. This chapter summarizes
the basic objectives of RD&A for strategic and tactical application , and
provides highlights of RD&A programs which contribute to Defense—wide
capabilities (except C3l which is addressed in the preceding chapter).

Tables 10-1 and 10-2 reflect the resources allocated for RDT$E and
procurement of weapon systems and other equipment , divided by major
mission category.

I I .  STRATEGIC AND TACTI CAL RD&A PRI ORITIE S

Fund ing for strategic programs is devoted to Improving offensive,
defensive, and C31 capabilities . Our strategic offense programs are
aimed at reducing the vulnerability of our I CBM force, increasing the
second-strike capability of our SLBM force against hard targets, and
developing an effective cruise missile force. StrategIc defense programs
are aimed at maintaining the technology In defensive systems to reduce
the possibility of technological surprise; providing defensive options
to protect strategic forces, satellite systems, and command and control
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TABLE 10— 1

RDTSE Fundi~ig ($ million s)

FY 1979 FY 1980

Strategic Warfa re 1/ 2,383 2,408

Tactical Warfare !/ 5,310 5,251
Defense—Wide C3 1 672 910

Other Defense-Wide Mission

Support of Management 1 ,869 2,087

Science ~ Technology Program 2,540 2,950

Total 12,774 13,606

TABLE 10-2

Procurement Funding ($ m i l l i o n s )

FY 1979 FY 1980
Strategic Forces 2,995 4,914

General Purpose Forces 22,140 23,624

Intelligence and Communications 3,016 3,381

Airlift and Sealift 389 402

Guard and Reserve Forces 1,448 1,275
Centra l Supply and Maintenance 927 1,013
Training , Med ical , and Other Personnel

Activit ies 452 503
Administration and Associated Act ivities 48 63

Support of Other Nations 85

Total 31 ,500 35,425
1/ Includes StrategIc C31 funding
1/ Inclu des Tacti cal C3I fun d in g
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systems; and providing a surveillance and warning network to detect
and characterize hostile actions by aircraft , missiles and spacecraft.
Strategic control programs are aimed at increasing survivability in a
trans-attack and post-attack environment, while providing adaptive
measures to cope with future threats.

The main objective of our tactical programs is to maintain the
military balance In Central Europe In both conventiona l and theater
nuclear warfare. Accord ingly, we are concentrating our efforts to
improve the survivability and effectiveness of theater nuclear forces
in the areas of C3, operationa l intelligence and target information , and
modern i zed armaments with Improved security and safety features. Our
land warfare programs are primarily desi gned to support a strong NATO
with particular emphasis on rationalization , standardization , and
interoperability. The principa l focus is on precision munitions/fire-
power, target acquisition , armored vehicles and attack helicopters , air
defense, landmlne warfare and logistics , in air warfare, the emphasis
is on better defense of high value assets (Includ ing nava l forces) from
enemy air strikes, defeat of enemy fighters , battlefield interdiction
(Including second echelon forces), close air support, and suppression of
enemy defenses. Naval warfare programs will improve our ability to
control the seas as needed to protect shipping, support allies and
overseas forces, and permit effectIve use of maritime striking forces.
The program places particular emphasis.on improv ing our defense agaInst
air and submarine threats to our naval forces. Our C3I programs are
aimed at greater survivability and interoperabi lity of systems (parti-
cularly In the NATO environment) and an improved capability to counter
opposing c3 capabilities .

III. THE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

A. Pol icies

Our continuing emphasis on the Scientific and Technology (S&T)
Program is -- in the long run -- the core of the defense RQT&E program.
The increasing quantities of systems fielded by the Soviets, as well as
observed Improvements in their quality, demand that we not just maintain
our technology pace but that we accelerate It -- both through better
exploration of Innovative technology and through improved management of
our scientific and technological resources. These measures are vital
if we are to maintain the crucial technology advantages that give us
superiority where we need it in selected military capabilities . As the
diversity of the world’s weapons arsenal expands, there is a corre-
sponding need to expand the technology options available to us. Such
diversity in technology options will allow greater selectivity and lower
costs in the more expensive acquisition portion of the total Research,
Development and Acquisition process.
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In order to ensure the availability of better and more clearly
chosen technolog i cal military options and to prevent technologi cal
surprise , I am requesting sufficient funds to provide for about 10
percent rea l growth in the S&T Program in FY 1980.

I would like to emphasize that the deve l opment and maintenance
of a strong S$T Program depends not only upon action s within the Defense
Department but also on the combi ned efforts of the federal , industrial ,
and un i versity communities. Important goals of our nationa l S&T program
include an effective manufacturing technology program to increase pro-
ductivity In the production process, a creative industrial I ndependent
research and development program , and a hi gh level of innovation within
all of these communities. In achieving this latter goa l, my staff is
providing strong support to the interagency Domestic Policy Review of
Industrial Innovation to assess the impact of government programs and
policies on industrial Innovation in this country and to recommend
approaches that could enhance the national capac i ty for innovation which
wi l l  have a direct impact on our mil i tary capabilities.

The maintenance of our technolog ical l ead also depends upon
creative and improved management of export controls. Where cr i t ica l
technologies would provide a mi l i tary advantage to polit ical adversaries
that would be detrimental to U.S. interests , I intend to ensure the
needed controls are applied. Simu ltaneously, I will support the relax-
ation of many existing product controls which impose undue restrictions
on our industrial sector in its conduct of international trade. During
the past year , substantial progress has been made in developing the U.S.
position for negotiating the rev iew of the Coordinating Committee (COCOM)
contro l l ist with our a l l ies.  The export contro l process Involves the
careful balancing of national security risks and potential benefits.
The former involves possible loss of a technica l lead , the latter the
needs of U.S. industry to compete successfully in the world marketplace.
International trade provides an opportunity for industry to acquire
additional resources which can further be allocated to industrial R&D
programs for the improvement of our national technologica l position.
National security invo l ves all of these factors.

In furthering our objective of more closely integrating the
efforts of the NATO alliance in order to provide for a stronger and more
effective defense , we are working with our allies to increase mutually
advantageous cooperative research and development projects. It is our
view that the total S&T program within the countries involved can be
strengthened by increasing real growth in the military S&T programs and
by Imp roving the exchange of techn i cal information between countries.
We are now participating in international cooperative programs on a
regular basis at both the policy and work ng levels to enhance our
position in the S&T area.
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B. The Basic Program

The Defense S&T Program covers a spectrum of science and engI-
neering endeavors. This program is designed to induce scientific and
engineering breakthroughs and to encourage technolog i cal i nnovation.
its outputs provide not only for increased capabilities —— both quali-
tativel y and quantitatively -- In weapons, mobility , command and con-
trol , and guidance, but also In technology infrastructure programs such
as those in materials , semi—conductors and electronics that are the
basic foundation for technolog ical advances in all areas of military
interest. These projects lead to new systems, equipment , concepts and
procedures for our strategic, tactica l and support forces that in the
fina l analysis execute the defense mission . Illustrative of the types
of projects in the Defense SST Program are:

I. Research

We have identified several areas critical to DoD which
requ i re additional scientific resources. FY 1980 funds will be applied
to research in new materials , better characterization of existing
materials , combat env i ronments, microe l ectronics and survivability .

2. Very High Speed Integrated (VHS I) Circuits

The VHS I program Is designed to exped i te Innovation In an
area essential to DoD ’s mission and one in which DoD cannot depend on
the consumer market for needed advances. This initiative Is a six-year
program to develop a new generation of integrated circuits (iCs). The
goal is to achieve major advances in IC technology Includ ing an order of
magn i tude reduction In size, weight, power consumption and failure rates
and a hundred—fold increase in processing capacity. iCs wit h these
capabilities will allow important and significant advancements in cruise
missiles , satellites~ avionics , radar, undersea surveillance , 

electronic
warfare SIG INT and C~ systems.

3. PrecisIon Guided Munitions Technology

The current DoD emphasis on precision guided munitions
will be increased this year as the SST community capitalizes on advances
made In micro-electronics and signa l processing . The Under Secretary of
Defense for Research and Engineering (USDRSE) is coordinating ongoing
activities and developing objectives to expedite development and acqui-
sition of this sophisticated new technology.

4. Directed Energy Technology

The principa l efforts in this area invo lve the High
Energy Laser and to a lesser extent the Particle Beam Technology Pro-
grams. In FY 1980, we will concentrate our efforts on identify ing the
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sc ientific and engineering uncertainties associated with this tech-
nology, the means for their resolution , and on determining the feasi-
bility and utility of directed energy weapons.

5. Chemical Warfare Defense

The U.S. is continuing international and bilatera l nego-
tiations with the goal of achieving an effective, verifiable agreement
banning chemical warfare. However , present deficiencies in our force
posture and the threat to U.S. and allied forces in this area dictate
that we give greater attention to: technology activity in detectors,
warning, decontamination , medical trea tment , protective equipment and
training devices.

6. Metal-Matrix Compos ites (MIICs)

These new materials are conventional metals such as
aluminum or titan i um which are selectively reinforced with high strength
fibers of carbon, graph i te, silicon carbide or other materials. Because
of the potential of these new materials , this program will receive con-
tinued emphasis in FY 1980.

7. Personnel and Training

As personnel costs continue to be the largest single i tem
in the defense budget , I plan to continue emphasis on this aspect of the
S&T Program. It is important that the Department develop procedures,
techn iques and policies that promote efficient recruitmen t, training and
matching of people with the combat environment. In particular , we plan
to continue to emphasize the development of simulators and training
devices as a means of not only reducing costs, but also Increasing
individua l and crew operational proficiency.

8. Manufacturing Technology

The Manufacturing Technology Program (MTP) is designed to
assure the economical production of weapons systems. While specific
projects focus on indiv Idual production problems, the MTP addresses
Improved factory floor space productivity across the entire spectrum of
commodities purchased by DoD. Illustrative examples include programs in
composite materials fabrication , advanced inspection methods, and anwnu—
nition production.

9. Low Vulnerability Munition s

A jo int study of the Departments of Defense and Energy,
currently in progress, wi l l  evaluate the techn ica l possibi l i t ies for
developing, and applying to military weapons, new explos ives and pro-
peilants which are less susceptible to accidental detonation than
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materials currently in use. The study will be completed this year. Its
recommendations will be used to initiate a five-year S&T Program.

C. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)

I. Objectives

DARPA ’ s role is two— fold: (I) to explore the “lead i ng
edge” of technology to prevent technolog ical surprise and (2) to exploit
new developments by demonstrating technology pay-off and presenting
system options to the Services.

The DARPA program, balanced in Its support of technology
exploration and demonstration , consists of ten major efforts.

2. Technology Opportunities Programs

a. Space Defense

b. Space Surveillance: Sensor technologies for target
detection and tracking from space.

c. Cruise Missile Technolog ies: Eng i ne improvements
for greater range and payload; enhanced homi ng and guidance technologies
to Improve accuracy; and an improved understanding of detection and
tracking phenomena to maintain the ability of cruise missiles to penetrate
sophisticated air defenses.

d. Anti—Submarine Warfare: Technologies to detect and
track submarines.

e. Land Combat: Target acquisition and weapon delivery
technologies providing options to offset the numerically superior Soviet
armored vehicle assault capability .

f. Air Vehicles and Weapons: I nnovative concepts such
as the X-Wl ng A ircraft , Self-Initiated Ant i—Air craft Missi le (SiAM), and
the Forward Swept-Wing Aircraft which w il l offer dramatic improvements.

g. Command, Control, and Communication s: Technologies
for survivable computer ccqiinun i cations, secure message and information
systems, improved crisis management and coninand systems, and evaluation
of these emerging technologies in a quasi-operational testbed .

h. Unconventiona l Technologies: Development of (1) the
charged particle beam concept; and (2) the Assault Breaker program which
Is an intergrated anti-armor surveillance and engagement concept for
NATO.
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I. Nuclear Test Verification Technology: Development
of methods and data analysis techniques for remotely determining char-
acteristIcs of nuclear tests and for verifying other nations ’ compliance
with agreements limiting nuclear testing .

j. Technology Initiatives and Seed Efforts: This
category includes programs such as Innovative computer sc iences for new
communications technology, quantItative non—destructive material eval-
uation techniques aimed at lowering the cost of new systems; laser and
optics development; and further development of integrated circuits
technology.

IV. DEFENSE-WIDE MISSION SUPPORT AND MANAGEMENT

This major mission category includes all efforts which provide
support to multiple defense missions and cannot be allocated directly to
any other major mission area. Inc uded are such activities as space
launch and orbita l support , globa l military environmental support ,
studies and ana lyses, test and eva l uation , and general management
support. Two of the major efforts are described in the following
sect ions.

A. SupportIng Space Developments

Our primary objectives are to develop a flexible , effective
space launch capability that can support space system deployment at
reduced cost with enhanced survivability, and to provide an advanced
technology base for future space system opportunitIes.

A standard i zed, improved TITAN III (34)D will provide Improved
reliability for current payloads. However, we are depend ing heavily on
the space shuttle as the basic launch capability of the future. Space
shuttle development progress and orbiter availabili ty uncertainties
present problem s to DoD in planning to use the shuttle to achieve more
flexible , effective space operation s and to phase—out expendable launch
vehicles. Additional effort is needed to evaluate the use of the manned
shuttle as a laboratory In space for DoD experiments , in defining the
future military role of man in space , and in improving DoD shuttle oper-
ations capabilities. To take advantage of this system, we are developing
the i nertial Upper Stage for use with the shuttle at Kennedy Space
Center, providing shuttle l aunch and landing facilities at Vandenberg
Air Force Base, preparing to transition space systems to shuttle launch ,
assuring that classified payloads will be protected on the shuttle , and
procuring a minimum number of backup boosters as a hedge against uncer-
tainties In shuttle development and availability.
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There are two related efforts. One Is planning for an Improved
satellite control capability, includ i ng shuttle flight control to enhance
space system surv i vabi lity. A second is the use of the Space Test Pro-
gram to enhance the use of the manned shuttle as a laboratory in space
for conducting DoD experiments. The latter effort will enable more
rapid technology advancements since we could test concepts under actua l
space conditions and then return the experimental packages for modifi-
cation and retest. In our present situation , we must launch expensive
and nonrecoverable R&D payloads prior to fielding an operational space
system.

B. Test and Evaluation

We will continue to maintain a strong , independent evaluation
of weapon system testing throughout the acquisition process. The test
and evaluation program continues to emphasize the reduction of vu lner-
ability and improvement of reliabIlity in our weapon systems. Through
earlier operational testing in the system acquisition process we seek to
lessen risks in decision-making and assure the highest level of oper-
ational suitability of fielded weapons, while not making unwarranted
additions to their cost and time to deployment. We will proceed with
efforts to improve and modernize the capabilities of the DoD test ranges
and facilities to keep pace with the sophisticated requ i rements of new
weapon systems. These efforts Include the development and procurement
of sufficient targets for use in weapon system tests. By carefu l atten-
tion to costs and products, the goal of maximizing the “return on invest-
ment” of the test and evaluation process will continue to be pursued .
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CHAPTER 11

LOG I STI CS

I. OVERV IEW OF DEFENSE LOG ISTICS

A. Objectives of Logistics Plann ing and Programing

The major objectives of our logistics planning and programing
a re:

-- to ensure that the operationa l read iness and combat
susta i nabi lity of our combat forces are consistent with
the overall strategic concept for nationa l defense
planning;

—- to ensure that DoD’ s mi l i tary population Is adequately
fed, clothed , and housed;

-- to provide for the essential upkeep of DoD’s extensive
capital plant and facilities and avoid costly deter-
ioration of these assets;

-- to provide the necessary l evels of “miscellaneous ,” but
essential , management and support.

None of these objectives is an end in itself ; our ultimate
objective Is to provide a combat capability adequate to ensure that our
national interests can be protected. in other words, the ultimate
objective of logistics planning and programing is to ensure the combat
capabil i ty of our defense forces.

Combat capability depends on a myriad of diverse but inter-
related components. For the purposes of this discussion , the components
of combat capability are classified and discussed under the following
four general areas: (1) peacet ime materiel readiness; (2) combat sus—
ta i nabi lity ; (3) logistics management and support; and (4) facilities
support.

1. Peacetime Materiel Readiness

Peacetime materiel readiness depends on the adequacy of
the DoD logistics and manpower programs. These programs ensure that
weapon systems and equipments attain , and where necessary improve , their
inherent design capabilities. Support of peacetime materiel readiness
encompasses maintenance (including modifica tion of equipment), supply,
transportation , and distribution. The maintenance , modification , and
alteration of weapons systems and components include depot maintenance
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act iv i t ies , procurement of spares and kits for modification and alter-
ation , and maintenance at intermediate and unit l evels. Supply oper-
ations include the resources to operate the world’s largest supply
system of “wholesale” supply warehouses and “reta il” supply outlets at
bases and units. The transportation activities include funds spent on
materiel distribution , separate from transportation charges paid as part
of materiel procurement costs and the movement of personnel and their
household goods.

2. Combat Susta inabili~y

Another vita l factor in our combat capability is the
ability to sustain combat once initiated . Procurement of war reserve
stocks (WRS) is a particularly crucial element of DoD combat sustain—
ability. We must maintain substantial quantities of war reserve
munitions , spare parts and other combat consumabies in our peacet ime
inventories to support our combat forces during the early wartime surge
in activity levels. A second component of combat susta i nabi lity Is
industrial preparedness. This ncludes the modernization and expansion
of our munitions production base as well as other capita l investment in
log istics facu lties and equipment , manufacturing technology programs,
and the layaway and maintenance of mothballed facilities .

3. Logistics Management and Support

This group ing inc ludes additional “miscellaneous ”, but
essential , activities such as the operations of logistics management
headquarters , procurement of logistics support equi pment, and other
support activities. These i tems, though further removed from direct
combat support than the previous l y enumerated activities , are essential
to the proper function i ng of the entire Defense Department.

4. FacIlItie s Support

This Important grouping of functions includes capital
plant i nvestment as well as maintenance of existing facilities. It
demands the commitment of substantial resources. Military facilities
constitute the bulk of the capita l p lant i nvestment of the Department of
Defense. An aspect of facilities support that is very important to the
well be i ng of our military personnel is famil y housing. The sizeable
Inventory of government-owned famil y housing will continue to be operated
and maintained . Emphasis w Ii I be on reducing the backlog of deferred
maintenance to a reasonable level by end FY 1982. Real property main-
tenance activities (RPMA) encompass utilities expense, maintenance ,
repair , minor construction , and support servIces for installations.
Also included in this grouping are the energy conservation investment
program , environmental and OSHA compliance at military installatIons ,
and NATO infrastructure faci l i t ies funds.
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B. Distribution of Logistics Fund i ng

About $48 billion of the FY 1980 budget request of $135.5
billion is to pay for a set of functions, activities , serv i ces, and
certain procurements that we call “logIstic~- ” Logistics funds are
spread across almost every budget appropriation and include resources:
(1) to support peacetime materiel read iness; (2) to provide wartime
combat sustalnability; (3) for logistics management and support; and
(4) for facilities support.

Chart 11—1 displays the estimated distribution of logIstics
funding among these categories.

Chart li— i
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II. TRENDS IN PEACETIME MATERIEL READINESS

A. General

The materiel read i ness of our weapons systems and equipment
refers to their ability , with a specified warn i ng time , to deliver the
performance for which they have been designed or modified . Explicitly,
and perhaps ar t i f ica lly ,  exc luded from this area are issues of manpower
and training.

All the logistics funct ions (supply, maintenance , transpor-
tation , etc.) contribute to peacetime materiel read iness. The most
cost /effective achievement of readiness requires a proper balance among
these areas. Readiness operates on a “weakest link” principle , and i f
even the “least important ” link breaks , the effect on readiness can be
catastrophic. It is important that we not rob any one readiness—related
function to fix another.

Last year , as for several years before, serious shortfalls In
materiel readiness were highli ghted . It normall y takes some years to
make significant improvements in most of these areas.

B. Ship Materiel Readiness

During the past year the materiel condition of ships has
improved as reflected in reports from the Board of Inspection and Survey
(INSURV) ; this improving trend is corroborated by a decline in the
number of serious materiel casualty reports (CASREPS). Resources have
been increased to prov de Improved depot l evel support. The depot l evel
maintenance funds requested will reduce the number of ships overdue for
overhaul from 24 at the end of FY 1979 to 12 at the end of FY 1980. in
addition , increased FY 1980 shipboard maIntenance funding will continue
the improvement In fleet-wide materiel readiness. The Congress denied
our FY 1979 request for funds to upgrade the shore intermediate main-
tenance activities at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii and Mayport, Florida. We
continue to believe that this upgrade program Is necessary to provide
adequate support for new ships and those vessels on extended operating
cycl es between overhauls. The FY 1980 budget submission requests funds
to upgrade the Mayport facility.

A major factor affecting the materiel condition of fleet units
is the shortage of adequately trained maintenance personnel. A com-
prehensive training plan to improve the ability of our personnel to
maintain the newer complex shi ps and equipments has been initIated .
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C. Aircraft Materiel Read i ness

Among the contributors to degraded aircraft materiel read i ness
have been backlogs of spa re components requiring repair and unreliable ,
hard-to-support equipment designs. The l evel of component repair back-
logs , while not a direct measure of materiel readiness , can have a
strong influence on aircraft mission—capable rates.

Past Defense Reports have emphasized unreliable and hard-to-
support equipment design as a major, and often the princ i pa l , contri-
butor to less-than—desirable weapon system performance in the field. An
important means of improv ing the peacetime materiel readiness of our
existing forces is by means of re l iabi l i ty  and maintainabil i ty (R&M)
modifications to weapon systems and equipment. Both the Air Force and
Navy are vigorousl y pursuing aircraft R&M modification programs by
expand i ng last year ’s program for correcting unsatisfactory designs for
older aircraft such as the A—7, F-4, and B—52s as well as our newer
F-14, F— 15, and S—3 systems.

D. Land Forces Equipment Prog rams

The shortage of modern equipment reported in the FY 1979
Report remains our most significant concern in the area of Army read-
i ness. While the procurement of major weapons systems has significantl y
increased over the past two years , lead-times associated with these pro-
curement actions will delay their impact on unit readiness. During FY
1980-1984, we will field a large number of additional modern weapons to
increase our capabi l i t ies in the early stages of any confl ict.

Our past and current emphasis on early warfighting capability
has enabled us to achieve essential reconstitution of POMCUS stocks in
Europe and we plan to increase POMCUS as discussed in Chapters 3 and 6.
This increase may require some CONUS units (active and reserve) to train
and operate at reduced equipment l evels whose effect on training read i-
ness is being assessed . Until our equipment inventories increase signi-
ficantl y as a result of recent procurement , the enhanced early combat
capability is at the expense of our later deploy ing units that will
continue to suffer -from equipment shortages.

E. Congressional Readiness Reporting Requirements

In accordance with provisions of Section 812 of Public Law
95-79 (the FY 1978 Defense Appropriation Authorization Act), the DoD
submitted to Congress in February 1978 a Materiel Readiness Report
setting forth the read i ness requirements of our forces and the past and
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projected readiness status relative to those requirements. Section 812
also requires that future DoD budget submissions include data projecting
the effect of the appropriations requested on materiel readiness. In
addition to the information required by P. 1. 95-79, Senate Armed
Serv i ces Committee (SASC) Report No. 95-826 requests that DoD submit
detailed materiel readiness data on seven specific aircraft types. We
are responding to both the continuing provisions of P. L. 95—79 and the
new SASC requirements in a separate “Materiel Read i ness Package” to be
submitted In mid-February to support the FY 1980 budget request.

F. Transportation Support

1. Traffic Management, Land Transportation and Ocean
Te rminal Operations

The Military Traffic Management Command , our single
manager in this area, has initiated several programs to improve serv i ce
and reduce transportation costs. Action to upgrade and modify rail
equipment in the Defense Freight Ra i lway Interchange Fleet will enhance
our capability to respond to specialized and heavy-lift requirements of
the serv i ces in both peacetime and wartime. A program to lease unused
faci l i t ies at the mil i tary ocean terminals w i l l  generate revenue and
eliminate standby maintenance cost. The funds requested for upgrad i ng
ammunition ocean terminals will provide for an improved capability to
move both containerized and breakbulk ammunition in wartime .

2. Airlift Operations

The Military Airlift Conwnand (MAC), as the single manager
for a i r l i f t , maintains its wartime response capabil i ty through peacetime
training exerc ises and by providing required a i r l i f t  service to DoD
components. Since the users pay for this airlift , the direct Air Force
Operations and Maintenance cost for airlift training is reduced con-
siderably. The essential peacetime fly ing-hour program for exercising
the airlift system is supported by the serv i ces through appropriations
for second destination transportation , personnel trave l , Joint Airborne/
Air Transportability Training and JCS exercises. Reductions in the
l evel of these funds result in reduced flying hours for training and
ultimately in reduced system readiness.

The Army ’s Air Line of Communication (ALOC) program , now
in effect in Europe and being tested in Korea, calls for airlift of
pallet-sized loads of selected repair parts to overseas units regardless
of priority. An additional benefit is air return shipping of unit
reparables . ALOC has resulted in a documented improvement of support
for Army users with a concomitant reduction In stockage levels.
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3. Seal i f t  Operations

FY 1980 projections for peacet ime sealift operations
reflect continued growth in scope and size . increases over FY 1978
levels are projected due to greater dry cargo and petroleum lift
requ i rements. The Military Sealift Command (MSC) role in transporting
the crude oil for the Strategic Petroleum Reserve Program will increase
dramatically over the FY 1978 l evel of 6, 988,000 long tons to a pro-
jected 19,370,000 long tons in 1 980. The FY 1980 MSC budget also
ref lects an increase of 128 ashore positions required to support pro-
jected ship accessions to the MSC Nava l Fleet Auxiliary Force. Cost
and manpower savings reaflzed from prior transfers of regular Navy
noncombatant ships to PISC for operation by civilian mariners have
demonstrated the advantages of this program.

G. Materiel Distribution System

1. Depot Operations

Our ongoing anal yses of the entIre DoD materiel dis-
tribution system in the 50 states are expected to continue through FY
1979. The Navy is examining consolidation of the distribution missions
of Industrial Nava l Air Stations with Nava l Supply Centers where they
are in the same area. The project will eliminate dup licate wholesale
supp ly operations in the Oakland , Norfolk , and San Diego areas through
the use of a process-controlled , automated materie ls-handling system.
Marine Corps goals are to provide covered storage space for all service-
able equipment , maintaining a ready-Issue balanced inventory of mission-
essential princ i pal and secondary i tems. The Army ’s use of three area-
oriented depots to provide worldwide support has reduced storage and
transportation costs, allowed imp l ementation of the direct support
system, and improved overall supp l y support of Army units worldwide.

2. Storage, Packag ing, and Handling

Replacement of cr i t ica l mechanized mater ie ls-handl ing
system components is required to retain overall system reliability.
Phased installation of the Defense Integrated Storage and Retrieva l
System Is underway with pilot Installation planned in FY 1 979-80. The
FY 1980 budget request for Navy storage, packing and handling functions
is required to counteract the effects of inadequate funding in the past.
FY 1980 fund I ng will continue the Navy program to decrease the amount of
over-age equipment from 52 percent to 20 percent by FY 1986. As part
of this program, fund i ng support of the process-controlled , materiels-
handling system (Navy Integrated Storage, Tracki ng and Retrieva l System)
will be required . The FY 1980 MarIne Corps fund ing in this area supports
a long-range program designed to replace worn—out equipment and Improve
volume ut i l izat ion.
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3. Automated Systems

We have initiated work on a OLA Standard Warehousing and
Shipp ing Automated System that could be used throughout the Department
of Defense. DLA ’s existing Mechanization of Warehousing and Shipment
Program (MOWASP) system is being optimized as the basic module for the
DoD standard system to replace the multiple systems now In use. Enhance-
ment of automatic data processing operations at DIA with the improved
MOWASP Is scheduled to begin in FY 1980.

III. TRENDS IN COMBAT SUSTAINABILITY

A. General

Combat sustalnab lllty —- the “stay ing power” of our combat
forces -- depends on the availability of weapons, equIpment, spare
parts , secondary i tems, munition s, and other supplies to replace those
consumed and/or attritted during combat operations.

B. War Reserve Stocks

War reserve requirements are based on war plans and deployment
schedules that establish the numbers and types of U.S. units in-theater
and an assumed intensity of combat that drives attrition and consumption
rates. Thus, war reserve requirements are dynamic , vary i ng with changes
in strategy, tactics, and force structure. As modern, more effect ive
munitions and equipment enter the inventory , the associated war reserve
requirements change. Over the past several years there have been major
reassessments of Army war reserve requirements based on new analyses and
the lessons of the 1973 Middle East war. For FY 1980, there will be
small reductions in total U.S. Army war reserve requirements due to the
withdrawa l of the 2nd infantry Division from Korea; at the same time ,
requirements for the ROK have been modified to reflect the withdrawa l
and implementation of a forward defense concept for Korea.

1. Weapons and Eq~i pment

The Army needs additiona l modern weapons and equipment to
satisfy all of its requirements. The buildup of war reserve stocks has
a lower priority than the basic equipp ing of active Army units , aff Ill-
ated Reserve Component units scheduled for earl y deployment to Europe,
and the reconstitution of POMCUS. In fact, weapons and equipment have
been redistributed from war reserve stocks to these higher priority
requirements.
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2. Munitions

There are currentl y large shortages in our war reserve
stocks of the modern, more effective (and more costly) air and ground
munitions (e.g., precision-guided and clustered air muni tions , air—to—
air missiles , and Improved conventiona l ground munitions). In general ,
we have adequate stocks of older , conventiona l munitions. This leads to
an apparent anomaly that we have almost all of our worldwide munitions
requ i rement on a tonnage basis , but only 55 percent on a dollar basis.
This is characteristic of a situation in which more effective modern
systems are be i ng introduced ; the “requirement” leads the availability
of the new systems. The Army ’s prepositioned war reserve munitions
requ i rement for Europe has not been satisfied because of increases in
the stockage objectives based on reevaluation of consumption rates,
coupled with a storage capacity deficiency . We are taking steps to
solve this problem.

3. Secondary Items

Secondary i tem war reserves are those combat-essential
consumables needed to repair , maintain , and support defense weapon
systems and forces. Examples range from an aircraft radar component to
GI combat boots. Secondary item war reserves are a relatively small
part of the dollar va l ue of our total war reserve, which is dominated by
munitions and major equipment costs. However, secondary I tem shortages
can severely degrade our combat capability so that the shortfalls in
this war reserve inventory are as important as those In major equipment
and munitions. The FY 1980 budget request includes $172 million to
reduce the secondary item war reserve shortfall.

A serious threat to the long—term security of the Un i ted
States and its allies is the growing deficiency of secure and assured
energy resources. We will continue to take actions to assure adequate
stocks are available as required for wartime usage.

C. The I ndustrial Base

The U.S. Industrial base would be hard-pressed to respond with
the vol ume of war materiel necessary to assure uninterrupted support in
a NATO conventiona l conflict after the inventories of war reserve
materIel have been exhausted. This results primaril y from the ti me
requ i red to accelerate production from existing sources and to open new
productIon lines. It Is expected that the ongoing DoD Surge Analysis and
the Sustainab ility Study will prov i de va l uable insights Into this most
Important I ssue.
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IV . BALAN C IN G READINE SS AND SUSTAINABILITY

We live in a world of limited resources; there are limits on the
federal budget , and within it , on the Defense budget. We always face
choi ces; our main objective Is to set our priorities to get the most
defense capability out of the total resources that the Un i ted States
allocates to nationa l defense. Hence, rather than focusing on pure, but
unfunded , “military requirements,” each of which is valid when viewed in
isolation , we must balance the competing resource demands within the
Defense program.

Our immediate capability to engage in combat is being degraded by
the peacetime materiel read i ness problems described above. Thus, we
have decided to place more emphasis on in itial combat capability and
relatively less emphasis on combat staying power than has been done in
the past. We also have as an objective , the procurement of war reserve
stocks for our Korean Allies to ensure them adequate combat support;
these war reserve stocks for allies (WRSA) will be retained under U.S.
t i t le and control . This wi l l  help pave the way for withdrawal of our
combat ground forces from Korea as well as provide a hedge against the
possibi l I ty that we might need to support U.S. forces in NATO longer
than expected.

Establishment of a Special Contingency Stockpile w i l l  allow us to
respond to urgent requests for assistance , such as occurred in the
MIddle East War of 1973, without drawing upon our stocks for Europe and
Korea.

The net effect of these changes in priorities has been to place our
current emphasis less on long-term stay ing power and more on areas with
a hi gher payoff In immediate combat capability.

V. TRENDS IN LOG ISTICS MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT

The trend in logist ics management continues toward the centrali-
zation and standard i zation of the logistics functions with increasing
emphasis placed on the use of the private sector. Several major DoD
logistics automated data processing systems are scheduled for replace-
ment during the five-year program period.

A. Centralization of Logistics Functions

1. Si!~gle Manager For Conventional Ammunition

The Army has been assigned responsibility as the single
manager for conventional ammunition . In Phase I of this program , most
CONUS wholesale inventories and all major DoD—owned ammunition produc-
tion facilities were transferred to the Army.
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2. Commissary Consolidation

A joint task group Is now eva luating options for co~s o li -
dating the management of comm Issaries. The two alternatives under
consideration are: consolidation under DLA , and consolidation under an
independent agency (similar to the Army, Air Force Exchange Service) .

3. Integrated Item Management

To eliminate dup licate inventory management among the
Serv i ces, In 1974 the Deputy Secretary of Defense tasked the Joint
Logistics Commanders to plan to transfer cataloging and item management
responsibil i ty for all nonconsumable I tems to a single service manager.
This program , which is scheduled for completion in December 1979, will
permit more eff ic ient use of manpower resources , should reduce the net
amount of wholesale i nventories required to support nonconsumable items ,
and should improve the use of long supply inventories . We are currently
rev iew ing a plan to transfer the management of all consumable items from
the services to DLA.

B. Standard ization of Logistics Act iv i t ies

1. War Reserve Computations

Today, each DoD Component computes war reserve require-
ments of secondary items based upon uni que, service-deve l oped compu-
tationa l criteria. A policy has been developed that will provide
standard computational methodology and enhanced credib i l ity  in our
secondary i tem war reserve requirements.

2. The Nationa l Supply System (NSS)

The NSS is intended to provide , on an evolutionary basis ,
an integrated system of broad policies and procedures as a framework
wi -thin which each federal government department/agency will operate its
own suppl y system.

3. RetaIl I nventory Management and Stockage Policy

It is of prime importance that we optimize secondary item
inventory contro l and management procedures for all eche lons of supply.
Recentl y-developed DoD policy w i l l  provide , at the retail level , optimum
stockage for each materiel category by incorporating a balance between
supply performance and economy with consideration of military essentiality.

C. Increased Reliance on the Private Sector

The Commercial Iteni Support Program (d SP) was established in
an effort to Increase reliance on commercial distribution systems for
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support of commercial i tems within DoD. The objective is to eliminate
DoD wholesale level duplication of commercial distribution systems for
the supply of commercial i tems when it is economically feasible and when
there is no adverse Impact on military read i ness. DLA—managed i tems are
being reviewed for possible CISP application. After additiona l exper-
ience is gai ned , the program will be expanded to the Military Departments.

VI. FACILITIES SUPPORT

A. Military Construction Program

1. Facilities Backlog

Despite the serious efforts of the past five years to
reduce the estimated military construction backlog, it has continued to
grow to the present $32 billion level. We need to assess this estimate
carefull y to see how much of the backlog Is real.

2. European Construction and NATO Infrastructure

The FY 1980 Military Construction program request is
$2 ,158 million of which $275 mill ion is for support of U.S. forces in
Europe. Included is $150 mil l ion under the NATO infrastructure program
for facilities which are essential to the operations of NATO forces and
are jointly funded by the NATO countries. This request reflects essential
facilities support for our joint action s with our allies to strengthen
our capability to defend Europe, and includes construction linked to the
Long Term Defense Program initiatives endorsed by the NATO Heads of
State at the Summit Meeting in May 1978. These projects must be in the
FY 1980 request because they are phased to support urgent mil i tary
requirements and cannot be deferred for future infrastructure fund i ng
consideration. After thorough study of the possibil i ty of NATO funding
for all U.S. operational construction needs , we have concluded that such
a course Is not to our long-range economic advantage. If we requested
total NATO funding, our al l ies could claim cost sharing by us of similar
faci l i t ies for their forces , and our ultimate cost would be substantially
higher than if we were to finance our own construction . However , we are
attemptIng to expand selectively the list of NATO—elig ible facility
categories whi ch may be economically beneficial to include under future
NATO funded programs .

B. Base Realignments

In the past several years major base realignment decisions
have resulted in the elimination of approximately 6,200 military and
civilian positions and an estimated reduction In costs of $100 million .
In April 1978, the military departments announced proposals to reduce,
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reali gn , and close 85 military installations and act ivi t ies. If Imple-
mented upon completion of the necessary studies , these proposals could
reduce annua l Defense costs by over $337 million and eliminate 23,200
military and civilian positions. The study effort is progressing
satisfactorily, although some delays have been encountered in collecting
basic data , developing the scope of the study, and in determinIng the
Impact of the forthcom ing 2nd infantry Division station i ng decision .

C. Real Property Maintenance Activities (RPM)

Funding for RPMA is being programed to offset deterioration
of permanent Defense rea l property faci l i t ies. Steps have been taken to
improve RPM workforce productivity, offset the Impact of staffing
reductions through scheduled training in the use of Eng ineered Perform-
ance Standards (EPS), now being updated , and to Increase the utilization
of EPS overall.

D. Energy Conservation Investment Program (EC1P)

Executive Order 12003 requires a 20 percent reduction , rela-
tive to 1975 levels , in energy consumption in existing facilities by
1985. ECIP fund i ng continues to be programed to achieve a 12 percent
reduction. (The other eight percent of required savings is anticipated
from Operations and Maintenance-funded projects and improved operational
efficiencies.) The ECIP i nvestment is self-amortizing from energy and
associated utilities operational sav i ngs with the payback on projects
init iated during FY 1976—79 averag ing less than six years. The crite-
rion for project selection is to maximize energy savi ngs per dollar
I nvested.

E. Pollution Abatement

Department of Defense insta liations must comply with the
provisions of environmental laws, particularly the Clean Air Act and
Clean Water Act. Althoug h much progress has been made to date, a large
number of DoD installations are still in violation of standards. Fund-
ing has been increased for pollution abatement projects at noncomplying
installations. Continued emphasis and funding are requIred to obtain
full compliance.

F. Occupational Safety and Health

The occupational safety and health program has been strength-
ened markedly, and funding has been prov i ded to accelerate elimination
of the identified backlog of serious safety and occupationa l health
hazards in ccmpl lance with the OSHA Act and Executive Order 11807.
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V II . MOBILIZAT I ON CAPABILITIES

In the fail of 1976 the Army , concerned about the adequacy of Its
plans to manage its portion of the complex tasks of rapid , conventional
reinforcement of NATO, held a month long mobilization and dep loyment
exercise. The lessons learned in the Army ’s effort were useful , but
limited owing to the lack of other Service and agency participa tion . In
order to provide a more realistic setting and to test the entire Defense
Department’s plans to muster resources quickly enough to meet require-
ments for a NATO contingency , exerci se NIFTY NUGGET was conducted in
October 1978. This exerci se was designed to (i) determ i ne the adequacy
of plans , systems and procedures for full mobilization , (2) examine
limitations In manpower and logistics capabilities through the period of
in itial deployments, (3) fully exerc i se the mobilization and dep loyment
responsibilities (withou t actua l call-up or movement of units) of the
Military Departments , the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the trans-
portation operating agencies (Military Airlift Command , Military Sealift
Command and Military Traffic Management Command), the Organ i zation of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the participating Federal departments and
agencies , and , (4) assess the effectiveness of deployment planning .

Because the exercise invo lved many commands, agencies and units ,
including reserve units and indiv idual reservists , not all of the results
are presentl y available. Although many aspects of the exerc i ses went
well , we recognized some severe shortcomings immediately and have embarked
on a course to correct them. In each Military Department and in the
Joint Staff, senior level groups have been formed to give emphasis to
the resolution of prob lems Identified in NIFTY NUGGET. To give consistent
direct ion and to add momentum in -this area, I have formed a Department
of Defense Mobilization and Deployment Steering Group, chai red by my
Under Secretary for Policy.

Although NIFTY NUGGET confirmed many suspected resource problem
areas, we gained a better understanding that mobilization -- despite the

— 
length of warning time -- is a process involving a myriad of manpower
and materiel actions rather than a single event on a particular “M-Day.”
We also recognized that although a period of political warning prov ides
opportunities to mitigate capability shortfalls and to deescalate a
crisis , steps in these directions would be hampered by long lead-time s ,
inadequate planning, domestic constraints on and international conse-
quences of crisis actions. More reflection and planning is required to
improve what can be done, in terms of increasing preparedness during
periods of tension and mobilization . Periodic exerc i ses will help in
this respect.

Beyond these general observations many particular shortcomings in
planning , execution and resources were observed. Ammunition serv i ce-
ability, amounts of prepositioned materiel , outload i ng mater iels handling
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equipment at airfields , crisis management organization and procedures,
and non-combatant reception and relocation are but a few of the many
issues now being add ressed.

Because budget preparat ion and the conduct of the exercise over-
lapped , little time has been available for major issue analysis , budget
estimatIon , and review. However, because a number of our shortcomings
were already known, many of the programs in the fiscal year 1980 budget
hold promise of improv i ng our mobilization and deployment capability .
NIFTY NUGGET hel ped resolve last minute priority adjustments for budget
decisions concerning ammunition maIntenance and renovation , materiels
handling equipment procurement , and procurement of prepositioned equip-
ment and ammunition. Moreover, the Fiscal Year 1979 Supp lemental request
was adjusted to accommodate some of the more pressing deficiencies
Identified in NiFTY NUGGET.
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CHAPTER 12

PE OPLE

1. INTRODUCTiON

The overriding Defense manpower objective is to increase the
combat effectiveness of the Armed Forces. In that effort the most
important factor, often taken for granted In discussions of sophisti-
cated equipment , Is attract i ng and retaining capable, motivated people --
the soldiers , sailors , airmen , and marines who comprise our forces and
the civilians who maintain and support our forces.

The requirement for Defense manpower is driven by complex inter-
relationships of peacetime workload and projected wartime demands. The
procedures used by the Serv i ces and Defense agencies for determining
manpower requ i rements and the relationship of those requirements to the
security of the nation are summarized in the annual Defense Manpower
Requ i rements Report.

II. DOD MANPOWER STRENGTH AND COSTS

A. Manpower Strengths

1. Strength Trends

As Table 12-1 shows, there has been considerable fluctua-
tion in Defense manpower strengths over the past 15 years. This is
largel y explained by the Vietnam war. Prior to the Vietnam buildup, the
Department of Defense employed about 3.9 million people , almost 2. 7
million active-duty military and almost 1.2 million civil service
employees. During the peak of the war , strength reached 4.9 million
followed by a sharp reduction In the early 1970s to below pre-war
l evel s.

Since FT 1974 active-duty military and civilian strengths
have been reduced about one percent per year. The President ’s FT 1980
budget represents a 1 percent reduction in c iv i l ian full - t ime employment
and no change in mili tary manning from the strengths authorized for FT
1979 .

Reserve paid drill strength has also declined since FT
1974 , primarily because of the inability of the Army Reserve Components
to achieve peacetime manning objectives. Careful analysis indicates
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Table 12— 1

Defense Manpower Strengths and Costs .1/

FY 1964 FY 1974 FT 1976 FY. 1978 FT 1979 FT 1980

End Strengths (000)

Active Military 2,687 2,161 2,081 2,061 2,050 2,050
Civilians

Direct Hire 1 ,035 1 ,014 960 936 917 907
Ind i rect Hire 140 95 87 81 78 78

Total 1 ,175 1 ,109 1 ,047 1 ,017 994 985
Reserve-paid Drill 2/ 953 925 823 788 807 785

Retired 435 1 ,012 1 ,132 1 ,243 1 ,280 1,320

Manpower Costs (Outlays
$ Billions) in current
dollars

Manpower Outlays
Military Personnel
Appropriations 12.3 22.1 23.3 25.1 26.2 27.6

Defense Family Hous ing
Appropriations 1/ .5 .7 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.2

Military Retired Pay
Appropriations 4/ 1.2 5.1 7.3 9.2 10.3 11.4

Reserve/Guard Personnel
Appropriations .7 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.1 2.2

Civilian Costs ~/ 7.5 14.1 16.4 18.9 19.8 20.8

Personnel Support
Costs 6/ 1.7 

— 
3.0 3.9 4.2 4.8 5.2

Total Manpower Costs 23.9 46.7 53.8 60.5 64.4 68.4

NOTE: Detail may not add to totals , due to rounding.
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1/ Data exclude civil functions.

2/ Includes about 65,000 nationa l guard and reserve technicians through
FY 1978 and 60,000 in FY 1980 who are also counted as civilian
employees.

~/ Excludes civilian pay portion of this appropriation which is included
under civilian costs.

4/ For those already retired. Future ret i rement costs for the current
force are not currently reflected in the budget.

5/ The cost of civilians is budgeted under the functional appropriatIons ,
e.g., operations and maintenance, family housing , RDT&E . Numbers
Include indirect hire civilians who are often excluded from manpower
costs and strength data. Indirect hire costs are $1.1 billion in FT
1980. Civil Defense pay Is excluded in all years.

6/ Preliminary data for FY 1979 and FY 1980. Excludes the direct costs
of military and civilian personnel since these are accounted for
separately. Includes costs of individua l training , medical support,
recruitIng and examining , overseas dependent education , half of base
operating support, and a miscellaneous category.
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r
that this is the result of a retention as well as a recruiting problem.
Accession levels have been rather high , but only a small fraction of the
recruits complete their initial six-year contract and many are gone
with in the first year. Actions being taken to reverse this trend in
strengths are discussed later in the chapter.

Table 12—1 suninarizes the trend in strengths and costs
for selected years. The Defense Manpower Requirements Report contains
discussions of the factors which influence these trends, and gives a
perspective for evaluating the implications of data presented here.

2. Current Manning Overview

On January 2, 1979 the Un i ted States Armed Services
completed their sixth full year under the volunteer force concept.
During that six-year period 2,850,000 young men and women vol untarily
entered one or another of the active or reserve forces as either officer
or enlisted personnel. More than half of these new volunteers have
stayed on In either an active or reserve unit and comprise about two-
thirds of the act ive military and one—third of selected reserve strength.
These volunteers have made it possible to meet our active forces strengths
to within one percent of FY 1978 planned end strength level and for the
reserve forces to within five percent of their planned end strength
ievel. The FY 1978 end strengths are compared with Service plans in
Table 12—2.

3. Review of the All Volunteer Force

The Department of Defense has conducted and published a
review of the all volunteer force entitled America ’s Volunteer—~~ A-
Report on the All-Vo l unteer Armed Forces (AVfl. The ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Study are suimiarized in the discussions throughout this Chapter. The
report itself provides considerably more detail for those desiring an
i n—depth revi ew of the all vol unteer force.

B. Cost Trends

DoD continues to seek means of accomplishing national security
objectives while limiting the cost of manpower consistent with the
maintenance of an effective force. Several management actions and
legislat ive proposals intended to further this goal are discussed later
in this Chapter. In peacetime, it is DoD pol i cy to use the least
costly mix of active m ilitary , reserve component military , civilian , and
contractor manpower which will achieve wartime dep loyment and operational
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Table 12-2

FY 1978 Active Force and Selected Reserve Military End Strength
End Strengths in 000s

FY 1978 Column of the
Active Force Actual FY 1978 FY 1979 Pres. Budget Percent

Army 771.1 774.2 99.6
Navy 530.1 532.3 99.6
Marine Corps 190.7 191.5 99.6
A i r Force 569.5 570.8

DoD 2,061.4 2,068.8 99.6

Selected Reserve
Paid Drill Strength

*
Army Nationa l Guard 341.0 356.7 95.6
Army Reserve 185.8 189.2 98.2
Naval Reserve 82.8 87.0 95.2
Marine Corps Reserve 32.7 32.1 101.9
Air Nationa l Guard 91.7 92.3 99.3
Air Force Reserve 53.9 103.7

Total 787.9 97.4

Total , Acti ve Force
and Selected
Reserve 2,849.3 2,878.1 99.0

* The Congressional FY 1978 Selected Reserve Nanysar Average Strength
Authorization reflects the l imits of expected recruiting/retention
potential rather than manning goals. These authorizations for the
Army Guard and Reserve are approximately 75 percent of the war-
requ i red strength.
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objectives. Within the constraints under which we must work, we con-
tinually strive to ach ieve this des i red mix. However, DoD must pay
compensation competitive with the private sector to attract and retain
the talent needed.

III. MANNING THE PEACET IME FORCE

A. Quality

During the past year , the Services placed increased emphasis
on the recrui tment of hi gh school diploma graduates. The Army, Navy,
and, to a lesser degree, the Marine Corps accepted recruiting shortfalls
during parts of the year in order to maintain a high proportion of high
school diploma graduates. These efforts, along with lower accession
requirements , and the large number of 18-year olds available relative to
past and future years resulted in the highest overall proportion of high
school diploma graduates among new accessions since the beg i nn i ng of the
volunteer force. Table 12-3 shows the trend in high school diploma
graduates for selected years.

Table 12—3

High School Diploma Graduates as a
Proportion of Non-Prior Serv ice Accessions

FY 1374 F~I 1975 FY 1976 FY 1977 FY 1978

61 65 69 69 77

The proportion of the enlisted active duty force with a high
school education or equivalent remained at about the same l evel as last
year -- 88 percent -— and represents a si gnificant increase from the
proportion in 1964 (73 percent), the last year before the Vietnam war,
and from the proportion in December of 1972 when the draft ended (81
percent) .

Service emphasis on the recruitment of high school dip loma
graduates is based on our experience that graduates are more likely
successfully to adapt to the demands and discipline of the military

I
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environment. This does not necessarily increase the likelihood that
they will learn military skills more rapidl y than non-graduates. This
latter trait is measured through administration of the DoD enlistment
qualification mental examination known as the Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery (ASVAB). Through various combi nations of questions In
the ASVAB , the Serv ices determine the applicant ’s genera l tra i nability
and potential for training in the various military occupational fields.

In order to provide historica l comparability In measures of
mental quality, the genera l tra i nability measure from the ASVAB Is
converted to and expressed In terms comparable to the formerly used 

0
Armed Forces Qualif ication Test (AFQT) - formerly the sole enlistment
eligibility criter ion. It should be emphasized that while the appli-
cant ’s AFQT is used to determine basic enlistment eligibility, it is the
aptitude area score which determines an applicant ’s elig ibility for a
specific occupational assignment.

DoD prefers enlistment of Individuals in the higher mental
categories because training time and costs are lower and because they
are more likel y to have aptitudes for more skill areas. Since estab—

0 lishment of the AVF , the proportions of well above average and wefl
below average enlistees have declined with a correspond ing Increase in
the proportion of those in the average menta l ability category. The

0 trend Is shown in Table 12-4 below:

Table 12-4

Mantel Category of Non-Prior Service Enlisted Access ions

Mental Popu).tlon DoD Army Navy Marine Corps Air force

~~~~~~~ Percent il e l~~~ ~2Z! ii?! i~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~Th J~Z! J~~ ~1Z~ ~2! 
I
~~~

+ Ii 65— 100 38 35 31, 34 34 26 42 37 38 38 25 29 51 Ii) 45

iii 31-64 1,7 48 61 1,5 1,8 63 48 43 60 53 55 68 46 49 s~
IV 10—30 IS 17 5 21 18 II II 20 3 9 20 4 4 8 0

Percentage tot a ls may not add due to round i ng.

In suninary, then, the active forces are obtaining enlistees in
the numbers and with the mental abilities to meet force requirements. The
most significant change in the menta l quality of recruits under the AVF has
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been the sharp decline In menta l category IV personnel as discussed in
the AVF Report. These Indiv iduals have historicall y accounted for a
disproportionate share of disciplinary and training problems. The
slight decrease In category I and Ii personnel has had less impact. For
the Army , however , the decline in menta l groups I and II i s of some
concern. The Air Force has actually had an increase In menta l groups I
and Ii , since 1972. While mental group I and II ind ividuals , who repre-
sent the top 35 percent of the nation ’s youth, are needed in some
specialties , most specialties can be filled with average people and
many specialties can be filled very effectively with less gifted persons.
Moreover, the current selection and classification procedures assure
that all recruits meet service prerequisites for occupational training.

B. Retention

To attain an all vol unteer force (AVF) we had to recruit
sufficient numbers of qualified non—prior service personnel to meet
authorized strength. To sustain the AVF , we must concentrate on retaIn-
ing those hi gh quality soldiers , sa i lors , airmen , and marines whom we
recruited In the early years of the AVF. We must ensure that reenlist—
ments occur at levels which provide a force of experienced career mili-
tary personnel -- people critic al to the operation and maintenance of an
increasingly complex military force.

Our service members who joined the AVF in the earl y years are
reenlisting at a satisfactory rate. In fact, the number of people 0

entering the career force has been increasing yearly. This increase In
first-term retention reduces turnover and allows recrultement of fewer
non—prior service people. We are reexamining our career force require-
ments to insure that we have an experience mix which y ields the most

0 cost/effective force.

On the other hand , we have some evidence that the reenlistment
of serv ice members wIth 7-10 years of service is declining . We are
focusing our efforts and resources on these Individuals In order to
ascertain the causes for the decline and determ ine what actions can be
taken to reverse the trend.

The downward trend in second term reenlistments is partic-
ularly serious in the Navy. Actions being taken to improve overall
retention in the Navy include :

-— Payment of reenlistment bonuses in lump sum rather than
installments.

-- Increased fund i ng of bonuses for reenlistments occurring
between 6 and 10 years of service.
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-- Expansion of reenlistment optioiis guaranteeing assignment.

-- Initiat ion of a new Career Sea Pay program whi ch provides
additional compensation for long periods of arduous sea
duty.

—— Limitation of sea/shore rotation periods for retirement-
eligible Chief Petty Officers.

-- Improvements to leadership education and train ing programs
for sea-going conmianders and career enlisted personnel.

The Army , Navy and Air Force continue to experience recruiting
and retention problems with physicians. DoD antici pates that this
problem wil l be exacerbated by the relatively more lucrative Nationa l
Health Service Corps Scholarship Program operated by the Department of
Health , Education , and Welfare (HEW) vis-a-vis the Armed Forces Health
Professions Scholarship Program, and by the erosion, because of inflation ,
of the value of Variable i ncentive Pay. In addition to legislative
proposals now under development, we are currentl y searching out cost-
effective non-legislative actions which DoD cguld take to ameliorate
this prob lem.

The Air Force and Navy are experiencing a decrease in retention
of pilots. These Services are currently rev i ewing the monetary i ncen-
tives structure, assignment policies , career patterns , and flight training
rates in search of cost—effective options to overcome this problem.

The Air Force is also experienc i ng stiff competition from the
civil sector for eng i neers which is adversely affecting both recruiting
and retention. The Air Force has placed increased recruiting and
advertising resources In its budget explicitly to combat this problem.

C. Accession Prospects for the l980’s

During the comi ng decade and a half , the number of males
annually reaching 18 wIl l decline . The decline in total males will be
ref lected in a corresponding proportionate decline In the number of new
male high school diploma graduates. if the major compet i tors for new
graduates attempt to maintain their current numerical totals, the result
will be a significant increase In competition from post-secondary
educationa l institutions and from civilian employers. We have therefore
adopted a recruiting strategy aimed at maintenance of our current share
of the male high school graduate market. Maintenance of a constant
share of a declining market means that the Serv i ces must expect to
recruit fewer male high school graduates In the coming decade. if
efforts to reduce male accession requ i rements in line with the decline
in the potential supp ly are effective, there will be no loss of quality.
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Two Important steps in this regard are currently underway. They are
increasing the number of women in the military and decreasing attrition .
Both will be discussed in more detail later. We are also examining
add i tional sources of supply that could resul t from changes in selection
criteria and enlistment standards. increased shares of market. not
full y exploited now (such as college) may also be possible.

We are hopeful that our efforts will permit the Services to
maintain their current high school graduate proportions, but as I pointed
out earlier , our current high school graduate proportion Is higher than
in recent years. We believe we can If necessary perform our mission
with a somewhat lower proportion of high school diploma graduates but it
may result in somewhat Increased attrition and training costs since we
will be accessing individual s with a greater propensity to leave the
service. In suninary, we believe that we can cope with the declining
youth market of the 1980’s in terms of meeting the personnel requIre-
ments of the current active force size. The decline in the market will ,
however, make the task more difficult. The Increased difficulty will be
reflected in somewhat higher costs. These costs will ultImately be
determined by the extent of our success in reducing accession require-
ments, the extent of increased nonmilitary competition for new high
school diploma graduates, and the conmil tment of the American people to
support a vol untary military. That coninitment can be favorably influenced
by the willingness of top l evel nationa l l eadership to speak out in favor
of military serv i ce as an important element of our national well being.

IV. WARTIME RESPONS I VENESS

Of major concern to defense management Is the capability of the
Reserve Components and the. Selective Service System to provide the
necessary additional forces and manpower requIred during wartime. Cur-
rent and projected threat estimates ind icate that both a rapid buildup
and substantial replacement assets would be needed to fight a war in
Europe. The NIFTY NUGGET exercise has reinforced the perceived need for
actions to improve response capability.

A. Selected Reserve

Under the Total Force policy we rely upon the Selected Reserve
to provide ininediate combat and combat support in theater, as well as
follow—on additiona l combat and tactica l support , and ininediate aug-
mentatlon of active strategic airlift and naval forces units.
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1. MannIng Issues and Manpower Management inItiatives

Main taining personnel levels In the reserve force con-
tinues to be the most difficult problem we are experiencing in ensuring
reserve readiness. Since the end of the Draft we have been faced with
the problem of rep lacing unusually large losses In the Selected Reserves
from among the Draft-induced enlistees of earlier years. This perIod is
nearly ended. We expect the cumulative impact of this and a series of
initiatives which began in TV 1978 and TV 1979, and continue in the FT
1980 President’s Budget, to reverse this downward trend and show a
significant gain. However, we will stil l be short of our peacetime
mann i ng goals. Chart 12-1 shows long-term trends to date In Selected
Reserve Strength.

Chart 12—1
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We are doing well now in recruiting for the Marine Corps,
Navy , and Air Reserve Components. Our shortages are largely concentrated
in the Army Guard and Reserve.
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Recently implemented programs which will assist us in
raising the strength of the Selected Reserves to our peacetime manning
objectives are:

a. Bonuses

Enlis tment and reenlistment bonuses and educational
assistance i ncent ives for a l l  DoD Reserve Components, but aimed primaril y
at the Army, are beIng Initiated in FY 1979 and will continue.

b. Army Reserve Recruiting Assistance

In TV 1978 the Army Implemented a pilot program for
the U.S. Army Recruiting Command (USAREC) to provide management assist-
ance for recruiting in the Army Reserve. USAREC will assume the entire
Army Reserve recruiting mission in May of 1979.

c. Army Split Training Enlistment Option 0

Under this option enlistees enter Basic Training and
Advanced Individual Training in consecutive summers or other seasonal
cycles. This program is aimed at students who would not otherwise be
able to squeeze the full training time Into one summer. The program
began in late TV 1978 and continues in TV 1980.

d. Physician Recruitment/Retention

In addition to increased emphasis on recruiting and
retaining physiciani, the Services are exploring imped iments to recruiting
and appropriate management actions.

e. Militia Careers Program

A test began in school year 1978-1979 to recruit
individuals with certain technical skills from vocational-techn ical hi gh
schools into Army Reserve components. Earl y results look promising .

f. Drill Pay for Non—H igh School Graduates Awaiting
Basic Training

This program has been authorized so we can provide
Inactive duty training (i.e. , reserve drill periods) wh ich w i l l  assist
th, young soldier in completing basic training. This program is aimed
at curbing the high losses previously experienced for those awaiting
trainin g, thus both improving manning and Increasing the effective yield
of our recru i ting expend itures.
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2. Other Responsiveness improving Initiatives

We plan to continue emphasis on those Reserve Component
units that would be required early during a contingency. Later deploy ing
units will have additiona l time to achieve an acceptable state of
read iness before deployment. Initiat ives in this area inc l ude:

-- Making available more subcaliber devices and training
simulators , self—paced instruction kits , qualification
tests, and “how—to-do—it” manuals.

-- Establishing a Gaining Coninand Program which preassigns
units to the gaining wartime corps or communications zone
(COMI1Z) headquarters.

B. Pretrained Individua l Manpower

1. Manning Issues

One of our most serious concerns today is insuring that
sufficient numbers of individuals with prior military training are
available to meet filler and rep l acement requirements during the early
days of a war. This demand can at present be met only from the ind i-
vIdual manpower pool consisting of members of the individua l Ready
Reserve (IRR) , Standby Reserve, and ret i red military personnel.

The supply of manpower In the 1RR and Standby Reserve Is
declining and has reached the point , especially In -the Army , where there
is a significant shortage of pretrained individuals needed to meet the
most demand ing wartime scenarios. Factors contributing to this decline
include an increase In the minimum active duty enlistment from two to
three years, extensive use of the delayed entry program , increasing
prior serv i ce accessions into the Sel ected Reserve, and higher active
duty and ~elected Reserve attrition . Another major contributing factor
was the rt4uction in the size of the active force which reduced the
number of individuals leaving active duty and entering the 1RR.

The number of retired personnel is increasing , and many
young retirees could be effectively used during the early stages of a
war.

2. Manning improvement Initiatives

Several initiatives have been recently Instituted and
will continue Into TV 1980. These are:
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-- Reenlistment programs for the 1RR;

—— Screening of individuals leaving active duty and the
Selected Reserve prior to the end of their obl igated
service to insure that only those with no mobiliz ation
potential are discharged;

-— Eiiminat ion of the provision for transfer from the
the iRR to the Standby Reserve during the last , or
sixth , year of obli gated service;

-- improved personnel management of the IRR and Standby
Reserve Includ ing better tracking and location
procedures, more frequent contact and faster mobilization
notification procedures; and

-- A program of identifying and programm ing retired
personnel for specified mobIlization positions.

Experimental programs under way or being considered include :

-- A direct enlistment program Into the IRR.

—— Enlist/reenlistment i ncentives In selected units of
the Selected Reserve .

-- A two year active duty enlistment which will result
in Individuals spending a longer time in the IRR;

-- Study to determine the effects of lengthening the
current six year mil itary service obligation.

-- Cross-training of personnel in support occupations
to combat occupations to permit replacement flexibili ty.

-- The recall of non-obligated veterans upon full
mobilization , as a last resort.

3. Other MobilIzation Management Issues

The Department’s plann ing objectives seek to satisfy all
wartime mann ing requirements and to maintain a training posture that
wil l  enable all units to meet readiness standards at the time of scheduled
deployments, initiatives which promise significant improvement Inc lude:
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-- Authorizing peacetime manning at wartime strength
l evels In early-deploying Reserve Component units.

—— Increasing stocks of modern equipment issued to
earl y—deploy ing Reserve Component units , includ i ng
POMCUS for selected units.

—— Allocating active force training establishment
resources for schooling on a priority basis for
personnel assigned to early—deploying Reserve
Component units.

—- Additiona l full—time manning to improve the training
and deployment readiness of Army Reserve Component
units.

-- Identif ying indIviduals not qualified for the
position that they occupy, by occupation and skill
l evel , and insuring that they get the necessary
training .

-- Programming increased Reserve Component unit parti-
cipation in training and mobilization exercIses with
affiliated active force units.

—- Increasing Reserve Component undergraduate flIght
training rates to balance total force mobilization
requirements and assets.

-- Increasing attention to Reserve Component attrition
problems .

C. Selective Serv i ce System

The mission and role of the Selective Serv i ce System have
changed significantl y in recent years . inductIons ceased in January
1973. Peacetime registration stopped in April 1975 and classif ication
of registrants was terminated in January 1976. As a result of these
changes, the Selective Serv ice System was reduced from 2,500 employees
and a budget of $100 million to its current l evel of about 100 employees
and a budget slightly greater than $7 million .

The system now exists solely to plan and prepare for delivery
of inductees should the President declare a national mobil ization.
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The function of a standby Selective Service capability is to
provide wartime manpower to sustain the force in combat and, if necessary ,
to expand the force structure. I nductees cannot be used immediately
after mobilization. Each individual must complete necessary training
before overseas deployment, and current law prescribes a minimum of 12
weeks training prior to deployment.

Last year we reviewed our wartime manpower needs and concluded
that the planned delivery rate for Inductees should be improved. As a
result , we have asked the Director of Selective Service to be prepared
to respond to our improved wartime delivery rate. The old and new
requ i red rates are:

Table 12-5

Select i ve Serv i ce System Requ i red Delivery Rates

1st I nductee 100,000 I nductees 6—Month Total

Old 11+110 M+15C 390,000

Improved
Response 11+30 11+60 650,000

We continue to be concerned about the mobilization capabilities
of the Selective Serv ice System. The recently completed DoD Sustain-
abi lity Study reconfirms the need for the enhanced delivery capability.

Recent studies conducted by the President ’s Reorganiza t ion
Project (Office of Management and Budget) and the Congressional Budget
Office concluded that the Selective Service System is currently not
capable of meeting our mobilization requ i rements, a situation that we
believe needs to be Improved. The Selective Service System must be
prov ided sufficient resources to meet DoD’s mobilization requirements.
We ar e work i ng closel y with the Selective Service System and the Office
of Management and Budget to insure that the Selective Service System
achieves the necessary wartime capability.

I
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V. PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

A. Legislative Implementation

Civil Service Reform Implementation

The Civil Service Reform Act is a major means of increasing
the efficiency and effectiveness of Defense operations. We intend to
make full use of the new tools prov ided to managers by the Act. This
will require extensive orientation and training that will ultimately
Involve every DoD supervisor and civilian employee.

Imp lementation has begun in several areas. For example,
guidance as to the effect of Title V I I on existing collective bargaining
agreements has already been issued to the Components. Guidance and
criteria for the performance appra i sal systems requi red by the Act will
shortly be issued. Design of a pilot program for merit pay implementa-
tion is underway, and will be operative by October, 1979.

B. Legislative Proposals

1. Mili tary Compensation Reform

I w i ll submi t leg isl ation to reform the mili tary com-
pensation system to the Congress this spring. The specIfic proposals
will be designed to correct inefficiencies and inequities in pay, bene-
f It and retirement programs that were highlighted in the April 1978
Report of the President ’s Commission on Military Compensation. The
provisions woul d not apply to past or present members of the forces ,
except insofar as provision is made for present members to elect the new
system if they choose.

A key feature of the proposed retirement reform, drawn
from the Commission ’s plan , would provide new career incentives by
giving active duty personnel the option to draw special cash payments
after ten years of serv ice. These payments would be charged against

• their future pension rights. Members in the new system completing 20
years of service would still be entitled to m ined late pensions, wi th
benefits at that time lower than those of the present system, rising to
present levels at the age 60. Personnel separating with 10 to 20 years
of service would be entitled to deferred pensions beginning at age 60.
Annui ties would be calculated on hi9h—2-years, average basic pay , rather
than final basic pay and would be offset by benefits available under the
social security system.

I expect our proposed plan to reduce total ret i rement
system costs, after a transition period which will protect the interests
of members of the current active duty force. The eventual savings are
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projected to be In excess of 30 percent of current system costs. I
expect that retention and turnover under this plan would be at least as
good as under the current system. More personnel would stay past the
first-term of serv i ce to complete 10 to 15 years; fewer would complete
20 years of service.

In addition to ret i rement reform, I am making two other
proposals for compensation change. These are:

-- Authority to recommend annual pay ra i ses that vary
by pay grade and longevity step. ThIs increased
flexibility will allow the Department to deal effec-
tively and economically with manning surpluses and
storages.

-- A variable basic allowance for quarters which reflects
regiona l differences in housing costs withIn CONUS.

Finally, the Department supports the Commission ’s recom-
mendations that would retain the system of pay and allowances, that
would use civi l ian Job comparability standards as a guide but not as a
rule for adjusting and setting mil itary pay, and that would review the
special and incentive pays to Insure that they serve as a management
tool to solve manning problems.

2. Financing Mi l i tary Retirement Costs on an Accrua l Basis

I intend again to propose legislation to change the way
the budget accounts for military retired pay. The budget now reflects
only the annuity costs of mili tary personnel who have already retired .
Under the proposed legislation, the budget would reflect the reti rement
benefits being earned by militar y personnel on active or reserve duty.
This change is des igned primarily to improve personnel management by
focusing attention on those retirement costs that can be controlled .
Because the proposal involves complex changes In many parts of the
budget that are contingent upon enactment of the legislation , the
changes have not been reflected in the budget schedules.

3. Civilian Pay Reform

I support legislation proposed by the Office of Personnel
Management (OPM) to reform Federa l Wage System pay-setting for blue
collar emp loyees. The Department supports the principle of compara-
bility, which holds that federai employees should receive pay comparable
to pay in the private sector. Current law, however, resul ts in federal
pay above comparability l evels, and thus:
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-- Creates i nequities between federal blue collar
workers and other employees In the federal and
private sectors;

—- Adds to inflationary pressures by forcing private
employers to “bid up” the pay of their employees;
and

-- Reduces readiness because high personnel costs
restrict the number of employees In the areas
of logistics and maintenance.

The proposed legislation would eliminate the principa l
source of overpayment of federal blue collar personnel by allowing the
average federal wage to be matched to the average local prevailing rate.
Under the current law, average federal pay is nearly 8 percent above the
average of comparable private-sector personnel, in addition , the
legislation would repeal the Monroney Amendment, which leads to the
overpayment of federal workers because their pay In some cases Is not
based on local prevailing rates, but upon prevailing rates in other,
higher-wage areas. The legislation would also eliminate the un i form
night—shift differential , which is higher than most locally established
differentials. And , it would permit wage surveys to include state and
local employees, whose current exclusion distorts federal paylines
because of inadequate surveying of many federal occupations.

0P14 Is devising a comprehensive pay reform bill which
will apply to both blue collar and white collar employees. Its precise
nature is still under development.

1s. Defense Office r Personnel Management Act

In 1974, the Department proposed the most comprehensive
legislation since 1947 to update the l aws that govern the management of
the active officer corps within the armed forces. The Defense Officer
Personnel Management Act (DOPMA ) w ill eliminate many inconsIstencies In
existing law which create i nequities in the way officers are managed by
the different Services and in the way male and female officers are
managed in all the Serv ices. it will also enable us to conduct the
long-range planning wh i ch is so essential to providing our officers with
careers that are competitive with civilian opportunities and wh ich help
to attract and retain the high quality officer force needed for our
nationa l security.

The DOPMA legislat ion has been repeatedly submitted to
the Congress. It was passed by the House of Representatives in both the
94th and 95th Congresses, but action has not been completed by the
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Senate. Consequently, “eleventh—hour” legislation was requi red during
FY 1978 to continue temporary grade relief for the Air Force and to
avoid some undesi red personnel problems for the Navy brought about
through the effects of the Nationa l Emergencies Act (P.1. 94-412).

Management of the officer corps is becoming increasingly
more uncertain as a result of hav ing to work under iegislatiw~ passedlong ago under very different conditions , conflicting pressures and
unwarranted differences in treatment among the Services. For several
years the officer corps has been anticipating changes in the management
system which are of vital Importance to them and theIr careers. The
uncertaInties must be removed as soon as possible so that the efficiency ,
readiness, and morale of the officer corps will not be impaIred. The
Department again submits DOPMA and urges the Congress to give high
prIorIty consideration to this important legislation .

C. Management Actions

1. t~uality of Life

Two station allowances are authorized by Section 405 of
Title 37, Un i ted States Code. These are the Cost-of-Living Allowance
(COLA) and Housing Allowance (HA). The COLA compensates eligible
personnel for the average difference between day—to-day living costs
overseas and average living costs In the contiguous 48 states. The HA
compensates personnel who are not provided Government quarters for the
difference between the average cost of private leased housing at a duty
station and the average basic allowance for quarters (BAQ) received by
members at that station.

Military personnel in a few areas of the world , notably
Germany and Japan , have had to cope with rapid and severe dollar devalu-
ations relative to local currencies whi ch literally would have impover-
ished our service personnel if no actIon had been taken. Consequently,
DoD recently designed and imp lemented a multi-tiered station allowance
index which permits COLA and HA adjustments without lengthy admInIs-
trative delays.

Personnel who have no dependents overseas, typically the
young enlisted members who live in the barracks, have in the past not
been eligible for station allowances and thus have suffered losses in
buying power in direct relation to currency value fluctuations. Con-
sequently, we have examined the need for and feasibility of a cost-of—
l iving allowance (COLA) for these personnel. We refer to it as a “Single”
COLA. We feel that it is indeed warranted and desirable. It will cost
approximately $72 million annually at present currency exchange rates.
We have included this program in our supplemental request for FY 1979
and In our budget request for TV 1980.
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I believe that the combln~tion of indexed station allowanceprocedures, “Single” COLA, and Junior enlisted overseas travel entitle-
ments which were authorized by Congress will improve the morale deteri-
oration which we have been experiencing overseas. These actions are
necessary to enhance the quality of military life so Important to con-
tinued success of the All Vol unteer Force. I strong ly urge the full
support of the Congress for these measures.

The Career Compensation Act of 1949 established a ceiling
on rates of reimbursement for mileage while traveling on temporary duty
or permanent change of station. This ceiling clearl y does not reflect
today’s cost levels. Adherance to this limit requires our personnel to
cover some official travel costs from their own resources. I am proposing
that the ceiling be elimInated so that reimbursement rates may be adjusted
in consonance with pertinent cost l evels and our resource availability .
I also urge your support for this enabling measure.

2. Actions to Reduce the Number of High Graded Employees

a. General/Flag Officer Management

The fiscal year 1978 DoD AppropriatIon Authorization
Act directed a reduct ion in general and flag officer strength to 1 ,073
by the end of fiscal year 1980. The act also required the Department to
submit a report with the fisca l year 1979 Military Authorization request
on the number of flag and general officers required , along with any
justIfication for deferring the directed reduction . The requ i red report
was submitted to the Congress in April 1978.

The report covers the Departmental review and
validation of current flag and general officer requirements , and the
l ack of evidence to Justify further reduct ions in the numbers of general
and flag officers on active duty. To the contrary, the weight of avail-
able evidence ind i cates a requirement -- using judgmental standards of
comparison with other governmental and private sector work forces -- for
more, not fewer, general and flag officers.

Accord ing l y, the Department is requesting author-
ization to maintain the current general and flag off Icer strength of
1 ,119 in fiscal year 1980. The flag officer and high grade civilian
reductions directed by Section 811 of the FY 1978 Authorization Act are
inappropriate and the Section should be repeal ed. Reduct ions below the
current level would degrade l eadership, management effectiveness, U.S.
influence in Internationa l security affai rs, and career attractiveness.
For these reasons the Department urges the Congress to approve the
requested l evel of 1 ,119 general and flag officers for fiscal year 1980.
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b. Civilian General Schedule Grade Control

Grade growth from im proper c lass i f ic at ion or lack of
careful position management ends up charging the taxpayer for more
demand i ng work than Is actually taking place. Hence, I am concerned
about grade growth. The Department’s average General Schedule grade has
been relativel y stable since 1970, havIng fluctuated between 7.7 and
7.8. However, the average is up since 1964 when it was 7.2. Much of
this increase resulted from changing occupational content of the DoD
work force resulting from changing technology. However, for some job
series there has unquestionably been “creep” in grade classification.
To avoid jeopardizing the Department ’s good performance, I want not to
overreact and Impair DoD operation nor to be unfair to our employees by
arbitrarily constraining grades. The basic intent of the Civil Serv ice
classification procedures requ i res that employees be graded at the level
they are performi ng, and most of DoD’s very modest growth correctly
reflects more technically demand i ng work.

in place of a fixed ceiling or other arbitrary
control, DoD is using the 0MB system of grade control by job series to
search out and el iminate any overgrad ing. This system reviews the grade
structure of all general schedule job series. When growth is found, it
is compared to changes in responsibility of workers in the series. If
the growth is unjustified , corrective action is taken. In this way,
both the mission and the taxpayer are better served.

The FY 1978 Defense Appropriation Authori zation Act
directed a reduction In the number of GS-13 and above employees. I
believe this is counter to our other attempts to establish grade levels
that are fair to both the employee and the taxpayer. The Act incorrectly
tied the number of GS-13 and above employees to the number of flag
officers. These groups have qu i te different roles and missions and
their numbers are driven by different requi rements. However, DoD did
program reductions in the number employed in grades GS-13 and above. i
believe that further reductions, unless related to changes in missions
and functions, are inapproprIate. The 0118 system is the correct approach
to grade control.

3. First Term Attrition

In 1977, I directed that efforts be made to decrease
fIrst—term attrition (defined as the number of indIviduals who are lost
to the mi l itary durin g thei r  f i r s t three years of service prior to
completing their Initial enlistment). As shown in Table 12—6 , the
first-term attrition rate for enlisted men had grown markedly since FY
1971. in the Army, for examp le, the three—year attrition rate for
people who enlisted in FY 1971 was 26 percent while the FY 1974 entry
group had a rate of 38 percent.
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Table 12-6

Attrition Percentage of Active Duty NPS Male Enlistees*

Actual Estimated Projected
Service TV 71 FYi! TV 73 TV 7’. TV 75 TV 76 TV 77 FT 78 TV 79

Army 26 28 31 38 37 35 30 30 31
Navy 28 32 34 38 32 31 38 31 28
Marine
Corps 31 24 32 37 40 37 34 31 30

Air Force 21 26 30 31 31 29 28 27 25
DoD 26 28 32 37 35 36 35 30 28

* Percent of those who enlisted for three or more years in fiscal year
shown and leave the service before completing three years of service.

This action to reduce attrition was necessary because
high attrition is costly and requi res more recruits than would otherwise
be necessary to sustain a given force size. The impact on tra ined 1,
man—years and accession l evels of different attrition levels Is illu-
strated by a comparision of Army TV 1971 and TV 1971. attrition behavior.
The TV l97i cohort attrition Implied that about 1.92 tra ined man-years
were obtained per accession over the first three years of service. This
number dropped to 1.65 for FT 1974 accessions and attrition experIence.
Thus, 17 percent more NPS accessions were needed in TV 1974 over TV 1971
to obtain the same trained strength for the first three years of service.

Attrition is obviously a serious problem warranting close
attention. The high attrition rates experienced in the past are evidence
that the full potential of recruits Is not being achieved. Neverthe-
less , the measures taken to Improve performance In this troublesome area
must not degrade our forces or reduce their fight i ng capabIlity. In
fact , it is undesirable to retain nonproductive or counterproductive
personnel in order to reduce attrition . The Services are attempting to
lower attrition by increasing the management attention devoted to this
problem and by screening those who enter the force to exclude high risk
personnel. The Office of the Secretary of Defense, together with the
Military Departments, Is monitoring the progress being made In obtaining
the attrition goals.

1/ In this discussion a person is considered trained after he completes
six months of service.
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4. Desertion

Enlisted desertion rates estimated for TV 1978 are compared
with rates for selected past years In Table 12-7. The qverall rates are
continuing to decline. We anticipate that the current trend will continue.

Table 12-7

Desertions Per Thousand Enlisted Personnel

FY 1961. TV 1968 TV 1972 TV 1976 TV 1977 TV 1978

Army 13 30 63 18 15 13
Navy 6 9 8 25 32 30
Marine Corps 18 31 65 69 47 39
Air Force 1 1 3 1 1 1
DoD 8 18 32 20 18 17

1/ Estimate for TV 1978 based on three quarters of data.

The figures for the Navy and Marine Corps remain trou-
blingly high. The introduction of a policy effective 1 December 1977,
requiring deserters to be returned to their parent command at their own
expense, appears to have leveled the previous increases of the desertion
rate which have occurred during the past few years. The Chief of Naval
Operations has recently identified as one of his principa l objectives a
radica l reduction in the incidence of unauthorized absence, of which the
desertion rate Is the most dramatic and serious ind i cator.

D. Equal Opportuni ty

1. Racial Representation

a. Blacks in the Enlisted Force

Chart 12-2 shows the percentage of blacks in the
active duty enlisted force by Service. The increase since 1972 is a
product of both the Increasing accession rates for blacks and the higher
than average reenlistment rates among black enlisted personnel. In TV
1977, 18 percent of the enlisted force was black as compared with ten
percent in FY 1964. The Army has historically had the highest black
content and the Navy the lowest. The pre-AVF trends have generally
continued under the AVF.
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Chart 12—2

BLACKS As A PERCENTAGE OF
ACTIVE DUTY ENLISTED END STRENGTHS
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The proportion of enlisted blacks in the Selected
Reserve has increased dramatically from one percent in TV 1969 to 18
percent in TV 1977. From FY 1971 to TV 1 977, the Army Reserve increased
Its proportion of black personnel from two percent to 17 percent. The
most recent figures available (1977) show the lowest proportion of black
enlisted reserves are found in the Nava l Reserve and Air National Guard
with only sIx percent each.

b. Blacks in the Officer Force

The percentage of all active duty officers who are
black has more than doubled between FY 1964 when it was 1.7 percent and
TV 1977 when it was four percent. The Army Is up fran. a low of less
than three percent In FY 1970 to six percent In TV 1977.

While in percentage terms less than representative of the
total black youth population, black officer accessions are roughly pro-
portional to the college educated black youth population. Overall black
officer strengths are becoming more representative under the AVF.
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The percentage of black officers in the Selected
Reserve has also increased. Since TV 1973, the percentage has Increased
by almost 60 percent. However, it still represents only 2.5 percent of
Selected Reserve officers.

2. Women in the Military

In mid TV 1978 more than 125,000 women were members of
the active force. This was an increase of some 7,000 women from end TV 0

1977 strengths and indicates the growth toward the FY 1984 obJective of
235,800 women on active duty.

Research and market analysis continue to Ind i cate that
women are willing to enlist in numbers that will support the TV 1984
goal and that expanded utilization is possible. The key women ’s issues
appear to be attracting women with the aptitudes to meet mechanical and
techn ical requirements of the Services, their utilization In nontrad i-
tional skill areas and retaining sufficient numbers of women beyond the
first enlistment to sustain the career force.

Although some changes in distribution have occurred , most
women continue to serve In the administrative and med i cal skills (Chart
12—3). Expansion of women into nontraditiona l fields is progressing
slowly but satisfactorIly at a pace Intended to minimize training and
utilization prob lems In the field.

Chart 12—3

DISTRIBUTiON OF ~~LISTED WO~~~
BY DOD OCCUPATION GROUP
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Males who are in traditional male job lines and females
In traditiona l female lines tend to remain on active duty at a higher
rate than their respective contemporaries In nontraditiona l occupations
(Chart 12—4).

Chart 12—4

RETENTION OF MEN AND WOMEN BY DOD OCCUPATION CODE
PERCENT OF THOSE ENTERING SKILL iN FY 1173

WHO WERE STILL IN SKILL AT END FY 1971 DOD AVERAGE
PERCENT
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Enlisted women as a whole progress with their male
contemporarIes and are promoted at the same or greater rate.

The Department of Defense again requests changes in the
U.S. Code covering women serving on Navy combat ships and flying Navy or
AIr Force combat aircraft. Section 808 of the FY 1979 Department of
Defense Appropriation Authorizati on Act (P.1. 95—485) permits Navy women
to be assigned to non-combat vessels on a permanent basis and to temporary
duty aboard combat vessels not expected to be assigned combat duties .
Legislative change in this area to allow the respective Service Secretaries
to establish utilization policies for women will ensure that women have
the same career opportunities as their male counterparts.
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CHAPTER 13

MANAGEMENT

I .  I NTROD UCTI ON

In my report of last year , I ind i cated that, although the Depart-
ment of Defense is generally a well—run organization , continu i ng organi-
zational and management adjustments are required to respond to chang i ng
conditions and new requirements. To this end, i outlined a number of
initiatives designed to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the
Department ’s management structure.

in the intervenIng months , organ i zational and management reform has
continued to be a matter of priority within the Department of Defense.
Of particular note have been the efforts taken to: (I) improve the
planning process; (2) realign DoD organIzations; (3) complete staff
reductions In the Office of the Secretary of Defense and MIl!tary
Department Headquarters; (4) decentralize activities from the National
Cap i tal Region ; (5) expand the scope of the Defense Organ i zation Study;
and (6) improve policies and practices for the acquisition of major
weapon systems. Additiona l noteworthy Defense management projects are
sumarized in tabular form at the end of the Chapter.

II. IMPROV I NG THE PLANNING PROCESS

The Planning, Programi ng, and Budgeting System (PPBS) under wh i ch
the Department operates was originally designed to prov i de for an
integrated and participatory decision-making process for manag ing the
Department of Defense. While a major innovation at the time of Its
i nception , and still an effective management system, the PPBS had in
recent years developed a number of problems. The series of guidance
documents --Defense Guidance , Planning and Programi ng Gu i dance, and
Fiscal Gu i dance —- came to be independently produced by various staff
elements within the Office of the Secretary of Defense without adequate
coord i nation. Their correlation with each other and wIth the joint
strategic plans of the JoInt Chiefs of Staff was often tenuous, which
se~#erely limited their va l ue as planning guidance for the Military
Departments. Further, the programming and budgeting phases were char-
acterized by repetitive reviews and frequent substantial and disruptive
changes late In the PPBS cycle. These changes were due, in part, to the
fact that the process did not i nvolve the Presi dent in decision-making
until the very end of the PPBS cycle.
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After extensive discussions within and outside of the Department of
Defense, I initiated a revi sed system. The new system Incorporates the
following changes:

-- Early and continuous Secretary of Defense and Presidential
Involvement in the PPBS process.

-- Expansion of the roles of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the
Military Departments. The Joint Chiefs of Staff, Serv i ce
Secretaries, and Service Chiefs of Staff now prov i de sub-
stantive input during the Consolidated Gu idance drafting
process on a formal and informa l basis , and participate In the
PPBS decision-making process at several stages thereafter.

—— Development of a Consolidated Guidance which addresses funda-
mental defense policy and strategy issues, and provides specific
planning guidelines for the initiation and development of DoD
programs. This supersedes and consolidates into a single
document the former Defense Guidance , Planning and Programing
Guidance , and Fiscal Gu i dance.

—- Preparation by the Joint Chiefs of Staff of a Joint Strategic
Plann i ng Document (JSPD) and Joint Program Assessment Memorandum
(JPAII), in lieu of the Joint Strategic Objectives Plan (JSOP)
and Joint Forces Memorandum (JFM) , which were prev iously
submitted to the Secretary of Defense. The JSPD considers the
views of the Commanders of the Unified and Specified Commands
in recommending military strategy to achieve nationa l objectives
and provides advice on the force l evels necessary to execute
this strategy. The JPAII provides JCS advice to the Secretary
for his review of the Program Objective Memoranda (POll ’s,
prepared by the Military Departments to outline their resource
requirements) and issue Papers (iP’ s, prepared by the OSD
staff to address significant program issues requiring resolution
by the Secretary), as well as advice on other decision s regarding
specific military programs.

-- Development of an annual Study Plan which addresses analyt Ical
deficiencies i dentified during the course of drafting the
Consolidated Guidance . The Plan assigns responsibility for
the conduct of various studies to the OSD staff, the Military
Departments, and Joint Chiefs of Staff.
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The PPBS is , and must continue to be, an evolving system. Undoubt-
edly, additional imp rovements can be made as time goes by. I am con-
fIdent , however, that the steps we have taken to date will significantly
improve the quality of Defense programs and financial planning decisions.

iii. ORGANIZATION

A. Realignment of DoD Organ i zational Structure

Chart 13— 1 shows the current organizationa l arrangements and
reporting relationships of the major DoD Components. The reorganization
initiated during FY 1978, and described In last year’s report, has now
been fully implemented. I am pleased to report that it is working well.
The managerial lines of authority at the top levels of the Department
have been effectively streaml i ned and strengthened. Within the Office
of the Secretary of Defense and the Headquarters of the Mili tary Depart-
ments, related functions have been consolidated , unnecessary and marginal
functions have been eliminated , and functions which are primarily opera-
tiona l have been transferred to lower echelons within the Departmental
structure.

This reversal In the trend toward ever larger headquarters
organizations is a significant step toward more effective management in
the Department of Defense. The leaner headquarters structure will
contribute to our continued efforts to streaml i ne the Department to meet
current and projected Defense requirements. Already this new structure
has enabled us to scale down the number of Assistant Secretaries required
to manage DoD programs and to reduce the size of Departmental head-
quarters staffs.

B. Reduction in Assistant Secretaries

The new Departmenta l organization structure , by combining a
number of previously separated functions , Is able to operate efficiently,
and with improved coord ination , using fewer Assistant Secretaries.
Accord i ng l y, by a Department of Defense ReorganizatIon Order, dated
March 7, 1 978, which was effected with the concurrence of the Congress,
we eliminated five of the twenty-two Assistant Secretary positions wh i ch
were authorized to the Department by statute. Of the five, two were
Assistant Secretary of Defense positions assigned to the Office of the
Secretary of Defense, and the remainder were Service Assistant Secre-
taries -- one from each of the Military Departments.
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C. OSD and Military Department Headquarters Staff Reductions

Table 13-1 depicts the reductions which have been effected in
the size of the top-level Department of Defense headquarters since I
assumed responsibility for management of the Department in January 1977.
As you can see, the Office of the Secretary of Defense and the head-
quarters establishments of the Military Departments have been trlmed
more than 20 percent. These reductions, which for the most part have
been accompl i shed during the past fiscal year, reflect our desire to
reduce headquarters staffs by streamlining their operatIons and restrict-
ing their activities as much as possible to those functions most appro-
priatel y performed by headquarters organ i zations -- that Is , policy
development , resource management, program evaluation , and long-range
planning .

Our goal throughout this effort has been to improve management
performance. Emphasis has been placed , therefore, on functional realign-
ment and personnel transfers, rather than separation of employees from
Defense rolls. Swollen headquarters staffs make for inefficiency.
Approximately 74 percent of the overall headquarters staff reduction has
therefore been accomplished by transferring 2,647 personnel to lower-
level Defense organizations.

At the same time , however, we have attempted to identify and
eliminate unnecessary positions. As a result 960 positions have been
eliminated , making up approximately 26 percent of the overall reduction.
In effecting these reductions, a conscientious effort has been made to
protect Defense employees from Involuntary separation. Early reti rement
authority was sought, and received, from the Civil Service CommIssIon.
In addition , personnel occupy ing disestablished positions were placed in
other Defense jobs for which they were qualified , or provided assistance
in seeking Jobs in other government agencies or the private sector. As
a result of these efforts, I am pleased to report that only twelve
personnel had to be Involuntaril y separated from Department of Defense
emp loyment as a result of our headquarters staff reductions.

Although some payroll and associated costs are being avoided
through personnel cuts, this is not the primary source of savings
anticipated from the Departmental headquarters reduction effort. More
important are the functional reali gnments and operationa l efficiencies
which have been accomplished , because these actions will ultimately make
possible even more significant and lasting economies through the improved
management of our Nation ’s defense resources.
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D. Decentralization of Activities from the Nationa l Cap i tal
Region

The Department of Defense has had a long-stand ing program to
relocate activities from the National Capita l Reg ion to other areas of
the country. The objectives of this program are to: (1) decentralize
non-headquarters Defense activities from the National Capital Region;
(2) reduce costs of GSA-provided administrative space In the Nationa l
Capita l Region; and (3) increase the use of existing , underutilized
installatIons in other parts of the country.

As a continuation of this effort, we have estabished a goal to
eliminate , over a five-year period, two million square feet of admini-
strative space utilized by the Department, and to relocate the associ-
ated organizations and personnel outside of the Washington area. In
April 1978, the first phase of this program was announced with the
Identification of the initial contingent of Defense activities proposed
for relocation. Detailed planning studies and analyses are currently
underway. if fully implemented as proposed, the first phase could
result In the reduction of approximately one mifl Ion square feet cf
administrative space in use by the Department of Defense in the National
Cap i tal Region.

Approximately 5,400 military and civilian positions would be
relocated to other areas of the country; where, to the extent possible ,
they will occupy currently underutilized Defense facilities. Additional
Defense organizations to be relocated under the second phase of this
program are still under review, and will be announced as determinations
are made.

E. Defense Organization Stu~y

While several actions have been taken to Improve the Depart-
ment ’s organizationa l arrangements , we have continued to address organi-
zational issues and alternatives in pursuit of further improvements.
The Defense Organization Study has been conducted in conjunction with
the President’s Reorgani zation Project. in general , the study has
focused on three major areas of Inquiry :

-- Defense Departmenta l Headquarters - a review of the
Thterreiationships, roles, functions and responsibilities
of OSD, the Service Secretariats , and the Service Staffs.
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-- The National Military Command Structure (NMCS) - a review
of the ability of the NMCS to respond to the National
Command Authorities and of the appropriate roles of the
Secretary of Defense, Cha i rman of the Jo int Ch iefs of
Staff, Joint Chiefs of Staff, and Unified Coi~vnanders in
the NMCS.

-- Defense Resource Management - a review of DoD resource
management systems; includ i ng the planning , programing,
and budgeting system and the system acquisition process,
as well as DoD support activities.

During the past year, significant progress has been made. Two
of these reviews (Defense Departmental Headquarters and National Coewnand
Structure Studies) have been completed and the third , the Defense Resource
Management Study, is scheduled for completion by early 1979. The
recommendations of the two completed reviews are currently under consider-
ation within the Department. In general , they touch on four areas of
Inquiry:

1. The appropriate source, content, and quality of military
advice to Include: the proper role of the Cha i rman of the JCS, Joint
Ch iefs of Staff , and the Coimnanders of the Unified and Specified Commands
in policy formulation and in resource management decision-making , and
Improvements in Joint Staff procedures and personnel policies.

2. The appropriate National Military Command Structure , to
include: responsiveness to the National Command Authorities; the
relationships between the Cha i rman of the JCS, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff , and Commanders of Unified and Specified Coninands; the organization ,
scope, and mission s of the Unified and Specified Commands.

3. The appropriate organization and functions of the Office
of the Secretary of Defense, to include : the responsibilities of the
recently established position of Under Secretary of Defense for Pol i cy
and the interrelationships of other OSD Under and Assistant Secretaries
of Defense, the Chairman of the JCS, Joint Chie fs of Staff , and Secretaries
of the Military Departments.

4. The appropriate organization and functions of Military
Department headquarters, to include the role of Service Secretaries and
their staffs, and the role of Military Service staffs.

After the Resource Management study has been completed, a
consol idated study report summarizing the major recommendations and
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decisions generated by all three efforts, will be prepared for the
President. I will be able to imp lement some of the reconinendations
through administrative initiatives; others may require Presidential or
Congressiona l action.

We do not intend to wait until the consol idated study report
is completed, however, to take action on recommendations. Those wh ich
are appropriate for imediate implementation will be acted on earlier.

At the same time , the Defense Organ ization Study has been
expanded to encompass additiona l areas of inquiry . At present, these
inc l ude:

-- Defense Med ical Resources -- a rev iew of DoD health care
In terms of the organization and management of the military
health care system, military read iness requirements, and
benefits packages. A latter phase of the study Is investi-
gating civil sector medical benef its programs to assist
in making recommendations as to appropriate military
programs.

-- Defense Training -- a review of the organization of
training wIth in the Department of Defense and of the
processes by which policy and resource decisions whIch
affect training are made.

-- Defense Agencies -- a review of the roles, funct ions, and
responsibilities of the Defense Agencies.

We anticipate that si gnificant organizationa l improvement will
be realized as a result of the Defense Organization Study. Many of the
recommendations contained in the rev iews which have been completed to
date have been well received. it should be emphasized, however , that we
are not seeking organ izational change for its own sake. We are interested
in imp roving efficiency and effectiveness, and will adopt those changes
which will best achieve these ends. If this can be done by “fine tuning”
the current organization , we will pursue that course of action. If , on
the other hand more fundamental actions are in order, we will respond
accordingly.

In addition to the Defense Organization Study, there are
several interagency studies being conducted as part of the work of the
President ’s Reorganization Project which may affect the Department of
Defense. One such effort, a study of Federal Emergency Preparedness and
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Response Programs, has already been completed. It has resulted in the
decision to transfer the functions and resources of the Defense Civil
Preparedness Agency from the Department of Defense to the new Federal
Emergency Management Agency. Further, the Civil Service reform leg is-
lation enacted by the 95th Congress embodies the reconinendations of
another Interagency study effort. Increased flexibility with respect to
the rotation of Civil Service executives as well as new i ncentive
systems for supervisors and senior executives, which the legislation
mandates, should help to Improve management performance in the Department
of Defense. Recently coinpieted studies of Federal Data ProcessIng, the
Selective Serv ice System, and Administrative Supply and Support Services
are being reviewed to identify implementing actIons.

We appreciate the cooperation shown by the Congress In our
reorganization efforts to date. We shall , of course, continue to
consult on future changes witfi Congress, and in some cases may be
seeking formal approval for those requiring Congressional review or
legislative change.

IV . EFFI CIENCY IN DEFENSE SPENDING -

Inefficiencies in the Department of Defense directly reduce the
amount of real defense capability attained , since in the nature of
things the total resources available to DoD will always be limited .
It Is for that reason that I have put considerable emphasis on improving
defense efficiency -- In the Un i ted States and in NATO. $ believe our
efforts will produce some excellent results.

We are revising acquisition pol i cy to encourage more cost/effective
procurement practices. Real economies (on the order of $250 million
annually) are expected under a new directive that permits wider use of
commercial products, elimination of unnecessary government specifIcations ,
and the use of commercial channels for distribution . We have also:
expanded use of multi-year contracting when lower unit prices can be
obtai ned ; encouraged contractors to i nvest in assets that reduce unit
production costs; and taken steps to avoid the hi gh costs associated
with failing to buy products at the most efficient production rates.

High technology can be applied to reduce costs. We are investing
to develop new materials and new manufacturing techniques wh ich will
reduce the cost of military systems. We plan to exploit further the
advantages of our electronics industry by developing new Very Hi gh Speed
integrated Curcuits, each one capable of replacing 100 or more of the
present integrated circuits. We estimate savings In life cycle costs of

--
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10 percent or more would accrue from application of this technology in
several satellite and commun ication systems that are representative
candidates for its use.

Our technological edge can be exploited to develop more efficient
systems -- systems with reduced complexi ty yet mproved performance.
The air-launched cruise missile currently under development Is one
example of such a system. A 8-52 cruise missile force will be about 40
percent less expensive than a B—i force of equal effectiveness. The
cruise missile exploits the American edge in technology, In miniature
Jet engines, precision guidance systems, and aerodynamics, providing a
highly efficient approach to modernizing our bomber force.

Through base closures, reductions in force, and realignment or
consolidation actions, over 15,000 military and civilian positions have
been eliminated since January 1977. Estimated savings are $240 million
annually. Pending proposals i nvolving 20,000 spaces and $300 million in
annual savings will be coming up for decision during FY 1979 and FY
1980.

A high level Steering Group on Oversight of Defense Activities has
been formed to assess our existing management systems for vulnerability
to fraud or waste, and to devise methods to correct potential weaknesses
before fraud or waste occurs.

We are considering a reali gnment of logistic agency responsibilities
that could result in annua l administrative savings of approximately $100
million.

While I believe we have made a good beginning, there are still many
difficult issues outstand ing. Many i nefficiencies are mandated by law ,
and are not easily changed. Some of our most intractable and expensive
issues center on civilian pay and personnel reductions. Ideall y we
should be able to pay blue collar workers at the prevailing rate for
comparable work in their wage area; instead , through a series of legis-
lative exceptions to that policy , we will spend $2 billion more than
necessary for wages over the next five years unless we get leg islative
relief . ideally we should be able to reduce a base structure that is
too large for our forces; realistically, reductions come only after
protracted discussions —— env i ronmental , regiona l and political. Ideally
our attempts to buy efficiently and then discontinue production lines
should not be frustrated by mandated procurement. ideally we should be
able to contract out jobs that can be performed more economically by the
private sector; vigorously pursuing that course, however, Is procedural l y
diff icult. When we do contract for construction or servi ces, pay rates
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under the contracts should not be artificially inflated by operation of
the Davis-Bacon and Service Contract Acts; the Davi s-Bacon Act alone
results In increased costs of up to 15 percent in DoD construction
contracts.

There are clearly a number of significant steps that remain to be
taken to Increase the efficiency of defense spending -- steps that
require sustained efforts from both the Department and the Congress to
achieve. If successfully imp lemented, these steps to Increase efficiency
in the Department of Defense should result in the savi ng of millions of
dollars , and enable us to get a hi gh return on each dollar spent for
defense. In a time when our principa l adversary is reaping the benefits
of a 15—year sustained commitment to increasing defense expenditures , we
can prudently do no less.

V. IMPROV ING THE WEAPONS SYSTEM ACQUISITION PROCESS

We have taken ~ number of steps aimed at imp roving the acquisitionprocess so that we can get better equipment into the hands of our forces
faster and more economically. Our efforts include :

-- Development of a new mission area structure for material
acquisition activities. We expect the structure to prov i de a
framework for better assessment of our equipment needs and
Justification for our research, development and acquisItion
activities on the basis of the Defense missions wh i ch they
support.

-- Emphasis on greater use of competition. initiat ives Include :
(1) Competitive parallel activities during concept develop-
ment, validation and even eng i neering development, for as many
programs as appropriate; (2) A leader/follower production
concept where there will be a sharing of the production effort
on long production run programs. This concept w ill be used in
the cruise missile program.

-— Greater use of concurrent development and test activities when
th. technological risks warrant It -- particularly when competing
concepts are being developed in parallel. On the D1VAD (Division
A ir Defense) gun program, concurrency and a two-contractor,
“government—hands—off” competition will result in a full scale
development phase that Is about two years shorter than what we
would norma 11 y expect.
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—- Carefully considering modification of systems as at least an
equal alternative to new system development.

-- Consolidation of similar program activities to reduce undesi rable
duplication , such as Air Force/Navy air-to-aIr and air-to-
ground weapons.

—— Earlier examination of system affordability , including (1)
emphasis on consideration of alternatives during DSARC reviews
and (2) a major affordability anal ysis at DSARC-ii so that a
go-ahead can be treated as a tentative commitment to produce a
system, provided full-scale-development proceeds as expected.

-- More emphasis on acquisition schedules based on operationa l
needs, rather than technological opportunities. Required iOCs
will be defined at program initiation and will be instrumenta l

- in determining how much new technology can be applied to a
particular solution.

-- More attention to the need to cancel programs with low-payoff
Instead of stretching other programs to accommodate more
programs in the budget.

-- Increased emphasis on technologica l and industrial cooperation
within the NATO alliance.

-- Continued initiatives to make the industrial base (government-
owned and private sector) more cost effective and responsive
to DoD’s peacetime and emergency needs.

—- Earlier and more detailed consideration of reliability and
maintenance factors in weapon system planning .

VI . ENER GY MANAGEMENT

DoD energy management has the dua l objectives of assuring energy
supplIes essential to the defense mission , and promoting energy con-
servation. Petroleum fuels account for 69 percent of DoD’s energy
usage. in P1 1978, DoD’s energy consumption was 2.2 percent less than
FY 1977, al though the total cost of energy used Increased by 3.5 percent.
The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) December 1978
petroleum price increase will further Increase our energy costs.

We have a number of priority action i tems for energy management
scheduled for 1979.
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I
-- Petroleum Supply Assurance - Short to Mid-Term

In 1 973 the U.S. imported 35 percent of its petroleum supplies ;
In 1978, we Imported almost 50 percent. This means increased vu l nera-
bility to pertroleum supply disruptions. The world tension which would
accompany a significant supply disruption would demand a high state of
military read i ness. Increased readiness would mean increased military
fuel consumption at the very time the rest of our society would have to
cut back. The Department of Defense needs to know exactly how it will
cope with petroleum supply disruptions in the short term. In coordina-
tion with the Department of Energy, DoD is developing specific procedures
and agreements, includ i ng use of the Defense ProductIon Act and the
Strateg ic Petroleum Reserve, to obtain priority allocation of petroleum
products.

Energy Research and Development Plan for Mobility Fuels

Military equi pment is now dependent on natura l petrol eum pro-
ducts. There will be a transition period over the next twenty to thirty-
five years, during which natura l petroleum products will be more and
more difficult to obtain. As liquid fuels derived from oil shale , coal ,
and tar sands reach the market place , DoD must be prepared to use them.
In the long term, DoD may need to build weapon systems that can run on
hydrogen or some other non-hydrocarbon fuel. Work will also continue on
the longer term objective of develop i ng entire l y new energy sources.

-- Energy Technology Demonstration Projects with the Department
of Energy

The Department of Defense and the Department of Energy have
completed preliminary p lanning on major energy demonstration InItiatIves ,
including projects using solar energy , photovolta cs, geothermal elec-
tricity, geothermal space heatIng , wood—fueled central power plants , and
three “showcase” installations of energy technology.

-- Facilities Energy Conservation

Progress will continue in 1979 in our efforts to promote
energy self—sufficiency on military installation s, reduce fuel and
utility expenses, and Increase energy conservatIon. We are working to
achIeve the President ’s conservation goals in existing buildings and new
buildings by 1985. (See Table i3-2.)
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CHAPTER 14

THE DEFENSE BUDGET

I. SUMMARY

Department of Defense funding requ i rements for the program pre-
viously discussed are summarized as follows:

Table 14-i

Department of Defense - Military Functions
($ Millions)

FY 1978 FY 1979 P1 1980

Current Dollars

Total Obligationa l Author i ty (b A) 116.5 125.7 i35.5
Budget Authori ty 115.3 125.2 135.0
Outlays 103.0 111 .9 122.7

Constant FY 1980 Dollars

Total Obligationa l Authority (b A) 131.8 133.2 135.5
Budget Authority 130.5 132.7 135.0
Outlays 117.4 119.1 122.7

Budget author i ty (BA) represents the legal authority to Incur
obligations , that is , author i ty to hire personnel or enter into contracts
i nvolving expenditures of funds from the Treasury within a specified
period of time. Budget authority, in most cases, Is provided by appro-
priatlon , but there are some exceptions. For military functions , the
exceptions are technical and relatively minor; budget authority is
virtually identical to the amount appropriated .

Total obligational authority (b A) represents the value of the
dIrect Defense program for each fIscal year regardless of the method of
fInancing (which could include balances available from prior years or
resources available from sale of i tems from i nventory); BA on the other
hand represents the va l ue of annual new author i ty to Incur obli gations.

Outlays represent expenditures or net checks issued. About three-
quarters of P1 1980 outlays will result from FY 1980 budget authorIty;
the remainder wil l come from budget authority prov ided in FY 1979 and
earl Icr years.
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II. THE FY 1980 BUDGET AND DEFENSE SPEND ING TRENDS

Chart 14— 1
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III. ASSUMPTIONS AND PROJECTIONS

Assumptions as to purchase pr ice in f la ti on and pay increases are
shown in the following table. These projections are based on guidance
furnished by the Office of Management and Budget.

Table 14-2

Pay Raises and Price Increases by Element FY 1978-1984
Percentage Increases, Fiscal ~rears

1978- 1979- 1980- 1981- 1982— 1983-
1979 1980 1981 1982 l98L i2!~..

Military Pay Base 5.64 5.56 5.57 5.15 4.77 4.52
Other Military Personnel
Expenses 6.54 5.70 5.O~ 4.25 3.~k 2.5%

TOTAL, Military Personnel 5.7~ 5~.57 5.51 5.0% 4.62 4.29

Classified Civil Service 5.50 5.50 5.25 5.00 4.75 4.co
Wage Board i/ 6.49 4.24 4.51 5.10 4.85 4.60
Foreign NatTonal Direct Hire 15.08 12.00 10 00 8.00 8.00 8.00
Foreign National Ind i rect

Hire 5.96 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
TOTAL, C I v I~ ian Payrol l 6.01 5.20 5.T4 5.15 4.9% 4.68

Military Retired Pay 8.71+ 7.86 6.38 5.52 4.47 3.46

Pay Composite 6.35 5.88 5.56 5.16 4.68 4.23

Industry Purchases
Outlays 8.00 7.00 6.00 4.80 3.70 2.80
bOA 7.11 6.08 5.02 4.01 3.35 2.63

Composi te Total
Outlays 7.08 6.40 5.78 4.98 4.18 3.46
TOA 6.74 5.97 5.26 4.53 3.91 3.29

1/ Wage Board Pay raises during fiscal years are as follows:

1978 1979 1980 1981 j
~~~ 

1983 j
~~~

8.0% 5.5% 3.4% 5.25% 5.0% 4.75* 4.5%
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IV. OUTYEAR PROJECTIONS

Using these assumptions Defense budget projections f rom fl 1979
through P1 1984 will be as follows:

Table 14-3

DoD, Mil itary Functions (Current Prices)
(S Bil l Ions)

TOA Out lays

FY 1979 125.7 111.9
FY 1980 135.5 122.7
P1 1981 11+5.7 133.7
FY 1982 155.7 144.9
P1 1983 166.8 155.5
FY 1 981+ 177.7 165.7

V. ANALYSIS BY PROGRAM AREA

The following tables provide a financial summary of the 10 major
programs :

Table 14-4

Department of Defense Budget Financ ing Summary by Major Program
(S Billions)

Current Dollars
Total Obl i gational Authority

Mil itary Program FY 1978 FY 1979 P1 1980

Strategic Forces 9.1 8.8 10.8
General Purpose Forces 42.5 47.6 50.0
Intelli gence and Coninunlcations 7.9 8.1 9.1
Airl ift and Seal ift 1.6 1.8 1.9
Guard and Reserve Forces 6.9 7.0 7.1
Research and Development 10.1 11.1 11.8
Central Supply and Maintenance 11.9 12.9 13.8
Training , Med ical , Other General
Personnel Activities 23.9 25.8 27.9

Administration and Associated
ActIvities 2.2 2.3 2.6

Support of Other Na tions
(Excl ud ing MAP) .3 .4 .6

TOTAL 116.5 l25.~ 135.5
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Table 14-5

Department of Defense Budget Financ ing Sununary
by Major Programs

(S Bi l l ions )

Constant FY 1980 Dollars
Total Obligationa l Authority

Mili tary Programs FY 1978 P1 1979 P1 1980

Strategic Forces 10.3 9.1 10.8
General Purpose Forces 47.8 50.3 50.0
Intelligence and Communications 8.9 8.6 9.1
Airl ift and Sea)ift 1.8 1.9 1.9
Guard and Reserve Forces 7.8 7.1+ 7.1
Research and Development 11.5 11.8 11.8
Central Supply and Maintenance 13.5 13.7 13.8
Tra ining, Medical , Other General
Personnel Activities 27.3 27.5 27.9

Administration and Associated
Activities 2.5 2.5 2.6

Support of Other Nations
(Excluding MAP) .3 .4 .6

TOTAL 131.8 133.2 135.5

Table 14—6

Department of Defense Budget Financial Summary
by Appropriation Category

(5 Billions)

Current Dollars
Total Obligational Authority

Appropriation Title P1 1978 P1 1979 P1 1980

Military Personnel 27.2 28.7 30.3
Retired Pay 9.2 10.3 11.5
Operation and Maintenance 34.9 38.1 1+0.9
Procurement 30.3 31.5 35.4
RDT&E 11.5 12.8 13.6
Military Construction 1.9 2.6 2.2
Family Housing 1.4 1.7 1.6
Revolving and Management Funds .2 .1 --
Special Foreign Currency -- -- --

TOTAL 116.5 125.7 135.5

NOTE: Totals may not add due to rounding.
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Table 11+-?

Department of Defense Budget Financial Summary
by Appropriation Cat~gory

~$ B i l l i ons)

Constant P1 1980 Dollars
Total Obli gationa l Authorit y

Appropriation Title P1 1978 FY ~979 P1 1980

Military Personnel 30.4 30.3 30.3
Retired Pay 10.8 11 .1 11.5
Operation and Maintenance 39.5 40.3 40.9
Procurement 34.2 33.2 35.4
RDT&E 13.1 13.6 13.6
Military Construction 2.1 2.8 2.2
Family Housing 1.6 1.8 1.6
Revolving and Management Funds .2 .1 -—
Special Forei gn Currency -- -_ --

TOTAL 131.8 133.2 135.5

Table 14-8

Department of Defense Budget
Financial Suninary

FY 1964 FY 1968 FY 1977 FY 1978 P1 1979 FY 1980

Department of Defense
as Percentage:

Federal Budget
(Outlays) %1.B* %3.3% 23.8% 22.8% 22.7% 23.1%

Gross Nationa l Product 8.0% 9.3% 5.2% 5.0% 4.9% 4.9%

Labor Force 8.3* 9.9% 4.9% 4.9% 4.9% 4.9%

Net Public Spending 27.9% 29.5% 15.6% 15.1* 14.8% 14.9%
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Chart 14-3
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APPIMIX A
1042 I

Ss mr~~~ ’t .f Ofeill.
VIm..cIaI S. .ry

(In MillIons of b l u rs)

fU~~~ ~~~~~~~ fl~~~~~ 
P T I~~ PT 197$ P T l l~~ ~~~~~~

S~~~.ry by l,.dso t Title

Military P.r,cnn.l 12,513 19,311 23, 147 25,430 27.114 21.01 10.322
lstlr.d Pay 1.21$ 2,093 3.22, 7.326 9.173 10,319 $1 ,462
Oper.tier. led Mslntona,.c. 11,693 20.950 21,212 22,24* 14 .902 3$.015 40.594
Procvr..snt 15.02$ 22.52$ 5,526 21.213 30.31’ 31,500 35.425
Pas..rdi. $.v.Ie~~.iit , Test . I Ivs lv tlon 1.053 1.263 7,524 ~,520 11 ,474 12.77$ 13.01
30 1.I For.I~n C.arrw.cy Progron — Ii 3 2 $4 7
Military CeisotructIes 977 1.557 I .2~2 2.141 1.160 2.02 2.117
Fesily lousing $ ~~~~~~~~ Not. Prog. 602 612 $39 1,259 1 ,312 1.257 1,411
bucivieg I Msoas t Pucd. _ ....... . .......Jli .......JZL .._.J9L

Total-Dir.c t Prvgr~~ (TM) 49.541 74 .315 76,502 9S.Ul 111 ,494 125,740 35.500

$4~~~ ry by Prooron

Str.teglc Fort.. $ 317 7.12$ 7.156 7.225 9,139 $ 511 11.5$
10e.rai Purpose P.rcss 11.417 . 30.537 25,560 32,~72 42,473 47.1*0 49,974
lnt.lli gaeca and C~~~ .nlcatlaos 4,350 5.542 5.45* 1.674 1.2,6 1.135
Airlift aed S..iI ?t 1,040 1 .747 1,114 1,262 I~~I9 1,110 1 .907
bird sod Nos.rve ~orc.s 1 ,761 2, 177 3,255 5.310 1,945 7.O3~ 7, 113
Isosarcy. and 0.v.Iopaeni 4,334 4.270 5,749 3.155 10.105 11,125 11,750
Isetrel S..pply and M.ip,1. .c. 4.’3$ 1.315 $ 663 9,740 11 ,945 12.119 *3.770
Tr.inleg. Nidica l, Other I.e. Per.. Ag t iv . ~,9Z1 12 .151 15. 19$ 71 .539 23.911 25.525 27,117

~~~lsIsir.tlon and As toc. ActivItit. 1,079 1.239 .69) 2,110 2,195 2.34) 1,557
Su00ort of Other N.tloms j/ 11 ~~~~~~~~~~ j~j~~ 244 ,_,j~~ ~~~~~~~~~~

T.t.l .0i,.ct Progres (10*) 49.541 14.315 7~.50Z 95.01 I1~,494 25,710 1)5,500

S,~~~ rp by Carpon..t

bp.rteset of the Army 12 ,275 24 ,962 22.094 *3,S2~ 25.943 31,642 33,31$
b~~rtsoet of the levy 11,450 ZO.71i 22.51? 31,415 39.639 41,530 44.019
Ospart~~ .t of the Air Fort. 19.95$ 24 ,974 23,S34 21,441 33. 11$ 35,427 39,007
lefene. Ag.ecl.s/0SD/JCS 1.007 1,1.91 1 ,745 3,4*7 4,152 4 ,55) 5,300
IePens.-wIde ..jj ~ L ...L.Z ~1. ....W!! .J.~1 J2~±L JL~~ ..LL3~

T.t.I-SIr.c t Progr (TM) 49,547 74,315 71.502 95.11) 116.494 25.740 135.500

Flasecleg Mjust.snti 30 1 ,377 .1,4% 37) 1,172 53% 459

budget Authority (IA) 4,,127 76,31.2 75,006 ,5,~cS 115,322 $25,209 135.041

30tI.ys 4,,470 77.215 15,076 17,191 103.042 $11 ,900 $22 ,700

Not., In the FT 1910 .ol,...i , senunu for .IlIt.ry and clviii.. , pay ncr..... , ellit ory retired pay reform .nd olber proposal leg is lation are
ll,tribotel. 0,1.11. soy not add to total . I... to r~vndlng.

j/ luppor t of Other Nations ssclud.s MAP.
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APPENDIX B

TABLE 1

Department of Defense

General and Flag Officer Strengths

General and Flag General and Flag Officer
Actual Officer Strengths Per 10,000 Total Military

1960 1 ,260 5.1
1961 1,254 5.0
1962 1,303 4.6
3963 1 ,292 4.8
1964 1 ,294 4.8
1965 1 ,287 4.8
1966 1,320 4.3
1967 1 334 4.0
1968 1 ,352 3.8
1969 1 ,336 3.9
1970 1 ,339 4.4
1971 1 ,330 4.9
1972 1 ,324 5.7
1973 1 ,291 5.7
1974 1 ,249 5.8
1975 1 ,199 5.6
1976 1 ,184 5.7
I9TQ 1 ,174 5.7
1977 - 1 ,159 5.6
1978 1 ,119 5.4

~~~~~~ !/

1979 1 ,119 5.5
1980 1 ,119 5.5

~, ~~ 1980 President’s Budget
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TABLE 2

Department of Defense

Officer and Enlisted Strergth

Enlisted
Actua l Officer Strength (000s) !/ to Officer Ratio

1960 317 6.8
1961 315 6.9
1962 343 7.2
1963 334 7.1
1964 337 7.0
1965 339 6.8
1966 349 7.9
1967 384 7.8
1968 416 7.5
1969 419 7.3
1970 402 6.6
1971 371 6.3
1972 336 5.9
1973 321 6.0
1974 302 6.2
1975 292 6.3
1976 281 6.4
19TQ 279 6.5
1977 275 6.5
1978 273 6.5

Prograivuned 2/

1979 274 6.5
1980 277 6.4

1/ Includes all officers on extended active duty.
!/ FY 1980 PresIdent’s Budget.
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TABLE 3

DEPARTMENT OF DEFEN SE

MANPOWER LEVELS
(End Year — in Thousands)

Actual Active Military !/ Civi lian 2/ Total

1960 2,476 1 ,230 3,706*
1961 2,494 1,215* 3,709*
1962 2,808 1 ,244 4,052
1963 2,700 1 ,226 3,926
1964 2,687 1 ,176 3,863
1965 2,655 1 ,155 3,810
1966 3,094 1,261 4,355
1967 3,377 1 ,398 4,775
1968 3,547 1 ,393 4,940
1969 3,460 1 ,391 4,851
1970 3,066 1 ,265 4 ,331
1971 2,714 1 ,190 3,904
1972 2,322 1 ,159 3,481
1973 2,252 1 ,100 3,352
1974 2,161 1 ,109 3,270
1975 2,127 1 ,078 3,205
1976 2,081 1 ,047 3,128
19TQ 2,083 1 ,042 3,125
1977 2,074 1 ,022 3,096
1978 2,061 1 ,016 3,077

Progranined 3/

1979 2,050 994 3,044
1980 2,050 985 3,035

1/ Excludes mil i tary personnel on active duty who are paid from Civil
Works and Reserve Components appropriations.

2/ Direct and ind i rect hire. Excludes Civil Functions, special youth
employment programs, m d  NSA employees.

j/ FY 1980 Pres ident’s Budget.

* Estimated.
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TABLE 4

Active Duty Militar y Personnel, Reserve Component Military
Personnel, and Civilian Personnel Strength 1/

Tend of fisca l years in thousands)

Active Duty Military
Army 972 1 ,570 811 779 771 774 774
Navy 667 765 588 525 530 524 528
Marine Corps 190 307 198 192 191 190 189
A ir Force 856 905 726 585 569 563 559

Total 2,685 3,547 2,322 2,081 2,061 2,050 2,050

Reserve Components (in paid status)
Army National Guard 382 389 388 362 341 346 365
Army Reserve 269 244 235 195 186 192 200
Naval Reserve 123 124 124 97 83 87 49
MarIne Corps Reserve 46 47 4 1 30 33 34 34
Air National Guard 73 75 89 91 92 93 93
Air Force Reserve 61 43 47 48 54 56 57

Total 953 922 925 823 788 807 798

Direct Hire Civ ilian
Army 2/ 360 462 367 329 316 307 308
Navy — 332 419 342 311 306 299 294
Air Force 2/ 305 331 280 248 237 234 227
Defense Agencies — 38 75 61 72 76 76 77

Total 2/ i ,035 1 ,287 l~05O 960 935 917 907

1/ Totals may not add due to rounding.
7/ These totals include Army and Air National Guard Technicians , who ~~re

converted from State to Federal employees In FY 1979. The FY 1964 and
1968 totals have been adjusted to Include approximately 38,000 and
39,000 technIcians respectively.
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APPENDIX C: BUDGET-RELATED TABLES AND CHARTS
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APPENDIX D: ACRONYMS

AAH: Advanced Attack Helicopter
MW: Anti-Air Warfare
ABN: Anti—Ballistic Missile
ACDA: Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
ADP: Automated Data Processing
ADM: Atomic Demolition Munitions
AE: Assault Echelon
AECB: Arms Export Control Board
AFSATCON: Air Force Satellite Coninun i catlons
AGM: Air-to-Ground Missile
AID: Agency for International Development
ALCM: Air—Launched Cruise Missile
ALCS : Airborne Launch Control System
ALOC : Air Line of CofTinun ication
AMRAAM: Advanced Med i um-Range Air-to-Air Missile
ANSI: Advanced Med i um STOL (Short take-off and landing) Transport
ARG : Atlan tic Fleet Amphibious Ready Group
ASAT: Anti-Satellite
ASH: Advanced Scout Helicopter
ASW: Anti—Submarine Warfare
AVF: Al l -Volunteer Force
AWACS: Airborne Warn i ng and Control System
BETA: Battlefield Exploitation and Target Acquisition
BMD: Ballistic Missile Defense
BMEWS: Ballistic Missile Early Warn i ng System
91C: Back—up intercept Control
C : Coavnand, Control and Corvnunications
C31: Coninand, Control , CofIm~unicat ions , and Intelligence
CAT: Conventiona l Arms Transfer
CCP: Consol idated Cryptologic Program
CD: Civil Defense
CFV: Cavalry Fighting Vehicle
CINCEUR: Conunander—in—Chief , European Coninand
CINCLANT: Convnander—in—Chief , Atlantic
CINCPAC : Conmiander—in-Chief , Pacific Coninand
CINCSAC : Coninander—in—Chief , Strategic Air Conmiand
COB: Col located Operating Bases
COD: Carrier Onboard Delivery
COLA: Cost-of-Living Allowance
CONUS: Continenta l Un i ted States
CRAF : Civil Reserve Air Fleet
CV: Aircraft Carrier
CVN: Aircraf t Carrier , Nuclear-powered
CVV: Aircraft Carrier , Medium—sized
CV: Chemical Warfar e
DARPA: Defense Advanced Research Projects
DDG: Guided Missile Destroyer
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DEW: Distant Early Warning (Line)
DNZ : Demi litar ized Zone
DoD: Department of Defense
DSARC: Defense Systems Acquisiti on Rev iew Council
DSB: Defense Science Board
DSCS: Defense Satellite Coninunication System
ECIP: Energy Conservation Investment Program
ER: Enhanced Radiation
FEBA: Forward Edge of the Battle Area
FEMA : Federa l Emergency Management Agency
FFG: Guided Missile Frigate
FMS: Foreign Military Sales
FRS: Fleet Readiness Squadron
FYDP: Five-Year Defense Program
GDiP : General Defense Intelligence Program
GLCM: Ground-Launched Cruise Missile
GMF: Ground Mobile Forces
GNP: Gross National Product
GSA: General Services Administration
GSFG: Group of Soviet Forces, Germany
HARM: High Speed Anti-Radiation Missile
ICB$: Intercontinental Ballistic Missile
1FF: Identification , Friend or Foe
IFV: infantry Fighting Vehicle
IMET: Internationa l Military Education and Training Program
iONDS : Integrated Operational Nuclear Detection System
I RBM: Intermediate-Range Ballistic Missile
JCS: Jo int Chiefs of Staff
J1NTACCS: Jont interoperability of Tactical Coninand and Control
JSS: Joint Surveillance System
JTI DS: Joint Tactical Information Distribution System
IMPS: Light Airborne Multipurpose System
ICAC: Landing Craft, A i r Cush ion
LHA: Amphibious Assault Ship
LOC: Line of Coiiinunicatlon
LSD: Landing Ship, Dock
LTDP: Long-Term Defense Program
MAC: Military Airlift Coninand
MAF: Marine Amphibious Force
MAP: Military Assistance Program or Multiple Aimpoint Basing
MU: Marine Amphibious Unit
IIBFR: Mutual and Balanced Force Reductions
MCII: Mi ne Countermeasures
MIG : Mi koyan A i rcraf t
MIRV: Multiple Independently Targ.table Reen-ry Vehicle
MRBM: Medium-Range Ballistic Missile
MSC: Military Sealift Conunand
MSO: Ocean-Going Minesweeper
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M—X: Missile , Exper imental
NATO: North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NEACP: National Emergency Airborne Coninand Post
NFCS: Nuclear Forces Co.miunications Satellite
NFIP: Nat ional Foreign Intelilgence Program S
NMCS: National Military Conunand System
NORAD: North American Air Defense Command
NSC: National Securi ty Council
OASD: Offi ce, Assis tant Secretary of Defense
OJCS: Off ice, Joint Chiefs of Staff
OSD: Off ice, Secretary of Defense
0TH: Over-the-Horizon
PAL: Permissive Action Link
PMR: Primary Miss ion Read iness
PRC: Peop le’s Republic of China
PAVE

PAWS : Phased-Array Radars
PARCS: Perimeter Acquisition Radar Characterization System
PKO: Peace-Keeping Operation
PONCUS: Prepositioned Overseas Materiel Configured in Unit Sets
RD : Research and Development
RDT~E: Research, Development, Test and Eval uation
RFM: Reserve Forces Modernization
R/S/I: Rational ization/Standardizationhlnteroperability
SAC: Strategic Air Command
SACDIN: SAC Dig ital Network
SACEUR: Supreme Allied Coninander Europe
SACLANT: Supreme Allied Coitunander, Atlantic
SAGE: Semi—Automatic Ground Environment
SALT: Strategic Arms Lim itation Talks
SIG 1NT: Signals Intelligence
SlOP : Single integrated Operational Plan
SLBM: Submarine—Launched Ballistic Missile
SLOC : Sea Line of Commun ication
SlIM: Special Nuclear Material
SUM: Short-Range Attack Missile
SSBN: Ballistic Missile Submarine, Nuclear-powered
SSN: Submar ine, Nuclear-powered
SURTASS: Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System
TAC : Tacti cal A i r Conunand
TNF’: Theater Nuciear Forces
TOA: Total Obligational Authority
USAFE: Uni ted States Air Force Europe
USAREUR: United States Army Europe
VSTOL: Vertical/Short Take—off and Landing
W RS: War Reserve Stocks
WWMCCS: Worldwide Milita ry Command and Control System
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